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INTRODUCTION

Metaphor in conversation
In our everyday conversations, we use all kinds of devices to convey our messages,
including metaphor. Listening to one’s conversations through a metaphorical filter
often reveals the intuitive human ability to see the ‘similarity in dissimilars’
(Aristotle c. 335 BCE). For example, many of my recent conversations have
concerned this thesis. Throughout these conversations, people often encouraged me
with good advice to keep up the good work. At a time when I found myself lost in
what I wanted to be a clear structure, I recall my mother telling me that I should
view my work as if I were “cleaning out the kitchen cabinets; the work can be a
pain, but simply take one shelf at a time”. There were moments when the thesis
made me forget to eat and my husband insisted that I should see myself as a
football player, “like Lionel Messi; you get up every morning, work hard and
deliver a top performance, but you can only perform those dribbling skills on the
right nutrition”. Moreover, many friends who have just started their own families
have asked me how my ‘child’ was doing.
Carter (2004) refers to the use of metaphor in conversation as ‘demotic
creativity’. Based on a 5-million word corpus of spoken language, he studied
creative uses of language within conversations, including the use of metaphor,
hyperbole, idioms and slang, and concluded that speech participants in
conversations are just as creative as writers of more poetic discourse registers. In
conversation, Carter argues, metaphors are typically used for humorous and
interpersonal purposes rather than for more serious aims, such as explaining
difficult abstract concepts. An example is the extension of idiomatic expressions,
such as ‘she puts all her socialist carts before the horses’, which is based on the
idiom ‘Don’t put the cart before the horses’ (2004: 96). It shows that “[l]inguistic
creativity is not simply a property of exceptional people but an exceptional
property of all people” (2004: 13; cf. Gibbs 1994).
In addition to its creative manifestations, other researchers have described
occurrences of more common or conventionalized metaphor in conversation (e.g.
Cameron 2008a; Goatly 1997), such as referring to an amount of work as ‘loads of
work’ or describing the experience of walking as ‘have a walk’. Expressions of
metaphor in our everyday conversations present themselves as both conventional
as well as more creative instances. That metaphor is ingrained in our daily lives has
become part and parcel of cognitive linguistic theory ever since Lakoff and
Johnson emphasized the link between metaphor in language and in thought.
Sparked by their work Metaphors we live by (1980), it became widely accepted
that the ability to understand one thing in terms of another is a generally
unconscious process in people’s conceptual systems. According to Lakoff and
Johnson (1980), these systems accommodate ‘metaphors in thought’, or
‘conceptual metaphors’, which can be expressed in language or other modes of
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expression. Typically, abstract, complex target domains are expressed in terms of
concrete, physical, familiar source domains. Often quoted examples are LIFE IS A
JOURNEY and ARGUMENT IS WAR, which manifest themselves in expressions
such as ‘We’ll cross that bridge when we get to it’ and ‘She attacked every weak
point in his argument’.
Metaphor researchers in cognitive and applied linguistics have generally
accepted the shift from looking at metaphor as a matter of language to metaphor as
a matter of thought. However, criticism of Lakoff and Johnson’s work includes
that it is based on introspection, that it only provides examples out of context and
that it therefore cannot truly contribute to theories about metaphor in everyday
language use. From the point of view that meaning is guided by context,
researchers have increasingly approached metaphor from the perspective of
function in context and socio-cultural diversity, which have become pivotal themes
within cognitive linguistics (e.g. Geeraerts 2005; Kristiansen & Dirven 2008). This
development has led to a multitude of more specific studies of metaphor in various
contexts. Kövecses (2005), for example, describes the role of cultural variation in
the use of metaphor. Charteris-Black (2004) studies political and religious
discourse and press reports, whereas Semino (2008) contributes metaphor analyses
of literature, politics, science and education, advertising and the representation of
illness in the media. Cameron (e.g. 1999, 2003, 2007a, 2007b, 2008a, 2008b)
provides ongoing contributions to the study of metaphor in talk. Cienki and Müller
(2008) and Forceville and Urios-Aparisi (2009) offer metaphor analyses from a
multimodal perspective that includes the interaction between language and gesture
and language and pictures. A crucial tenet in each of these studies is a focus on
authentic manifestations of metaphor and their functions in actual discourse, rather
than theorizing on the basis of invented examples.
This thesis on metaphor in conversation was written in the same tradition
as part of an NWO ‘Vici’ programme entitled ‘Metaphor in discourse: linguistic
forms, conceptual structures and cognitive representations’. The programme’s
description reflects the increasing awareness within metaphor studies of the
importance of natural language use to inform theory, of the need to clearly
demarcate areas of metaphor research and enhance explicit methodology within
these areas, and of the benefits of an interdisciplinary exchange of insights into
metaphor use and processing. At the heart of this thesis lie three related aims: (1)
to describe the occurrence of metaphor in the symbolic structure of casual
conversations from a cross-register variation perspective, (2) to provide a reliable
and flexible method for linguistic metaphor identification in conversation on which
these analyses are based, and (3) to describe characteristics of metaphor use in
conversation texts on the basis of a clear distinction between language, thought,
and communication and between metaphor in symbolic structure and metaphor
processed in the minds of individual language users. These aims will be discussed
below.
The present work offers an in-depth analysis of linguistic manifestations of
metaphor in terms of distribution, form, variation and communicative function in
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one register—that of casual conversational discourse—in relation to other common
registers in everyday discourse, in particular fiction, news and academic texts.1 As
such, it employs a quantitative corpus-linguistic analysis of linguistic expressions
of metaphor in conversation that includes all cases (cf. Deignan 2005; Sinclair
2004). The innovative aspect of the present study is an empirically based approach
to register variation along the lines of Biber (1988, 1989) in order to compare
metaphor use across registers. Biber has shown that conversation differs from
other registers on a number of communicative dimensions that are characterized by
certain lexico-grammatical features. Conversation, for example, contains relatively
few nouns and adjectives, distinguishing it from more informational texts, which
contain relatively many. Biber’s studies, however, did not include metaphor and its
different manifestations. So far, such an approach to metaphor analysis has been
shunned, not least because of its demanding nature in terms of time, money and
manpower. Previous research, most notably by Cameron (e.g. 2007a, 2008a) and
Carter (2004), has provided a detailed picture of metaphor in conversation and
other types of talk in terms of metaphor shape, its use in social interaction, and its
possible conceptual nature. These studies, however, have not moved beyond a
focus on talk alone. Moreover, corpus-based studies do provide authentic
examples, but often refrain from reporting on frequencies of instances. This raises
questions for research such as the following: Is the ‘widespread’ use of metaphor
in talk (Cameron 2008a) just as widespread as in other registers (can we actually
call it widespread)? Are specific word classes typically used metaphorically in
conversations, or are they generally used metaphorically across registers?
Moreover, are specific metaphor types, such as similes (Carter 2004), typical of
conversation? What is the function of these metaphorical expressions? Cameron
argues (2008a: 209) that further research is needed to understand the interaction of
genre and metaphor use and similar suggestions have been made for literature
(Semino & Steen 2008; Steen & Gibbs 2004). The Metaphor in Discourse project
is a first attempt to bridge that gap.
In order to achieve such a quantitative comparison, we developed an
extensive methodology for metaphor identification. This thesis offers an explicit
description of the application of a reliable metaphor identification procedure to
conversational data. Most of the analyses conducted are based on an annotation of
approximately 190,000 words across four main registers within the English
language: fiction, news, academic texts, and conversation.2 These texts were

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
"! The Metaphor in Discourse project involves the analysis of each of the four
registers, following the same MIPVU procedure reported on in this thesis, in Dorst
(2011), Herrmann (forthcoming) and Krennmayr (2011); an additional analysis of
metaphor in news and conversation in Dutch was carried out by Pasma (2011).!
2
The annotated corpus is published for use in linguistic research and education at
Oxford
Text
Archives
and
can
be
viewed
at
(http://www.ota.ox.ac.uk/headers/2541.xml).
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annotated by five principal annotators who were responsible for all registers at the
same time. In this way, each analyst became sensitive to the variation in metaphor
use between the registers. In the first year of the Metaphor in Discourse project the
analysts were Ewa Biernacka, Lettie Dorst, Irene López Rodríguez, Trijntje Pasma
and the present author. From the second year on, Berenike Herrmann and Tina
Krennmayr replaced Ewa Biernacka and Irene López Rodríguez. MIP (Pragglejaz
Group 2007), the first explicit Metaphor Identification Procedure, was used for this
part of the data collection. It allows systematic identification of linguistic metaphor
in discourse and has been tested for its reliability with the aim of enabling
comparative studies of metaphor identification. We were aware that the general
applicability of MIP to many types of discourse also meant that it leaves some
discourse-specific issues unanswered. In order to apply it to our corpus, we
therefore extended MIP to MIPVU (VU standing for VU University Amsterdam).
An elaborate report of the extended metaphor identification procedure for different
registers (conversation, fiction, news and academic texts and Dutch conversational
texts) can be found in Steen et al. (2010a), and a concise version is part of the
method and data section of this thesis. It includes the specific MIPVU manual
designed by our team as well as a detailed report by the present author on the
application of MIPVU to conversational data. These were specifically written to
feature both in the MIPVU book (Steen et al. 2010a) as well as in this thesis and to
contribute an explicit overview of the treatment and analyses of the conversational
data reported in the present work.
One of the important starting points for our annotation method has been
the cognitive linguistic perspective of metaphor, as described above. Metaphor is
regarded as a feature within our human conceptual system that enables a
comparison of one concept in terms of another concept, with linguistic expressions
and other modes of expression as possible manifestations of these underlying
metaphorical structures. Identifying metaphor as a mapping within the conceptual
structure allows analysts to move beyond just those indirectly expressed metaphors
in language that are referred to as linguistic metaphors. An example of a linguistic
metaphor would be ‘Anna is polishing her ballet skills’. The word polishing
indirectly refers to the notion of ‘improving’. The language is metaphorically used
by mapping a physical action onto an abstract action. An example of an utterance
that expresses a cross-domain mapping without using metaphorical language is the
following, which reflects a travel writer’s perspective on the pronunciation of the
Greek language: “[T]his man speaks it with a consciousness of its long compound
words and shifting accents, as if he is polishing a gem collection” (Storace 1996:
268). In this case, a simile is used to compare a manner of speaking Greek to
polishing a gem collection. The words ‘as if he is polishing a gem collection’ are
non-metaphorically used, because the act of ‘polishing’ is meant to be literally
evoked, but they do set up a mapping between the domains of Greek and gem
collections in the conceptual structure. In our approach, both types of metaphor are
included, allowing for a description of all linguistic manifestations of metaphor.
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This, in itself, is not a novel approach. Studies of metaphor in discourse
have thus far included reports on different types of metaphor, such as similes,
direct and indirect metaphor. Carter (2004), for example, claims that there is a
preference for simile in conversation. He does not, however, elaborate on his
method for identifying metaphor, let alone reflect on its reliability. The quantitative
cross-register perspective adopted in this thesis uses one uniform and reliable
metaphor identification method in order to reveal whether registers truly vary in
terms of linguistic manifestations of metaphors in conceptual structure and results
in more informed descriptions of the functions of different types of metaphorical
expressions in different types of discourse. This contributes to the in-depth
description of manifestations of metaphor that are typical of conversation and those
that are shared with the other registers.
It should be noted here that although conversation is typically multimodal,
the analyses presented in this thesis are solely based on the linguistic expression of
metaphor, as opposed to expressions found in (combination with) the use of
gesture or even prosodic features. This has two practical reasons. Firstly, linguistic
expressions are shared by all of the registers used in the Metaphor in Discourse
project and can therefore be compared, whereas other modes of expression do not
feature in the written data set and cannot be compared. At the same time, the
available transcripts taken from the subcorpus of the British National Corpus (BNC
Baby) did not include much paralinguistic information with regard to gesture and
intonation, apart from some vocal qualities such as laughter and pauses. In other
words, even if we had decided to include other modes of expression, our material
would not have been suitable for such an analysis. This thesis therefore presents a
close examination of expressions of metaphor in the linguistic component of a
message.
Finally, this thesis was written against the background of a framework that
clearly teases apart different disciplines and dimensions for metaphor analysis
(Steen 2007, 2008, 2011). The increasingly rich picture of metaphor and its uses
that has developed over the past thirty years has often led to terminological
problems and confusion about the type of metaphor reported on in various studies.
For this reason, Cameron (2007a), for example, insists on the pre-modification of
the term ‘metaphor’ in order to distinguish between different metaphor types, such
as linguistic metaphor (metaphor in language), conceptual metaphor (metaphor in
thought), process metaphor (metaphor in individual processing) and systematic
metaphor (metaphor patterns that potentially reflect shared conceptual domains of
discourse participants). “As the field of metaphor studies continues to expand,’ she
argues, ‘it is no longer reasonable for any one strand to claim ownership of the
unmarked form” (2007a: 130). Steen (2006, 2007, 2008, 2011) has recently argued
for a clear distinction between metaphor in language, in thought, and in
communication as crucial to a full-fledged discourse theory of metaphor that
includes the study of so-called ‘deliberate’ metaphor. Moreover, different
researchers (e.g. Müller 2008; Steen 2007, 2011) ardently advocate the need for an
explicit distinction between metaphor in grammar (or a conventionalized system)
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and metaphor in usage (or individual use) approached either as phenomena in the
symbolic structure of texts (as typically studied in linguistics) or as products and
processes of cognitive behaviour (as typically studied in psycholinguistics).
Besides the traditional symbolic and psychological approaches, Cameron (2007a;
cf. Cameron & Maslen 2010) and Goatly (2007) propose the addition of a social
approach to metaphor in language and thought, which describes metaphorical
patterns as the result of a shared process between individuals in specific types of
discourse or among particular groups of people. Cameron and Maslen (2010), for
example, identify systematic metaphors that supposedly emerge from focus group
discussions on terrorism. Only when these disciplines and dimensions for metaphor
analysis are clearly distinguished and interrelated, researchers argue, can different
fields of study truly contribute to understanding the relations between each area of
research, such as the interaction between metaphorical language and actual
processing (Steen 2011).
The present thesis focuses on metaphor in usage in the symbolic structure
of conversational discourse on the dimensions of language, thought and
communication. The identification of linguistic expressions of metaphor forms the
core for the cross-register variation analysis of this thesis. Metaphorical
expressions are identified on the basis of sense descriptions in the dictionary
(Macmillan English Dictionary for Advanced Learners, Rundell 2002) and
analysed in terms of lexico-grammatical characteristics such as word class,
directness of expression, and metaphor signalling (metaphor in language). These
linguistic expressions of metaphor are subsequently considered from a conceptual
perspective using a software tool, Wmatrix, which automatically annotates lexical
units for their appropriate semantic domains (Rayson 2003, 2008) and takes
conceptual domains (metaphor in thought) as a starting point to explore metaphor
and register variation. The distinction between metaphor in language and thought
is the traditional distinction made within cognitive linguistics. Returning to our
earlier example, the linguistic metaphor ‘polishing’ can be considered as an
expression of a conceptual structure in which, for example, the domain of
IMPROVING is compared to the domain of POLISHING. During both the linguistic
and conceptual analysis, quantitative analysis is paired with qualitative analysis of
the findings, which provides a closer look at the context and communicative
function of the metaphorical expressions within its discourse. Communicative
functions may range from filling a lexical gap to a more rhetorical use of metaphor
used to entertain or explain. For example, the verb polished may simply be used in
one of its polysemous senses to express the act of ‘improving’ (‘Anna polished her
ballet skills’). It may also be used more deliberately to divert or inform by
exploiting the underlying mapping (‘[T]his man speaks it with a consciousness of
its long compound words and shifting accents, as if he is polishing a gem
collection’) (metaphor in communication).
In all these analyses, metaphor is approached as part of the symbolic
structure of discourse texts (ultimately a semiotic approach), which entails that no
claims are made about the actual cognitive processes that these metaphorical
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expressions may activate (a psychological approach). Metaphorical expressions
that are identified by metaphor researchers are not necessarily processed as a crossdomain mapping by language users. The study of authentic manifestations of
metaphor in discourse may, however, feed into theories of metaphor processing
that subsequently require verification through psychological and perhaps even
neurological evidence. In this respect, the experimental studies conducted by
Dedre Gentner and Brian Bowdle (Bowdle & Gentner 2005; Gentner & Bowdle
2008), resulting in the Career of Metaphor Theory, form an important influence on
the Metaphor in Discourse project. In a nutshell, their findings show that linguistic
form and conventionality of a metaphor influences the way a metaphor is
processed. Conventional metaphors are processed via categorization, whereas
novel metaphors are processed via comparison. Moreover, similes (A is like B) are
processed via comparison, whereas metaphors (A is B) are processed via
categorization. An exhaustive analysis of forms of metaphor in different registers
may provide new, authentic input for experimental work on cognitive
representations of metaphors that goes beyond those nominal metaphors and
similes that are frequently used in experiments. At the same time, these
behavioural insights provide a basis for discourse-based theories of, for example,
metaphor deliberateness (Cameron 2003; Steen 2008, 2011) or activation (Müller
2008), which focus on the interaction between form and conventionality of
metaphorical expressions in specific types of discourse that reflects different
functions of metaphor. These theories will be discussed in Chapter 1.
Although the bulk of this thesis is concerned with the symbolic analysis of
metaphor in discourse, it makes one departure to a psychological approach to
metaphor. This exception is made by the inclusion of an experimental study of the
paralinguistic element of tone of voice in conversation and its effect on the
cognitive processing of metaphorical expressions. So far, psychological studies
have reported on the effects of intrinsic metaphor characteristics (such as
conventionality, form and aptness; see Blasko & Connine 1993; Bowdle &
Gentner 2005; Glucksberg 2003), cotext (Ortony et al. 1978) and characteristics of
individual language users (e.g. recipients’ level of expertise; Steen 1994) on
processing. Studies regarding the influence of tone of voice are rare. A
psychological experiment was conducted to explore the influence of tone of voice
on metaphor understanding and interpretation. This was realized by observing the
interaction between conventionality of a metaphorical comparison, its semantic
valence (i.e. is the comparison interpreted as a positive or negative comparison?)
and the valence of the tone of voice with which the comparison was uttered (i.e. is
the comparison uttered in a positive or negative tone of voice?). The purpose of the
experiment is to draw attention to the multimodal context of metaphor in
conversation that is almost absent from the transcripts of the BNC Baby that were
used for the text analyses.
In sum, this thesis provides a detailed description of metaphor in casual
conversation by studying its manifestations in actual discourse on the dimensions
of language, thought and communication. It approaches metaphor in the symbolic
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structure of discourse, with the exception of a psychological experiment that
explores individual processing. Its analyses incorporate corpus linguistic, discourse
analytical and psycholinguistic methods. By pulling these perspectives together,
the research presented is innovative and contributes to the relatively new
development of theories of metaphor based on authentic manifestations in
discourse. Its main contribution is a comparison of metaphor use across different
registers based on annotation of a large corpus through a reliable and consistent
method. This results in a description of metaphor in casual conversation that
reports frequencies, forms and functions of metaphors that are interpreted against
the backdrop of register characteristics. In addition, an experimental study explores
the effect of tone of voice on metaphor understanding and interpretation.
The goals of this thesis can be summarized as four main interests, each
with their own research questions:
From the perspective of language in symbolic structure:
(1) Which linguistic forms of metaphor are used in the symbolic structure of
conversational discourse? Which of these are truly characteristic of conversation in
relation to other discourse registers?
From the perspective of thought in symbolic structure:
(2) How does metaphor use differ across registers when considered in terms of
conceptual domains? What does analysis of conceptual domains add to a crossregister description of metaphor use?
From the perspective of communication in symbolic structure:
(3) What are the communicative functions of metaphor in casual conversation
considering the discourse situation, form and conventionality of the metaphorical
expression?
From the perspective of individual processing of metaphor in conversation:
(4) Is there an effect of tone of voice on the way metaphors are understood and
interpreted?
These questions are addressed in separate chapters, as outlined below.
Thesis outline
Chapter 1 provides a general theoretical background for the research conducted in
this study. The development of metaphor is described, from being regarded as no
more than rhetorical (poetic) language to being essential to our everyday thinking
and fulfilling various communicative functions. Views from psychology, applied
linguistics and corpus linguistics are discussed as well as contemporary theories of
metaphor that attempt to combine approaches to metaphor in language, thought
and communication by advocating a clear demarcation of research fields as well as
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a constant dialogue between these disciplines. As such, it provides the general
theoretical background of this thesis, which is structured around the distinction
between language, thought and communication and makes more explicit some of
the concerns presented in the introduction.
Chapter 2 homes in on the quantitative, register-variation approach to
metaphor in conversation and the specific methodology adopted for its analysis in
this thesis. This chapter reports on insights from metaphor research conducted so
far and reflects on typical characteristics of the conversational register that may
affect metaphor use, with particular attention to the analysis of register variation,
as introduced by Biber (1988), as well as the study of linguistic and conceptual
metaphor through corpus linguistic approaches (e.g. Deignan 2005 and CharterisBlack 2004). This review of relevant methods is followed by the introduction of
the metaphor identification procedure (MIP) for linguistic metaphor (Pragglejaz
Group 2007) that forms the basis for the more detailed metaphor identification
procedure developed at VU University Amsterdam (MIPVU).
Chapter 3 presents the MIPVU procedure for metaphor identification in
discourse that has resulted from thorough discussions and empirical testing of the
method for its reliability. It provides a detailed set of instructions for linguistic
metaphor identification that are an elaboration and refinement of MIP and that can
be applied to different types of discourse. It describes how metaphor-related words
are divided into three categories: non-metaphor-related words, clear metaphors or
borderline cases. Moreover, a lexical unit can be used to signal a metaphor (for
example through like). The method also distinguishes between three types of
metaphor: indirect, direct and implicit metaphors. The specific details of applying
MIPVU to conversational data and the challenges met are discussed in Chapter 4,
as is a brief evaluation of the reliability of MIPVU and the characteristics of the
data set on which the results in this thesis are based. Both these chapters are based
on chapters from our co-authored book (Steen et al. 2010a) and have been slightly
revised to fit the structure and purpose of the present work.
Chapter 5 reports on the quantitative results of the linguistic metaphor
analysis across registers. It contains an in-depth analysis of linguistic
manifestations of metaphor in terms of distribution, type, form and function in
casual conversation compared with fiction, news and academic texts. The analysis
focuses on the general lexico-grammatical behaviour of casual conversation, the
distribution of metaphor across word classes, across the different types of relation
to metaphor distinguished by MIPVU (non-metaphor-related words, clear
metaphors or borderline cases) and across metaphor types (direct, indirect and
implicit metaphor). ‘Dry’ numbers are combined with a qualitative analysis of each
variable included in the analysis. Findings are interpreted against the background
of the communicative dimensions identified by Biber (1988). The result is an
overview of the correspondences and differences between metaphorical
expressions in conversation and written registers.
Chapter 6 describes linguistic metaphors identified by MIPVU from a
domain-specific perspective. It includes an exploration of a new tool for semantic
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domain analysis, Wmatrix (Rayson 2003, 2008). This tool is explored as an
alternative to MIPVU and investigated for its suitability to find metaphor in
conversation. Moreover, one of the key domains of conversation is inspected for
manifestations of metaphor in all four registers in the Metaphor in Discourse
corpus to explore possible register-specific uses of one source domain. As such, it
adds a conceptual domain perspective to the lexico-grammatical perspective on
register variation provided in Chapter 5.
Chapter 7 discusses the effect of tone of voice on the cognitive
representation of metaphors in spoken language. It presents the result of a
behavioural study that focused on the interaction between conventionality,
semantic valence and voice valence for the understanding and interpretation of
spoken metaphorical expressions. It contributes an exploration of the effect of the
multimodal nature of metaphor in conversation, which is a feature that separates
metaphor in conversation from metaphor in written registers. As such, it hopes to
inspire future psycholinguistic studies with a similar focus.
Chapter 8, finally, summarizes and brings together the main findings
presented in this thesis. An evaluation is given of combining analyses at the level
of language, thought and communication considered from the perspectives of
symbolic structure and psychological processing. Finally, a discussion is provided
of some of the limitations to this study. Suggestions are made for further
development.
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CHAPTER 1

Metaphor theory: language, thought and communication

Although metaphors may be booming business within cognitive linguistics, not
everyone seems fascinated by the use of figurative expressions. A humorous
example can be found on the website collegehumor.com, a comedy site that,
among other things, features videos related to college life. It introduces Metaphorfree radio, a fictitious radio station that changes all ‘unnecessary’ metaphorical
lyrics back to non-figurative versions to make sure that “your songs are finally
easy to understand.” Think of conversions such as The Beatles’ ‘We all live in a
yellow submarine’ to ‘We’re all taking large amounts of pills’; lyrics that are
straightforward and to the point. However, as the listener in the video soon
realizes, they are also less rewarding. The video aims to show that metaphors can
only be dispensed with at the expense of humour and by disregarding the specific
meaning and communicative value conveyed by figurative ‘equivalents’.
The opposing views of metaphor portrayed in this video nicely sum up the
different perspectives on metaphor that have alternately dominated metaphor
theory. In the past, metaphorical language was often regarded as a demanding
linguistic phenomenon, used mostly for artistic or rhetorical purposes.
Grammatical approaches to metaphor, influenced by logical positivist views in
philosophy, regarded metaphor as false, deviant and dispensable, arguing that
metaphorical linguistic expressions are no more than a substitute for literal
expressions (e.g. Aitchison 1987). However, current cognitive linguistic views on
metaphor present a world of difference. Informed by the abundance of metaphor in
everyday discourse, cognitive linguistics considers metaphor as an inseparable part
of the ‘poetic mind’ of all language users (Gibbs 1994). Key characteristics of
metaphor reported in the Cambridge handbook of metaphor and thought (Gibbs
2008) are its ubiquity in everyday language, its fundamental importance for
abstract thought, communication and culture, and, consequently, its role in a vast
array of written, spoken and other modes of expression stretching from scientific
texts to music. The foundation of the international Association for Researching and
Applying Metaphor (RaAM) in 2006 further acknowledges the importance of
metaphor studies to applied research in fields beyond literary texts. And the launch
of the journal Metaphor and the Social World (2011) is a sign of the maturing of
metaphor studies from considering it a poetic device to seeing metaphor as
fundamental to social behaviour. Metaphor is not only studied in fiction or poetry,
but has become an important topic in, for example, business communication and
organizational management (e.g. Cornelissen et al. 2008; Morgan 2006), and
science and education (Brown 2003; Low 2008).
This chapter describes the development of some of the main disciplines in
metaphor research relevant to the approach adopted in the Metaphor in Discourse
project. Over the past thirty years, the perspective on metaphor has developed from
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regarding metaphor solely as a linguistic phenomenon used for rhetorical purposes
towards treating it as an essential part of thought as well as considering its
communicative function in different types of discourse, including conversation.
The evolution of metaphor theory has resulted in the identification of different
dimensions of metaphor analysis that are central to the following chapters:
metaphor in language as symbolic structure (the linguistic dimension), metaphor in
thought (the cognitive dimension), and the role of metaphor in communication (the
communicative dimension). The latter dimension can be related to hypotheses
about metaphor processing and reconciles the view of metaphor as everyday
practice with the artistic view of metaphor as a rhetorical and creative device.
Different sections discuss the main contributions of Conceptual Metaphor
Theory (CMT) to metaphor research as well as the general critique of this modern
cognitive approach to metaphor from the perspective of behavioural and discourse
analytical disciplines. CMT claims that metaphor is essential to our thought
processes, evidence of which can be found in our language system (section 1.1).
Many psychologists, however, doubt the psychological validity of conceptual
metaphors and are not convinced by the evidence of linguistic examples: linguistic
representation does not necessarily mirror cognitive processing. Many discourse
analysts and applied linguists object to the generalizing nature of CMT and
emphasize the importance of paying attention to individual linguistic expressions.
Moreover, they dislike the intuitively gathered examples of metaphorical language
use and argue in favour of analysing natural language use. In response to CMT,
behavioural researchers have focused on the development of theories of on-line
metaphor processing (section 1.2). Discourse analysts, in their turn, have raised
awareness of the stylistic forms, functions and patterns of metaphor use that mark
different types of discourse and show an increasing interest in the multimodal
nature of many discourse types and metaphorical expressions (section 1.3). Section
1.4 considers how these contributions of behavioural and linguistic discourseanalytical disciplines have been adopted in new contemporary theories of metaphor
that attempt to combine discourse-analytical and behavioural insights in new multidisciplinary approaches to metaphor use. Section 1.5 sums up how different
elements in the development of metaphor theory function as starting points for the
present research. As such, this chapter elaborates on some of the concerns
presented in the Introduction and positions the approach of the Metaphor in
Discourse project with regard to previous and current metaphor research.
1.1 Conceptual Metaphor Theory
No cognitive-linguistic introduction to metaphor theory can start without reference
to the seminal work by Lakoff and Johnson: Metaphors We Live By (1980)
(developed further in Johnson 1987; Lakoff 1987, 1993; Lakoff & Johnson 1999;
Lakoff & Turner 1989). Following in the footsteps of philosophical and linguistic
giants such as Aristotle (c. 335 BCE: Ars Poetica), Locke (1689: ‘An Essay
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Concerning Human Understanding’), Richards (1936: The Philosophy of Rhetoric),
Whorf (1939: ‘The Relation of Habitual Thought and Behavior to Language’),
Black (1962: Models and metaphors) and Ricoeur (1978: The Rule of Metaphor),
Lakoff and Johnson emphasized the conventionalized role of metaphor in everyday
practice as well as the cognitive function of metaphor as a mapping between two
conceptual ‘domains’ in the mind. These conceptual mappings consist of a source
domain that is generally more concrete (such as body, health and illness, animals,
and plants) and a target domain that is typically more abstract, subjective, affective
and therefore hard to describe accurately (such as emotion, desire, morality, and
thought; see Kövecses 2002 for an overview of typical source and target domains).
The target domain is understood in terms of the source domain through a set of
systematic correspondences or mappings. Linguistic expressions of these mappings
are thought to function as evidence for conceptual cross-domain mappings in the
mind. Much quoted examples of conceptual metaphors are ARGUMENT IS WAR
(e.g., ‘Your claims are indefensible’ and ‘He attacked every weak point in my
argument’) and LIFE IS A JOURNEY (e.g., ‘Look how far we’ve come’ and ‘We’ll
just have to go our separate ways’), which show that we understand arguments
through our knowledge of war, and life through our knowledge of journeys.
Another example is the conduit metaphor introduced by Reddy (1979), which
holds that when we talk we think about communication as if we are transferring
concrete objects (e.g. we give each other ideas and get each other’s meanings).
Significantly, instead of simply being regarded as rhetorical, replaceable linguistic
devices, metaphors came to be considered as a pivotal element in human
experience and understanding. This shift became known as the ‘cognitive turn’
(Ortony 1993) resulting in the then ‘contemporary theory of metaphor’ (Lakoff
1993).
Lakoff and Johnson categorized conceptual metaphors according to the
nature of their source domains and the level of specificity of the resulting crossdomain mappings. They distinguished two types of mappings: schematic and
structural metaphors. So-called orientational and ontological metaphors, they
argued, are based in relatively schematic, lower-level mappings, whereas structural
metaphors result in richer, more detailed and specific mappings. Orientational
metaphors can, for instance, map a spatial or sensori-motor image-schema onto an
abstract domain. An example is ‘My spirits sank’ in which sadness is conveyed
through the concept of a downward movement. Typically, the source domain in
such metaphors provides concrete orientational polarities, which are applied in
conceptual metaphors such as MORE IS UP, LESS IS DOWN; HEALTHY IS UP,
SICK IS DOWN; HAPPY IS UP, SAD IS DOWN; and so on. These mappings are
generally grounded in our cultural and physical experience: when we feel sad, we
drop our shoulders, when we are happy we are up and about. Ontological
metaphors are those that give a concrete ontological status to abstract target
concepts. Typically, situations, events, and ideas are compared to physical objects,
substances and containers, which can then be identified as discrete entities that we
may refer to, categorize and quantify (Lakoff & Johnson 1980: 25). Ontological
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metaphors are, for example, metaphors referring to the visual domain, such as ‘I
have him in sight’, where the concept of sight is referred to as a container. A stock
example of ontological metaphor is the personification of abstract concepts (e.g.,
‘This fact argues against the standard theories’). Structural mappings, on the other
hand, are more complex and the mapping produces more entailments that present
subcategories of a more specific mapping. For example, TIME IS MONEY entails
that TIME IS A LIMITED RESOURCE and that TIME IS A VALUABLE
COMMODITY. Some examples of metaphorical expressions belonging to the
conceptual metaphor TIME IS MONEY are: ‘How do you spend your time these
days?’, ‘You’re running out of time’ and ‘Do you have much time left?’.
At a later stage, Lakoff and Johnson (1989) proposed a dynamic
interaction between the ontological, orientational and structural conceptual
metaphors. In a similar vein, the distinction of schematic and rich metaphors
resonated in Grady’s (1997a, 1997b) theory of ‘primary metaphors’. Grady
considers most conceptual metaphors to be complex in that they are composed of
sets of simple primary metaphors, motivated by ‘primary scenes’ (Grady &
Johnson 2002) that are based in our sensori-motor experience. For example, Lakoff
& Johnson’s THEORIES ARE BUILDINGS could be fragmented into primary
metaphors such as ORGANIZATION IS PHYSICAL STRUCTURE and PERSISTING
IS REMAINING ERECT. Thus, many complex conceptual metaphors can actually
be based in simple, experiential source domains. Conceptual Metaphor Theory not
only changed the perspective on metaphor as a figure of speech to a figure of
thought, but the concept of primary metaphors enabled a focus on the different
types of mappings that together form the basis of conceptual metaphors, and drew
attention to the experiential basis of metaphor.
Conceptual Metaphor Theory provided a new point of departure for areas
of language research such as language change and language acquisition. It has been
combined with theories of polysemy and grammaticalization, which are often
metaphorically motivated (Heine, Claudi, & Hunnemeyer 1991; Hopper 1996;
Hopper & Traugott 1993). Physical actions, for example, can express causation by
mapping a concrete action schema onto an experiential event (e.g., ‘he made a
cake’ and ‘he made me laugh’). The activity of ‘seeing’ can be used for notions of
comprehension and awareness (e.g., ‘I see’ to express understanding). Spatial
concepts can refer to time (‘a long time’ or ‘she was born in 1981’) or discourse
(e.g., demonstratives this and that refer to distance as well as to what has just been
said or written down). Finally, verbs that were originally used to describe physical
ability, such as must, may and can, can now be used as modal verbs to describe
processes of reasoning (e.g. ‘You must leave the room’ versus ‘You must join the
army’). In all of these cases, a more abstract domain is conceptualized and
expressed via the extension of a less abstract or concrete domain, which is assumed
to be catalysed by categorial metaphors, such as OBJECT IS PERSON, PROCESS IS
OBJECT, TIME IS SPACE, and MIND IS BODY (Heine et al. 1991: 158; see also
Hopper 1996; Sweetser 1990; Traugott 1982).
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In the area of language acquisition, Christopher Johnson (1999) has used the
notion of metaphorically motivated polysemy to support the idea that children
learn new metaphorical senses of a word by adopting mappings from concrete to
abstract domains. Based on experimental studies he has argued that for many
expressions children initially do not distinguish between concrete and abstract
domains. Experiments have, for example, shown that children do not separate the
distinct senses of seeing (i.e. seeing and understanding) until a certain age.
According to Johnson’s conflation-differentiation hypothesis, the process of
achieving a conceptual metaphor is realized through metonymy: seeing and
understanding are one contiguous domain before they can be separated. Barcelona
(2000) argues for a similar motivation for the connection between senses and
domains.
Conceptual Metaphor Theory and further research based on CMT redefined
metaphor from expendable decorative language to a pivotal element of human
thought and conceptualization. This new approach resulted in, among other things,
a categorization of the nature of the mappings underlying conceptual metaphors
and an increased awareness of the inherent link between metaphor and metonymy
that informed theories of language change and language acquisition. But as with
every generalizing theory, CMT has been challenged on various grounds. For one,
cognitive psychologists have questioned the circular reasoning that underlies a
theory of conceptual metaphor based solely on linguistic evidence: proof for
conceptual metaphors is found in language, which is at the same time the source
for deriving conceptual metaphors. If linguistic metaphorical expressions are the
only proof for conceptual metaphors in thought, the evidence is not convincing.
Moreover, they have been reluctant to accept the assumption of psychological
validity contained within CMT. Underlying conceptual metaphors may be used to
explain diachronic language change, but studying the symbolic structure of
metaphor in the language system is no proof that language users actually access
and use these conceptual metaphors in discourse. At best, such research contributes
to hypotheses about processing, which should then be tested in behavioural
processing experiments (see Gibbs 1994, 1996, 1999, 2006b; Keysar et al. 2000;
Murphy 1996, 1997; Steen 1994, 2007; Tomasello 1999, 2003).
Discourse analysts and applied linguists have other problems with CMT.
Metaphor researchers have questioned the generalizing nature of Conceptual
Metaphor Theory and its disregard for individual, context-specific, social aspects
of language in use (see Cameron & Low 1999; Gibbs 2008; Low et al. 2010;
Semino 2008; Zinken & Musolff 2009). One point of concern is that the
conceptual metaphor examples proposed by Lakoff and Johnson are not as
straightforward as they seem, especially when they are used in real-world contexts.
For example, the expression ‘She attacked my argument’ may just as well find its
source in sports or games instead of war. As a result, it is not clear at which level
of complexity a metaphor should be pitched; perhaps general metaphorical
comparisons similar to primary metaphors are more suitable to capture mappings
(see Deignan 2005; Jackendoff & Aaron 1991; Ritchie 2003, 2004; Semino et al.
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2004; Steen 2007; Vervaeke & Kennedy 1996, 2004; Wallington 2010). Moreover,
discourse analysts deplore the idea that metaphor is more often considered a figure
of thought than a figure of speech, with many studies reducing linguistic
manifestations to highly general concepts and words seeming no more than
‘Platonic’ (Musolff & Zinken 2009: 3) shadows of their assumed underlying
structures. They argue that linguistic metaphorical expressions have their own
specific communicative power that cannot be captured by general conceptual
metaphors alone. In effect, many metaphor scholars (Cameron 2003; Charteris
Black & Musolff 2003; Müller 2008; Musolff & Zinken 2009; Semino 2008; Steen
2007, 2008, 2011) have urged for a more precise demarcation of fields of metaphor
analysis, clearly separating linguistic and conceptual metaphor as well as their
position in the language system and language in use (see Steen 2007 for an
extensive overview of the distinction between ‘grammar’ and ‘usage’).
A final point of critique on CMT concerns the data used in both theoretical and
behavioural approaches, which are often gathered through introspection or
elicitation and are limited to utterances at the sentence level. Many stimuli used in
experimental research therefore do not reflect typical language use, and may
consequently affect outcomes of processing studies (Deignan 2005; Van Teeffelen
1994). In order to make realistic general claims about metaphor usage and
processing in everyday life, researchers should strive for authentic, empirical data
from large corpora reflecting everyday language use. It should be more generally
understood that the true nature of metaphor is contextualized in discourse.
Over the years, researchers from various disciplines have put their critique into
practice and responded to Conceptual Metaphor Theory by developing different
approaches, all with the aim of steering towards a better understanding of what
metaphor is and does, both in our minds and in our communication. Before
describing the most recent attempts to incorporate results from different disciplines
into interdisciplinary theories of metaphor, the following two sections provide a
brief overview of important aspects of metaphor research in behavioural studies
and applied linguistics and their contributions to metaphor research.
1.2 Responses to CMT (1): behavioural research on metaphor
The behavioural approach to metaphor initially focused on differences in
processing time between non-metaphorical and metaphorical language.
Psychologists based this distinction on the standard pragmatic model put forward
by Grice (1975) and Searle (1979), who considered figurative language as
separating what speakers say from what they actually mean. It hypothesized that
more cognitive effort, and therefore more processing time, is required to arrive at a
secondary metaphorical interpretation instead of the primary ‘literal’ meaning,
since a metaphor is accessed via its literal meaning, which needs to be
reconsidered if inapplicable. Various experimental studies related to idiom, slang
and metaphor have tested this hypothesis by measuring processing time, but results
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mostly indicated that figurative expressions and ‘literal’ language take just as much
time to be understood. Moreover, literal meanings are not necessarily needed to
understand a metaphor (e.g. Gibbs 1980, 1986; Gibbs & Nagaoka 1985; Gildea &
Glucksberg 1983; Glucksberg et al. 1982; Ortony et al. 1978; Schweigert 1986,
1991; see Gibbs 1994 for a detailed overview). However, such similarity in
processing time seemed to be dependent on contextual information. Ortony et al.
(1978) observed that metaphorical expressions combined with little contextual
information are actually less quickly understood than literal expressions in a
similar condition, a difference that disappeared when contextual information was
increased. The notion that language users immediately process the coherent
contextual sense of metaphorical lexical units became referred to as the direct
access view and was modified into the constraint-based satisfaction model (Katz &
Ferretti 2001, 2003; Pexman et al. 2000; see also Giora 2008).
Other contextual features relevant to language understanding, such as
discourse type and the individual mental capacity of the language user, were also
included in experimental research as a possible influence on metaphor
comprehension. One example can be found in Trick and Katz (1986), who
concluded that students with high analogical reasoning capacities appreciate
metaphors with dissimilar domains better than students with lower analogical
reasoning capacity. An example of a behavioural study involving discursive
context is Steen (1994), which compared the recognition, interpretation and
appreciation of metaphor in literary and news texts between professional and nonprofessional readers of literature. The author concluded that both professional and
non-professional readers pay more attention to metaphors in literary than in news
texts. Both these studies underlined the potential influence of specific
characteristics of discourse and language users on metaphor reception. In a similar
vein, other studies have observed the influence of degree of conventionality,
familiarity, and aptness of a metaphor in relation to comprehension. Blasko and
Connine (1993), for example, concluded that highly familiar metaphors are more
easily and quickly understood than low-familiar ones. Low-familiar metaphors are
more quickly interpreted when they are apt metaphors.
Assembled elements of context, conventionality, familiarity and aptness
that influence understanding have fed into more comprehensive theories of
metaphor processing, such as Giora’s graded salience hypothesis (2003), which
recognizes the interaction between lexical and contextual information as key to
metaphor comprehension. On the basis of a number of experiments, Giora explains
how people access meaning by distinguishing between salient and non-salient
meanings in context rather than maintaining a distinction between literal and nonliteral language and thereby considers the latter distinction obsolete. She describes
salient meanings as typically conventional, frequent, familiar and prototypical.
Semantically salient meanings of words are accessed faster than non-salient ones
irrespective of their figurativeness or literalness. Besides salient meaning in the
mental lexicon, contextual information also evokes appropriate meanings and
suppresses locally incompatible ones. In this respect, she argues, metaphor is not
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more unique than literal language; on-line processing of salient words, whether
metaphorical or non-metaphorical, seems to work via lexical disambiguation. Steen
(1994, 2007, 2008) adopts a similar reasoning and, instead of accepting a constant
comparison between source and target domains for all metaphorical language,
proposes the possibility of more ‘shallow’ processing (cf. Sanford 2002).
Although equal time is needed to process literal and metaphorical language
in context, Gibbs (1994: 110) rightly points out that this does not necessarily imply
a similar comprehension process. This is why some psychologists have focused
more specifically on the actual mental process of metaphor comprehension. One of
the existing models for metaphor processing is the comparison view, which
combines insights from Gentner and Wolff’s structure mapping theory (Gentner &
Bowdle 2008; Gentner & Wolff 1997; Wolff & Gentner 2000) with Ortony’s
salience imbalance theory (1979). The comparison view holds that metaphorical
comparison, or analogy, highlights similarities between target and source by
aligning two domains. It has been argued that this alignment of similarities is
guided by salience imbalance and systematicity. According to salience imbalance
theory only those properties that are significantly more salient for the base or
source concept than for the target concept are relevant to the metaphorical
comparison. A comparison such as Dew is a veil, for example, elicits the common
property of ‘covering’, which is highly salient for the source domain (veil), rather
than the common property of ‘silence’, which is of low salience for both source
and target domain. According to structure mapping theory deep relational
structures, such as causal relationships, are preferred over more superficial
relations, such as image mappings. The comparison Socrates was a midwife elicits
the common property of ‘helping people to achieve something’ (either giving birth
or creating new ideas) rather than the common property of ‘breathing’ (see Bowdle
& Gentner 2005 for a more elaborate description). These claims have been
supported by experiments focusing on directionality and structure. Gentner &
Wolff (1997; Wolff & Gentner 2000) report that normal or forward metaphors (A
is B) and reversed metaphors (B is A) are initially processed by symmetrical
alignment, but are highly directional in the comprehension stage. In other words,
what is salient for the source is mapped onto the target. People also prefer
analogies that have a deep, relational structure and that have a systematic base
from which inferences can be drawn over more shallow mappings (Bowdle &
Gentner 1997; Forbus, Gentner, & Law 1995; Gentner, Rattermann, & Forbus
1993).
A different view on the mental processes of metaphor comprehension can
be found in the so-called class-inclusion model (Glucksberg & Keysar 1990),
which does not treat metaphors as comparison statements, but rather as
categorization statements. In this view, source and target domains are not
connected in a symmetric alignment, but rather, the base concept is used to create
an abstract metaphorical category of which the target becomes a member. As a
result, linguistic metaphors involve dual reference: they refer to both a literal and a
general metaphorical category. An example is the comparison My job is a jail.
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Here, jail elicits a metaphorical category such as ‘any situation that is unpleasant
and confining’; job subsequently becomes a member of this category. This view
has been elaborated in the interactive property attribution model, which holds that
a metaphor’s source and target interact: the source evokes potential metaphorical
categories, whereas the target shows applicability of these categories. Glucksberg
et al. (1997) describe how the target (job) is subordinate to a more general
superordinate category (any situation that is unpleasant and confining) conveyed
through the vehicle (jail). As a result, metaphors behave according to classinclusion. Features of the superordinate category are then attributed to the target.
Both the comparison and the class-inclusion view combine in the Career of
Metaphor Theory (Bowdle & Gentner 2005; Gentner & Bowdle 2008). Basically,
the career view describes how a metaphor evolves from its first novel use into a
conventional metaphor. With the first alignment of a source and target domain, a
metaphor is likely to be processed via comparison, but with each subsequent
alignment it gradually acquires a more abstract categorized meaning. Because
“each […] alignment makes the [metaphorical] abstraction more salient”, novel
metaphors are processed via comparison, whereas conventional metaphors are
processed via categorization (Gentner & Bowdle 2008: 116). As a result,
conventional metaphors show faster on-line processing than novel metaphors.
Moreover, language users prefer the classic metaphor form (A is B) for
conventional figurative statements and the simile form (specifically inviting
comparison with ‘like’) for novel figurative statements. The Career of Metaphor
Theory therefore proposes that both metaphor type (conventional or novel) and
metaphor form (metaphor or simile) play a role in the way people process
metaphor.
More recently, embodied simulation has been added to the list of relevant
influences on metaphor comprehension. Theories of embodiment propose that
structural mappings, such as conceptual metaphors like TIME IS SPACE, are
actually grounded in image schemas, such as SOURCE-PATH-GOAL and
CONTAINMENT, which are constantly activated in our minds because they are
neurally entrenched. Gibbs and Matlock (2008), for example, show how people
simulate physical actions inherent to the source domain to understand, for example,
action verbs that are metaphorically used (such as ‘grasp a concept’ or ‘get over an
emotion’) even when these actions are impossible to perform in combination with
an abstract target domain (see also Gibbs 2006). However, much more research is
needed to explore whether people actually access these simulations in on-line
processing in context, such as in conversations.
In effect, behavioural studies have highlighted the effect of characteristics
such as conventionality, aptness and form of metaphors on processing, and,
moreover, have emphasized context as a key to comprehension. Based on these
parameters, new theories of on-line metaphor processing were developed, such as
the Graded Salience Hypothesis, and researchers have tried to unravel the mental
processes (comparison or categorization) underlying metaphorical language, such
as the Career of Metaphor Theory. More extensive overviews of behavioural
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research on metaphor can be found in Gibbs (1994, 2006a, 2008) and Steen (2007).
Both the Graded Salience Hypothesis and the Career of Metaphor Theory suggest
the possibility of cross-domain mappings in on-line processing, but hold that in
general most conventionalized metaphorical expressions may be processed via
categorization, or as polysemous meanings of a word arrived at via lexical
disambiguation. This is why many psychologists do not consider conventionalized
metaphors to be metaphorical language (e.g. Murphy 1996). Further on in this
chapter, we will return to the influence of the experimental work described in this
section on interdisciplinary theories of metaphor within cognitive and applied
linguistics. The following section describes the influence of critique from applied
linguistics and discourse analysis on conceptual metaphor theory.
1.3 Responses to CMT (2): metaphor in discourse
The need for authentic data to support and build theories of language use triggered
a true ‘corpus revolution’ (Crystal 2003: 448) in discourse studies as well as in
metaphor studies in discourse. Researchers have begun to use electronic corpora
for the investigation of metaphorical patterns (e.g. Charteris-Black 2004; Deignan
2005; Koller 2004; Musolff 2004; Semino 2006; Skorczynska & Deignan 2006;
Stefanowitsch 2005). Research considering the complexities of metaphor use in
different types of discourse based on their register- and genre-specific
characteristics continues to date. These studies are generally informed by a
constant back-and-forth between linguistic data and possible underlying conceptual
metaphors. Such analyses may be carried out deductively, by analysing a corpus
for the occurrence of linguistic expressions of conventional conceptual metaphors.
An example of such a deductive approach is Koller (2004), who investigated how
concepts of WAR, SPORTS and GAMES were used to describe business in business
media. She started out from predefined conceptual metaphors (such as BUSINESS
IS WAR) and collected lexical expressions conveying such a mapping. Discoursebased studies of metaphor can also be achieved inductively, by annotating
linguistic expressions of metaphor within a corpus and constructing conceptual or
systematic metaphors retrospectively. An example of such an inductive approach is
Caballero’s analysis of a corpus of architectural reviews in which she collected
systematic metaphors driven by the linguistic corpus material (Caballero 2006).
Both approaches still present difficulties in terms of the relation between linguistic
expression and conceptual domains. However, the use of authentic data in context
allows for a more informed decision. Moreover, methods that help to deduce crossdomain mappings from metaphorical expressions are gradually emerging (e.g.
Cameron & Maslen 2010; Steen 1999, 2007, 2009). (For an overview of deductive
and inductive metaphor research, see Steen 2007.)
Whereas experimental work has advanced an awareness of the influence of
metaphor type and context on processing, new studies of metaphor use in real
contexts and the search for linguistic expressions of underlying conceptual
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metaphors have broadened our understanding of the linguistic behaviour of
metaphor. Cameron (2003), for instance, shows that nominal metaphorical
comparisons of the type of ‘A is (like) B’ are rare in her analysis of spoken
classroom interaction. Most linguistic metaphorical expressions are highly
conventional and expressed indirectly. Metaphors, are, moreover, typically
expressed as verbs. Cameron stresses that “the picture of metaphor in spoken
discourse revealed here differs in many ways from the assumptions of metaphor
theorists – that typical metaphor is nominal, vivid and active” (2003: 98) and,
consequently, argues for usage-based theories. Also focusing on linguistic
expression, Deignan (2005, 2010) has described how metaphors often appear as
(semi-) fixed expressions or in collocations (e.g. turning point, down at heel, thinskinned, into thin air; see also Moon 1998). She points out the specific evaluative
qualities of each expression that are hard to capture by general, overarching
conceptual metaphors. Together, Cameron and Deignan (2006) developed the
notion of ‘metaphoreme’, “a bundle of relatively stable patterns of language use”
that include specific “linguistic, conceptual and pragmatic” features (pp. 687-8).
These metaphoremes are linguistic chunks (Chafe 1994; Sinclair 1991, 2004) that
enable easy production and decoding of utterances and sentences into manageable
units of information.
Beyond grammatical word class and multiword expressions in syntax and
semantics at the sentence level, researchers have begun to direct their attention to
the development of metaphors within a text. Some examples of textual patterns of
metaphor use are restatement, explication (through expansion, elaboration or
exemplification of the source domain), repetition, and relexicalization (by using a
near synonym for the source domain used) (see Cameron 2003, 2007b, 2008b;
Koller 2003; Semino 2008). Moreover, metaphors may be signalled in the text
(Goatly 1997) by ‘tuning devices’ (Cameron & Deignan 2003), such as ‘like’, ‘as it
were’, and ‘so to speak’, rendering them similes. They also tend to appear in
clusters (Cameron & Low 2004; Cameron & Stelma 2004; Koller 2003). The
cause, function and effect of each textual pattern is usually linked to characteristics
of the discourse type.
Many proposed functions of metaphor in discourse can be organized by
means of Halliday’s functional categorizations of language (Halliday 1978;
Halliday & Hasan 1985; cf. Semino 2008). Since the introduction of Conceptual
Metaphor Theory the prevailing assumption about the function of metaphor has
been ‘ideational’, meaning that metaphor helps to explain something abstract or
complex in terms of something concrete and more familiar. A good example of an
applied ideational function is, for example, the desktop metaphor for managing a
computer (Terkourafi & Petrakis 2010). Discourse studies have, however, quickly
added to this characterization a range of other functions that relate to Halliday’s
interpersonal and textual functions. Cameron (2003), for example, stresses the
affective dimension of metaphors in classroom discourse, observing their use to
cultivate intimacy. Caballero and Suarez-Toste (2010) discuss the distinguishing
evaluative quality of metaphors used to describe the flavours of wine. Within
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classroom interaction, Cameron (2003) points out the use of metaphor for
procedural purposes, such as organizing the structure of a lecture. Drew and Holt
(1998) have related the use of idiomatic figurative expressions to the management
of topic transitions. These studies show that metaphor may also express attitudes,
entertain, or create coherence within both spoken as well as written texts.
Typically, ideational, interpersonal and textual functions of metaphors
interact within one metaphorical expression (cf. Semino 2008). This is exemplified
by contexts that exploit the opposition of the figurative and literal inherent to
metaphor by rendering both meanings salient, such as news texts (Brône &
Feyaerts 2005; Kövecses 2005, 2009; White & Herrera 2009), as in the following
headline (Kövecses 2009: 18):
(1) The Americanization of Japan’s car industry shifts into higher gear.

On the one hand, the metaphorical expression ‘shifts into higher gear’ performs an
ideational function, namely to explain the growth of industry through a change of
speed. At the same time, however, the metaphor performs an interpersonal function
by virtue of its wit and rhetorical effectiveness, which grab the reader’s attention
(and appreciation). Furthermore, this metaphor can easily be extended in the
newspaper article itself and act as a structuring device for its topic: a textual
function. Kövecses (2009) convincingly argues that such use of metaphors is
caused by what he calls the ‘pressure of coherence’, a principle which makes a
language user “adjust his or her metaphors to the surrounding context” (p. 23) and
which could therefore account for metaphor variation in different types of
discourse. The different functions performed by metaphors and the manners in
which they are expressed therefore seem to be triggered naturally by the discourse
circumstances.
Another relevant approach is Critical Metaphor Analysis (CMA), which
draws attention to the ideological function of metaphor and is most clearly
discussed by Charteris-Black in his Corpus Approaches to Critical Metaphor
Analysis (2004). He stresses the social context of texts and the underlying system
of ideas found within these texts that affect and reflect a culture or group ideology.
For example, in political discourse (party manifestos and speeches), press
discourse (sports and finance reporting) and religious texts (The Bible and Koran),
Charteris-Black assumes a deliberate or calculated use of metaphor that is chosen
for pragmatic effect, namely to arouse emotions and to guide evaluation. CMA
thus focuses on the intentions of the speaker and adds a conscious aspect to
metaphor use in addition to the rather ‘unconscious’ view proposed in CMT (2004:
10-11). Other researchers who have stressed this function are Lakoff (metaphor in
politics, 1991, 2002), Koller (metaphor in corporate discourse 2004, 2009), Nerlich
and Koteyko (metaphor in the representation of illness, 2009), Cowling (metaphors
conveying opinions on loanwords in 16th and 17th Century France, 2009) and
Cameron (metaphors expressing attitudes to other social groups, working project
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20113). One aim of critical metaphor analysts is to make people aware of the
double agenda that lies behind some ideological metaphor use for persuasive
purposes with a view to the future, such as to increase corporal productivity
(Koller), or to boost a politician’s reputation (Charteris-Black). Other researchers
simply aim to reveal current or past beliefs about societal issues (Cameron,
Cowling). CMA thus approaches metaphor with a critical eye, concentrating on the
ideological, typically implicit information triggered by or processed through a text.
In addition to the various forms and functions of metaphors, the study of
metaphor in discourse is not limited to text analysis and also includes attention to
multimodality in audio-visual communication. Over the past few years, metaphor
research has increasingly welcomed other modes of expression besides language to
the pool of discourse features to be studied. As Forceville and Urios-Aparisi (2009)
point out, language is an important mode of communication, but not the only one.
News texts and advertisements are often combined with pictures or videos,
conversation includes prosody and gestures, and films and TV-programmes
include music and various visual effects that are equally communicative. A full
description of metaphor in a specific type of discourse must also include these
modes of expression. Moreover, other modes of expression may produce
converging evidence for the very existence of metaphor in thought (Cienki &
Müller 2008; Forceville & Urios-Aparisi 2009). Within gesture studies, for
example, Cienki (1998; Cienki & Müller 2008) reveals how metaphorical gestures
may appear by themselves, but often accompany metaphorical (verbo-gestural
metaphors) as well as non-metaphorical language. Gestures also often precede
words they are co-expressive with, seemingly marking the activation of the source
domain, and such findings support embodied views on metaphor. The study of
gesture therefore expands the kinds of metaphorical expression present in language
use and may provide additional support for cognitive metaphor theory and
embodied theories of language (e.g. Gibbs 2006a).
Discourse studies of metaphor have thus clearly raised researchers’
awareness of different forms of metaphorical expressions, varying patterns of
metaphor use and different functions of metaphorical language. The result is a
more nuanced and informed perspective on metaphor use and a restored focus on
language and cognition in analyses of metaphor behaviour. In addition to text,
other modes of expression cannot be ignored on the metaphor research agenda. The
fusion of results from discourse studies and behavioural experiments has inspired
new frameworks for metaphor research and theory, which will be discussed in the
next section.
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1.4 New contemporary theories of metaphor: language, thought and
communication
The directions taken by behavioural and discourse studies have led to a broadening
of the field of metaphor research in which the assumed connection between
linguistic expressions of metaphor and metaphor in thought is far from
straightforward. As illustrated in the previous two sections, there are many
metaphor types and metaphorical expressions that are processed in different ways,
used in different contexts for different reasons and with different effects. It is
possible that many conventional metaphors included in CMT are most likely not
processed as cross-domain mappings, given the results of the Career of Metaphor
Theory (Bowdle & Gentner 2005; Gentner & Bowdle 2008) that show that
conventional metaphor is processed via categorization whereas novel metaphor is
processed via comparison. Giora (2003, 2008) proposes processing via lexical
disambiguation for salient metaphorical meanings, which are dependent on
conventionality, frequency, and prototypical usage of metaphorical expressions
and structures. Moreover, the effect of form on metaphor processing (Bowdle &
Gentner 2005; Gentner & Bowdle 2008) provides a new perspective on the various
manifestations of metaphor found in different discourse contexts.
In response, some cognitive and applied linguists have developed new
frameworks for metaphor research that incorporate these insights and reflect the
evolution of advanced interdisciplinary approaches to metaphor that attempt to
incorporate the wealth of research results obtained since the 1980s. This section
discusses Steen’s (2008, 2011, in press) three-dimensional model for metaphor
analysis in language, thought and communication that includes an elaboration on
the notion of ‘deliberate metaphor’ (Cameron 2003; Charteris-Black 2004; Semino
2008) to provide a link between the analysis of metaphor in the symbolic structure
of language and the processing of cross-domain mappings in ongoing thought.
Deliberate metaphor has been introduced to make a distinction between those
metaphorical expressions that are communicated as a cross-domain mapping and
those metaphors that are not. The distinction may prove valuable for combining
psychological evidence that most metaphor may actually not be processed
metaphorically with analyses of the communicative properties of metaphor use in
discourse.
A converging approach is Müller’s (2008) ‘dynamic view’ on metaphor
analysis in which she treats linguistic metaphors and other manifestations of
metaphor in the symbolic structure of a text as empirical evidence of on-line
processes that reflect individual thought. By analysing linguistic and other modes
expressing spontaneous metaphor, she aims to determine the activation of
metaphor in a given speaker at a given moment in time. In so doing, she
specifically wishes to highlight the notion of metaphor production in the discussion
of online cognitive processing, besides the notion of metaphor comprehension (e.g.
Gibbs 1994) and, most importantly, to show how the rather static categorization of
dead, conventional and alive metaphors (cf. Career of Metaphor Theory) that is
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related to our language system requires a more dynamic approach for the study of
metaphor use in discourse. In effect, Müller argues, the two parameters of system
and use are constantly cross-cutting each other resulting in a dynamic classification
of metaphorical language as either minimally activated (‘sleeping’) or highly
activated (‘waking’).! Each theory and its categorization of metaphors is briefly
explained and compared in the following paragraphs. !
Based on previous and current research, Steen (2008, 2011, in press) offers
an interdisciplinary model for metaphor research in discourse that combines three
main dimensions of metaphor—language, thought (cognition) and communication.
The addition of a third dimension of communication in metaphor research is the
direct result of Steen’s attempt to resolve a so-called ‘paradox of metaphor’ (Steen
2008; cf. Gibbs 2008) which consists in the fact that a lot of verbal expressions
categorized by researchers as metaphorical may in fact not be processed as
metaphors, often leading to a refutation of those conventional cases of metaphor
identified within cognitive linguistics (e.g., McGlone 2007; Murphy 1996, 1997).
The question of which type of processing (comparison, categorization or lexical
disambiguation) applies when, Steen argues, may very well be a matter of the
rhetorical use of metaphors as cross-domain mappings, which is reflected by the
‘deliberateness’ with which a metaphor is communicated. More specifically, “[t]he
communicative function of metaphor is to produce an alternative perspective on a
particular referent or topic in a message (metaphor in communication); we may
want to call this perspective changing, or simply changing.” The communicative
function of deliberate metaphor should be separated from the communicative
functions performed by non-deliberately used metaphor: the first group
intentionally highlights the metaphor as a cross-domain mapping in the symbolic
structure of the discourse, whereas the second group does not explicitly invite
metaphorical comparison. Steen summarizes some features in symbolic structure
that typically invite addressees to perform a metaphorical comparison, such as
lexical signals (like) and direct linguistic expression of the source domain, such as
extended comparison and simile, but stresses that further research is needed to
determine which linguistic and rhetorical constructions reflect deliberate metaphor
(see the first issue of Metaphor and the Social World, 2011, for discussions of the
notion of deliberate metaphor by Deignan, Gibbs, Müller and Steen).
Steen approaches metaphor in communication from a symbolic perspective
and collects linguistic material that might indicate deliberate usage. In line with his
proposal for a clear distinction between grammar (the language system) and usage
(language in use) (Steen 2007), he stresses that deliberate use of a linguistic
expression (language) or conceptual structure (thought) should not be conflated
with conventionality of a metaphor in the language system. Whereas novel
metaphor seems to be deliberate by definition, this is not the case for conventional
metaphor. Conventional metaphor is usually non-deliberate and therefore likely
processed via categorization or lexical disambiguation, but may become
deliberately used and regenerated in which case it will be processed via
comparison. In other words, there is no one-to-one relationship between
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conventionality and deliberateness (2011). A similar case can be made for
directness of a metaphor (Steen in press). A conventionalized simile such as ‘hard
as nails’, used to describe someone’s emotions, may be perceived as a less
deliberate use of metaphor than a novel comparison such as ‘hard as a concrete
wall’. Close analyses of metaphor use in different registers should be able to
contribute to our knowledge about the linguistic forms, conceptual structures and
communicative functions of deliberate metaphors, which may then feed into
psychological studies of metaphor processing.
Another approach that combines the implications of the Career of
Metaphor Theory with a discourse-based approach to metaphor is introduced in
Müller’s Metaphors Dead and Alive, Sleeping and Waking (2008). Her dynamic
view assumes that when language, including metaphorical expressions, is used in
discourse, language producers may show ‘empirical indicators of activation’ or
cues that foreground the cross-domain mapping. Müller’s assumption of metaphor
activation in the producer is based on the argumentation that
[…] it takes what is interpersonally salient to be salient intrapersonally. Thus, if a
given speaker foregrounds a metaphor by using contextual cues, such as semantic
opposition, that is, verbal or pictorial elaboration of the source domain, then these
are empirically observable cues that allow the listener/reader to uncover
foregrounded, meaningful elements in a given speaker’s/writer’s stretch of
discourse. [….] In other words, those aspects of meaning that are perceivably
foregrounded are regarded as cognitively active for a given speaker/writer during
language production.
(Müller 2008: 8)

Cues of foregrounding are gathered through qualitative analysis of metaphorical
expressions in the symbolic structure of discourse events and include, for example,
repetition, elaboration, or opposition, as well as pictures and gestures reflecting the
source domain. In practice, “[t]he more ‘material’ is used to express metaphoricity,
the more salient this metaphor is for a listener or reader—and hence the more
active it is for a speaker/writer” (2008: 202). A metaphor is cognitively active,
Müller argues, when the language producer clearly establishes a triadic structure
(i.e. the presence of a source concept and a target concept, which are mediated by a
‘process of seeing-in-terms-of’, 2008: 32). In other words, an activated metaphor is
likely to be processed via comparison (cf. Cameron’s (1999) notion of process
metaphor).
Müller’s theory resembles Steen’s proposal in that she also makes a clear
division between system (novel, entrenched, and historical metaphors) and its use
in discourse (sleeping and waking metaphors). She particularly stipulates that
activation can apply to conventional as well as novel metaphors, as long as they are
transparent (i.e. they are polysemous and have a more basic meaning). This
division equally reflects Steen’s (2008) proposal of a discourse analytical version
of the Career of Metaphor Theory. Both researchers are therefore interested in a
distinction between metaphors and their potential activation based on their
realization in discourse. Müller’s approach differs, however, in that she refrains
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from relating this realization to a specific communicative dimension and she does
not make any claims about a deliberate use of metaphor in communication. As a
result, Müller focuses on those metaphors that seem to be activated in the minds of
language users, either because they are communicated as cross-domain mappings
or because of other reasons for cross-domain processing, such as, for example,
neural entrenchment and embodiment (see section 1.2). Müller’s active metaphors
therefore seem to include both Steen’s deliberate metaphors as well as nondeliberate metaphors.
The two discourse-based theories of metaphor presented above take the
cognitive-linguistic perspective of metaphor as conceptual structure as point of
departure. Instead of assuming that all metaphors are individually processed, these
approaches propose that identification of metaphor in real discourse may reveal a
distinction between those metaphors that actually seem to be actively processed as
metaphor and those that are not depending on their form and function in the
context of discourse. As such, both theories try to explain the so-called paradox of
metaphor presented by Steen, albeit in a different manner.
This section has introduced two current cognitive theories of metaphor that
clearly focus on the distinction between metaphor that is likely to be processed as
metaphor and metaphor that is not, thereby reconsidering the importance of
metaphorical processing in everyday discourse as proposed by Conceptual
Metaphor Theory. These new accounts merge theories of metaphor as a typical
feature of our (unconscious) everyday thought, metaphor theories of embodiment
and grounded cognition, and rhetorical theories of metaphor as typically used for
deliberately creative and persuasive purposes that dominated research in earlier
days. The study of metaphor in discourse has turned towards establishing whether
we really actively live by metaphors every day, and if we do, for which purposes
and what causes this activation. One approach is to study the deliberate use of
metaphor in communication and see whether the symbolic structure of text
provides examples of the use of metaphor as metaphor. Another approach is to
regard linguistic and other modes of expression as cues of activation. Theories
differ in their assumptions about whether these cues reflect actual processing. Only
by studying different metaphor types, their forms and conceptual structures in the
semiotic structure of discourse, and their effect on individual processing in
psychological studies, can we move towards a more informed picture of true
metaphor in everyday thought.
1.5 Conclusion
Theories of metaphor have significantly evolved over the past thirty years.
Metaphor has been depreciated as an unnecessary device of poetic language; as
language used for nonsensical artistic or obscure rhetorical purposes. Ever since
the ‘cognitive turn’, however, it has been appreciated for its important position in
everyday cognition, introduced by Lakoff and Johnson’s Conceptual Metaphor
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Theory. Behavioural and discourse analytical approaches to metaphor have taken
this theory as a starting point to build interdisciplinary theories that incorporate the
psychological reality of metaphorical language as well as the subtleties of
individual language use. Recently, such perspectives have also started to include
multimodal communication. As a result, new contemporary theories of metaphor
show an awareness of the importance of metaphor research in terms of language
and thought, as well as communication, culminating in theories of metaphor
deliberateness as one explanation of activation of a cross-domain mapping. It could
be argued, then, that metaphor theory has gradually come full circle, if only to end
up as a richer and more complex phenomenon. Metaphor is now viewed as both an
everyday as well as a rhetorical phenomenon, at times cognitively real and at times
not, all depending on its variable use in everyday discourse.
The starting point of the analyses in this thesis lies with cognitive
linguistics in that it treats metaphor as a cross-domain mapping in thought that
manifests itself in language, and other modes of expression. It approaches both
language and thought as distinct dimensions in metaphor research. At the same
time, it acknowledges the critiques on Conceptual Metaphor Theory expressed by
psycholinguists, discourse analysts and applied linguists. As a result, it identifies
metaphorical expressions in the symbolic structure of the text without claiming any
cognitive validity for these metaphors and their conceptual structures. Moreover,
its focus is mainly on the linguistic manifestations of metaphor that provide the
basis for the identification of source and target domains (a bottom-up or inductive
approach). Inspired by experimental studies that have reported on the influence of
phenomena such as context, conventionality, aptness and characteristics of
language users, and discourse analytical approaches that discuss the distinct forms
and functions of metaphor in different types and modes of discourse, this thesis
provides an analysis of the manifestation and communicative functions of
metaphor in conversational discourse. It does so against the framework of Steen’s
three-dimensional model of metaphor, or the distinction between metaphor in
language, metaphor in thought, and metaphor in communication. The addition of
the final dimension enables a consideration of metaphor in conversation from a
lexico-grammatical, conceptual as well as rhetorical point of view and provides a
starting point for hypotheses about implications for metaphor processing, such as
those presented in the Career of Metaphor Theory. Moreover, this thesis includes a
psychological perspective to further explore the influence of context on metaphor
processing in conversation.
The manifestation of metaphor in the symbolic structure of conversations,
in terms of its distribution, form, function and related conceptual structures, will be
reflected in the chapters devoted to the linguistic and conceptual analysis of
metaphor in conversation (Chapters 5 and 6). In Chapter 7, the effect of one of the
characteristic features of conversation, tone of voice, on actual metaphor
processing is explored in terms of understanding and interpretation. Before
embarking on these register-specific analyses, the main characteristics of the
conversation register are introduced in Chapter 2 and related to the cross-register
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variation approach introduced by Biber (1988). Subsequently, those observations
following from previous research into metaphor in conversation are described and
the need for a cross-register approach to metaphor analysis is highlighted. Finally,
the data set and the metaphor identification method that was adopted to prepare a
large annotated corpus required for such an analysis are introduced.
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CHAPTER 2

Metaphor, register variation and conversation
Within the VICI research programme on metaphor in discourse, conversation is the
odd one out as the only register containing spoken instead of written discourse.
This chapter focuses on the conversational register, the important situational
differences between written and spoken registers, the linguistic and functional
differences that have been identified as a result of these diverging settings, and the
possible relevance of these characteristics for metaphor use both reflected in
conducted research and focal to the analyses presented in this thesis. Moreover,
this chapter introduces the conversational data as well as the method used to
identify linguistic metaphor. Whereas Chapter 1 outlined the important
developments within metaphor theory and the general theory informing this thesis,
Chapter 2 provides a more specific framework for the identification, analysis and
interpretation of metaphor use in conversational data. In effect, it forms the
stepping-stone for the analyses of conversational metaphors in the following
chapters.
The first section of this chapter highlights the traditional distinction made
between writing and speech to describe register differences as a result of two
opposing modes of expression. It addresses the characteristics of typical writing
and typical speech. It then introduces Biber’s influential multidimensional
approach to register variation (1988), which provides a subtler description of
(sub)registers than that based on a black-and-white distinction between modes of
writing and speech. Biber’s statistical approach to register variation is the starting
point for the present research. Section 2.2 turns to other studies of metaphor in
conversation, which feeds into questions for the current thesis. It proposes a
register variation perspective on metaphor studies along the lines of Biber’s
research by adopting a clear and reliable method for metaphor identification to
compare large data sets from four different registers. Section 2.3 introduces this
method and the data used within the Metaphor in Discourse project. The specific
guidelines and actual application of the method to conversational data will be the
focus of Chapters 3 and 4.
2.1 Writing versus speech or literate versus oral registers?
Historically there has always been a focus on the distinction between writing and
speech. Similar to metaphor, conversation took a relatively long time to become
recognized as a worthy topic of research. This can be ascribed to two reasons: the
enduring reputation of spoken language, with its slang, colloquialisms and
informal language, as being a secondary derivative of writing and, more
importantly with respect to research opportunities, the difficulty to turn speech that
is by nature fluid into concretely analysable products. Over the years, however,
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facilitated by such inventions as the tape recorder and the computer as well as the
art of transcription and a rising interest in natural language, this research gap has
been filled with disciplines such as phonetics (e.g. see Hardcastle et al. 2010 for a
recent overview), sociolinguistics (Chambers 2008; Chambers et al. 2004;
Coulmas 1998), discourse analysis (Schiffrin et al. 2001) as well as by a
heightened interest in conversational examples in (foreign) language teaching (e.g.
O’Keeffe et al. 2007). Spoken language has become a salient source for linguistic
analysis next to writing and is viewed as equally suitable to improve understanding
of the relation between language and thought and the way we communicate.
Furthermore, many discourse analysts have come to consider conversation as the
most basic form of language use and as the setting in which language can be
creatively applied to its fullest potential. This position is supported by the fact that
face-to-face conversation generally does not require special training, functions
without any additional technology, and provides the contexts in which children
learn their first language. As Halliday (1978: 40) phrases it: “It is [therefore]
natural to conceive of text first and foremost as conversation: as the spontaneous
interchanging of meaning in ordinary, everyday interaction. It is in such contexts
that reality is constructed, in the microsemiotic encounters of daily life” (cf. Biber
et al. 1999; Chafe 1994; Clark 1996; McCarthy 1998).
More recently, the rising interest in spoken discourse and the growing
importance of corpus linguistic research to inform our knowledge of language use
have led to the creation of large English language corpora that include spoken
language components. Amongst them are the Cambridge and Nottingham Corpus
of Discourse in English (CANCODE, five million words of spontaneous speech),
the COBUILD Bank of English (which includes 9.3 million words of spoken
English consisting of broadcast speech, but also spontaneous conversation), the
Longman Spoken American Corpus (5 million words of everyday spoken
American) and the British National Corpus (BNC; which includes 4.2 million
words of everyday British English conversation). The BNC has been the source for
the data used in this thesis (see section 2.4). Studies of these corpora have
increased our understanding of spoken behaviour and the types of talk people
engage in. It has also informed a more detailed picture of the situational
circumstances of face-to-face conversation. These will briefly be reviewed below.
Many linguists have pointed out the typical characteristics of
conversational settings that may influence the way speakers communicate (e.g.
Chafe 1994; Clark 1996; Crystal 2003; McCarthy 1998; Rubin 1980; Rühlemann
2007; Stubbs 1980).4 First of all, speech participants are usually co-present in a
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The typical features summarized here are generally focused on characteristics of
spontaneous face-to-face conversation, the type of conversation analysed in this
thesis. Other settings, including those of telephone conversations, on-line
conversations (chat and skype), and more staged conversations (television and
cinema), contain their own set of contextual features, which inevitably influence
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shared context. This means that they can hear and see each other the instant an
utterance starts to be produced. Moreover, they all experience the situational
context they are in and often share some sort of social context (as friends, family,
and so on.). The medium of conversation is phonic and therefore evanescent; it is
usually not recorded. Because conversations take place in real time, speakers and
hearers need to both process another person’s utterances as well as plan the way
they will express themselves at the same time. A transcribed conversation then
becomes an ad hoc emergent artefact that attempts to capture a flowing, unplanned
process. In written contexts, such as academic writing, news texts and fiction, these
elements are all absent (except for, maybe, a shared cultural background between
writer and reader): author and reader are typically separated, do not know each
other and are only bound by an end-product in writing. The written end product is
the final result of careful consideration of linguistic alternatives, usually by one
person (who, of course, has the reader in mind).
Situational characteristics of conversation have often been used to derive
and explain the occurrence (or absence) of specific linguistic elements and their
functions. Whereas writing typically appears to convey information in a
decontextualized setting, conversational language typically aims to
establish/maintain interpersonal relationships in a highly contextualized setting.
As a result, conversational language is characterized by a lack of lexical
explicitness. In addition to conveying information on a verbal level, speakers
express much information in other modes, such as tone of voice and gestures. On
top of this, speech participants also share a situational context and sometimes a
mutual background, which is why they typically include deictic expressions (such
as pronouns and demonstratives), situational ellipsis and vague language in their
speech; there is simply no need to become more specific when referents are already
clear and the setting is informal (see Carter & McCarthy 1997; Channell 1994;
McCarthy 1998; Ure 1971). Also, the lexical density of conversations is relatively
low (McCarthy 1998; Stubbs 1986; Ure 1971). Most likely because of real-time
production constraints, speakers insert familiar chunks of language or formulaic
expressions that are easy to produce and process (Sinclair 1991; Wray 2002; but
see Erman & Warren 2000). These characteristics are especially noticeable in
‘language in action’ (McCarthy 1998; Ure 1971), which is when the words used
refer to the immediate activity. More narrative sequences in conversation often
involve applications of language such as hyperbole and intensification (Carter
2004; Carter & McCarthy 1995; McCarthy & Carter 2004). Finally, the interaction
between speakers results in interpersonal elements such as vocatives and terms of
endearment (Eggins & Slade 1997). Once again, writing is described as more
explicit, less dependent on context, less involved, and lexically more dense.
The situational circumstances of conversation also affect the way the
conversation and its content are structured. The influence of the contextual
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the language used. Given the changing technological developments, these are
interesting settings for future research, including metaphor studies.
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environment and the input of other speech participants cause topics to quickly
‘drift’ or blend into another (Coulthard 1977). Moreover, conversations have a
sequential organization: speakers take turns and use adjacency pairs (such as
question – answer, greeting – greeting) to interact (Sacks 1992). In addition,
speakers’ utterances and expressions are repeated, relexicalized (Carter 2004;
McCarthy 1998; Tannen 1989), completed and expanded (Sacks 1992) by other
speakers. Features such as restarts, substitutions, silent or filled pauses and
contractions (don’t instead of do not) reflect the real-time nature of conversations;
sentences are fragmented and have a looser structure (Chafe 1982, 1994). Again,
typical writing shows the opposite tendency: it is one running text by one author on
one clear topic.
In sum, both spoken and written language have been analysed for their
own specific setting, linguistic features and structure. Spoken language is generally
characterized as implicit, context-dependent, involved, lexically scarce, interactive,
loosely structured and as dealing with many different topics. Written language, on
the other hand, is explicit, context-free, more objective, lexically dense,
unidirectional, heavily structured and typically concerns one topic. One of the
questions for the present research is whether the occurrence of linguistic metaphor
can similarly be described as a defining feature of either spoken or written
discourse (e.g., not often used in spoken texts, but more common in written texts).
However, assuming that metaphor is by definition a defining feature of the spokenwritten contrast seems rather premature and explaining metaphor’s role and
function from this perspective potentially oversimplifies or overshadows the true
identity of metaphor in different types of discourse. Other researchers investigating
register variation have similarly become more cautious of the oversimplification in
describing the use and function of linguistic features.
As straightforward and convincing as a distinction between writing and
speech may sound, many linguists have warned against overgeneralization. This
has been forwarded most notably by Biber (1986, 1988, 1989, 1994, 2001) and
colleagues (Biber et al. 1999; Biber & Conrad 2001, 2009). In his work on register
variation, Biber addresses the contradictory results reported in various quantitative
and qualitative linguistic studies of written and spoken genres. Whereas Chafe
(1982) and Tannen (1982), for example, argue that writing is more structurally
complex than speech, Poole and Field (1976) and Halliday (1979) claim the
opposite. According to Biber, such diverging reports are the result of four causes:
(1) a simple definition difference between analyses, (2) a generalization across too
few texts, (3) the comparison of too few highly similar or highly contrastive genres
that represent written and spoken registers, and (4) the identification of too few
linguistic features. Consequently, results cannot be compared, are not
representative of a register, and are neither based on a comparable contrastive
situation nor on sufficient representative criteria. Moreover, Biber questions the
suitability of an absolute mode distinction to explain the relation among different
spoken and written English texts (1980: 47-55). Instead, he argues for a set of new
dimensions as the basis for a subtler typology of English text types. The following
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paragraphs in this section will discuss his alternative multidimensional (MD)
approach.
One of the key elements in Biber’s approach is an alternative way of
grouping texts. This method is not based on intuitive differences or a priori
functional or situational variation, but starts from systematic linguistic differences
and similarities between registers in order to characterize them. Biber collected a
great range and number of texts representative of both spoken and written modes.
These texts were automatically tagged for linguistic features that had been
identified for their grammatical and functional characteristics in previous linguistic
research (such as tense and aspect markers, place and time adverbials, pronouns
and pro-verbs, and so on; see Biber 1988 and Biber & Conrad 2001 for a complete
overview). Subsequently, for each feature the frequency per text was counted,
followed by a statistical factor analysis of co-occurrence of these features. Cooccurring features were either positively or negatively correlated (i.e. the frequent
presence of first person pronouns means an expected frequent presence of whquestions, but an expected relative absence of nouns). Each pattern of cooccurrence was taken to reflect a ‘dimension’, which has been labelled in terms of
the common communicative function shared by the linguistic features belonging to
it. Dimension 1, for example, was labelled ‘Involved versus Informational
production’. Involved texts show a conspicuous presence of private verbs, presenttense verbs, first and second person pronouns, questions, discourse particles, and
contractions versus a conspicuous absence of nouns, prepositions, and attributive
adjectives. Informational texts show a mirror image. For each register type mean
dimension scores were calculated to be able to identify salient register similarities
and differences. The distribution of each register across each dimension was used
to identify its relative nature with respect to the other registers. Biber stresses that a
dimension should be seen as a continuum: a register is not either informational or
involved, but simply relatively more informational or more involved than the
average across all registers. The result is a richer insight into the salient linguistic
and functional characteristics of a register in relation to other registers.
Biber’s (1988) factor analysis resulted in a set of six dimensions, labelled
as follows: (1) Involved versus Informational Production, (2) Narrative versus
Non-Narrative Concerns, (3) Explicit versus Situation-Dependent Reference, (4)
Overt Expression of Persuasion, (5) Abstract versus Non-Abstract Information, and
(6) On-Line Informational Elaboration. Of these, the first dimension appeared the
most significant predictor of register differences. Most importantly, Biber
confirmed his hypothesis that a simple distinction between written and spoken
modes does not suffice to explain the linguistic differences between various
subregisters. Although written and spoken texts are relatively well distinguished
within dimension 1 (speech is generally more involved than writing), dimension 3
(speech is generally more situation-dependent than writing) and dimension 5
(spoken information is generally non-abstract whereas written information is more
abstract), spoken and written subregisters often overlap. For instance, personal
letters are significantly involved, public speeches are relatively explicit, and fiction
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texts contain relatively non-abstract information. Biber does acknowledge that
dimensions 1, 3 and 5 show an opposition between the typical spoken and written
registers, namely face-to-face conversation and academic expository prose. He
therefore proposes a distinction between oral and literate registers rather than
writing versus speech, with typical writing (academic texts) and typical speech
(face-to-face conversation) often ending up on opposing sides of the dimension
scales. Characteristic oral discourse is then involved, situation-dependent, and nonabstract, whereas characteristic literate discourse is informational, explicit and
elaborate, and contains abstract information. Characteristic linguistic features of
oral discourse are, for example, first and second person pronouns, stance verbs,
hedges, emphatics and time and place adverbials. Oral discourse shows a relative
absence of nouns, adjectives, prepositional phrases and wh-relative clauses. In
effect, written and spoken text types take different positions along the oral/literate
dimensions. This position is influenced by their mode of expressions, but also by
their communicative purposes.
Moreover, Biber concluded that written modes can relatively easily
resemble oral discourse, but that spoken modes, although they may become more
literate, never reach the level of the least literate written register. As Biber puts it
“there seems to be a cognitive ceiling on the frequency of certain syntactic
constructions in speech, so that there is a difference in the potential forms of the
two modes” (1988: 163). Biber ascribes this to the difference in processing
constraints of on-line versus off-line production; it is always more challenging to
formulate lexically and syntactically complex text in on-line contexts, whereas in
off-line contexts an author can choose either simple or complex phrasing and can
even deliberately mimic an oral style for specific purposes.
Biber thus developed a computerized method to statistically compare the
linguistic behaviour of registers and identified six new dimensions that more
extensively capture the range of register variation across many different English
texts than a simple spoken/written-mode distinction. His comparative and
contrastive approach enables the identification of statistically salient characteristics
based on many text types as well as linguistic elements and thereby offers the
possibility of a subtler register description. An example is the Longman Grammar
of Spoken and Written English (Biber et al. 1999), which provides a description of
the lexico-grammatical behaviour of four main text types, conversation, fiction,
news and academic texts. These text types form the starting point for the Metaphor
in Discourse project, enabling a comparison between Biber’s findings and the
results of metaphor analysis. The possibilities of such a comparison will be
explained in section 2.3. The following section reports on the status of metaphor
research in the conversational realm.
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2.2 Metaphor research and conversation
Metaphor has been studied in a wide range of talk types such as doctor-patient
interviews, healthcare communication (Gibbs & Franks 2002; Gwyn 1999),
classroom and college lectures (Cameron 2003; Corts & Pollio 1999),
psychotherapeutic interviews (Pollio & Barlow 1975), Baptist sermons (Corts &
Meyers 2002), and political speeches (Charteris-Black 2004). Among current
studies of metaphor in conversation, one of the most extended approaches
incorporating the distinctive features of conversation as social interaction is
Cameron’s discourse dynamics framework (Cameron 2007a, 2007b; Cameron et
al. 2009; Cameron & Maslen 2010; Gibbs & Cameron 2007; Larsen-Freeman &
Cameron 2008). At the heart of this approach lies a concern with the dynamic, online, interactive nature of speech production, which is referred to as ‘talking-andthinking-in-interaction’ (Cameron 2003: 35). Cameron emphasizes the fluid and
adaptive nature of metaphor performance between speech partners in conversation
and argues that metaphor in language and in thought emerges from the interaction
of various complex systems. Within conversations, the discourse system develops
through contributions by individual language users. These individuals contain their
own dynamic language system, cognitive system and physical system, which are
influenced by discourse activity. Moreover, these systems may influence bigger
systems, such as social and cultural ones. As a result, metaphor can be analysed on
a local level or microgenetic timescale (i.e. within the discourse event or
conversation), but also across different conversations between the same speech
partners over a stretch of time, or even across different speakers over a stretch of
time. Because of the interaction between systems within an on-line discourse
event, Cameron argues, linguistic, cognitive, affective, physical and cultural
dimensions constantly influence each other. As a result, each production of a
linguistic metaphor may be related to different types of cognitive processing. This
means that cognitive linguistic theories that generally position thought before
language (i.e. Conceptual Metaphor Theory) may be right in some respect, but only
reveal part of a more encompassing story. Moreover, since conversation is seen as
a dialogic event, the use of metaphor is not only analysed as a linguistic and
cognitive phenomenon, but is also marked for its affective, interactional and sociocultural functions. Speakers do not simply put their own thoughts into words, but
do so while also taking the listener’s perspective into account (this ‘dialogic’
perspective is adopted from Bakhtin, 1981, and similarly adopted by Chafe 1994).
Cameron’s dynamic approach has resulted in a focus on patterns of
stability and change in the dynamics of conversational discourse; results from her
research encompass three different aspects of metaphor use: 1) the linguistic
behaviour of metaphor in terms of density, form, clustering and development
within a conversation; 2) the relation of linguistic metaphor to possible conceptual
structures in the minds of speech participants as well as bigger discourse
communities; and finally (3) the main function of metaphor in conversation that
can be derived from these two sources of information, for example ideational,
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interpersonal or textual. The aim of Cameron’s metaphor analysis is both
theoretical and socio-cultural: to come to a better understanding of metaphor use in
general by providing a discourse analytical approach to cognitive metaphor theory
that starts from language (instead of conceptual metaphor) and to ‘research and
ameliorate real-world problems in which language is a central issue’ (Cameron
2007b: 107, quoted from Brumfit 1995: 27) by providing insight into the way we
think, feel and talk about central issues such as terrorism, and multiculturalism.
Overall, Cameron mainly conducts qualitative analyses, which are at times
informed by quantitative corpus findings. Throughout Cameron’s analyses,
different characteristics of metaphor in talk have been highlighted, which will be
discussed in this section (see also Cameron 2008a).
Carter (1999, 2004) has made another important contribution to the use of
metaphor in everyday conversation. In his book Language and creativity: the art of
common talk (2004), he explores the creative use of language in a wide range of
conversations taken from the CANCODE corpus. Although creative use of
language encompasses many other features besides metaphor, Carter devotes much
attention to metaphor and related figures of speech, such as hyperbole, idiomatic
expressions, slang and proverbs. Similar to Cameron, he emphasizes the dynamic
nature of conversation and focuses on emerging patterns of language use and their
functions with respect to the socio-cultural and interpersonal nature of
conversations. He concludes that figures of speech are often used to intensify,
evaluate or create intimacy and thus allow speech partners to position themselves,
or ‘display identity’ towards each other and potentially create ‘convergence’
(2004: Chapter 3). Similar to the new and improved contemporary theories on
metaphor, creativity is described as both ubiquitous (or normal) and exceptional at
the same time. In effect, creative patterns are described both for their common
patterns as well as for their innovative or unusual patterns. Carter focuses on a
much broader field of linguistic phenomena, which may explain why he provides
little detail about the precise identification or definition of metaphor. Nor does he
specifically focus on elements of form such as grammatical word class. His
analysis provides a succinct summation of the types of creative language found in
everyday conversation and the varying functions these have in specific
conversation types. Carter’s characteristics of metaphor use will also feature in this
section. When applicable, Cameron and Carter’s findings will be complemented by
additional research on metaphor in conversation.
Most of Cameron’s research regarding metaphor in conversation comes
from two sources: metaphor in educational discourse and metaphor in
reconciliation talk. The first set of educational data was gathered in a primary
(elementary) school in the United Kingdom to analyse how students make sense of
difficult scientific phenomena and how metaphors function for understanding
(2003). The second set of conversations consists of a number of reconciliation
conversations between Pat Magee, a former member of the IRA, and Jo Berry,
whose father was killed by a bomb explosion instigated by Magee. After Pat’s
release from prison, Pat and Jo started to discuss Pat’s motivation for the bombing
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in order to come to a better understanding of the reasons for and consequences of
Pat’s actions. In this study, Cameron analysed the metaphors that emerged to
bridge ‘alterity’ between the speakers, in other words, to “explain themselves, and
understand, the Other” (2007a: 197).
Carter’s data set from the CANCODE corpus consists of 5 million words
of everyday British conversation. The conversations have been categorized
according to their context type and interaction type. Context type can be
transactional (public with generally no previous relationship between the
speakers), professional (speakers share a profession or work place), socializing
(typically “recreational and other group meetings”) or intimate (“a private,
cohabiting relationship where speakers can be assumed to be linguistically most
‘off-guard’”). The interaction can be based on information provision (one speaker
dominates, e.g. by telling a story), a collaborative idea (“interactive sharing of
thoughts, opinions and attitudes”), or a collaborative task (“task-oriented
communication”) (p.149; see also McCarthy 1998). Carter’s research thus includes
many different types of conversation and is guided by a more general interest in
the use of creative language influenced by affective elements such as intimacy,
evaluation and intensity (2004: 66).
The first observation of metaphor in conversations relates to the density of
metaphor use. Cameron reports a density of about 100 metaphors per 1,000 words
for reconciliation talk. In comparison, doctor-patient interviews contain around 50
metaphors per 1,000 words, and classroom talk contains around 27 per 1,000
words (depending on the topic of the lesson this ranged between 40 and 15
metaphors per 1,000 words). Within Cameron’s spoken data, she argues, the
relatively large use of metaphor in reconciliation talk may be attributed to the
emotional setting of the conversations, which evokes “indirectness and multiple
analogies” (2007: 200; see also 2008). It is, however, difficult to establish whether
these are small or large numbers compared to other registers of use. Even if
metaphor density is reported in other studies, results are generally not comparable
when other methods of analysis are adopted.
Besides density, the form of linguistic metaphors in conversation is of
interest. Cameron reports that “metaphors in English” (or at least in her own
educational data) are typically verbs, delexicalized verbs and prepositions, noun
phrase formulations such as ‘the xxx of yyy’ and adjective and noun pairs (2008a:
200). Moreover, most metaphors are indirect, meaning that the topic (target)
referent is not explicitly mentioned in the text. Cameron (2008a: 201) refers to this
as the absence of “explicit reference in the topic domain; the other speaker has to
make sense of the inferred meaning from the context of the ongoing discourse”.
Direct metaphors do occasionally occur, for example, in educational discourse,
where similes are used to introduce or explain complex phenomena (2003). By
contrast, Carter rather randomly reports that “there is evidence” that simile is
actually more frequent than metaphor in everyday speech, “most markedly in
contexts in which speakers are recording reactions to events which usually impact
on the speaker personally and have a powerful affective dimension” (2004: 125).
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Although he provides an example from the CANCODE corpus, it is not clear
whether his assumption is quantitatively motivated. Cameron and Carter therefore
both report on the use of direct metaphor in their data, but their conclusions differ.
This difference is probably not due to variation in topic between their data sets.
Given Carter’s hypothesis that simile is more frequent than metaphor in highimpact and affective contexts, this would be reason to expect that Cameron’s
highly emotional reconciliation talk contains many similes. It may be that Carter’s
study, although based on a large corpus, is primarily qualitative. He admits that
“instances of creative language are not easily identifiable by quantitative means”
(2004: 150). Again, a clear method of metaphor analysis seems indispensable to
enable comparison.
In terms of metaphor type, conversational discourse mostly contains
conventionalized metaphor rather than novel metaphor (e.g. Cameron 2003, 2008a;
Cameron & Deignan 2006). Examples of conventional metaphors are prepositions
and delexicalized verbs. After a closer investigation of both reconciliation talk and
educational discourse and additional information from Bank of English
concordances, Cameron and Deignan (Cameron & Deignan 2006; Deignan 2005)
concluded that many linguistic metaphors are actually part of restricted,
conventionalized bundles that each have their own lexico-grammatical, ideational
and pragmatic functions. These bundles are also referred to as ‘metaphoremes’ and
emerge through frequent use. An example is the adjective-noun combination
emotional baggage. In addition to emphasizing the conventionalized nature of
these expressions, Cameron and Deignan once again question the use of conceptual
metaphor to explain the occurrence of metaphor in discourse and point out that the
special connotations of metaphoremes cannot be captured by conceptual metaphors
alone; in other words, it is important to stay close to the linguistic expressions
found in the discourse. Carter refers to a similar distinction between ‘core’
language, which is more stereotypical or conventionalized, and less core language;
he refrains from making any claims about which type of metaphor occurs more
often.
In addition to considering the intrinsic characteristics of metaphor in
conversation, Cameron also describes co-textual features of linguistic metaphors.
By searching a small corpus of educational talk as well as the Bank of English (9
million word collection), Cameron and Deignan (2003) created a list of ‘tuning
devices’ that often co-occurred with linguistic metaphors, such as actually, almost,
imagine, just, kind of, like, a little, really and sort of, and analysed their functions.
Tuning a metaphor entails, for example, “alerting the hearer to any problem in
interpretation, and suggesting which interpretation, literal or metaphorical, is
intended” (2003: 150). In the small corpus, metaphors were tuned either to direct
interpretation or to adjust the strength of metaphors. A similar analysis of the large
corpus showed that tuning devices alert addressees to infrequent metaphor or
metaphors evoking a “shift of register” (p.158) and that they sometimes even
combine with other tuning devices. According to Cameron, tuning devices are
related to unexpectedness of a metaphor and may accompany conventionalized
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metaphors, but are typically found with infrequent metaphors. This is why she
includes tuning devices as possible signals for her group of more intentional or
‘deliberate’ metaphor (2008a: 202), which seems to consist mostly of innovative
metaphor. Although it is not entirely clear which linguistic metaphors are included
as deliberately used, Cameron reports an amount of 10% of deliberate metaphors in
educational talk (2003). As pointed out in Chapter 1, deliberate metaphor is a
relatively recent focus within metaphor research, which needs a more specific
identification method in order to compare its behaviour across registers.
Carter also reports on the apparent metalingual awareness of speech
participants reflected by linguistic elements (2004: 126-7; based on Goatly 1997)
surrounding metaphorical language. He argues that intensifiers such as literally,
actually, in fact, indeed, really and simply show an awareness of the incongruity
between two senses of a metaphorically used word (e.g. Women have to look up to
men, literally as well as metaphorically in fact, if you see what I mean; 2004: 127).
However, his other examples of metalingual awareness of metaphor use are much
less convincing. For example, vague language and hedges, such as a bit, a touch,
somewhat, more or less, quite, supposedly show an awareness that “the metaphoric
force of the statement is deliberately approximate” (e.g. I’m afraid Jack’s a bit of a
dickhead; ibid.). Moreover, words such as regular, right and real are presented as
resulting from a speaker’s awareness of multiple meanings (e.g. That’s a real
burden off her shoulders isn’t it; ibid.). In these examples, the speakers indeed
appear to influence the force of the statement. Whether their utterances truly show
a metalingual awareness of metaphor is left as a matter for discussion.
Density, form and direct co-text are relatively static descriptive features of
linguistic metaphor in conversation. More dynamic patterns of metaphor use have
also been identified within the flow of talk as metaphors develop through time
between speech turns. Carter comments that speech participants are “bouncing
[metaphors] back and forth, co-creatively recycling, extending, fine tuning and
retuning each other’s metaphors” (2004: 121). Ritchie (2010) describes the
transformation and elaboration of familiar metaphors in conversational story
telling. Cameron treats such patterns of metaphor ‘shifting’ more extensively
(2007b, 2008a, 2008b; cf. Cameron 2003; Steen 1994) in qualitative descriptions
of metaphor sequences in conversation. During on-line speech production, she
argues, linguistic mappings are constantly changing: vehicle terms are re-deployed,
developed and sometimes literalized, which seems to be the result of “a kind of
centrifugal cognitive force that opens up potentially endless links to other
concepts” (2003: 191). These connected vehicle terms may result in local
systematic metaphors (in a conversation between speech participants), but also in
systematic patterns across discourse communities (Cameron 1999, 2008a).
The observation of metaphor shifting provides a basis for Cameron’s claim
that speech participants use metaphor to align (e.g. 2007a; 2008a), for example
when explaining their emotions in reconciliation talk or other difficult notions in
educational talk (cf. McCarthy 1998: 143 with reference to the use of idiomatic
expressions). Through re-deployment of each other’s metaphors, which occurs
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when a same vehicle term or domain is re-used in identical or similar form to refer
to a slightly different topic, speakers are able to ‘appropriate’ each other’s
metaphors and ‘negotiate’ understanding. An example from reconciliation talk is
when Pat appropriated Jo’s metaphor of healing (used to describe her recovering
process) to refer to his own experience of coming to terms with what happened
(Cameron 2008a). Metaphor vehicles can be relexicalized when they are rephrased
through the use of a vehicle term from the same source domain. To explain the
phenomenon of ‘volcanic rock’, for example, it was first compared to treacle, then
butter and, finally, wax, all members of a category of substances that become soft
when heated (Cameron 2008b).
Patterns of metaphor shifting also underline Carter’s (2004) creative use of
metaphor. He provides an example of creative elaboration, which he refers to as
metaphor ‘re-forming’. In this example, a speaker extended the vehicle domain of
the idiomatic expression out of the frying pan into the fire into out of the frying pan
into the deep freeze this time (2004: 95). Carter suggests that such humorous
extension typically occurs with idiomatic expressions that contain both metonymic
and metaphorical elements, such as references to body parts and common
perceptual processes (2004: 131). Along similar lines, Cameron (2008b) describes
how speakers sometimes play with the dual metaphorical and literal meaning of
vehicles by ‘literalizing’ vehicles into the real world, sometimes via metonymy. An
example from her reconciliation talk is Jo’s conceptualization of the process of
understanding the events that led to her father’s sudden death as a ‘journey’
towards ‘sitting down at the end of a journey’ with the people responsible. The
lexical item ‘sitting down’, Cameron argues, is a ‘bridge term’ (Kittay 1987: 166),
which means that it fits both the source and vehicle domain at the same time:
metaphorically it refers to the end of an emotional process, literally it refers to the
actual sitting down and talking to Pat Magee. As such, “the vehicle domain is
brought into the topic domain, and the metaphor is shifted into the literal (i.e. nonmetaphorical) world” (2008b: 58).
By studying such metaphor development in discourse, Cameron identifies
patterns of ‘systematic metaphors’ that emerge from the text (or multiple texts) as a
result of the constant interaction between language and thought in interaction.
Systematic metaphors are generalized conceptual mappings that are the direct
result of a bottom-up analysis of the vehicle terms and domains used in the
discourse data and emerge as a result of conversational interaction. In
reconciliation talk, for example, Cameron argues for a systematic metaphor
RECONCILIATION IS A JOURNEY, based on descriptions of the process of
reconciliation such as a journey with another mountain to climb and taking one
step at a time (2007a). An important distinction between systematic and conceptual
metaphor is that systematic metaphors stay close to the data and are not
overgeneralized into abstraction. As explained in Chapter 1, systematic metaphor
is Cameron’s discourse alternative to Lakoff and Johnson’s conceptual metaphor.
Whether they are related to general conceptual metaphors across a whole speech
community or individual processing is a different matter (e.g. Cameron & Maslen
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2010). By contrast, Ponteretto (2003) also reports on the systematic use of
metaphor in conversation, in her case to maintain cohesion, but she starts from
conceptual metaphors that are assumed to be present in speakers’ minds.
So far, we have discussed the description of density, form, direct co-text
and development in the flow of talk, the latter of which is linked by Cameron to
possible systematic metaphors. Previous studies provide a rich overview of the
appearance of metaphor in conversational discourse. A description of the position
of such metaphor patterns in discourse events—when is it used?—may provide a
better account of the functions performed by metaphor in conversation. Cameron
and Stelma (2004), for example, report the striking presence of ‘bursts’ of
metaphor at specific moments in the flow of talk. Such clusters of metaphor,
usually from different semantic fields, were used when “some intensive
interactional work linked to the overall purpose of the discourse is being carried
out” (2004: 134). Examples of such intensive work are the explanation of difficult
topics in lectures and the reduction of alterity in reconciliation talk, both with the
underlying aim to come to a shared understanding.
Besides such an ideational motivation, the choice for a metaphorical
expression may also be motivated by more affective and interpersonal choices.
Gordon (1983) describes the use of slang expressions by hospital staff to create
emotional distance when referring to severely injured patients. Carter (2004) also
describes the use of proverbs in potentially face-threatening situations. He argues
that it is less confrontational to say Don’t count your chickens (before they are
hatched) than to say Don’t spend money you haven’t got (p. 134). By offering an
indirect conventional phrasing, a speaker conveys a similar message, but changes
its affective strength. In the case of reconciliation talk, Cameron also argues that
metaphors seem to allow distancing from emotionally difficult topics (2008a: 203).
This is, however, most clearly illustrated by Cameron and Stelma (2004), who
observed that speakers sometimes use metaphor-free stretches of talk to describe
emotionally and affectively difficult topics. They argue that in such circumstances,
where more emotional distance might have been expected, metaphor seems to be
expressly avoided to achieve a confrontation and to bar the easy option of less
painful distancing. This does not mean that metaphor is always deemed to soften
the interpersonal content of a message. Strässler (1982; cf. Carter & McCarthy
1994) argues that the rare use of idiomatic expressions (which are often
metaphorical) in conversations typically concerns the evaluation of third parties
outside of the conversation. It is reasoned that this is because idiomatic expressions
are typically used to negatively evaluate, which results in a face-threatening act.
On the rare occasion that idiomatic expressions are mentioned in reference to a
direct speech partner, they are usually glossed (McCarthy 1998: 133). In these
studies, idiomatic expressions are interpreted as creating a confrontational
situation, rather than softening it. Metaphor therefore seems to be used to both
strengthen and lessen confrontation, depending on its context. Certain contexts
seem to call for a more deliberate use of metaphor, whereas its use is avoided in
others.
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While fulfilling ideational and affective functions, metaphors are also
shown to structure discourse text. Drew and Holt (1988, 1995, 1998) report that
idiomatic expressions often occur during topic transitions in order to summarize,
evaluate and close off the previous topic. McCarthy identifies a similar pattern for
the use of idiomatic expressions in oral narratives, namely at the end of stories to
“provide a bridge between the story world and the real world of the teller and
listener” (1998: 135). In general, he signals that factual observations are often
followed by evaluations through idiomatic expressions (pp. 127-149). Carter
reports a similar use for proverbs at the end of topics (2004: 134) and Cameron
(2003) points out that metaphors are often used in ‘agenda management’ at the
beginning and end of lessons and tasks. Idiomatic expressions and metaphor thus
also perform structuring functions within a conversational setting in terms of topic
change and turn-taking.
To conclude, many metaphor studies, most notably those by Cameron and
Carter, have painted a rich picture of metaphor behaviour in different types of
conversational interaction in terms of its linguistic manifestation (density, form,
type, co-text and development in the flow of a conversation), its possible relation
to thought in terms of metaphor development and the emergence of systematic
metaphors, and the different functions of metaphor in its discursive context. Not
surprisingly, the density of metaphor differs per conversational context. A
comparison of reconciliation talk, doctor-patient conversations and classroom talk,
showed the highest number of metaphor use in reconciliation talk. Cameron
suggests that this can be related to the emotional setting of the context, but more
quantitative and qualitative research that adopts the same method for metaphor
identification seems needed to come to an even better understanding about the
relation between conversation type and metaphor occurrence.
In terms of metaphor form and type, Cameron’s educational data show that
most metaphors are expressed as verbs and are indirectly used. Moreover, they are
typically conventionalized. Carter also makes a distinction between ‘core’
language and less core language, but refrains from making any claims about which
of the two is more often used in conversations. Contrary to Cameron, he suggests
that metaphor in conversation is typically expressed as simile. However, he does
not substantiate this with quantitative evidence. Again, more quantitative and
qualitative research using the same method for metaphor identification seems
needed to come to a better understanding.
Both Cameron and Carter report that metaphor is accompanied by typical
co-textual features. These are referred to as ‘tuning devices’ (Cameron & Deignan
2003). According to Cameron, these tuning devices alert the listener to the
‘unexpectedness’ of a metaphorical comparison. For this reason, they are often
found with more intentionally used deliberate metaphors, which, in Cameron’s
educational data, make up 10% of all metaphors. Carter similarly identifies
intensifiers, downtoners/hedges, approximations or vague language in the co-text
of metaphors and argues that they reflect a metalingual awareness that may affect
the conscious processing of metaphors. There is, however, uncertainty about the
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exact definition of deliberate metaphor and its linguistic manifestation (see Chapter
1 for a discussion). Analyses of linguistic manifestations in the symbolic structure
of texts should be combined with further psycholinguistic studies to research the
effect of more deliberate use of metaphor on actual metaphor processing.
Finally, Cameron and Carter also discuss the development of vehicle terms
within the dynamic flow of conversation. In this flow of talk, metaphors
simultaneously perform ideational, affective and textual functions: they are used to
exchange ideas and align, to soften or strengthen a message, to add humour, or to
structure the discourse event. As metaphors are applied in conversation, they may
become re-deployed, developed and literalized. Consequently, Cameron argues,
systematic metaphors emerge that reflect the thoughts and ideas of the discourse
participants. Both Cameron and Carter reflect on the close connection between
metaphor and metonymy in this respect, showing that vehicle terms sometimes
become literally used in the actual context and that an awareness of the
metonymically related vehicle domain can lead to the production of creative
language. Such observations may feed into embodied theories of metaphor
production that link physical action and mental representation (e.g. Gibbs 2006) as
well as the notion of deliberateness (Steen 2008, 2011). Tying Carter’s ubiquity of
creativity to Cameron’s analysis of metaphor in conversation, the results indeed
agree with Cameron’s observation that “[t]he creativity of metaphor in talk appears
less in the novelty of connected domains and more in the use of metaphor to shape
a discourse event and in the adaptation of metaphor in the flow of talk” (2008:
197).
This rich picture may present only a small glimpse, or perhaps even too
detailed a glimpse, of typical metaphor use in conversation. Many of the above
observations are based on analyses of highly specific registers (educational talk
and reconciliation talk) and results from different studies remain difficult to
compare due to the absence of a uniform metaphor identification method. Echoing
Biber’s approach to register variation, the truly distinct behaviour of metaphor in
conversation can surface even better in direct comparison to the linguistic
behaviour of other registers. As a result, new specific features may emerge,
whereas old ones may prove part of more general language use across all registers.
The question then is: Which metaphor usage is typical for conversation in direct
comparison to other discourse registers? This perspective will be developed in the
next section, which relates a register variation approach along the lines of Biber to
the description of metaphor in different types of discourse.
2.3 A register variation approach to metaphor analysis in discourse
Chapter 1 described how studies of metaphor have over time been influenced by a
focus on the behaviour of metaphor in specific types of discourse. This meant a
move away from the generalizing nature of Conceptual Metaphor Theory towards
a focus on socio-cultural and language variation and the study of the linguistic use
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of metaphor in different contexts. As a result, increasingly detailed descriptions of
metaphor use in literature, science and education, political communication,
religious discourse, corporate discourse, news, advertising and talk have been
made, and the research list continues to expand with both contemporary and
historical perspectives. The elaborate use of metaphor in conversation described in
section 2.2 is but one example.
One major advantage of studying metaphor within a specific register is the
potential to explain metaphor use in detail from the characteristics defining the
specific communicative situation. At the same time, however, truly defining
characteristics of one particular register can only surface by comparing it to
metaphor behaviour in other registers. This brings us back to Biber’s analyses of
register variation. In his multidimensional comparison of registers, Biber
statistically compared the use of a great number of linguistic items. Those features
whose presence and absence clearly correlated were grouped together, analysed
and labelled as six dimensions by which registers were subsequently defined. This
was possible through the use of a general annotation method, the use of large sets
of corpus data reflecting the specific registers, and quantitative, statistical
comparison. In a similar vein, the study of metaphor would greatly benefit from a
register-variation approach that is able to separate register-defining metaphor use
from general and shared patterns. As Semino and Steen argue, “the study of
metaphorical uses of language […] needs to take into account both the unique
characteristics of particular uses in context, and the way in which particular uses
relate to general daily conventional patterns, that may reflect shared cognitive
structures and processes” (2008: 244).
Considering the above, the following questions can be phrased about our
current picture of metaphor use in conversation. In terms of metaphor density,
Cameron provides numbers from different studies using different annotation
methods and units of analysis (2008a: 199), which are therefore difficult to
compare. Within her own data sets (which have been annotated using the same
method of analysis) average metaphor use ranges between 27 and 100 metaphors
per 1,000 words. Cameron concludes that in talk people make ‘widespread’ use of
metaphor (id: 197). The question is how widespread this use actually is. In other
words, do conversations show a relatively high or low number of metaphors when
they are compared to other types of registers, such as fiction, academic or news
texts?
In terms of grammatical word class, Cameron points out that “[m]etaphors
in English” (2008a: 200) are typically verbs, delexicalized verbs and prepositions.
She proposes that this may have “implications for what we take to be the very
nature of metaphor” (ibid.). If metaphor is generally placed in the verb, that would
indeed be an interesting find. However, such a claim about the general nature of
metaphor would greatly benefit from more evidence than that based mainly on
educational talk. A cross-register comparison across large data sets enables a more
informed indication of (a) whether linguistic metaphor is usually located in the
verb, independent of register, or (b) whether linguistic metaphor in conversation is
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usually located in the verb. Another possible hypothesis relates to the general
lexico-grammatical behaviour of conversations. According to Biber, the
conversational register is characterised by verb use. Consequently, the use of
metaphorical verbs in conversation may simply reflect a typical characteristic of
conversation instead of a typical characteristic of metaphor. Thus, in addition to an
interaction between metaphor use and register, there may even be a three-way
interaction between metaphor use, register and word class.
A similar argumentation applies to types of metaphor, patterns of use, and
function. Cameron reports that linguistic metaphors are typically indirect,
conventionalized and non-deliberate, whereas Carter argues for a tendency towards
simile. Studies of other registers have also reported on the use of simile, for
example in spoken university lectures (Low 2010). Low concludes that there is a
scarcity of similes in lectures, although most of the ones that do occur seem to be
used in the lectures that have a more conversational nature. As Low points out, this
partially agrees with Carter’s identification of simile as a particular feature of
conversation. At the same time, it converges with Cameron’s findings that most
linguistic metaphors are indirectly expressed. Again, only by studying metaphor
behaviour across several different registers at the same time can we truly estimate
whether a particular metaphor type is relatively ‘scarce’ or abundant and a typical
feature of metaphor use across many registers or of metaphor use in one specific
register. Such results may then feed into theories and psycholinguistic studies of
‘deliberateness’ and its possible relation with metaphor processing (Steen 2008,
2011).
So far, such comparative approaches to metaphor variation have been rare.
First steps have been made by Kövecses (2005, 2009) and Charteris-Black (2004).
Kövecses discusses the influence of cultural variation on metaphorical thought,
considering subdimensions such as social or ethnic background, regional and style
dimensions. He distinguishes between universal (generally governed) and nonuniversal (more locally governed) metaphors and thus separates general use from
diverse, context-dependent use. Charteris-Black analyses and compares the
underlying systems of ideas, or the ideological content conveyed through use of
metaphor, in different registers, such as political speeches and religious texts. By
using the same annotation method for different text types, he thus provides a
register-specific account of metaphor variation. Both these studies form a pivotal
contribution to metaphor variation research. However, they focus largely on the
identification of conceptual metaphors, a process that has been criticized for its
subjectivity (see Chapter 1). Moreover, they do not present precise quantitative
terms and cannot account for the reliability of their analysis, a feature that is
becoming increasingly important if corpus linguistic research is to be regarded as
converging evidence across disciplines. Obviously, annotation of large data sets is
highly time-consuming, especially when different analysts have to go through the
same data to guarantee the reliability of a method. As a result, true statistical
comparison of metaphor use across cultures or registers has up until now not been
attempted.
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The previous paragraphs point out some of the problems of analysing
metaphor use in different registers separately. Different annotation methods may
lead to incomparable results and it is tempting to overgeneralize from specific
registers to general language use. Moreover, without comparison to other registers,
it is difficult to establish whether particular patterns of metaphor usage are
characteristic of a register, or of metaphor use in general. Metaphor use within a
register may also be influenced by the general lexico-grammatical behaviour of a
register, in which case particular metaphor use simply reflects register-specific
behaviour instead of metaphor-specific behaviour within that register. Analyses
that do focus on register variation are scarce and often do not present a reliable
method for metaphor annotation that enables quantitative comparison. As a result,
general conclusions about the general function of metaphor types as well as the
more specific behaviour of metaphor in conversation are difficult to establish.
The present work is part of a first attempt to address these problems. Firstly, a
register-specific description of metaphor use will be achieved by focusing on the
four main registers of conversation, news, fiction and academic texts (Biber et al.
1999) at the same time. Their comparison should result in both general patterns of
metaphor use as well as specific patterns of different metaphor types for each
separate register. Resulting scales of metaphor use might even be related to Biber’s
six dimensions, and may help identify the overall function of metaphor types.
Secondly, the description of metaphor in conversation will be informed by
interpreting patterns of metaphor use against register-specific lexico-grammatical
patterns. This allows for an estimate of whether metaphor patterns are truly
significant for the nature of metaphor in a specific register and may point to a
particular communicative function for metaphor from a distinct lexico-grammatical
category. Thirdly, the data that will inform such a description will be prepared by
adopting a method for metaphor identification that enables reliable coding of all
data. As such, this study attempts to address some of the questions that arise from
earlier reports on metaphor in conversation in terms of metaphor density, form and
type through statistical register comparison based on data coded with the same
reliable metaphor identification method. It should be stressed that not all abovementioned features of metaphor in conversation can be investigated within one
study in this comparative fashion simply because of the time-consuming nature of
the annotations. This thesis should therefore be seen as a first step towards research
on a larger scale.
Essential to the cross-register analysis has been the development of a reliable
coding system for the linguistic data, which was one of the aims of the Metaphor in
Discourse project. The Metaphor Identification Procedure (MIP) developed by the
Pragglejaz Group (2007) served as a starting point and was extended into a more
detailed and elaborate method, MIPVU. The rest of this chapter is devoted to a
general description of MIP and those features that were explicated in MIPVU. This
includes a specification of those features that were specifically annotated for
analysis. A general reference guide to MIPVU is subsequently provided in Chapter
3 and a case study of its application to conversational data in Chapter 4.
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2.4 MIP and MIPVU
Aware of the need for a solid and empirically sound metaphor identification
method, the Pragglejaz Group developed a reliable tool for linguistic metaphor
analysis referred to as the Metaphor Identification Procedure (or MIP). The name
Pragglejaz is compiled out of the first names of ten metaphor researchers (Peter
Crisp, Ray Gibbs, Alan Cienki, Gerard Steen, Graham Low, Lynne Cameron,
Elena Semino, Joe Grady, Alice Deignan and Zoltan Kövecses) who come from
different disciplines such as cognitive linguistics, discourse analysis, corpus
linguistics and psycholinguistics. Their starting point was to create a solid basis for
interdisciplinary work on metaphor, which enables identification of metaphor in all
types of discourse. MIP aims to capture the most studied type of metaphor within
cognitive linguistics, indirectly used metaphor, and consists of the following steps
(2007: 3):
1. Read the entire text/discourse to establish a general understanding of the meaning.
2. Determine the lexical units in the text/discourse.
3a. For each lexical unit in the text, establish its meaning in context, i.e. how it applies to
an entity, relation or attribute in the situation evoked by the text (contextual
meaning). Take into account what comes before and after the lexical unit.
3b. For each lexical unit, determine if it has a more basic contemporary meaning in other
contexts than the one in the given context. For our purposes, basic meanings tend
to be:
- more concrete; what they evoke is easier to imagine, see, hear, feel, smell, and
taste.
- related to bodily action.
- more precise (as opposed to vague).
- historically older.
Basic meanings are not necessarily the most frequent meanings of the lexical unit.
3c. If the lexical unit has a more basic current/contemporary meaning in other contexts
than the given context, decide whether the contextual meaning contrasts with the
basic meaning but can be understood in comparison with it.
4. If yes, mark the lexical unit as metaphorical.

This set of instructions was developed and tested over five years. It now produces
fairly reliable results between sets of individual analysts as large as six scholars at
the same time, who display relatively high levels of agreement between their
independent analyses of texts (Pragglejaz 2007).
The rationale of the Pragglejaz Group’s procedure is as follows.
Metaphorical meaning in usage is indirect meaning: it arises out of a contrast
between the contextual meaning of a lexical unit and its more basic meaning, the
latter being absent from the actual context but observable in others. For instance,
when a lexical unit like attack or defend is used in a context of argumentation, its
contextual meaning has to do with verbal exchange. However, this is an indirect
meaning, in the sense of Lakoff (1986, 1993) and Gibbs (1994), because it can be
contrasted with the more basic meaning of these words in other contexts, which
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involves physical engagement between people. Since the basic meaning can afford
a mapping to the contextual meaning on the grounds of some form of nonliteral
comparison, all uses of defend and attack in contexts of argumentation can be
analysed as metaphorical. It should be noted that MIP accommodates both
conventionalized as well as novel metaphor; in both types a contextual sense can
be contrasted to and compared with the basic sense. This procedure therefore
provides an operational way of finding all indirect metaphor in actual usage in
discourse.
By contrast, MIP does not identify historical or dead metaphor as
metaphorical. For instance, the words fervent and ardent used to have two senses,
one for temperatures and one for emotions. The old concrete sense can be found in,
for example, the Concise Oxford Dictionary published in 1974 (McIntosh 1974).
However, in contemporary British English both terms have lost their original
temperature sense: the Macmillan dictionary, for instance, only provides their
present-day emotion senses. Hence expressions like ardent lover are not judged to
be metaphorical when analysed by MIP because there is no contrast between the
contextually appropriate emotion sense and the historically older and more basic
temperature sense: the latter is simply no longer available to the typical
contemporary language user, as is reflected by the descriptions of the words in the
modern users’ dictionary (Deignan 2005).
MIP has provided a good basis for the identification of metaphor for
purposes of cross-register variation analysis. One of the advantages of MIP is that
it easily accommodates researchers’ standards. In the Metaphor in Discourse
project, for instance, we decided to take an idealized contemporary native speaker
of English as our basis for the identification of metaphor. Contextual meanings
(either conventionalized or novel) are compared to more basic meanings as
represented in the Macmillan dictionary. This tackles the issue of social differences
in metaphor usage: what is metaphorical to one language user is not necessarily
metaphorical to another. However, the dictionary provides a rough standard of the
general lexicon. When needed, the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English
was consulted for a second opinion.
Another advantage is that MIP does not try to identify the precise nature of
the underlying conceptual mappings between domains. Linguistic forms of
metaphor are identified on the basis of shallow lexical-semantic analysis that only
involves distinct and comparable meanings. Findings may subsequently be
analysed for their possible relations to one or more cross-domain mappings in
conceptual structure and may even be used in behavioural studies to see if they are
cognitively real, but this is not required for the identification of metaphor in
language data. An additional conceptual level of analysis would affect the
reliability of MIP, since researchers have often shown disagreement and reluctance
about the identification of conceptual metaphors (see Chapter 1). In effect, MIP
identifies linguistic metaphors that are ‘potentially’ metaphorically used without
making any particular claims about the kind of cross-domain mapping that takes
place or the active realization of the metaphor in an individual’s mind. This agrees
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with the clear separation of dimensions of metaphor analysis (language, thought
and communication) and approaches (symbolic, psychological, socio-cultural) to
metaphor analysis.
Finally, MIP clearly restricts linguistic metaphor analysis to the level of
lexical units or words. This preference is influenced by discourse analytical models
that separate language and thought and hold that words in a surface text activate
concepts, which postulate referents in text worlds and situation models (e.g. Van
Dijk & Kintsch 1983). In other words, the referents referred to by words are the
building blocks by which text worlds are created. There are other levels of
linguistic organisation, such as morphology (kangaroo-rat, dogfish; cf. Ryder
1994) and syntax (he gave me a headache; cf. Goldberg 1995), but these levels
have been much less central to the cognitive-linguistic discussion of metaphor in
language and thought than words (cf. e.g. Kövecses 2002). A link between
language, concept and referent is certainly more difficult for morphemes. Whether
this is also the case for phrases seems less certain. Psycholinguistic evidence (e.g.
Gibbs 1994) shows, for example, that idioms are still decomposable and that
people are able to interpret such expressions metaphorically at the word level. This
is similar for fixed collocations, which is why Pragglejaz treats each component
within an idiomatic expression or fixed collocation as a single lexical unit. MIPVU
follows this example.
Cameron, however, specifically adopts stretches of language or ‘vehicle
terms’ as units of metaphor analysis in conversation. Her choice is motivated by
the observation that vehicle terms better reflect the dynamic activity of ‘soft
assembly’ that characterizes on-line communication (e.g. Cameron & Maslen
2010: 105). During the process of speaking, people adjust their words and phrases
to convey ideas and meaning within their ongoing mental activity. In practice, this
may result in vehicle terms of one or more components, for example when words
are “conventionally collocated and have a contextual meaning as a phrase”, or
when two words “jointly contribute to a particular basic […] meaning of the whole
phrase” (Cameron & Maslen 2010: 108). Complete chunks of conventionalized
language, such as Cameron and Deignan’s (2006) ‘metaphoremes’, are therefore
analysed at the phrase-level of linguistic organization. By comparison with MIP,
Cameron’s approach is more focused on the on-line process of language
production and on the number of potential occasions for the activation of a
metaphorical mapping (that is either extended as a phrase or not) than on the
number of referents that are referred to via metaphor (as does Pragglejaz). As such,
it already makes some assumptions about the way these metaphors are processed.
For similar reasons, Cameron uses the intonation unit as the unit for discourse
description because it reflects “a speaker’s conscious attention” (Cameron &
Stelma 2004: 119; cf. Chafe 1994: 63). Intuitively, these units of analysis seem
appropriate for linguistic metaphor identification in the on-line production process
of conversation. However, Pragglejaz and MIPVU stay clear of such assumptions.
To enable comparison across both spoken and written registers, one general
method needs to be adopted. In a comparative analysis comprising a majority of
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written language, MIP’s lexical unit is therefore preferred. The MIP/MIPVU
analyses in no way disable an analysis of vehicle terms: the analysis at word-level
can always be extended to an analysis of stretches of metaphorical language.
Obviously, the decision to annotate either lexical units or vehicle terms affects the
number of metaphors found by annotation.
During the first two years of the Metaphor in Discourse project, MIP was
expanded into MIPVU. Some of the main additions to the procedure are the
following (see also Steen et al. 2010a; Steen et al. 2010b). As straightforward as
analysis at word level may seem, the precise definition of ‘lexical unit’ needed to
be specified, for example with respect to multi-word units. Unlike decomposable
idiomatic expressions, certain lexical units consist of more than one word, but
clearly designate one single referent in the projected text world and hence evoke
one concept. They are typically phrasal verbs, compound nouns and polywords. An
example of a phrasal verb is take off in a sentence such as the plane takes off. This
specific combination of verb and particle denotes one action, that of a plane
gathering speed and going up into the air, which cannot be deduced from the
separate parts of the phrasal verb. As such, the combination of verb and particle
designates one referent in the text world, and activates one concept. Therefore, it
will be demarcated as one lexical unit. This was already suggested by the
Pragglejaz Group, but a more specific operationalization is offered in MIPVU.
An example of a conventionalized compound spelt as two separate words,
but analysed as one lexical unit is stock market. Similar to the analysis of phrasal
verbs, this compound refers to one specific phenomenon (in the domain of finance)
and therefore designates one specific referent. Again, this was already suggested
by the Pragglejaz Group, but a more specific operationalization is provided by
MIPVU. In practice, compound analysis does not pose a problem when
components are spelt as hyphenated or solid words (e.g. alpha-numeric). However,
when written as two words, it may be less easy to assess just by looking at the
meaning whether we are dealing with a compound, and thus one lexical unit, or
with more than one lexical unit. As a solution, MIPVU proposes looking at the
stress pattern of the word combination. True compound nouns usually contain
primary stress on the first part. Support for this stress pattern can be found in the
Macmillan English Dictionary for Advanced Learners, which lists the
pronunciation, and thus also the stress patterns, for each word, compound and other
expressions. Those compounds (written as hyphenated, solid or separate words)
that are not listed in the dictionary or receive a different stress pattern are treated as
novel compounds and are therefore analysed by their component parts.
Finally, so-called polywords, such as let alone and of course, are also
treated as one lexical unit, as also suggested by the Pragglejaz Group, because they
designate one referent. Some of these can be found in the dictionary, but not all. In
our analysis, we adopted a finite list of polywords published as part of the BNC to
inform annotation.
Besides adding an explicit operationalization of what counts as a lexical
unit, MIPVU also includes the addition of direct and implicit metaphor analysis.
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MIP’s identification of indirect linguistic metaphor discards the possibility of other
forms of metaphor, such as simile, which are directly expressed in the language,
and implicit metaphor, which is based on substitution or ellipsis. This gap has been
filled by an adjustment of the criterion of indirectness in the MIPVU procedure.
Instead of looking for metaphor at the linguistic level, MIPVU considers metaphor
at the level of conceptual structures (Steen 2007: 323) and thus caters to other
forms of metaphor as well. This is also why MIPVU usually refers to metaphorrelated words instead of linguistic metaphor. An example of a directly expressed
metaphor is He’s like a ferret in which ferret functions as the source domain in a
cross-domain mapping that is explicitly expressed as a form of comparison.
Moreover, direct metaphors are often signalled by some lexical ‘flag’, such as like
in the example sentence. MIPVU codes these as Mflags (Metaphor flags) (cf.
Goatly 1997). An example of the implicit expression of a metaphorically used
source domain is the sentence Naturally, to embark on such a step is not
necessarily to succeed immediately in realizing it. In this case, it replaces the
metaphor-related antecedent step. During the annotation, indirect, direct and
implicit metaphors have been separately coded as different types of metaphors, and
Mflags as words that are related to metaphor signalling it.
Another departure from MIP in MIPVU is related to the identification of a
contextual and basic meaning for each potentially metaphorically used lexical unit.
Whereas MIP adopts the level of lemma as basis for lexical units, MIPVU takes
the level of word class. This was, again, motivated by our overall discourse
approach in which presumed referents that are linked to concepts and words play
specific roles in projected discourse representations. Word classes have the closest
connection to conceptual and referential classes like entities, processes, and
attributes. Thus, we take the noun dog as a lexical unit distinct from the verb to
dog, in that the noun posits a default animal referent as opposed to the verb, of
which the default referent is some action that is typical of humans. Therefore, in
our procedure, the noun cannot provide a basic sense against which any contextual
sense of the verb can be identified as metaphorical since these are different lexical
units. In so doing, we do not deny that there is clearly a metaphorical relation
between the noun and the verb. However, it is not metaphorical at the level of
language in use in discourse, but at the level of word formation in the language
system. In a similar fashion, MIPVU distinguishes between count and uncount
nouns, transitive, intransitive and linking verbs.
Whether contextual and basic senses are distinct enough is measured by
their degree of independence as separate sense descriptions in the dictionary.
Whether they can be compared is a less straightforward matter that can hardly be
solved by objective means; the analyst’s perspective always comes into play. By
steering towards a yes/no decision about metaphor, MIP can only force analysts to
be extremely critical about their manner of judgement. One additional category
was created in the MIPVU procedure for those cases that are borderline (cf.
Scholfield 1995). These truly unclear cases that could not even be solved after
group discussion received the term ‘WIDLII’, which stands for ‘When In Doubt
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Leave It In’. Besides Mflags, MIPVU analysis thus includes three other categories
of metaphor relation: clear metaphor-related words, metaphor-related words that
are WIDLII and words that are clearly not related to metaphor.
Furthermore, a small group of lexical units (n = 401) were discarded for
metaphor analysis because their contextual meaning was completely unclear.
Almost all of these cases came, not surprisingly, from the conversation sample.
Due to the absence of relevant contextual information, some utterances simply
became too difficult to interpret. They represent about 1% of the data in the
conversation sample. A more detailed discussion of the decision to discard data
will be provided in Chapter 4.
In sum, MIP has provided a clear and reliable starting point for analysis of
linguistic metaphor in the four main registers. Identification occurs at the level of
lexical unit, with reference made to the Macmillan (and Longman) dictionary for
contextual and basic meanings. MIPVU has expanded the method in that it more
specifically defines lexical units and includes other forms of metaphor besides
indirect linguistic metaphor. It moreover allows for the collection of a group of
borderline cases. The MIPVU annotation system thus distinguishes between
indirect, direct and implicit metaphor types, words that are clearly or less clearly
related to metaphor (clear metaphor versus WIDLII) and those words related to
metaphor by signalling them (MFlag). More detailed guidelines on the application
of MIPVU to conversational data and the reliability of the method will be provided
in the next chapter.
2.5 Conclusion
Within our Metaphor in Discourse project, conversation is the only register
containing spoken language data. Traditionally, much research has been driven by
an opposition between the different modes of language and speech. Spoken
language is generally characterized as implicit, context-dependent, involved,
lexically scarce, interactive, loosely structured and as dealing with many different
topics. Written language, on the other hand, is seen as explicit, context-free, more
objective, lexically dense, unidirectional, heavily structured and concerns one
topic. In a similar way, metaphor might be characterized as either more typical of
speech or writing. However, most notably Biber (1988) has argued that such a rigid
mode distinction leads to overgeneralization across subregisters and hides more
subtle and interesting communicative dimensions. Through statistical analysis of
lexico-grammatical features and register variation he showed that register variation
should be characterized by many different dimensions defined by communicative
function. More importantly, only by comparing large numbers of text annotated in
similar fashion can such an account of register variation be established.
Results from different metaphor studies, such as those provided by
Cameron and Carter, show an increasingly rich picture of metaphor use in
conversational interaction. However, results are sometimes incomparable due to
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different annotation methods. Moreover, without comparison to other registers it is
difficult to establish whether particular metaphor usage is characteristic of
conversation, of metaphor use in general, or of register-specific language use. As a
result, it is difficult to draw conclusions about the general function of metaphor
types as well as the more specific behaviour of metaphor in conversation. The
present work attempts to address these problems by (1) presenting an in-depth
lexico-grammatical description of metaphor in casual conversation that focuses on
four main registers at the same time, by (2) interpreting patterns of metaphor use
against register-specific lexico-grammatical patterns (Biber et al. 1999) and by (3)
adopting a method for metaphor identification that enables reliable coding of all
data, namely MIPVU.
This chapter has set out to present the background for the linguistic
metaphor analysis in Chapter 5. Before embarking on a quantitative statistical
analysis of metaphor in conversation, however, the following two chapters will
provide an in-depth perspective on MIPVU. Chapter 3 presents the MIPVU
manual, a detailed set of instructions for linguistic metaphor identification that has
emerged from our empirical research. Chapter 4 reports on the nature of the
conversational data set that was annotated by MIPVU and the reliability of the
procedure for metaphor identification in conversation compared to metaphor
identification in the written registers. It moreover discusses the application of
MIPVU to conversational data highlighting both straightforward as well as
problematic features for analysis based on a discussion of the cases that were
included in the MIPVU reliability tests.
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CHAPTER 3

MIPVU: identifying metaphor-related words

This chapter presents the complete procedure for finding metaphor-related words
that has been utilized in our research. The style is in the form of a set of
instructions. The chapter is a minimally revised version of Chapter 2 in Steen et al.
(2010), which reflects the fact that this instrument was a product of group research
that was just as much the responsibility of the present author as it was everybody
else’s. It is intended to be an independent presentation of the procedure as an
autonomous tool. It may be used as a reference manual by anyone who aims to find
metaphor-related words in usage. The term ‘metaphor-related words’ is used to
suggest that the tool aims to identify all words in discourse that can be taken to be
linguistic expressions of underlying cross-domain mappings (see Chapter 2). The
general procedure includes some elements that are most applicable to metaphor
identification in conversational data, but was written as a manual for all types of
discourse. A more in-depth discussion of the application of MIPVU to
conversational data will therefore be provided in Chapter 4.
3.1 The basic procedure
The goal of finding metaphor in discourse can be achieved in systematic and
exhaustive fashion by adhering to the following set of guidelines.
1. Find metaphor-related words (MRWs) by examining the text on a word-byword basis.
! For information about whether an expression counts as a word, consult
Section 3.2.
2. When a word is used indirectly and that use may potentially be explained by
some form of cross-domain mapping from a more basic meaning of that word,
mark the word as metaphorically used (MRW).
! For information about indirect word use that is potentially explained by
cross-domain mapping, consult Section 3.3.
3. When a word is used directly and its use may potentially be explained by some
form of cross-domain mapping to a more basic referent or topic in the text,
mark the word as direct metaphor (MRW, direct).
! For more information about direct word use that is potentially explained by
cross-domain mapping, consult Section 3.4.
4. When words are used for the purpose of lexico-grammatical substitution, such
as third person personal pronouns, or when ellipsis occurs where words may be
seen as missing, as in some forms of co-ordination, and when a direct or
indirect meaning is conveyed by those substitutions or ellipses that may
potentially be explained by some form of cross-domain mapping from a more
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basic meaning, referent, or topic, insert a code for implicit metaphor (MRW,
implicit).
! For more information about implicit meaning by substitution or ellipsis
that is potentially explained by cross-domain mapping, consult Section 3.5.
5. When a word functions as a signal that a cross-domain mapping may be at
play, mark it as a metaphor flag (MFlag).
! For more information about signals of cross-domain mappings, consult
Section 2.6.
6. When a word is a new-formation coined by the author, examine the distinct
words that are its independent parts according to steps 2 through 5.
! For more information about new-formations, consult Section 3.7.
The use of the phrase ‘potentially explained by a cross-domain mapping’ is
intentional. It should be read with an emphasis on ‘potentially’. This links up with
the tenuous connection between linguistic and conceptual metaphor identification
and the cognitive validity of metaphorical comparisons discussed in the previous
chapters.
As for the relation with MIP (Pragglejaz Group 2007), points 1 and 2 are
essentially the same as MIP. Points 3 and 4 deal with two additions to MIP in the
area of other forms of metaphor, namely direct and implicit metaphor. Point 5 is a
different kind of addition to MIP and includes the identification of signals of
metaphor. And point 6 takes one assumption of MIP to its linguistic conclusion by
including instructions for handling new lexical units.
3.2 Deciding about words: lexical units
The word is the unit of analysis that is examined for metaphorical use. There are
other possibilities, such as the morpheme or the phrase, and these can account for
additional metaphor in usage. However, we do not mark these other possibilities,
because we can only do one thing at a time. Focusing on the word as the unit of
analysis is already a most challenging and complex operation. It is motivated by
the functional relation between words, concepts and referents in discourse analysis,
described in Chapter 2.
A systematic and explicit approach to the relevant unit of analysis is
crucial for a consistent and correct quantitative analysis of the data. Lack of clear
guidelines may introduce a substantial degree of error and therefore noise into the
numbers and patterns obtained. It would undermine detailed quantitative
comparison between distinct studies.
For theoretical reasons, we will call the word a ‘lexical unit’. In adopting
this terminology, we follow the Pragglejaz Group (2007). When deciding about the
boundaries of lexical units, the following guidelines should be adopted.
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3.2.1 General guideline
In our project, the data come from the British National Corpus, and we therefore
follow most of BNC practice in deciding what counts as a lexical unit. In other
projects with other materials, these guidelines may or may not have to be adjusted
to the other source. An example of the application of MIPVU’s application to
Dutch can be found in Chapter 7 of Steen et al. (2010). In our research, the
dependence on these materials means two things:
1. All words provided with an independent Part-Of-Speech (POS) tag in the
corpus are taken as separate lexical units.
For instance, prepositions are coded as PRP, nouns are coded as
NN, and so on. A full list of tags is available from the BNC website:
www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk.
2. All so-called polywords in the corpus are taken as single lexical units.
There are a number of fixed multi-word expressions that are
analysed as one lexical unit in the BNC, on the grounds that they are
grammatical units that designate one specific referent in the discourse.
Examples include a good deal, by means of, and of course. These multiword expressions are called polywords. They have special tags and are
available in a finite list from the BNC website: www.natcorp.ox.ac.uk.
You should follow this practice and, in particular, not examine the parts of
these polywords for potential metaphorical meaning.
3.2.2 Exceptions
There are three exceptions to our overall acceptance of BNC practice: phrasal
verbs, some compounds, and some proper names.
Phrasal verbs are verbal expressions consisting of more than one word,
such as look up or turn on. These are not taken as single lexical units in the BNC,
but as independent verbs followed by autonomous adverbial particles. We will not
follow this practice, since phrasal verbs function as linguistic units designating one
action, process, state or relation in the referential dimension of the discourse. In
that respect, they are similar to polywords.
You should therefore treat all phrasal verbs as single lexical units: their
individual parts do not require independent analysis for potential metaphorical
meaning. The phrasal verb as a whole, however, can still be used metaphorically.
For instance, setting up an organization is a metaphorical variant of setting up a
roadblock. The classification of two or more words as part of one phrasal verb
should be marked as such in the data.
The problem with phrasal verbs is their superficial resemblance to
prepositional verbs (i.e. a frequent verb-preposition combination) and to verbs
followed by free adverbs. The latter two cases should be analysed as free
combinations consisting of two independent lexical units, as opposed to phrasal
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verbs, which should be taken as only one. Again, the motivation for this approach
is the assumption of a functional and global correspondence between words,
concepts, and referents.
One way to tell these three groups apart is by examining their POS tags in
the BNC. Particles of phrasal verbs have received an AVP code, prepositions of
prepositional verbs a PRP code, and freely occurring adverbs an AV0 code. These
are classifications that have been made independently of any questions about
metaphorical use; they are based on a general approach to data analysis, which is a
bonus.
However, the matter is further complicated in three ways. Firstly, when we
go to the dictionaries used in our research for examining contextual and basic
meanings, it appears that they do not distinguish between phrasal verbs and
prepositional verbs. They in fact call both types phrasal verbs. An example is look
at in a sentence like “it was only when you looked at their faces that you saw the
difference”. According to Macmillan this is a phrasal verb, but the BNC code for
at is PRP, indicating that it is a prepositional verb. We follow the BNC’s decision,
which means that you have to analyse look and at as two lexical units and
independently examine their main senses in the dictionary to find their respective
basic meanings; the contextual meaning of each of them in their combined use,
even as a prepositional verb, however, will be found under the phrasal meaning of
the combination.
Secondly, some of the verb+particle combinations marked as such in the
BNC are in fact not conventionalized phrasal verbs. That is, they are not phrasal
verbs according to the dictionary. An example is look up in a sentence like “she
looked up into the sky". Here up is coded as AVP in the BNC, suggesting that this
is a proper phrasal verb. However, the Macmillan dictionary tells us that the
contextual meaning – “to direct your eyes towards someone or something so that
you can see them” – is not one of the meanings of the phrasal verb (unlike, for
instance “to try to find a particular piece of information”). The contextual meaning,
instead, is the result of a free combination of a verb plus an adverb. BNC has
probably made a mistake here; the words consequently have to be analysed as two
separate lexical units.
Thirdly, there is the matter of complex phrasal verbs, such as make up for
or do away with. These may be easily confused with combinations of simple
phrasal verbs with a preposition (make up + for or do away + with). However, they
are typically listed as complete, complex phrasal verbs in the Macmillan
dictionary, as run-ons after the main verb, and they can be replaced by a synonym
(compensate and get rid of). Because of this referential unity, we follow the
dictionary for complex phrasal verbs and take the dictionary classification of these
complex verbs as single units as our guideline.
Taking all of this into consideration, we have established the following
rules for simple phrasal verbs (complex phrasal verbs being recognizable by the
criteria above):
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a. If the POS tag is PRP then we are dealing with a prepositional verb "
analyse the verb and the preposition separately (i.e. two lexical units).
b. If the POS tag is AVP then check in the dictionary whether the
combination of verb+particle has been listed as a phrasal verb meaning in
the relevant contextual meaning
• " if this is the case, then we accept it is a phrasal verb and analyse
the combination as one lexical unit;
• " if this is not the case, then we do not take the combination to be
a conventionalized phrasal verb and therefore we analyse the verb
and the particle separately (i.e. two lexical units).
c. If the POS tag is AV0 then we are dealing with a verb followed by a free
adverb " analyse as two lexical units.
d. If the POS tag is PRP/AVP then apply the tests below to determine
whether we are dealing with a phrasal or a prepositional verb.
e. If the BNC code is clearly wrong (supported by the above criteria or the
tests below) then apply the proper analysis and add a comment in the
materials stating “incorrect POS tag: PRP not AVP”.
Tests for deciding between phrasal/prepositional verbs
In prepositional verbs:
• The preposition and following noun can be moved to the front of the
sentence, which is not possible with phrasal verb particles (e.g. Up into the
sky she looked but not *Up the information she looked).
• An adverb can be inserted before the preposition (e.g. She ran quickly
down the hill but not *She ran viciously down her best friends).
• The preposition can be moved to the front of a wh-word (e.g. Up which
hill did he run? but not *Up which bill did he run?).
In phrasal verbs:
• The adverbial particle can be placed before or after the noun phrase acting
as object of the verb, which is not possible for prepositional verbs (e.g. She
looked the information up but not *She looked his face at).
• If the noun phrase is replaced by a pronoun, the pronoun has to be placed
in front of the particle (e.g. The dentist took all my teeth out > The dentist
took them out but not She went through the gate > *She went it through).
Compounds are single lexical units consisting of two distinct parts, which may
cause orthographical problems. They can be spelt in three ways: as one word, as
two hyphenated words, and as two separate words.
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a. When a compound noun is spelt as one word, such as underpass, and can
be found as such in the dictionary, we treat it as one lexical unit
designating one referent in the discourse.
b. When a compound noun is spelt as two hyphenated words and can be
found as such in the dictionary, such as pitter-patter, we similarly treat it
as one lexical unit. However, if we are dealing with a novel formation
unknown to the dictionary, the compound noun is analysed as two separate
units, even though it may have one POS tag in the corpus. Our reason for
this practice is that the language user is forced to parse the compound into
its two component parts in order to establish the relation between the two
related concepts and referents. This also applies to hyphenated compound
nouns created through a productive morphological rule but that are not
listed as a conventionalized compound in the dictionary (such as underfive).
c. In the BNC, compound nouns that have been spelt as two separate words
are not taken as single lexical units, but analysed as combinations of two
independent words which each receive their own POS tags. When such
compounds are conventionalized and, again, function as lexical units
designating one referent in the discourse, we will not follow the BNC
solution. For then they are like polywords, and should be treated as single
lexical units, whose parts do not require analysis for potential metaphorical
meaning.
The Macmillan dictionary has a tell-tale signal for identifying
conventionalized compounds that are spelt as two distinct words: when a
fixed expression is taken to be a compound noun, there is primary stress on
the first word and secondary stress on the second word (e.g. power
plant). In cases where the Macmillan dictionary treats a multi-word
combination as having one meaning, but displays a reversed stress pattern
(such as nuclear power), we do not treat the multi-word expression as a
compound noun, and analyse it as consisting of two separate lexical units.
• Rules a and b also apply to compound adverbs and adjectives,
such as honey-hunting. This example is a novel formation
unknown to Macmillan. Therefore, following rule b, the adjective
is analysed as comprising two separate lexical units, even though
BNC has given it one POS tag.
• Words may be spelt in more than one way, which may cause
problems about the independent status of their components in
some cases. An example is when the preposition onto is spelt as
two words instead of one. When this happens, we will adhere to
the spelling of the dictionary instead of the spelling of the
document under analysis, because the dictionary is the more
general reference work and related to accepted norms for language
users. You should therefore analyse words according to their
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spelling in the dictionary, not according to their spelling and POS
tagging in the corpus.
Proper names appear to form a special group in our analyses. We encountered
several subclasses, which may not all technically qualify as genuine proper names.
They will be discussed one by one. In general, however, proper names do not
require any specific additional coding.
Our general strategy is to reduce the number of exceptions to POS tagging
as provided by the BNC corpus. The solution to annotation problems proposed
below is maximally simple: every separate word will be treated as a separate
lexical unit, except for those cases that appear in the dictionary and contain
primary stress on the first word.
a. Proper names: all parts of genuine proper names are to be treated in the
way of regular POS tagging. That is, Roy Wood and Madame Mattli are
coded as two separate words and taken as two lexical units. This can be
extended to addresses, with house numbers as well as road names all being
cut up into separate lexical units. As a result, New York (in New York
Herald Tribune) is also two units.
b. Some proper names have been bestowed on public entities and may appear
in the dictionary. If they do, they are to be treated as all other expressions
in the dictionary: thus, Labour Party becomes one lexical unit because it
has the stress pattern of a compound.
The same holds for some titles that appear in the dictionary, such as
Pulitzer Prize, which is also treated as one lexical unit on the basis of the
stress pattern.
In our annotations, these expressions should be treated similar to
phrasal verbs, compounds, and polywords and should therefore receive a
code to indicate that the words form single lexical units.
Green Paper and White Paper, by contrast, are to be treated as
containing two lexical units, because they have rising stress (Green and
White would always be marked as related to metaphor).
The elements of names of countries (e.g. United Kingdom) and
organizations (e.g. United Nations) that have rising stress in the dictionary
should also be treated as separate units.
c. Other names and titles do not appear in the dictionary. They are also
treated as composites of their independent words, both by the BNC and by
us. This accounts for two lexical units in Labour Law, Executive
Committee, European Plan, Scarman Report, and even more lexical units
in the Student Winter Games, the Henley Royal Regatta, the Criminal Law
Revision Committee, House of Oliver, and so on.
d. A separate problem is constituted by genuine titles, that is, titles of texts:
• If titles are used as titles, that is, as headings of newspaper articles
or chapters and sections of novels and academic writing, they need
to be taken on a word-by-word basis. This is because they
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summarize or indicate content by means of words, concepts, and
referents. They are regular cases, if linguistically sometimes odd.
If titles are mentioned, however, to refer to for example a text or a
TV programme, they function as names, like proper names. If they
are in the dictionary, check their stress pattern; if they are not, use
BNC-Baby as a guide.

3.3 Indirect use potentially explained by cross-domain mapping
Indirect use of lexical units that may be explained by a cross-domain mapping is
basically identified by means of MIP, with some adjustments. This means that the
following guidelines should be adopted.
1. Identify the contextual meaning of the lexical unit.
! For more information, see Section 3.3.1.
2. Check if there is a more basic meaning of the lexical unit. If there is, establish
its identity.
! For more information, consult Section 3.3.2.
3. Determine whether the more basic meaning of the lexical unit is sufficiently
distinct from the contextual meaning.
! For more information, see Section 3.3.3.
4. Examine whether the contextual meaning of the lexical unit can be related to
the more basic meaning by some form of similarity.
! For more information, consult Section 3.3.4.
If the results of instructions 2, 3, and 4 are positive, then a lexical unit should be
marked as a metaphor-related word (‘MRW’), which may be made more precise by
adding the information that it is ‘indirect’ (as opposed to ‘direct’ or ‘implicit’, see
below).
3.3.1. Identifying contextual meanings
The contextual meaning of a lexical unit is the meaning it has in the situation in
which it is used. It may be conventionalized and attested, and will then be found in
a general users’ dictionary; but it may also be novel, specialized, or highly specific,
in which case it will not be found in a general users’ dictionary.
When identifying the contextual meaning of a lexical unit, several problems
may arise.
1. When utterances are not finished, there is not enough contextual
knowledge to determine the precise intended meaning of a lexical unit in
context. In such cases, it may be that the lexical unit has been used
indirectly on the basis of a metaphorical mapping, but this is impossible to
decide. In such cases, we will discard for metaphor analysis all relevant
lexical units in aborted utterances.
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An example is ‘Yeah I had somebody come round and stuck their
bloody …’ The lexical units in the incomplete utterance in question
(beginning with stuck) that could or could not have been related to
metaphor should be marked as Discarded For Metaphor Analysis (add
code ‘DFMA’ to each of them).
2. When there is not enough contextual knowledge to determine the precise
intended meaning of a lexical unit in context, it may be that it has been
used indirectly on the basis of a metaphorical mapping, but this may be
impossible to decide.
a. An example is the use of up to indicate movement towards, where
it is possible that the target is either higher (not metaphorical) or
not higher (metaphorical) than the speaker.
b. Another example is the use of idioms such as gasp for breath or
turn your shoulder, approached as three lexical units, where it is
possible that the designated action in fact takes place and thereby
stands for the emotion (metonymy), or the designated action in
fact does not take place so that the phrase is used metaphorically
to indicate the concomitant emotion.
c. A third example involves anaphora which may be interpreted in
more than one way, as in all that in the following example, where
a possible metaphorical interpretation is applicable: ‘he said I
come to sup be supervisor he said, I don’t know, I don’t wish to
learn all that!’
In such cases of lack of situational knowledge but with a potential for
metaphorical meaning, you have to treat the word as if it was used
indirectly and metaphorically, on the basis of the general rule ‘When In
Doubt, Leave It In’ and add the special code ‘WIDLII’.
3. Specialist terminology may constitute a specific case of insufficient
contextual knowledge to determine the precise intended meaning of a
lexical unit in context. When there is not enough contextual knowledge to
determine the specific technical and/or scientific meaning of a word in
context, regular dictionaries cannot help. In such cases, it would of course
be possible to use other, preferably specialized dictionaries to find out the
specific contextual meaning of a term. However, in our project we assume
that metaphor is ‘metaphor to the general language user’: if we as general
language users cannot establish the meaning of the lexical unit with the
contemporary dictionaries alone but the lexical unit could be metaphorical
on the basis of some contextual meaning projected from the basic—nontechnical—meaning, we also mark the word as metaphor-related based on
‘WIDLII’.
4. Sometimes the contextual meaning of a lexical unit may be taken as either
metaphorical or as not metaphorical. This seems to be the case for many
personifications, such as furious debate or this essay thinks. These
examples may be analysed as involving a metaphorical use of furious and
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thinks, respectively, but they may also be resolved by a metonymic
interpretation of the other terms, i.e. debate and essay, in which case
furious and thinks automatically turn non-metaphorical. In such cases, the
possibility of the metaphorical interpretation should not be lost, and you
should mark the relevant ambiguous words furious and thinks as metaphorrelated words, and add a comment that this is due to a possible
personification.
3.3.2. Deciding about more basic meanings
A more basic meaning of a lexical unit is defined as a more concrete, specific, and
human-oriented sense in contemporary language use. Since these meanings are
basic, they are always to be found in a general users’ dictionary. A meaning cannot
be more basic if it is not included in a contemporary users’ dictionary.
From a linguistic point of view, a more basic meaning of a word is its
historically older meaning. However, from a behavioural point of view, this
definition may not be optimal. Most language users are not aware of the relative
ages of the various meanings of most words in the contemporary language. This
means that the linguistic notion of basic sense as the historically prior sense has
little relevance to the behavioural, in particular cognitive notion of basic sense.
However, it is one of the fundamental claims of contemporary metaphor
theory that most of the historically older meanings of words are also more
concrete, specific, and human-oriented. This is explained by the cognitivelinguistic assumption of experientialism (Lakoff & Johnson 1980). As a result,
concrete meanings are typically also basic meanings from a historical perspective.
The still largely programmatic assumption of a connection between
historically prior meanings and concrete, specific, and human-oriented meanings
makes it possible for us to adopt one practical and consistent general starting point
about basic meanings: they can be operationalized in terms of concrete, specific,
and human-oriented meanings. This is our general definition for basic meanings.
As a result, we will not check the history of each lexical unit as an integral
part of our procedure. This is a huge practical advantage, which is based in general
cognitive linguistic practice. Diachronic considerations of basic meanings may
only come in when specific problems arise.
When attempting to find basic meanings in the dictionary, the following
guidelines should be adopted.
1. A more basic sense has to be present for the relevant grammatical
category of the word form as it is used in context. This is because a
grammatical category in a text specifies a particular class of concept and
referent, which may not be altered when looking for basic meanings, since
otherwise the basis of comparison is shifted. When the dictionary shows
that a word may be used in more than one grammatical category, you
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hence have to examine the various meanings of the word within its
grammatical category.
Contextual and basic meanings are therefore contrasted as two
alternative uses for the same word form in the particular grammatical role
that it has in the text. As a result,
a. the contextual meaning of nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs,
prepositions, and interjections cannot be compared with the
meaning of other word classes for the same lemma (conversions);
for instance, the meaning of shift as a noun should be analysed
irrespective of the meaning of shift as a verb.
b. the contextual meaning of verbs used as linking verbs, primary
verbs, modal verbs, verbs initiating complex verb constructions
such as start, stop, continue, quit, keep, and so on, causative verbs
(have, get, and so on), and full verbs cannot be compared with the
meaning of the same verbs used in other roles.
c. the contextual meaning of verbs used transitively can as a rule not
be compared with the meaning of the same verbs used
intransitively.
d. the contextual meaning of nouns used to designate countable
entities can as a rule not be compared with the meaning of the
same nouns used to designate uncountable entities.
However, there are a number of complications:
2. When a word may be used in more than one grammatical category, but its
description in the dictionary is limited to one of those categories only, you
inevitably have to compare the various meanings of the word in the other
grammatical categories with reference to that one grammatical category.
For instance, the contextual and basic meanings of suppression have to be
examined with reference to the description of suppress.
3. When verbs are described under a single sense description in the dictionary
as both Transitive and Intransitive, then you may compare these Transitive
and Intransitive meanings with each other in order to determine whether
the contextual meaning may be differentiated from a more basic meaning
in the same sense description.
4. Sometimes lexical units have an abstract contextual meaning that is
general which has to be contrasted with a concrete meaning that is
specialized, for instance because it is limited to a style (e.g. very
[in]formal), a subject (business, computing, journalism, law, linguistics,
medicine, science, and so on), or period (literary, old-fashioned). In that
case, we abide by our general rule for finding basic senses and take the
most concrete sense as basic, even if it is specialized. For example, the
concrete medical sense of palliate is basic and the general abstract sense of
palliate is therefore metaphorical.
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5. The reverse of [4] also applies: when a lexical unit with an abstract but
specialized contextual meaning has to be contrasted with a concrete but
general meaning, we also take the concrete sense as basic. For instance, the
abstract religious sense of father, mother, and so on is not basic, whereas
the concrete general sense is. Therefore the religious senses are
metaphorical.
6. When the contextual meaning of a lexical unit is just as abstract/concrete
as some of its alternative meanings, we have to check whether there is any
indication of the (original) domain from which the word derives. For
instance, there are verbs, such as trot and roar, which may be applied with
equal ease to a range of concrete entities, but the non-human, animal origin
(basic sense) of the lexical units decides which applications are
metaphorical and which are not.
7. However, other lexical units may have a less clear domain of origin, such
as the verb ride, which is presented in the Macmillan dictionary as
monosemous between animal and artefact. If we suspect that there is a
problem with the dictionary description because of its function as an
advanced learners’ dictionary, we check the evidence in a second advanced
learners’ dictionary, Longman. For instance, the verb to groom does not
have distinct senses for people and animals in Macmillan, but it does in
Longman; as a result, we rely on Longman to conclude that the two senses
are sufficiently distinct. By contrast, transform has one general sense in
Macmillan, which is corroborated by the Longman dictionary.
3.3.3 Deciding about sufficient distinctness
Metaphorical meanings depend on a contrast between a contextual meaning and a
more basic meaning. This suggests that the more basic meaning has to be
sufficiently distinct from the contextual meaning for the latter to be seen as
potentially participating in another semantic or conceptual domain. The following
practical guideline should be followed. When a lexical unit has more than one
separate, numbered sense description within its grammatical category, these senses
are regarded as sufficiently distinct. When a lexical unit has only one numbered
sense description within its grammatical category, this counts as the basic sense
and any difference with the contextual sense of the item under investigation will
count as sufficient distinctness.
3.3.4 Deciding about the role of similarity
When there are two sufficiently distinct meanings of a lexical unit and one seems
more basic than the other, these senses are potentially metaphorically related to
each other when they display some form of similarity. This typically happens
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because they capitalize on external or functional resemblances (attributes and
relations) between the concepts they designate. It is immaterial whether these
resemblances are highly schematic or fairly rich.
In deciding about a relation of similarity between the contextual and the basic
sense of a lexical unit, the following practical guidelines should be followed:
1. When a lexical unit has a general and vague contextual sense which looks
like a bleached, abstracted relation of a rather specific and concrete sense,
you should mark the word as metaphorically used when the two senses are
distinct enough and can be related via similarity. This is typically the case
for senses that may be distinguished as concrete versus abstract. It should
be noted that similarity is not the same as class-inclusion, as in the case of
synecdoche. Thus, for appeal we have an abstract general sense and a
more concrete but also specialized legal sense. If we decide that the latter
is basic because it is more concrete, then the general sense of appeal is a
case of generalization instead of similarity, and it can therefore be treated
as a case of synecdoche instead of metaphor. This should be contrasted
with a case like palliate, where we see both generalization and similarity
based on metaphorical mapping from concrete (relieve physical pain) to
abstract (relieve generally bad situations of their most serious aspects).
2. When a lexical unit has an abstract contextual sense and a sufficiently
distinct, concrete more basic sense, but there does not seem to be a relation
of similarity between the two even though there does seem to be some sort
of relation, check the Oxford English Dictionary to deepen your
understanding of the word. In such a case, the two senses may be
historically related via a common source that may have disappeared from
the language. Checking the OED may explain the strange relation between
the current abstract and concrete senses and support the decision not to
take the concrete sense as basic for the abstract sense, but instead to take
both senses as equally basic because there is no transparent relation of
similarity for the contemporary language user. We have seen this for a
word like order (‘arrangement’ and ‘bringing about of order by speech
act’).
3. When two senses appear to be metonymically related, this does not mean
that you should not also consider the possibility that they are
metaphorically related at the same time. Sense relations may have more
than one motivation.
3.4 Direct use potentially explained by cross-domain mapping
Directly used lexical units that are related to metaphor are identified as follows:
1. Find local referent and topic shifts.
! Good clues are provided by lexis that is “incongruous” (Cameron 2003;
Charteris-Black 2004) with the rest of the text.
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2. Test whether the incongruous lexical units are to be integrated within the
overall referential and/or topical framework by means of some form of
comparison.
! Good clues are provided by lexis that flags the need for some form of
similarity or projection (Goatly 1997).
3. Test whether the comparison is non-literal or cross-domain.
! Cameron (2003: 74) suggests that we should include any comparison that
is not obviously non-metaphorical, such as the campsite was like a holiday
village. Consequently, whenever two concepts are compared and they can
be constructed, in context, as somehow belonging to two distinct and
contrasted domains, the comparison should be seen as expressing a crossdomain mapping. Cameron refers to these as two incongruous domains.
4. Test whether the comparison can be seen as some form of indirect discourse
about the local or main referent or topic of the text.
! A provisional sketch of a mapping should be possible between the
incongruous material functioning as source domain on the one hand and
elements from the co-text functioning as target domain on the other.
If the findings of tests 2, 3, and 4 are positive, then a word should be marked for
direct metaphor (‘MRW, direct’).
3.5 Implicit meaning potentially explained by cross-domain mapping
The previous forms of metaphor were explicit in that there is at least one word in
the discourse that comes from another semantic or conceptual domain. Implicit
metaphor is different and does not have words that clearly stand out as coming
from an alien domain. It comes in two forms, implicit metaphor by substitution and
implicit metaphor by ellipsis. Following Halliday and Hasan (1976), metaphor by
substitution works through pro-forms such as pronouns, and metaphor by ellipsis
works through unrealized words that may be inserted into grammatical gaps. Both
types therefore do not exhibit ostensibly incongruous words, but still need to be
analysed as the linguistic expression of metaphor in natural discourse.
When a discourse uses lexical units for the purpose of substitution and
thereby still conveys a direct or indirect meaning that may be explained by some
form of cross-domain mapping from a more basic meaning, referent, or topic,
insert a code for implicit metaphor (‘implicit’). An example is: ‘Naturally, to
embark on such a step is not necessarily to succeed immediately in realising it’.
Here step is related to metaphor, and it is a substitution for the notion of ‘step’ and
hence receives a code for implicit metaphor (‘MRW, impl’).
When a text displays ellipsis and still conveys a direct or indirect meaning
that may be explained by some form of cross-domain mapping from a more basic
meaning or referent than the contextual meaning recoverable from the presumably
understood lexical units, insert a code for implicit metaphor (‘implicit’). An
example is but he is, which may be read as but he is [an ignorant pig], when that
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expression is taken as a description of a male colleague discussed before. The verb
is may be coded as a place filler by the code <MRW, impl>.
In general, for implicit metaphor, we need one linguistic element of
cohesion (which means substitution or ellipsis, including what Halliday and Hasan
call ‘reference’) that is not necessarily metaphorical by itself but refers back to a
previous word and concept that was metaphorically used. Potential elements of
cohesion include third person pronouns, primary and modal verbs, and so on.
! The first step in finding implicit metaphor will therefore be to decide
whether a particular linguistic form from a list of potentially cohesive
devices has in fact been used for cohesion as opposed to another function.
! The second step is to decide whether the cohesion device is related to
another word that was related to metaphor.
In principle it is possible for both demonstratives as well as general words
such as thing and stuff to refer back to a metaphorically used expression. In that
case, they are both indirectly metaphorical (because of their linguistic status) as
well as implicitly metaphorical (because of their connection to a metaphorical
concept in the text base). For this type of case we should add a code that combines
‘met’ with ‘impl’: ‘metimpl’.
Finally, tag questions within the same utterance are not included in our
view of cohesion. They are grammatical forms enabling a particular form of asking
a question. There is no alternative where the pro-forms in the tag could be replaced
by full NPs or VPs. This is why these are not part of cohesion. (However, when
parts of utterances are repeated by subsequent speakers in order to ask or confirm
or deny what the preceding speaker said, these are core cases of cohesion.)
3.6 Signals of potential cross-domain mappings
Lexical signals of cross-domain mappings are those words that alert the language
user to the fact that some form of contrast or comparison is at play (cf. Goatly
1997).
1. We focus on potential markers of simile and analogy and so on, such as
like, as, more, less, more/less ... than, comparative case plus than, and so
on. But we also include more substantial lexical markers such as compare,
comparison, comparative; same, similar; analogy, analogue; and so on.
Complex mental conception markers are also annotated as metaphor
signals; they include regard as, conceive of, see as; imagine, think, talk,
behave as if and so on; or simply as if. All of these lexical units are coded
with ‘MFlag’.
2. We exclude more general signals of all indirectness, such as sort of, kind
of, and so on, since it is not always clear that they signal metaphoricity or
other aspects of discourse. We have also excluded what Goatly (1997)
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calls topic domain signalling, such as intellectual stagnation, since its
nature and demarcation were not clear from the beginning of the project.
3.7 New-formations and parts that may be potentially explained by crossdomain mapping
We assume that new-formations, such as honey-hunting discussed above, have to
be analysed as if they were phrases consisting of more than one lexical unit: each
part of such new lexical units activates a concept and relates to a distinct referent in
the discourse, which both have to be checked for metaphor. As a result, we
sometimes have to mark parts of lexical units (morphemes) as indicating
metaphorical meaning.
The guidelines for finding metaphor-related words in new-formations are a
variant on the basic procedure for finding all metaphor-related lexical units
described in Section 3.1.
1. Find metaphor-related words in new-formations by going through the text on a
word-by-word basis and identifying all new-formations.
! A new-formation is a complex lexical unit consisting of at least one
independent lexical unit that, as a whole, is not defined in the dictionary.
! A special group is formed by specialized technical and scientific terms that
may be missing from the regular dictionary but may therefore be seen as
new-formations for the general language user.
2. When a lexical unit in a new-formation is used indirectly and its meaning in
the discourse may be explained by some form of cross-domain mapping, mark
the word as related to metaphor (MRW, indirect).
! If you are not sure about indirect word use that is explained by crossdomain mapping, go to Section 3.3.
3. When a lexical unit in a new-formation is used directly and its meaning may be
explained by some form of cross-domain mapping, mark the word as direct
metaphor (MRW, direct).
! If you are not sure about direct use of lexical units that is explained by
cross-domain mapping, go to Section 3.4.
4. When a lexical unit in a new-formation implicitly conveys a direct or indirect
meaning that may be explained by some form of cross-domain mapping, insert
a code for implicit metaphor (‘implicit’).
! If you are not sure about implicit indirect meaning that is explained by
cross-domain mapping, go to Section 3.5.
5. When a lexical unit in a new-formation functions as a signal that a crossdomain mapping may be at play, mark it as a metaphor flag (‘MFlag’).
! If you are not sure about signals of cross-domain mappings, go to Section
3.6.
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CHAPTER 4

Metaphor identification in conversation
Before embarking on the quantitative analysis of general linguistic patterns of
metaphor use in conversation in comparison with metaphor use in written registers,
the conversational data needs to be coded at the linguistic level in an empirically
reliable fashion. The Pragglejaz group developed a general procedure for the
identification of “metaphor in the wild” (Pragglejaz Group 2007: 1) that has been
explicated in MIPVU, for which the specific guidelines were presented in the
previous chapter. Chapter 4 describes the application of our extended procedure to
data from the ‘real wild’, namely the seemingly unruly ‘jungle’ of casual
conversation. Moreover, it will report on the reliability of MIPVU for metaphor in
conversation as well as the other registers. The current chapter was published in a
minimally different version as Chapter 4 of Steen et al. (2010a) and includes
passages based on Chapter 8 of the same publication.
The following sections first report on the nature of the conversational data
annotated for research and the reliability of the MIPVU procedure for such
conversational material compared to material from the other registers. Three tests
were conducted to test the accuracy of our procedure that included conversations.
Generally, reliability is good, although there is significant analyst bias, especially
for conversation. Section 4.1 briefly describes the conversational data, followed by
a discussion of MIPVU’s reliability in section 4.2 (see Chapter 8 in Steen et al.
2010a for a more elaborate report). These findings are subsequently illustrated and
put into perspective by an in-depth discussion of the treatment of clear and
ambiguous cases for metaphor identification in conversational texts, addressing
both straightforward metaphor analysis in conversation as well as its challenges.
Analysts were especially confronted with difficult or borderline cases in the
identification of the basic sense of a lexical unit and in the comparison and
contrasting of the contextual and basic sense of a lexical unit. Suggestions are
made to deal with such cases. A similar perspective on each of the other registers is
offered in Steen et al. (2010a).
4.1 Discourse data set: written texts and casual conversation
To enable valid cross-register comparison, four samples of on average 47,000
words representing the four main register types of news, fiction, academic texts
and conversation (cf. Biber et al. 1999) were randomly selected from the BNCBaby corpus, a four million word sample of the 100 million word British National
Corpus (Burnard 2008). News texts include samples from different domains and
genres in both national and regional newspapers. Fiction texts in the BNC-Baby
are categorized as ‘written imaginative’ texts aimed at an adult audience and
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published as books in the period 1985-1994. The academic register contains
written academic texts on varying topics published in books or journals. Most
importantly for this thesis, the BNC-Baby’s conversational set consists of texts
taken from the demographically sampled part of the corpus, which is representative
of the UK population in terms of age, gender, region, and class. The texts are
recorded by selected individuals and contain data produced by different numbers of
speakers in different contexts. Their interaction is transcribed per utterance, which
indicates a continuous stretch of speech per speech participant (a speech turn).
A sample of some 48,000 words divided over 24 randomly selected
extracts was annotated for metaphor use. All conversations consist of natural,
spontaneous speech in face-to-face interaction, or ‘casual conversation’ (Eggins &
Slade 1997:19) ranging between two to seven speakers. Recordings were made at
work, including situations in which speakers were plucking chickens or preparing
packaged food. Other contexts include being in a car, visiting family, being in a
supermarket, at the estate agent’s or at McDonald’s, and situations in and around
the house, such as participants watching TV or playing a game. Topics vary a lot
within and between conversations. Some conversations specifically revolve around
an action, such as inspecting a house, ordering food, walking towards the
supermarket, watching TV or doing maths homework. Others are highly contextspecific, such as when speakers are at work. Conversations at home or in the car
usually contain many different topics, such as groceries, house decoration, losing
weight, the discussion of one’s own, friends’ or family’s problems, holidays, plans
for Christmas, babies, birthdays, and politics. In a few instances, direct reference is
made to the fact that speakers are being recorded.
In general, the present data set clearly differs from, for example, Cameron’s
emotional reconciliation talk. The difficult and topic-centred nature of the latter
data set clearly differs from the everyday talk-in-action we find in casual
conversation. This may very well affect what we find in terms of metaphor use.
BNC’s casual conversation does resemble Carter’s context types of transactional,
professional and intimate texts as well as his interaction types of information
provision, collaborative idea and collaborative task; all seem to be available in our
data set. Moreover, our data set is different from Cameron’s in that the selected
fragments were already transcribed per utterance and randomly taken from the
beginnings, middles, and ends of the complete BNC-Baby files. This means that
annotation at the level of intonation units (as proposed by Cameron, e.g. Cameron
& Stelma 2004) was not an option and that conversation extracts may begin as well
as end in medias res. As a result, true analysis of the position and development of a
metaphor within the structure of a complete conversation is impossible. A
description of the corpus and the separate texts can be found in Appendix A.
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4.2 MIPVU’s reliability
One of the methodological aims of the Metaphor in Discourse project was to
produce a reliable tool for metaphor annotation in different types of discourse that
may be attractive to other researchers working on metaphor in discourse. A tool
only functions as a good tool for measurement if observers independently use it
and come to substantial agreement about what counts as a metaphor and what not.
Moreover, only a reliable tool is able to deliver reproducible results that are based
in the same observation of reality.
Agreement can be measured in two different ways (Dunn 1989; Scholfield
1995): (1) by comparing the differences in overall proportions of metaphor
identified by individual analysts, and (2) by comparing differences in analysis for
each individual metaphorically used word. The first measurement is computed
through a test statistic called Cochran’s Q (e.g. Dunn 1989). If Cochran’s Q is
significant, this means that individual analysts noticeably differ in the number of
metaphorically related words they identify. In other words, the analysis seems to
depend highly on analysts’ own bias, which makes the method less reliable. The
second type of measurement adds to the first in that it more subtly looks at
agreement per individual metaphor instead of a general proportion. This enables a
focus on the proportion of metaphor on which analysts agree and the proportion on
which they disagree, separating a core group of clear metaphors from a marginal
group of less clear metaphors. In other words, whereas the first measurement
emphasizes general analyst agreement, the second emphasizes agreement per
individual lexical unit. The latter measurement is computed through a test statistic
called Fleiss’ Kappa (e.g. Artstein & Poesio 2008), which ranges between -1 and
+1, -1 suggesting that analysts perform below the level of chance. Although
opinions differ as to which magnitude of a kappa reflects adequate reliability, cutoff points are most frequently suggested at 0.66 or 0.80. Basically, these kappas
convey how often analysts agree when chance is taken out of the equation. In our
reliability tests, we used both types of measurement, since both provide critical
information.
Reliability tests were conducted at different stages during the two years of
the annotation process within the Metaphor in Discourse project. On three
occasions, these included material that tested metaphor identification in
conversation. Analysts were given excerpts of texts selected from the BNC-Baby
and coded these individually using the MIPVU procedure guidelines. They were
asked to only concern themselves with one type of classification: related to
metaphor or not. This approach was adopted because incidence of the special
cases, such as direct metaphor, indirect metaphor, and WIDLII, was extremely
low, both in the reliability tests as well as in the overall data set thus far coded. The
four original analysts that started the Metaphor in Discourse project in 2005 ran the
first test including conversation at the end of the first year of annotation. The test
comprised 1940 lexical units, divided across four excerpts:
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•
•

•
•

Academic, CMA: Evolution from molecules to men. Bendall, D.S, (ed.),
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge (1985), 43-565. Sample
containing about 40043 words from a book (domain: natural sciences).
Conversation, KBW1: 62 conversations recorded by `Dorothy' (PS087)
between 13 and 20 March 1992 with 25 interlocutors, totalling 19706 sunits, 115332 words, and over 13 hours 0 minutes 42 seconds of
recordings.!
Fiction, CFY: My beloved son. Cookson, Catherine, Corgi Books, London
(1992), 85-221. Sample containing about 38926 words from a book
(domain: imaginative)
News, A7W: The Guardian, electronic edition of 1989-11-08: Home news
pages. Guardian Newspapers Ltd, London (1989-19-19). Sample
containing about 25255 words from a periodical (domain: world affairs)

The results of the reliability test are displayed in Table 4.1. The scores for the
conversational text are highlighted.
Table 4.1 Reliability across four independent analysts for four texts
File
type

Lexical
units

Percentage unanimous

Fleiss’
!

Min
MRW

Max
MRW

Cochran
’s Q
(df=3)

Not
MRW

MRW

Total

19
(n=98)
2.2
(n=11)
7.9
(n=34)
12.2
(n=61)
10.5
(n=204)

93.6

0.89

110

119

5.31

95.1

0.70

13

31

25.65***

92.2

0.81

47

52

2.18

95.0

0.89

69

79

8.41*

94.1

0.86

241

277

24.33***

Acad.

516

74.6

Conv.

498

92.9

Fict.

428

84.4

News

501

82.8

Total

1940

83.6

* p < 0.05; ***p = 0.001

In general, the findings show that the procedure works well for all four registers.
Analysts agreed on 94.1% of all of the lexical units, with a range roughly between
92% and 95% for each of the registers separately. Especially conversation,
however, stands out as scoring a relatively low kappa (0.70) and significant
Cochran’s Q (25.65, p = 0.001). This may be due to two reasons. Firstly, close
inspection of the conversational data shows a relatively low percentage of
metaphor-related lexical units. This is likely due to the concrete action that is
central to the conversation (i.e. cleaning out a fishbowl). As a result, only 11
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lexical units were unanimously judged to be related to metaphor, while the range
of minimum and maximum scores for metaphor identification, going from 13 to
31, suggests that there may only be a small group of clear cases, with perhaps just
as large a group of borderline cases. With such a small group of potentially
metaphorical cases, any difference in opinion will be magnified in the statistics.
At the same time, annotations were made in clean Word files, which did
not include the additional information that is part of the XML code of the BNCBaby files. Although the material was rendered as speech turns, the stripped-down
XML files left out information as to who was speaking and elements such as
laughter and pauses. The absence of such extra information probably made the
interpretation of the content more challenging. Naturally, this is a general problem
for the analysis of conversation through transcripts: the absence of paralinguistic
elements such as tone of voice and gesture basically result in an incomplete
message. Interpretation of such an incomplete message almost inevitably becomes
more subjective than interpretation of a text written to be read. This finding for
conversation will be thrown into relief by the next reliability tests.
A new research team conducted the second reliability test including
conversation. At the end of the first year, two members of the original team
decided to leave the project and two new Ph.D. students were recruited and trained.
Testing the reliability of the new team provided the opportunity to check whether
different analysts could achieve similar results. The test comprises 905 lexical
units, divided across three excerpts:
•

•

•

Conversation: 60 conversations recorded by ‘Ann’ (PS02G) between 28
November and 5 December 1991 with 35 interlocutors, totalling 16243 sunits, 103997 words, and over 13 hours 5 minutes 36 seconds of
recordings.
News: The Guardian, electronic edition of 1989-12-10: Foreign news
pages. Guardian Newspapers Ltd, London (1989-19-19). Sample
containing about 3705 words from a periodical (domain: world affairs).
The topic of our excerpt is a country diary.
News: The Guardian, electronic edition of 1989-12-13: News and features.
Guardian Newspapers Ltd, London (1989-19-19). Sample containing about
258 words from a periodical (domain: social science). The topic of our
excerpt is an obituary.

The results of test 5 are shown in Table 4.2. The scores for the conversational text
are highlighted.
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Table 4.2 Reliability across four independent analysts for three texts
File
type

Lexical
units

Percentage unanimous

Fleiss’
!

Min
MRW

Max
MRW

Cochran’s
Q
(df=3)

Not
MRW

MRW

Total

3.2
(n=12)
12.2
(n=34)
16.9
(n=42)
9.7
(n=88)

98.2

0.87

13

16

2.48

91.8

0.84

41

49

7.16

94.4

0.91

48

52

2.35

95.1

0.88

107

116

4.50

Conv.

377

95

News

279

79.6

News

249

77.5

Total

905

85.4

This reliability test shows that the new team performs equally well as the old team
with unanimous agreement of 95.1% ranging between 91% and 98%. Moreover,
none of the registers show significant analyst bias (Cochran’s Q) and all achieve
kappas higher than 0.80. For conversation, there is disagreement for only three
lexical units. The lower kappa in the previous test may therefore indeed have been
related to the particular difficult nature of the coded material.
The final reliability test was run at the end of the annotation process within
the project to check whether the quality of annotation had remained at the same
level. The test comprises 1921 lexical units, divided across four excerpts:
•
•
•
•

Academic: Lectures on electromagnetic theory. Solymar, L, Oxford
University Press, Oxford (1984), 5-118. Sample containing about 26854
words from a book (domain: applied science).
Conversation: 3 conversations recorded by `206' (PS4XN) [dates
unknown] with 5 interlocutors, totalling 455 s-units, 2979 words (duration
not recorded).!
Fiction: The divided house. Raymond, Mary, F A Thorpe (Publishing) Ltd,
UK (1985), 1-236. Sample containing about 37548 words from a book
(domain: imaginative)
News: The Scotsman: Religious affairs stories. u.p. Sample containing
about 3994 words from a periodical (domain: belief and thought).

The findings of test 6 are displayed in Table 4.3. The scores for the conversational
text are highlighted.
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Table 4.3 Reliability across four independent analysts for four texts
File
type

Lexical
units

Percentage unanimous

Fleiss’
!

Min
MRW

Max
MRW

Cochran’s
Q
(df=3)

Not
MRW

MRW

Total

14.0
(n=75)
6.1
(n=37)
11.0
(n=44)
19.5
(n=75)
12.0
(n=231)

87.4

0.79

102

126

17.07***

93.3

0.78

44

66

30.39***

93.3

0.85

52

61

6.57

97.4

0.96

77

85

16.03***

92.5

0.85

282

317

20.36***

Acad.

534

73.4

Conv.

602

87.2

Fict.

401

82.3

News

384

77.9

Total

1921

80.4

*** p = 0.001

Once again, total unanimity across the four texts is high with 92.5%, ranging
between 87% and 97% for each of the registers. For conversation, as well as
academic and news texts, Cochran’s Q is significant, meaning that there is
substantial analyst bias during annotation. This is represented in the conversation
text by a minimal annotation of 44 metaphorically used words and a maximum of
66 metaphorically used words. Fleiss’s kappa, however, is high, showing that there
is agreement on a core number of cases and proving that the method still works
adequately.
Overall, the reliability tests show that the MIPVU procedure consistently
produces satisfactory reliability results for conversation, as well as for the other
registers. Across two different research teams, high levels of agreement were
reached in terms of individual metaphor-related words (measured by Fleiss’s
kappa). On two occasions, however, conversation scored lower kappas in
comparison to the other registers; moreover, on two occasions, conversation scored
a significant Cochran’s Q and indicated analyst bias. These scores have been
ascribed to the relatively low number of metaphors in the extracts and the
particularly difficult nature of some of the conversational material caused, amongst
other things, by the absence of conversation-specific contextual elements.
The following section focuses in more detail on the annotation of
conversational material and clearly illustrates the register-specific results reflected
in the reliability tests. The examples offered are mainly taken from the three
reliability texts and highlight situations that generally led to agreement or caused
disagreement between analysts. Suggestions are made on how to solve these issues.
The texts are referred to by the names they obtained in the BNC-Baby corpus:
KBW-fragment01, KB7-fragment57, and KNR-fragment01. They specifically
concern cleaning out a fishbowl, chitchat while driving to work, and deciding
about where to order food. Where this is deemed useful, the examples are
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complemented by additional material from the rest of the 48,000-word annotated
conversation corpus. Even though MIPVU analysis focuses solely on linguistic
metaphor and does not ask for an interpretation of conceptual structures or
communicative functions of the metaphorically used words, these higher levels of
analysis will be occasionally discussed in order to place the examples in their
register-specific context. However, the exhaustive quantitative analyses of
distribution, form and function of metaphor will be reported in Chapter 5. In the
present chapter, the main focus is on the linguistic data analysis, the MIPVU
method and difficult areas for metaphor annotation.
4.3 Illustrating MIPVU in the wild world of conversation
Perhaps one of the most interesting findings for conversation is that it turns out to
be the register with the highest number of lexical units that are not related to
metaphor (for details, see Chapter 5). This may partly be explained by the fact that
some of the content spoken about is actually present in the immediate real-world
context and does not need to be described in metaphorical words, or even be
mentioned at all. In casual face-to-face interaction people as a rule do not refer to
their car as their ‘carriage’ and their chair as their ‘throne’. Another influence may
be the nature of the topics discussed. Since topics in the demographically sampled
part of the spoken corpus mostly concern random everyday activities, the number
of metaphor-related words may be smaller than in more personal and emotional
settings. Emotionally charged topics are generally not encountered in the BNCBaby fragments.
In comparison with the other registers, conversation scores lowest in terms
of metaphorically used words. Also, these metaphors are consistently highly
conventional metaphors, as will become clear in this chapter. Since we find so few
metaphorical words in casual face-to-face conversation one might wonder why we
study them in the first place. The answer is that in order to come to a better
understanding of metaphor and its use, no context should be shunned. Our overall
view of casual conversation as a context well worth of study has been succinctly
formulated by Eggins and Slade:
[…] despite its sometimes aimless appearance and apparently trivial content,
casual conversation is, in fact, a highly structured, functionally motivated,
semantic activity. Motivated by interpersonal needs continually to establish who
we are, how we relate to others, and what we think of how the world is, casual
conversation is a critical linguistic site for the negotiation of such important
dimensions of our social identity as gender, generational location, sexuality, social
class membership, ethnicity, and subcultural and group affiliations. In fact, […]
casual conversation is concerned with the joint construction of social reality.
(Eggins & Slade 1997: 6)
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Besides simply transmitting pieces of random information, speech participants in
casual conversation are with each utterance either deliberately or subconsciously
negotiating their social position towards an addressee as well as their topics of
speech. Through their word choice speech participants often convey affect or
create intimacy by intensifying or evaluating the speech content (see also Carter
2004: 117). A relatively frequently used word class in conversation, for example,
is the verb, especially primary and modal verbs (Biber et al. 1999). We often
describe our own actions and modalize our messages with directive discourse
markers such as ‘I think’, ‘I hope’, ‘I believe’, and modal verbs such as ‘must’,
‘will’, ‘may’ and ‘have to’. Moreover, adverbs often suggest the emotional attitude
of a speaker or the imprecision of word choice (through, for example, ‘hedges’),
and they occur almost twice as often in the demographic conversation data than in
the other BNC registers analysed in our project (for more details, see Chapter 5).
Casual conversation is thereby highlighted as a site for social interaction (see also
Coupland 2000). The main points of interest for the general study of metaphor in
casual conversation are then: When do metaphorically used words show up in this
context? Where do we find them? In which forms? And for which purposes?
4.3.1 Straightforward cases for MIPVU
One way in which metaphors function in conversations is through so-called
‘involvement’ words. These offer speech participants “ways to realize, construct
and vary the level of intimacy of an interaction” and “include lexical systems, such
as the use of vocatives, […] technical or specialized lexis, slang, and swearing”
(Eggins & Slade 1997: 143-144). Nicknames, terms of endearment and
swearwords, for example, are often metaphorical. An example and first illustration
of MIPVU for casual face-to-face conversation can be found in the following
sentence taken from the BNC-Baby spoken by a mother (Carole, 36) to a two-yearold child (Charlotte). They are leaving home to go and buy polo shirts:
Example (1) KBH-fragment09
Charlotte:
Off we go <unclear>
Carole:
Just a minute darling <pause> it's alright I <pause> can afford to buy you
a packet of Polos.
Charlotte:
Off we go again <pause> I go home.
Carole:
Pet hold mummy's hand <pause> hold mummy's hand, there's a good girl
<pause> off we go.

Here MIPVU works in a straightforward way. The basic sense of the word pet can
be found in the Macmillan dictionary under sense description 1: ‘an animal or bird
that you keep in your home and look after’. The contextual meaning, ‘used for
talking to someone in a friendly way’, can be found under sense description 3.
Even though the definition of the contextual meaning is not as specific as the
definition of the basic meaning, it is clear that two distinct domains are concerned.
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The basic and contextual meaning can be contrasted: a person is not an animal. The
basic and contextual meaning can also be understood in comparison with one
another: both the person and the pet are, for example, cute. Therefore we are
dealing with a metaphorically used word.
Apart from realizing intimacy through ‘involvement’ words, speech
participants often rely on a common ground provided by their immediate
surroundings, the topics discussed, and their socio-cultural knowledge. This
‘situated’ context (Chafe 1994) may partially explain the low number of nouns and
adjectives in casual conversation. When metaphorical nouns occur in casual
conversation, this is often in the context of vague language use, illustrated by the
following extract. In this conversation four friends, Jill (21), Lee (23), Sarah (19)
and Rachel (19), are discussing what they will have for dinner, probably take-out
food, and where to get it. They consider one place in particular where Jill thinks
waiting times are not very long:
Example (2) KNR-fragment01
Jill:
We didn't wait for very long in the <unclear> did we?
Lee:
<unclear>
Sarah:
When you phone your order and they say twenty past they really mean
twenty past don't they. I mean we arrived at quarter past and she said, Oh
you're a bit early.
Lee:
Mm.
Sarah:
They just don't like even attempt to make it before then really do they?
Rachel:
Mm.
Jill:
Mind you it was that early so they might not have had everything sort of
on the go and stuff.

Applying MIPVU, the basic meaning of stuff is sense description 2 in Macmillan:
‘the basic material or substance people use for making something’. The contextual
meaning is a phrase following the separate sense descriptions: ‘spoken, used for
things that are similar or related to the subject you are discussing’. Consequently,
the basic and contextual meaning can be contrasted (in this case, the subject is
‘having everything on the go’, which is not a substance) and understood in
comparison with one another (as is the general use of the phrase) and therefore we
are dealing with a metaphorically used word.
Existing literature exploring the functions of vague language use (e.g.
Channell 1994; Cutting 2007; Jucker et al. 2003; Tannen 1989) describes it as both
an unintentional and an intentional phenomenon related to both production as well
as processing of speech. Speech participants may simply be too tired, too lazy or
under too much time pressure to produce a less general and vague word. At the
same time, vague language can be more strategically used, for example to avoid
face threatening acts that may be provoked by more detailed language (Channell
1994; Eggins & Slade 1997), or to construct in-group membership as well as to
exclude outsiders (Cutting 2000, 2001). Tannen (1989) identifies it as a signal of
high involvement style: “the more work […] hearers do to supply meaning, the
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deeper their understanding [of an utterance] and the greater their sense of
involvement with both text and author” (1989: 23). In a similar vein, Jucker et al.
qualify and stuff as a ‘vague category identifier’ by which a speaker can indicate
that “ the thought she has in mind is more complex than is being expressed and to
appeal to the listener to construct the relevant members of the set evoked” or “to
maintain the pace of the conversation” (2003: 1748-1749). In terms of metaphor
research it is interesting to see how an incomplete abstract thought is materialized
as a concrete object.
Other examples of vague words that are also potentially metaphorically
used are the general noun thing (e.g. “one thing and another” and “next thing I
know”) and vague quantifying expressions such as a lot of and a load of (e.g. “Erm
it’s a load of rubbish anyway”). Note that in the example one thing and another,
MIPVU would code another as place filler for the ellipted noun ‘thing’, which is
metaphorically used (see Chapter 3 paragraph 5.2); it is an example of implicit
metaphor.
Another generally non-problematic example for MIPVU can be found in
the use of demonstratives. Speech participants often refer anaphorically to
previously shared topics within the conversation with that and this replacing the
full referent. This creates a sense of cohesion within the text (Halliday & Hasan
1976). An example can be found in the following extract in which Jill, Rachel, Lee
and an unidentified speaker continue their ‘food’ conversation. Lee decides he
‘fancies’ a particular kind of food and asks the other speech participant whether
he/she would like the same:
Example (3) KNR-fragment01
Lee:
Ooh I fancy that, shall I nip round there and get some?
Speaker:
<unclear>
Lee:
That was <unclear>
<pause 6 secs>
Do you want any?
Speaker:
<unclear 7 secs>
Lee:
Oh no I just wanted to know if you wanted any that was all.
Speaker:
<unclear 6 secs>

In this example, the word that in that was all refers back to the antecedent ‘I just
wanted to know if you wanted any’. The basic meaning of that is sense description
2 in Macmillan: ‘the one that you are looking at (SPOKEN)’. The contextual
meaning is sense description 1: ‘the one that is known about’. The basic and
contextual meanings can be contrasted (being known is not necessarily being
visible) and understood in comparison with one another (both elements seem close
either in space or time) and therefore we are dealing with a metaphorically used
word.
Note that the dictionary specifies the basic meaning as being characteristic
for ‘spoken language’ (as is the case for previous example (2)). There is no
problem in taking this specific register-related meaning as the basic meaning, since
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spoken discourse is often argued to be the most basic of all registers (Chafe 1994;
Clark 1996; Fillmore 1981; Halliday 1978; see Chapter 2). It therefore seems only
natural for the basic meaning of that (pointing to a space or location) to find its
roots there.
A final unproblematic example for MIPVU can be found in the coding of
the recurring use of spatial relationships to refer to temporal relationships (e.g.,
Clark 1973; Lakoff & Johnson 1980, 1999; Traugott 1978). In experimental work
on metaphor processing, Gentner, Imai and Boroditsky argue that space-time
mappings are “pervasive across cultures in artefacts such as clocks, time-lines,
drawings, and musical notation” (2002: 537). In everyday language, the mapping
manifests itself as a directional time-line, “to capture the sequential order of
events” (2002: 538). This is illustrated by the following example from KNRfragment01, in which Sarah talks to Lee about ordering food.
Example (4) KNR-fragment01
Sarah:
When you phone your order and they say twenty past they really mean
twenty past don't they. I mean we arrived at quarter past and she said, Oh
you're a bit early.
Lee:
Mm.
Sarah:
They just don't like even attempt to make it before then really do they?

Analysts had no trouble identifying the metaphorical use of the prepositions in this
extract. For past, the basic meaning is sense description 3 in Macmillan: ‘further
than a particular place along a road, path, river etc’. The contextual meaning is
sense description 1: ‘after a particular time’. The basic and contextual meaning can
be contrasted (time and space are two distinct domains) and understood in
comparison with one another (a particular time may be seen as a particular
position) and therefore we are dealing with a metaphorically used word.
A similar analysis applies to at (basic sense in Macmillan: ‘used for stating
where someone or something is, at a particular place’; contextual sense: ‘used for
stating when something happens’) and before (basic sense in The Longman
dictionary of contemporary English online: ‘in front of someone or something’;
contextual sense in Macmillan: ‘earlier than a particular time’). In all of these cases
the tight spatial connection between the prepositions seems to function as a
systematic source domain for the abstract dimension of time. As argued by
Gentner, Imai and Boroditsky, “[p]ossibly it is the degree of interdependency
amongst the meanings of these terms that enforces system-level consistency in
these conventional metaphors” (2002: 561). Since MIPVU is only concerned with
the linguistic level of metaphor identification, there is no need to further address
the significance for processing at this stage.
Incidentally, note that the first sentence in this extract contains the
expression a bit. This is an example of a polyword: a multi-word expression
analysed as one lexical unit in the BNC on the grounds that it is one grammatical
unit designating one specific referent in the discourse. Macmillan also recognizes
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its specific grammatical function as an adverb or pronoun. We therefore have no
problems in not considering bit as a possibly metaphorically used word.
To conclude, casual conversation contains the smallest number of
metaphorically used words of the four registers. Unproblematic cases for analysis
by MIPVU include nicknames that may affectively compare human beings to, for
example, animals. In general, however, most metaphorical expressions are less
specific, comparing general abstract concepts such as ‘discourse’ and ‘time’ to
concrete space through the use of general, vague nouns (stuff and thing),
demonstratives (this and that) and prepositions (past, at and before). None of these
phenomena presents great difficulties for the application of MIPVU.
4.3.2 Challenges to MIPVU
The above examples have shown cases of metaphorically used words
straightforwardly identified by MIPVU. Inter-analyst agreement is high because of
this easy application of the method. That does not mean, however, that all
challenges for metaphor analysis are now met. In order to pinpoint these specific
challenges it is essential that analysts are clear about their annotation decisions.
The most important issues for conversation will be illustrated below.
Problems with identifying the contextual sense
Because conversation is highly interactive and speech partners often rely on
context in its broadest definition to understand each other, determining the correct
interpretation of their speech is not always easy. Metaphor analysts would ideally
like to take a peek inside speech participants’ minds in order to draw the right
conclusions. Then again, a listener partaking in an on-line conversation is
confronted with these same challenges. The difference is that listeners have access
to prosodic features, such as length, loudness, pitch, prominence, and voice quality
(Cruttenden 1986), which add various kinds of semantic and attitudinal
information to the meaning of an utterance. Another source of information is the
use of gesture, through which speech participants are able to show their intentions
and attitudes, their aims, goals and interest, and their emotion (Kendon 2004;
McNeill 1992). From a neurolinguistic perspective, Hagoort and Van Berkum
argue that “knowledge about the context, concomitant information from other
modalities and the speaker are immediately brought to bear on utterance
interpretation, by the same fast-acting brain system that combines the meanings of
individual words into a larger whole” (2007: 809). Different methods for data
collection and transcription of spoken language (Edwards & Lampert 1993) can be
adopted that enable different degrees of access to paralinguistic and extralinguistic
features.
The extracts from the BNC Baby consist of speech transcriptions that
encode a small number of paralinguistic elements such as voice quality, non-verbal
but vocalized sounds (such as coughs), significant pauses, phenomena of speech
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management (truncation, false starts and corrections), unclear passages and overlap
within speech turns. Other information consists of the first name, age, social role
and local origins of the speech participants, the year in which the recording was
made, and a minimal description of the location where the conversation takes place
(e.g. ‘at home’) and the activity the speech participants are engaged in (e.g.
‘relaxing’ or ‘having breakfast’). Overall, however, the speech context is unknown
and has to be retrieved as fully as possible from the text alone; the original
recordings are not available to the analyst. This lack of multimodal information
does not have to be a disadvantage, however, in that it offers analysts the chance to
strictly concentrate on what happens on a linguistic level. At a later stage, new
analyses may combine linguistic manifestations with paralinguistic elements into a
more encompassing multimodal model. At the same time, however, analysts may
be forced to deal with sometimes artificially ambiguous situations due to lack of
sufficient contextual knowledge.
As a result, analysts occasionally can only rely on a hunch about the
intended meaning, and multiple interpretations are possible at the same time. Take,
for example, the following sentence from KB7-fragment57. In this extract Stuart
(33) and Ann (46) are driving a car and are passing the house of a mutual
acquaintance. Stuart would like to show Ann the exact location. (Incidentally,
again note that besides the significant lexical units in italics, this example also
contains the polyword by now in the final utterance, which is treated as one lexical
unit by MIPVU; see Chapter 3 paragraph 2.1. Moreover, BNC makes the
transcripts anonymous by excluding the last or full name of speech participants.)
Example (5) KB7-fragment57
Stuart:
Would you like to see Pat (last or full name)'s house?
Ann:
Okay
Stuart:
Show you Pat's house.
<pause 6 secs>
If you look to your left coming into the junction <pause> say I presume, I
don't know whether, they may even have moved now. See that one, oh
you see the one where the trees are?
Ann:
Yeah
Stuart:
And the front wall <pause> that sort of set back one?
Ann:
Yeah.
Stuart:
That's Pat <pause> you can see it just there, look
Ann:
Yeah
Stuart:
oh the one with the <pause> that's Pat (last or full name)'s house. That's if
he still live there as I say. Should think they've moved by now. <pause>
That's where he used to live anyway.

In this extract, analysts ran into trouble analysing the very last occurrence of
demonstrative ‘that’. The first four appearances (See that one, that sort of set back
one, That's Pat, and that's Pat's house) are all unmistakably non-metaphorically
used: the speaker specifically points his listener to the concrete location of Pat’s
house by using the literal verbs see and look. The fifth appearance of that (That's if
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he still live there as I say) can easily be classified as metaphorical, on the basis of
the following arguments. The dictionary has adopted ‘that is’ as a phrase ‘used
when explaining more clearly what you have just said’ or ‘used when you are
going to correct something you have just said’. The basic meaning of that is ‘the
one that you are looking at (SPOKEN)’. The contextual meaning is ‘the one that is
known about’. The basic and contextual meaning can be contrasted (being known
is not necessarily being visible) and understood in comparison with one another
(both elements are close either in space or time) and therefore we are dealing with
a metaphorically used word.
The final occurrence of that, however, in That's where he used to live
anyway, is less straightforward. Two interpretations are possible: either (1) that is
interpreted as being metaphorical, because it refers back to the information uttered
by the speaker earlier on, or (2) that is interpreted as being non-metaphorical,
because the speaker is still pointing or looking at the actual place. Deciding which
interpretation works better is complicated by the context. Although at first the
speaker obviously looks at the house (that = “Pat’s house”), the location becomes
more and more part of the discourse message (that = “where I said Pat’s house is”).
This gradual change towards the speech event as topic is manifested by the words
“as I say” in the second sentence of Stuart’s last speech turn. The problem of
deciding whether the lexical unit refers to the immediate spatial situation or the
abstract discourse is typical of demonstratives, since they are often used as a
substitute for a more specific referent (a whole noun or verb phrase). They function
as cohesive as well as economic devices (Biber et al. 1999; Halliday & Hasan
1976). In cases where both a non-metaphorical and a metaphorical interpretation
seem valid and a lack of situational knowledge disables disambiguation, we choose
to signal the possible metaphorical use of the word. MIPVU offers the code
WIDLII as a means to code such systematically ambiguous cases (see Chapter 3
paragraph 2.1). Difficult cases can thus be collected and identified. Analysts can
afterwards decide to include or exclude these WIDLIIs for final analysis.
Apart from lack of situational knowledge, another problem is posed by the
real-time nature of ongoing conversation (and our dependency on taped
recordings). This results in all sorts of dysfluencies: people interrupt each other,
are distracted, cannot find their words, or simply cannot be understood by the
transcriber. This leads to incompleteness of utterances and an even greater lack of
contextual knowledge for the analyst. The corpus contains many incomplete
utterances of the following kind:
Example (6)
drunk
Deidre:
Ann:
Deidre:
Ann:
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KB7-fragment45: colleagues Deidre (44) and Ann (46) discuss being
I know, yeah
I'm not keen.
No I've had <unclear>
Ooh! Ooh! <pause> That's close!
<pause 10 secs>
Here <pause 6 secs>
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Stuart:
Ann:

Deidre:
Example (7)
Ann:

Jean:
Ann:
Deidre:
Ann:
Example (8)
Dorothy:
Tim:
Dorothy:
Tim:
Dorothy:
Tim:
Dorothy:
Tim:
Dorothy:
Example (9)
Barry:
Alan:
Barry:
Alan:

Only me about me getting drunk, as if I would dear!
When?
Anytime
<pause 6 secs>
But I remember bloody you coming in on a Sunday morning sometimes
you, bloody can hardly <unclear> the bed!
Ha ha
KB7-fragment45: colleagues Ann (46), Jean (57) and Deidre (44) talk
about working the trussing line
Ann's had, Merv, John, Teresa, Paul and Vi’s <pause> all trussing
<pause> done the rest the of my trussing, I've done the Char Grill, I've
done Welcome Break, now they’re on the Tesco. I've only got a thousand
Sainsburys to do and we'll be all done by
Nine o'clock
or not long after <pause> so why have they been doing that if there's
nothing much to do? Why is John, <unclear> and Ann and <pause> Paul
and Teresa and all them been on that trussing line, and Merv
Probably trying to get ahead for that <unclear>, one of those <unclear>.
Oh yeah, but I wonder if we're gonna all finished by nine o'clock and
you'll have us all in your ha ha <pause> ha
KBW-fragment01: Dorothy (34) and her son Tim (3) discuss rolling up
their sleeves before cleaning out a fishbowl
You want to have your sleeves rolled up?
Yeah er <unclear> got this shirt on.
Yeah well we'll just undo the cuff.
Yeah.
And roll it up. <pause> And there we are. And this one.
Is <unclear> doing it?
Well that's <pause> we need Christopher to do it as well don't we?
Yeah.
Now whatever you do don't drip it all over me stereo.
KBD-fragment21: colleagues Barry (41) and Alan (38) discuss the work
environment
But more in, but <pause> what it was <trunc> we <trunc> when I was in
here, sort of <pause> five days a week, nine to five job
Mhm mm.
it was getting <trunc> depres <trunc>it was getting oppressive in that
little office down there.
Oh! I would have thought, yeah. Awful! You'd get a

These incomplete utterances contain unclear stretches, pauses, and truncated
words, which are coded as such by the BNC (<unclear>, <pause>, or <trunc>).
Strikingly enough, such dysfluencies often follow low-content words such as
delexicalized verbs (e.g. I’ve had in example 6 and it was getting <trunc> depres
<trunc> in example 9), prepositions (you’ll have us all in in example 7), and
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demonstratives (Well that’s in example 8). These are all highly grammaticalized
words that generally introduce lexically more salient information (cf. Chafe 1994).
To deal with these unclear cases, the following guidelines have been
adopted in MIPVU. If an utterance is unfinished because of unclearness, a pause,
or a truncated word, those lexical units in the incomprehensible part of the
incomplete utterance that may or may not be potentially metaphorically used are
discarded for metaphor analysis. In other words, these specific words are ignored
in our total word count since we do not have enough information to complete the
utterance. Even though it might be possible to guess the end of a word or utterance,
we do not want to add our own interpretation. In example (8), for instance,
Dorothy replies to Tim’s previous utterance with Well that’s and then pauses. She
seems to respond to an idea previously uttered by her son and the demonstrative
pronoun that may therefore be interpreted as metaphorically used to refer to an
idea instead of a concrete object. This, however, is speculation. In example (10),
Barry describes his office situation as getting <trunc> depres <trunc> and restarts
by saying it was getting oppressive in that little office down there. What he perhaps
meant to say was that the room became depressing, that it was depressive, or
perhaps something else related to the verb depress (which may become
metaphorically used since its literal concrete sense concerns ‘pressing something
down’). This, again, is speculation. In effect, we do not count such a word as a
lexical unit, but discard it, adding the code DFMA (Discard For Metaphor
Analysis) (see Chapter 3 paragraph 3.1). In practice, it turns out that this guideline
had to be adopted for less than 1% of the lexical units in conversation (for more
information, see Chapter 5).
Even when utterances are completed, there are cases where the content
remains so unclear that the analyst is not at all able to determine its meaning. Apart
from lack of context, this may be the result of the many topics and subtopics a
conversation can include, and the many speech participants simultaneously taking
part in a conversation. Take the following example from KNR-fragment01 in
which the students Lee (23), Rachel (19) and Jill (21), who are all friends, are
discussing a TV programme they would like to take part in:
Example (10) KNR-fragment01
Lee:
Wheyey. <pause 6 secs> We should go on that?
Rachel:
Why?
Jill:
Why <unclear>
Rachel:
Yeah but you wouldn't get chosen
Lee:
Yeah we would.
Rachel:
You'd set it up and like they'd choose someone else or something.
Unknown:
<unclear 6 secs>
Lee:
I would.
Unknown:
<unclear 7 secs>
Lee:
Cos the other two are burks and you wouldn't.
Unknown:
<unclear 16 secs>
Rachel:
How old is she? Fifty?
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Unknown:
Lee:

<unclear 16 secs>
Cheek on what?

The extract shows that a fourth, inaudible speaker joins the conversation and seems
to converse with Lee alone as the discussion continues. It is not clear whether the
topic changes and Lee’s final comment “cheek on what” seems completely
random. Creative speculation may lead to an analysis of cheek as an expression of
disrespect (‘I’ve had enough of your cheek’ or ‘Pure cheek on my part’). However,
this does not directly follow from the previous utterances and the context is too
unintelligible for plausible interpretation. Therefore, cheek and on, which might
normally at least be candidates for an ambiguous case of metaphorical use, are here
discarded for metaphor analysis.
A final example of a dysfluency is when a speaker seems to make a
mistake and thereby makes the utterance incomprehensible. Consider the following
example from the KCV-fragment42 transcript in which Katherine (57) and her
husband Patrick (56) are talking to their German friend and student Stefan (25):
Example (11) KCV-fragment42
Patrick:
You don't have a coffee to be going on? Hmm?
Stefan:
with the soda
Katherine:
They're terrible tense
Stefan:
No just <pause 20 secs>
Katherine:
Vaison doesn't like sultana. Do you know that?
Stefan:
What does he..?
Katherine:
He picks all out
Patrick:
Oh! Isobel wants
Stefan:
He doesn't like cinnamin goping </sic> either
Patrick:
Isobel wants to go to Brazil
Stefan:
Yes
Patrick:
But well I mean it's rather stupid for how long
Stefan:
Three weeks
Patrick:
Oh! But can Vaison take the three weeks holiday?

This conversation exhibits many different topics including holiday plans (going to
Brazil) and food (e.g. having coffee or disliking sultanas). Stefan’s words cinnamin
goping seem to apply to neither. The BNC codes this as an error on the part of the
speaker (by adding the code ‘sic’). The unintelligibility may be brought about by
Stefan’s German accent (assuming that he has one). One interpretation of the
expression could be that ‘he doesn’t like cinnamon topping’ or ‘cinnamon coffee’
(staying within the topic of food). But again, this would be based on sheer
speculation. The words that are unclear can therefore not be taken into account for
possible metaphorical use and are discarded for metaphor analysis.
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Problems with identifying the basic sense
One of the characteristic features of our main tool for the identification of
contextual and basic senses, the Macmillan dictionary, is that it sometimes
conflates senses for practical purposes. This also occurs for senses that are saliently
distinct in the conversation register. Take, for example, the word bet, which is very
often used in spoken discourse as a confident way to refer to a possibility. In the
following extract Gordon (61) and Audrey (61), husband and wife, are sitting
inside talking to each other. At a certain stage they look outside and wonder who
has left the gate to their house open:
Example (12) KBC-fragment13
Gordon:
Somebody's <unclear>.
Audrey:
Pardon?
Gordon:
Left the gate open.
Audrey:
Did you? <pause 6 secs> I wonder who's that
Gordon:
I'll check. Has a leaflet come through.
Audrey:
Yes. I bet there has. Tell you what, the Conservative candidate's not been
round has he?
Gordon:
No he daren't
Audrey:
<laughs>

The entry for I bet in the Macmillan dictionary can be found under the verb bet as a
fixed phrase I bet/I’ll bet SPOKEN: ‘used for saying that you understand or agree
with what someone has just said’. As a verb, however, Macmillan offers only one
general sense description: ‘to risk an amount of money by saying what you think
will happen, especially in a race or game. You lose the money if you are wrong
and win more if you are right’. We have to take this as the basic sense, because it is
the only sense. As a run-on (a specific use of the main word added to a sense
description of that word in the dictionary), or fixed expression, the dictionary
offers ‘bet (that): He bet me £20 that I couldn’t keep quiet for ten minutes’ and
then adds the following specification: ‘a) be betting on something; to have a very
strong hope that something will happen, so that this influences what you do: House
buyers were betting on interest rates continuing to fall’. This loosely corresponds
to the more abstract contextual sense of I bet in (12): no racing or games are
necessarily involved here. Although both meanings of the main word differ,
Macmillan does not treat them as sufficiently distinct to provide two sense
descriptions, opting for one sense including fixed expressions and specifications
rather than a polysemous analysis. Based on this particular dictionary entry, we
cannot therefore treat bet as possibly metaphorically used.
This is when we have to turn to the Longman English Dictionary of
Contemporary English. It helps us deal with cases where Macmillan does clearly
acknowledge different applications of a word (in this case bet), but has not given
these descriptions their own demarcated sense descriptions, whether for reasons of
economy or space, or to help learners see patterns and connections between senses.
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This often happens for different uses of a lexical unit where the basic distinction
between domains is mainly that of abstract versus concrete use. Sperber and
Wilson (2008) would refer to this kind of phenomenon as ‘loose talk’, with ‘money
betting’ as the strict sense of the word bet and ‘having a strong hope’ as the more
general sense. It would be an example of ‘category extension’, which “involves
extending a word with a relatively precise sense to a range of items that clearly fall
outside its linguistically-specified denotation, but that share some contextually
relevant properties with items inside the denotation” (2008: 91). It must be
stressed, therefore, that the second dictionary is not used as a means for obstinate
analysts to enforce their own intuitions; rather, it is used to investigate recurrent
patterns of conflation within Macmillan.
In the present case of bet, the description in Longman indeed looks
different. Longman offers as a first sense description: ‘to risk money on the result
of a race, game, competition, or other future event [gamble]’. As a second separate
sense description it reads: ‘I bet, I’ll bet spoken a) used to say that you are fairly
sure that something is true, something is happening etc, although you cannot prove
this, b) used to show that you understand or can imagine the situation that someone
has just told you about, c) used to show that you do not believe what someone has
just told you.’ In effect, concrete and abstract ‘betting’ (typically used in
conversation) are distinguished. We therefore allow ourselves to overrule the
conflation of Macmillan and analyse the lexical unit as a metaphorically used
word. It is important to note, however, that had Longman agreed with Macmillan,
we would have treated the conflation in both dictionaries as evidence for the fact
that both senses are sufficiently similar and cannot on that basis be considered
metaphorically used.
The opposite problem also exists. This involves cases where all distinct
dictionary entries stay within the same general semantic domain and cannot
therefore be compared but are closely related by means of another kind of
relationship. An example is all right in KCV-fragment42 in which Katherine,
Patrick and Stefan are negotiating the best place to spend their holidays:
(13)

Lyon will be alright then the <name> might be all right but <name> right
over on the Italian branch it might be all right mmm yes

Note that all right is spelled in different ways in this transcript (alright and all
right). Since the Macmillan dictionary assigns both spellings the same definition
(identifying the first one as generally considered incorrect) this does not affect the
analysis. Moreover, all right is considered a fixed multi-word expression by the
BNC and is therefore always analysed as one unit. Misspellings that do affect the
analysis, however, will always be analysed according to their spelling in the
dictionary (see Chapter 3 paragraph 3.2). In this example we have a general
contextual meaning (sense 1: ‘satisfactory or fairly pleasant, but not excellent’),
which may be contrasted with a more human oriented sense (sense 4: ‘not
hurt/ill’). Since both senses are, however, based in human experience (both have to
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do with feeling and evaluation) it seems odd to prefer the one over the other as
more basic. At the same time, both share a more general sense, also based in
human experience, of a situation going well (sense 2: ‘going well or happening
successfully’). Because this overarching general sense exists and the other senses
do not seem distinct enough, we would rather treat this as a case of generalization
without metaphor in any of its different senses.
The style of the casual conversation register can be distinguished from the
more restricted style of formal written texts in that there is plenty of room for
spontaneous language use and jokes. It also differs in directly relying on
interaction between different speech participants with different backgrounds. It
seems harder to establish one basic level of language interpretation against which
all their utterances are evaluated. This sometimes creates difficulties in the
application of dictionary entries for analysis. The following extract is from a
previous speech context: Dorothy (34) and her sons Tim (3) and Christopher (5)
are cleaning out a fishbowl. Suddenly, Dorothy invites the fish to take part in the
conversation:

!
Example (14) KBW-fragment01!
Dorothy:
Are we going to do these fish?
Tim:
I'll go and use the bucket.
Dorothy:
Well I'll come and help you Tim cos we don't want it falling all over the
place. <pause> Whoops. Careful careful. Oh that's the empty one. That's
alright. Here's the full one.
Tim:
And and this is the empty one.
Dorothy:
Ooh!
Tim:
Now, this is. Have you cleaned up?
Dorothy:
< laughs> <pause> Hallo Bertie. How are you? <unclear>
Christopher:
Mum, do fish like people?
Dorothy:
Do fishes like people? Don't know, what do you think?
Tim:
Mummy
Dorothy:
Hallo Bertie Edward. Do you like us?

In this example, analysts had difficulties handling the italicized words you and like.
The main questions to be asked here are: should fish and people be compared and
contrasted, which may result in metaphorical use of both you and like? Or are the
domains of fish and people similar enough to make them non-metaphorical? A
related question is: metaphorical for whom? Should the text be analysed relative to
speech community norms (the way language is generally used) or relative to
individual background knowledge (a child may perhaps be more/less aware of the
human-animal distinction) (Cameron 1999: 114-115).
The Macmillan dictionary offers the following definitions for you: 1) ‘used
for referring to the person or people that you are talking or writing to’ and 2) ‘used
for referring to people in general’ (italics added). In the case of you Macmillan (as
well as Longman) specifically refers to ‘people’. A second opinion from the
Longman dictionary leads to the same result. Judging strictly from the dictionary
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definitions it could be argued that this is a case of novel metaphor (metaphor that is
not yet mentioned in the dictionary) in which the fish is personified. On the other
hand it seems reasonable for a dictionary not to specify all the living creatures a
pronoun may refer to and to simply mention people as the most salient referent.
This is a general pattern found in the Macmillan and Longman dictionaries, also
for verbs of motion.
In the case of like Macmillan offers the following definitions: 1) ‘to enjoy
doing something or to feel that someone or something is pleasant or attractive’ and
2) ‘to prefer to do something in a particular way or prefer to have something done
in particular way’. Contrary to you, in this case no specific actor is mentioned.
Again, a second opinion from Longman leads to the same result. Judging by the
dictionaries, like could therefore simply be non-metaphorical and applicable to
both human beings and animals alike. This interpretation seems to be supported by
Christopher’s question Mum, do fish like people? in which he treats the fish as
similar to a human being. The description of like in the dictionary, however, seems
emotionally loaded and typically human (see enjoy and prefer). Once more, the
question is whether animals and human beings can be contrasted and compared. In
other words, do animals share human properties or not? In sum, word play, and,
more specifically, the fine line between human and animal activity, may challenge
the analyst to make difficult decisions for which the dictionary cannot help. Since
both interpretations seem equally founded, the decision here relies on other
arguments.
Which application of the dictionary definition is adopted should be clearly
noted. In our research, we decided to annotate both you and like as personification
of the fish, and hence metaphor. Our criterion for metaphor analysis across
registers in general is the accepted norms for general language users. This does not
take into account specific interpretations for individual users or particular groups
of language users, like children. Children, and their parents interacting with them,
often create metaphors involving, for example, the personification of animals and
trees. As argued by MacKay (1986), “[p]ersonifications enable children to use
familiar (person) concepts to understand other, less familiar (nonperson)
concepts—the basic purpose of metaphors” (1986: 96). The created metaphors may
perhaps be non-metaphorical to the young language user, but they may come
across as potentially metaphorical to the general language user, which is why they
should be retained as metaphor-related words. Since the sense description in the
dictionary poses questions as to its generalizability (to both human and other
animate beings) we annotated the words as metaphorically used on the basis of the
principle of WIDLII—our group of ambiguous cases that can be collected as
potentially metaphorical.
Problems with comparing contextual and basic sense – metonymy
One of the inevitable problems for metaphor analysis involves its relationship with
metonymy. In cognitive linguistics, metaphor is a mapping across two similar but
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contrastive conceptual domains, whereas metonymic mappings remain within one
contiguous conceptual domain. Although this seems to be a clear distinction, many
different theories exist concerning their relationship. According to Radden (2002),
for example, metonymy and metaphor are located along a so-called “literalnessmetonymy-metaphor continuum” (2002: 409). This is elaborated on by Geeraerts
(2002), who argues that if such a continuum exists there will also be in-between
cases (2002: 454). Goossens (1990/2002) has described the cognitive processes of
metaphor and metonymy as two distinct processes that often co-occur and ‘blend’,
and consequently labelled this ‘metaphtonymy’. Current discussions of metonymy
and metaphor propose similar ideas and argue that both metaphor and metonymy
are distinct parameters that can occur at the same time:
Similarity and contiguity are in fact two independent scales. […] In some cases,
the degree of contiguity between the domains is more prominent and relevant than
the degree of similarity; these are clear cases of metonymy (e.g. Feyaerts 2000). In
other cases, the reverse situation obtains, similarity between the two domains or
spaces or categories or concepts being more salient than degree of contiguity (e.g.
Warren 2002). There are also cases where the values of the two parameters are
approximately equal, so that it is possible to see a conceptual or semantic relation
as either or both metaphoric and metonymic.
(Steen 2007: 59)

Within conversation there are many cases where both the degree of contiguity and
the degree of similarity are simultaneously present, often with a seemingly stronger
tendency towards metonymy. Examples include phrasal verbs, delexicalized verbs
and ‘creative uses of language’ such as idiomatic expressions and proverbs (Carter
2004). The highly metonymic nature of these expressions can sometimes lead to
difficulties in contrasting contextual and basic senses. The following paragraphs
will discuss these expressions in more detail.
As a rule, phrasal verbs are treated by MIPVU as single lexical units that
are similar to multi-word units (see Chapter 3 paragraph 3.2). They typically have
non-decomposable meanings designating one action, process, state or relation in
the referential dimension of the discourse. As the Pragglejaz Group admits,
however, “difficulties arise for less clear-cut cases, where the meaning of the
phrasal verb is more transparently related to its components” (2007: 26). For one
thing, this transparency can make the identification of the components as one
lexical unit less straightforward. This is, however, solved by a strict application of
the rules set out in Chapter 3. More importantly, it becomes difficult to determine
whether the contextual meaning is only metonymically related to the basic sense
(the transparent components lean towards a non-metaphorical interpretation) or
whether the contextual meaning has made the move towards metaphor. An
example of this is the phrasal verb come on in the continuation of KBWfragment01:
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Example (15) KBW-fragment01
Dorothy:
Now I think we'll, that needs washing out doesn't it, that bridge? It's
pretty <pause> mucky. Right, put the dirty water in this bucket then with
the bridge.
Christopher:
I want that please.
Dorothy:
What the jug?
Christopher:
Mm.
Dorothy:
I think you'd be better with a cup myself.
Christopher:
No I want the
Dorothy:
No come on cos he might go and get the fish in the jug and then we'll be a
mess.

Come on is analysed as one lexical unit following the general rule in MIPVU
concerning phrasal verbs. The most concrete and therefore basic sense of the
phrasal verb come on is meaning 2: ‘to arrive on a stage’. As candidates for the
contextual sense there are two possibilities, both mentioned as characteristic of
spoken language: either ‘used for telling someone to hurry’ or ‘used for
encouraging someone to do something such as make a greater effort or stop being
sad’. Dorothy may urge Christopher to quickly move along, but she may also try to
make him stop whining for the jug. Whereas the first candidate for contextual
meaning may still involve moving from one place to another and can be seen as an
extension of the basic sense (metonymy), the second interpretation presents a
metaphorical relationship through which physical and emotional ‘movement’ are
contrasted and compared. Which interpretation to choose is no easy matter and
may lead to disagreement between analysts. The literal interpretation is highly
prominent, since the speech participants find themselves together in the same
space, as their bodily presence attests. Because we are in doubt about the
contextual meaning and one of the two interpretations does lead to a metaphorical
interpretation, we include the lexical unit as a possibly metaphor-related word by
marking it as an ambiguous case (WIDLII). Note again that this provides a way to
systematically collect less clear-cut cases. It also makes them easily retraceable for
analysis in order to acquire a better sense of the problem at hand.
Besides phrasal verbs, casual conversation contains many idiomatic
expressions based on a metonymic derivation. These idioms can serve different
goals in conversation. Moon (1998) presents a text-based account of English fixed
expressions and idioms based on an analysis of the Oxford Hector pilot Corpus and
the Bank of English. She distinguishes their informational (e.g. wide awake),
evaluative (e.g. the icing on the cake), situational (good morning, put a sock in it),
modalizing (e.g. in the short run) and organizational (e.g. by the way) functions,
acknowledging that most idiomatic expressions serve more than one purpose at the
same time. Wray (2002) highlights their function for spoken interaction as a
“reduction of the speaker’s processing effort, the manipulation of the hearer
(including the hearer’s perception of the speaker’s identity), and the marking of
discourse structure” (Wray 2002: 101). Drew and Holt identify the use of idiomatic
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expressions to summarize previous topics and convey personal stance and to
indicate topic boundaries in telephone conversations (1988, 1998). All agree that
physical, social and interactional context influence the kinds of idiomatic
expressions used.
Idiomatic expressions appear in different forms and have different degrees
of transparency and fixedness. Moreover, idiomatic expressions typically consist of
clauses or even sentences. For these reasons, analysts need to decide whether they
will code the idioms as one lexical unit or as a stretch of text with decomposable
components that can all be annotated for metaphorical use. According to Sinclair’s
idiom principle (1987, 1991), idiomatic expressions are single choices made on the
part of the speaker that restrict the range of possible choices existing within an
open choice model. In other words, they are fixed phrases simplifying the
production of language. Both Moon and Wray, however, acknowledge the
difficulty of establishing whether idioms are composed of active or inactive
components for language users, in other words whether or not idioms are
completely conventionalized and lexicalized. Wray therefore sees idiomatic
expressions as ‘fluid’ rather than ‘set’ (2002: 57). The Pragglejaz group decided to
treat each component of an idiom as a separate lexical item “because most, if not
all, idioms are decomposable to some extent for speakers” (2007: 27). MIPVU
adopts the same approach for the same reasons. However, the different gradations
of decomposability and transparency do influence metaphor analysis.
An example of a highly transparent conventional expression is the
following, taken from KB7-fragment10, in which Ann, Jill and Stuart inspect a
house they may be interested in buying and talk to the current owners about their
relationship with the neighbours:
Example (16) KB7-fragment10
Unknown:
But they are very very friendly. Very friendly they are.
Other unknown:
Mm
Unknown:
I suppose some people might say to them oh you're being nosy
but then that doesn't bother me because you don't tell them what
you don't want them to know.
Jill:
No.
Stuart:
That's right.
Jill:
But it's nice because if ever you're poorly then it's in your
welfare isn't it?
Unknown:
That's right yeah
Jill:
They keep an eye
Unknown:
They do tend to keep an eye on me anyway.
Jill:
Neighbourhood watch <laughs>.

The expression keep an eye on can be found in the Macmillan dictionary as a fixed
phrase under ‘eye’. It is defined as: ‘to look after someone or something’. Similar
to the phrasal verb come on, the metonymic base of the expression keep an eye on
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is rather prominent: people care for others by closely examining what they are
doing. This metonymic interpretation is reinforced by there being a body part
included in the expression. And, once again, the on-line context of face-to-face
conversations makes the speakers themselves bodily present. Moon (1998)
describes the ambiguity of body language idioms for similar expressions (e.g. take
a deep breath) where “the literal action implies the metaphorical meaning” (1998:
184). As a result, literal and metaphorical interpretations are hard to separate. On a
similar note, Cameron (2007) suggests the notion of ‘symbolic literalization’ for
words that may seem literal (or not metaphorically used), but have through
discourse dynamics actually acquired a more symbolic, metaphorical function
(2007: 208-211; examples include expressions such as sit down and talk).
Context should help in deciding whether the expression is metaphorically
used or only metonymically. We are in agreement with Goossens (2002):
the main point here is that underlying the metaphor there is an awareness that the
donor domain [or source domain] and the target domain can be joined together
naturally in one complex scene, in which case they produce a metonymy, of
course. The actual contexts into which these items fit will be decisive for the
interpretation as either a metonymy or a metaphor from metonymy, with, of
course, a fuzzy area where it is difficult to decide which of the two is the more
relevant interpretation.
(2002: 366-367)

The contextual meaning, ‘to look after someone or something’, does not
necessarily imply that literal watching is involved. This literal meaning, however,
is basic to the metaphorical meaning. For this expression, MIPVU therefore
annotates all the significant words (keep, eye, on) that may or may not be
metaphorically used as potentially metaphorically used and marks them as an
ambiguous case (WIDLII).
This solution also applies to the expression there we are in the previously
seen KBW-fragment01, cleaning out a fishbowl:
Example (17) KBW-fragment01
Dorothy:
You want to have your sleeves rolled up?
Tim:
Yeah er <unclear> got this shirt on.
Dorothy:
Yeah well we'll just undo the cuff.
Tim:
Yeah.
Dorothy:
And roll it up. <pause> And there we are. And this one.
Tim:
Is <unclear> doing it?
Dorothy:
Well that's <pause> we need Christopher to do it as well don't we?
Tim:
Yeah.
Dorothy:
Now whatever you do don't drip it all over me stereo.

Once more, the metonymic relation between the contextual sense and the spatial
environment causes problems for analysis. The contextual sense of the expression
there we are in the Macmillan dictionary is included as a fixed phrase under there:
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‘used when giving something to someone or when you have done something for
someone’. In this context there can either refer to a non-metaphorical ‘place’
(sense description 2), namely the current position of the rolled-up sleeve, or to
‘what has just happened’ (sense description 6), in this case the event of rolling up
of the sleeve. Although the context, in which both speakers are bodily present,
highly activates a non-metaphorical interpretation, the ‘symbolic’ interpretation is
equally valid. Our procedure marks there as an ambiguous case (WIDLII).
Note that the combination of delexicalized verb plus event, have your
sleeves rolled up, presents a similar problem. In this case it is clear, however, that
the ‘having’ refers to a situation. In other words, the action of rolling up the sleeves
is turned into a physical possession and is therefore unambiguously metaphorical.
An example of an idiomatic expression where the metaphorical and
metonymic values are more equally present is the following, taken from KBHfragment04. In this extract shop owner Pauline (30+) is complaining about the
work ethics of her employees. Adam (36) and another unknown friend try to find a
solution:
Example (18) KBH-fragment04
Pauline:
He’s got the gall to phone up on Tuesday and say Eileen can't do a day,
we're going to be short of Eileen
Adam:
So the answer is to just phone them
Pauline:
I can't do it
Unknown:
I'm not doing it.
Adam:
What's the point of carrying on like that?
Pauline:
Well he's going to carry on like that isn't he? Not unless someone puts
their foot down.

The contextual sense of put your foot down is included in Macmillan under foot,
meaning: ‘a) to refuse very firmly to do or accept something’ and ‘b) BRITISH to
drive much faster’. In this case the metonymic derivation from ‘refusing to move
your feet’ towards ‘refusing to accept something’ is, again, rather transparent.
However, the actual metonymic act of ‘remaining where you are’ does not have to
be acted out literally for the idiom to be applicable. Although the context, in which
the speakers are bodily present, highly activates the non-metaphorical basis of the
expression, a symbolic interpretation is inevitable. In other words, the metaphorical
or ‘symbolic’ parameter has become more salient than the metonymic parameter.
In this case, then, the annotation decision is easily made and all the significant
lexical units (someone put foot down) are coded as metaphorical words.
One final example of an idiomatic expression that complicates annotation
is the following from KB7-fragment10. In this extract Jill, Stuart and an unknown
speaker have inspected some houses they may be interested in and are reporting
their evaluations:
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Example (19) KB7-fragment10
Unknown:
You'd got the toilet there <pause> and behind the door, I you had to sort
of squeeze yourself and shut the door, and behind the door was a shower.
Jill:
You're joking.
Stuart:
<unclear>
Unknown:
No shower curtain mind you.
Jill:
Even so no room to swing a cat
Unknown:
Terrible

The Macmillan dictionary defines not enough room to swing a cat as ‘used for
saying that a room is very small and there is not enough space to live comfortably
in it’. The basic meaning seems less clear-cut. It could be literally applicable if you
like throwing domestic animals. The original meaning, however, apparently refers
to a sailor’s practice of swinging the so-called cat o’ nine tails, a legal instrument
of punishment in the navy. Since the dictionary does not provide the origins of
such a fixed expression, it is difficult to decide whether, to the contemporary
language user, the expression could count as metaphorically or non-metaphorically
used. We are thus dealing with “a loss of the metonymic basis as a result of the
conventionalisation process” (Goossens 2002: 374). Moon (1998: 198) ranges this
class under fixed expressions that involve exaggerations and implausibility: they
may describe theoretically possible situations, but are untrue in the specific
context. Therefore, they lean more towards a metaphorical interpretation. Lakoff
and Turner (1989) use the metaphor ‘generic is specific’ to make sense of proverbs
that describe particular situations to understand a greater and more general
category of situations. Because of its semi-proverbial and therefore potentially
metaphorical nature, however, we are coding all the content words within the
expression as metaphorically used at a linguistic level.
All of the above instances are metaphorical, but highly metonymic at the
same time. This metonymic quality is even more prominent because of the
situational and spatial context in which the words are uttered. The ongoing,
situated and multimodal nature of conversation emphasizes and underlines the
bodily and concrete metonymic basis of many expressions, contributing to the
idiom’s transparency. As a result, it is sometimes difficult to judge whether
metonymy and metaphor are equally present or whether the basis for metaphor is
simply too weak. Whenever a metaphorical interpretation seems plausible, MIPVU
includes the lexical units as metaphorically used, either as a clear-cut or borderline
case (WIDLII).
4.3.3 Conclusion
When people speak, many things happen at the same time; apart from simply
conveying information they also show personal stance and constantly monitor the
context of their conversation. Within conversation a relatively small number of
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words are metaphorically used. Examples of these are nicknames (pet), cases of
vague language use (such as thing and stuff), and demonstratives (that). The latter
two typically serve to turn discourse into space, making topics tangible. At the
same time, they serve the interactive purpose of quickly referring to a topic without
providing the listener with superfluous information.
Problems for metaphor analysis are often a result of a lack of contextual
knowledge. Utterances are either unclear, unfinished or aborted and the analyst is
left to fill out the remainder (in our case, without any access to the original
recordings). Since this often relies too heavily on guesswork MIPVU includes
ambiguous cases (which could arguably be used metaphorically) for analysis and
discards those cases where lack of context does not allow for interpretation. These
are assigned the codes WIDLII and DFMA respectively.
Another problem may arise from the use of the dictionary. At times
Macmillan conflates senses that may in fact be used as two distinct ones. In these
cases we turn to Longman for a second opinion. The use of the dictionary may also
prove difficult in more specific cases of language use, as when humorous
utterances compare animals to people (recall the mother and child talking to a fish)
and both a metaphorical and a non-metaphorical use are equally justifiable. In
these instances, analysts should steer one clear course, always explicitly noting
their decision. MIPVU allows for inclusion of these possibly metaphorical words
by annotating them as ambiguous cases (WIDLII).
The biggest problems for metaphor analysis turn up, however, when the
distinction between metaphor and metonymy is involved. This happens, for
example, with phrasal verbs, but also in more creative language use such as
idiomatic expressions. Since metaphor and metonymy are often present at the same
time, it is sometimes impossible to distinguish the one from the other. This
metonymic nature of many expressions is foregrounded by the speech participants’
physical presence. Deciding whether or not an expression is metaphorical enough
to be coded is not always straightforward. In these cases, MIPVU again allows for
ambiguous cases to be included for analysis by using the WIDLII code.
4.4 Discussion round and clean-up
The annotation of metaphor in casual conversation is not always straightforward,
as shown by the examples given in the previous section. Nevertheless, MIPVU
offers a clear set of guidelines that, even when applied by two different research
teams, results in consistently high levels of agreement in terms of individual
metaphor-related words (measured by Fleiss’s kappa). Annotation of metaphor in
conversation, however, does indicate analyst bias, which on the one hand simply
shows analysts to be human. On the other hand, such bias should be excluded as
much as possible to reach empirically reliable annotation.
The Metaphor in Discourse project has tried to accomplish this in two
ways. To begin with, a separate round of discussion was added after the first round
of annotation. Each individually annotated text was checked and commented on by
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other analysts. Problematic cases for annotation were discussed by the group and,
if necessary, adjusted before a text would be saved as having passed the stage of
‘final annotation’. Additionally, decisions about problematic cases were recorded
in a lexical database for future reference. This database is currently being finetuned in a separate project and ‘groomed’ for on-line publication.
A second measure taken to ensure reliability of our annotation was the
execution of a round of post-hoc ‘troubleshooting’ once all of the metaphor data
was annotated. During this process some systematic errors were detected and
removed, and remaining margins of error were estimated. Most of the analyses
turned out to have a small degree of error, estimates of which ranged between
0.3% for complex lexical units (phrasal verbs, polywords and compound nouns)
and 20% for borderline cases of metaphor-related words. For MFlags, agreement
was about 95%. Only the category of implicit metaphor needed a new round of
coding. A detailed report of this process can be found in Steen et al. (2010a),
Chapter 9.
4.5 Conclusion
MIPVU provides an explicit and systematic method for metaphor identification in
conversation as well as other registers that includes different types of metaphor
(indirect, direct and implicit) and different classifications of relation to metaphor
(clear metaphor, WIDLII and MFlag). Reliability of MIPVU for metaphor
annotation in conversation is good, with a mean Fleiss’s kappa of 0.78 (ranging
between 0.70 and 0.87 depending on the material). On average, the analysts
unanimously agreed on 95.5% of the cases in the conversation texts. Compared to
the other registers, however, kappa scores are relatively low and analyst bias is
especially present in conversation. These results may be explained by the relatively
low number of metaphor in conversational data as well as the difficulties of
interpreting such data without the help of extra conversational elements such as
tone of voice, gestures, pauses, laughter, and so on. Indeed, problems for metaphor
analysis in conversation do result from such lack of contextual knowledge. At the
same time, the use of one dictionary (Macmillan) not always suffices to decide
whether we are dealing with a separate basic and contextual meaning and a second
opinion (Longman) is required. Another difficulty for metaphor analysis in
conversation is the difficult distinction between metaphor and metonymy. MIPVU
includes special categories to deal with these cases, such as WIDLII and DFMA.
Problematic cases that led to differences in analyst opinion were, however, always
resolved in a separate discussion round. Moreover, a round of troubleshooting
checked the consistency of our annotation and corrected the files where necessary.
In this way, MIPVU has enabled annotation of a large corpus of metaphor in
discourse, providing a reliable basis for quantitative comparison of metaphor use
between registers. The results of this quantitative analysis will be presented in
Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5

Linguistic analysis of metaphor in conversation
Based on her analysis of metaphor in a variety of spoken contexts, Cameron
concludes that “[w]hen people talk to each other, they make widespread use of
metaphor” (2008a: 197). Descriptions of metaphor use in conversation have indeed
provided a rich picture in terms of its linguistic density, type, form, its use and
development in the flow of social interaction, and its possible systematic and
conceptual nature, as was discussed in Chapter 2. That chapter also pointed out
some of the disadvantages of analysing metaphor use in one single register.
Establishing whether particular use of metaphor is characteristic of a register or
rather of metaphor use in general is only possible by comparing it to metaphor use
in other registers. However, such a comparison can only be made when the distinct
data are coded via the same method and in a large enough sample. Moreover,
metaphor use within a register may be influenced by the general lexicogrammatical behaviour of a register, in which case particular metaphor use may
simply reflect register-specific behaviour instead of metaphor-specific behaviour
within that register. Thus far, analyses that do focus on register variation are scarce
and often do not present a reliable method for metaphor annotation that enables
quantitative comparison.
The previous chapters have presented MIPVU as a clear and reliable tool
for metaphor identification, the development of which was one of the first aims of
the Metaphor in Discourse project. MIPVU has been used to annotate roughly
equal samples of news, academic and fiction texts and conversational transcripts
taken from the BNC-Baby. The annotation process paid attention to the relation of
a lexical unit to metaphor, which was either a clear relation, an unclear relation
(borderline cases), or a relation in terms of signalling (Mflags). Moreover,
metaphorical lexical units were annotated for their type of expression, which could
be either indirect, direct or implicit metaphor. The four registers were specifically
chosen to parallel the common registers in everyday discourse described by Biber
et al. (1999) in terms of their lexico-grammatical behaviour. In effect, the data may
now be explored in pursuit of the second aim of this thesis, namely to describe the
occurrence of linguistic metaphor in the symbolic structure of conversation texts
from a cross-register variation perspective as outlined in Chapter 2.
This chapter contains an in-depth analysis of linguistic manifestations of
metaphor in terms of distribution, type, form and function in casual conversation in
relation to other common registers in everyday discourse. The main question for
research is the following:
(1) Which linguistic forms of metaphor (in terms of word class, relation to
metaphor and metaphor type) are used in which discourse situations and
for which purpose in the symbolic structure of conversational discourse,
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and are truly characteristic of conversation in relation to other discourse
registers?
This question may be divided into a number of sub-questions:
(a) Is the widespread use of metaphor in talk (Cameron 2008a) just as
widespread as in other registers (can we actually call it widespread)?
(b) Are specific metaphor types, such as indirect metaphor (ibid.), or perhaps
direct metaphor and similes (Carter 2004), typical of conversation or
shared by the other registers?
(c) Are specific word classes, such as verbs (Cameron 2008a), typically
metaphorically used in conversations, or are verbs a more general feature
of metaphor or of conversation? In other words, what is the relation
between metaphor, word class, and register, with special attention to the
distinct position of conversation?
(d) Can patterns of metaphor use be related to the communicative dimensions
identified by Biber (1988)?
Cross-register comparison should result in both general patterns of metaphor use as
well as specific patterns of different metaphor types and metaphorical word classes
for conversation. In other words, we expect a register-specific influence on the
main variables in our analysis: the grammatical word class of metaphor, the way a
word is related to metaphor (no relation, clear relation, borderline case, and Mflag)
and metaphor type (indirect, direct or implicit). In so doing, this research aims to
add to previous cognitive-linguistic studies of metaphor that have focused mainly
on one domain of discourse. Moreover, the focus on different types of metaphor
(i.e. indirect, direct or implicit) may place results from psycholinguistic studies of
metaphor that have looked at differences in processing between metaphor and
simile (e.g. Bowdle & Gentner 2005; see Chapter 1) in a discourse perspective of
actual language use. Bowdle and Gentner showed that metaphors in simile form
result in processing via comparison, whereas metaphors in metaphor form result in
processing via categorization. A description of the way different forms of
metaphors are processed becomes even more interesting when we learn how such
metaphors are used in discourse. Such results may then inform theories of
deliberateness and metaphor activation as discussed in Chapter 1. As such, this
research will also be placed against the background of a three-dimensional
discourse model of metaphor (Steen 2008, 2011) that includes metaphor in
language as manifestations of cross-domain mappings in thought that may or may
not be deliberately used in communication between people.
The following sections will first discuss the preparations that were needed
to convert our final annotations into an SPSS database suitable for statistical
comparison and befitting our methodological decisions for annotation (section 5.1).
From then on, the chapter focuses on the statistical analyses. Section 5.2 presents
the ‘big picture’ of results from two rounds of analyses conducted in SPSS. The
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first round investigates the interaction between register and the different categories
of metaphor identified within our MIPVU annotation: relation to metaphor (no
relation, clear relation, borderline case and Mflag) and metaphor type (indirect,
direct and implicit). The second round focuses on the interaction between register,
metaphor and word class. Parts of these findings have also been discussed in Steen
et al. (2010a, 210b). Section 5.3 recapitulates the findings from the main analyses
and presents a more in-depth exploration of the behaviour of each of the categories
in conversation and the use of metaphor within different types of conversation.
Finally, section 5.4 presents a general discussion and conclusion of the results.
5.1 Converting the XML data to SPSS
The approximately 190,000 lexical units from the four different registers were all
annotated for metaphor relation and type using the XML editor software called
<oxygen/>. These XML-files originated from the BNC corpus, which coded each
lexical unit with a POS-type (Part Of Speech) tag. After all files were approved as
final annotations, they were converted into an SPSS database including their POStype information and the annotation added during the MIPVU analysis. However,
statistical data analysis could only be started after the file was completely adjusted
to the methodological decisions described in the previous chapters and after
irrelevant or problematic textual features were removed from the data file.
Firstly, we had to make sure our data set consisted of the right number of
lexical units. This meant that all separate POS-tags for genitive ‘s or simply ‘ were
treated as a suffix and were ignored as separate cases in the statistical analyses.
Since SPSS counted them as separate lexical units, punctuation marks were also
removed from the database. Moreover, the group of metaphors that were coded as
‘Discarded For Metaphor Analysis’ (DFMA) were indeed excluded from the data
set (see Chapter 3 section 3.1). Most of these DFMAs came from the conversation
register and made up a little under 1% of the original conversation data set. Care
was also taken to ascertain the right treatment of complex lexical units. Complex
lexical units consisted of those polywords identified by BNC, and those phrasal
verbs and compound nouns identified by MIPVU on the basis of the dictionary.
BNC already coded polywords as one lexical unit in the XML files and therefore
they were automatically treated as one lexical unit by SPSS. On the other hand,
phrasal verbs and compound nouns had to be given a special code in <oXygen/>
during MIPVU annotation. This code made them easy to collapse into single cases
in SPSS. Complex lexical units, or multiword units, were infrequent and made up
only 1.6% (2990 cases) of our data. They will therefore not receive attention in a
separate analysis (but see the discussion of phrasal verbs in section 5.3). Finally,
all contractions such as he’d for he would were treated as two distinct lemmas.
Two cases that had thus far proved difficult for metaphor annotation were no
longer coded as metaphorically used. All cases of for (n = 1384) and of (n = 4796)
were treated as non-metaphorical on the basis of the argument that they were
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delexicalized prepositions exhibiting a problematic distinction between basic and
other senses. Together these two prepositions comprise 33.8% of all prepositions.
The total number of cases (lexical units) that remain in the SPSS database is
186,688, with a total of 47,934 lexical units in the casual conversation sample
divided over 24 texts. By comparison, the academic sample includes 49,314 lexical
units (divided over 15 texts), the news sample contains 44,792 lexical units
(divided over 46 texts) and the fiction sample contains 44,648 lexical units
(divided over 12 texts).
The variables reflected in the SPSS database are the direct result of the
categories developed during the annotation process as well as the POS-types
indicated in the BNC-Baby files. Lexical units can be related to register (academic,
fiction, news and conversation), main metaphor relation (non-metaphor-related,
clearly metaphor-related, WIDLII and MFlag), metaphor expression types
(indirect, direct, implicit) and word class (adjective, adverb, conjunction,
determiner, noun, preposition, verb, and remainder). The main categories in the
word class variable are a simplification of the more specific categories assigned by
BNC. These four variables form the basis of the statistical cross-register variation
analysis performed in the following sections.
5.2 Metaphor in conversation: the big picture
Within the MIPVU method, a distinction was made between lexical units that have
no relation to metaphor, lexical units that are clear metaphors, lexical units that are
unclear metaphors (WIDLIIs) and lexical units that signal a metaphor (MFlags).
Moreover, a distinction was made between the ways in which lexical units express
metaphors: either indirectly (e.g., ‘Anna polishes her ballet skills’), directly (e.g.,
‘[T]his man speaks it with a consciousness of its long compound words and
shifting accents, as if he is polishing a gem collection’, Storace 1996: 268) or
implicitly (e.g. ‘Anna is doing it’, where it refers back to the notion of polishing).
Finally, the BNC POS-type tags allow an investigation of those word classes that
are most often metaphorically used across and within registers.
A preliminary look at these variables in conversation alone returns results
not unlike the picture sketched by previous research on conversation as discussed
in Chapter 2. Of all 47,934 lexical units in conversation, 44,237 are not related to
metaphor. This means that, including the borderline cases (WIDLII), 3,687 lexical
units are related to metaphor, a frequency that corresponds to 77 metaphors per
1,000 words. This number lies in between the metaphor density reported by
Cameron (2008a: 199) for a number of much smaller samples of ordinary
discourse and teacher talk (between 50 and 60 metaphors per 1,000 words
respectively) and reconciliation talk (100 metaphors per 1,000 words). We should,
however, bear in mind that Cameron codes vehicle terms and may therefore report
a smaller number of metaphors than she would have were she coding per lexical
unit. When clear cases of metaphor-related words (MRWs) are separated from
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unclear cases, it shows that 437 lexical units have been coded as WIDLII, which
means that almost 12% of all metaphors in conversation are ambiguous cases. As
discussed in Chapter 4, these ambiguities are not surprising and probably due to
the lack of context in conversational transcripts.
The conversational data contain only ten cases of lexical units signalling
metaphor (MFlags), which is not even 0.1% of all lexical units. Since MFlags
typically signal similes and comparable figures, this seems an extremely low
frequency of such rhetorical figures in comparison with the number of all
metaphor-related words. Such a finding goes against Carter’s intuition that similes
are more frequent than metaphor in everyday speech (2004: 125; see Chapter 2)
and supports Cameron’s supposition that metaphor in conversation is typically
indirect (2008a: 201). This view is strengthened by the distribution of type of
lexical metaphor: of the 3,687 metaphorical lexical units, 3,637 (98.6%) are
indirect metaphors, 31 (0.8%) are implicit metaphors, and only 19 (0.5%) are
direct metaphors. In other words, the bulk of metaphors in conversation is
indirectly expressed.
When we look at the distribution of metaphor per main word class in just
our conversation data, the result partially agrees with that of Cameron (2008a:
200), who argues that metaphors are typically verbs, delexicalized verbs and
prepositions, noun phrase formulations such as ‘the xxx of yyy’ and adjective and
noun pairs. Within our conversation data, most of the MRWs are indeed verbs
(30.1%), followed by prepositions (22.7%), determiners (15.6%), nouns (12.5%),
adverbs (8.7%) and adjectives (6.3%).
The preliminary conclusion may therefore be that metaphor in our sample of
casual conversation is as widespread as in Cameron’s data and is typically indirect
and expressed as a verb. As pointed out, however, it is difficult to decide whether
these numbers are high or low, and whether they are typical for the conversation
register or shared by other registers, if we only base our analysis on one register;
information from other registers is needed for comparison. To put the findings for
conversation into perspective, we therefore included all registers in a two-way
frequency table, which first compared register and relation to metaphor (not related
to metaphor, related to metaphor, WIDLII, and MFlag) and register and type of
metaphor (non-metaphorical, indirect, direct, and implicit). A second analysis
performed a three-way analysis of the interaction between register, metaphor and
word class. The main results of both the two-way and three-way analyses are
presented below. After a presentation of the big picture resulting from the
quantitative cross-register comparison of metaphor in discourse, each of the
variables will be qualitatively explored for their behaviour in conversation in
section 5.3.
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5.2.1 The big picture (1): main metaphor relation and metaphor expression
type
For each comparison a chi-square analysis was conducted to test whether metaphor
distribution depends on register; in other words, whether there is a significant
association between register and metaphor distribution. Chi-square analyses are
only possible if none of the cells in the table show a frequency lower than 5 (e.g.
Field 2005). If the resulting association proves to be significant, analysts should
look at the standardized residuals (abbreviated as stand. resid.) for each category to
find the cause for this significant result. When standardized residuals exceed a
positive or negative value of 2.58 they suggest that the observed frequency
significantly deviates from the count expected by mere chance at alpha = 0.01.
This means that a cell contributes to the significant interaction between the
variables. Because of the large number of lexical units, it was decided to use a pvalue of 0.01 (instead of 0.05) to lower the probability that the statistical
significance would have arisen by chance. In addition, for each significant result
the effect size (which indicates the size of the actual difference between the
variable groups) is quantified through Cramer’s V. According to Cohen (1988,
1992), the effect size is low if the value of the correlation coefficient r varies
around 0.1, medium if it varies around 0.3, and large if it varies above 0.5.
Table 5.1 presents the frequencies and percentages of the four main
metaphor-related categories (non-MRW, clear metaphor, WIDLII and MFlag)
across the four registers (academic, news, fiction and conversation). The result
indicates a significant relation, although the effect size is rather small: "2(9) =
3,044E3, p < 0.001; Cramer’s V = 0.07. This means that the four registers indeed
vary with regard to frequency of main metaphor relations.
Table 5.1 Lexical units in relation to metaphor, divided by register
Non-MRW
Clear MRW
WIDLII
Mflag
Acad.
40174 (81.5%)
8624 (17.5%)
496 (1.0%)
20 (0.0%)
News
37413 (83.5%)
6854 (15.3%)
488 (1.1%)
37 (0.1%)
Fict.
32981 (88.0%)
4883 (10.9%)
410 (0.9%)
74 (0.2%)
Conv.
44237 (92.3%)
3250 (6.8%)
437 (0.9%)
10 (0.0%)
Total
161105 (86.3%) 23611 (12.6%) 1831 (1.0%) 141(0.1%)

Total
49314 (100%)
44792(100%)
44648 (100%)
47934 (100%)
186688(100%)

The significant interaction can first be attributed to the categories of clear
MRWs and non-MRWs. On average, the combined registers manifest a use of
clear metaphor of 12.6% of all data. Conversation contains the lowest number of
clear MRWs (6.8%), followed by fiction (10.9%), news (15.3%) and, finally,
academic texts (17.5%); academic texts contain roughly 2.5 times as many clear
metaphors as conversation. As such, conversation contributes only 13.8% to the
total number of clear metaphors, whereas fiction contributes 20.7%, news 29.0%
and academic texts no less than 36.5%. This pattern is underlined by the
standardized residuals, which show a division between academic and news texts on
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one side and fiction and conversation on the other: academic and news texts
contain more clear metaphors than expected (with stand. resid. of +30.2 and +15.8
respectively) whereas fiction and conversation contain fewer clear metaphors than
expected (with stand. resid. of -10.2 and -36.1 respectively). The reverse pattern
also proves significant: conversation and fiction texts show more non-MRWs than
expected (with stand. resid. of +14.1 and +3.8 respectively) whereas academic and
news texts show fewer (with stand. resid. of -11.5 and -6.3 respectively). These
two complementary patterns account for 98.9% of the data. Linguistic metaphors
in conversation may therefore be widespread, but they are clearly not as common
as in the written registers, especially academic and news texts, and in fact are used
less often than might be expected.
The borderline cases of metaphor relation (WIDLIIs) form only a small
group of the entire data set, namely 1.0%. In contrast to the clear metaphors, the
WIDLIIs do not show an interaction with register. None of the registers exhibit
standardized residuals above 2.58, which means that the borderline cases are
evenly distributed across the four registers in relation to the number of nonmetaphorical words, metaphorical words and MFlags. In other words, borderline
metaphors are rare and do not occur more often in conversation than in the other
registers. This puts into relief the possibility that lack of context in conversational
transcripts greatly increases difficulties for annotation. Written registers know their
own problematic contexts in which both concrete and abstract readings of a lexical
unit are possible (see Steen et al. 2010a).
A final 0.1% of the data is made up of Mflags, lexical units that signal
metaphor use. As small as this category is in absolute numbers (141 cases), it does
contribute to the significant interaction with register. With only ten lexical units
identified as metaphor signals, it is not surprising that conversation shows fewer
Mflags than expected (stand. resid. -4.4). Similarly, academic texts show fewer
Mflags than expected (20 cases; stand. resid. -2.8). For news, the observed number
of metaphor signals corresponds with the expectations based on chance (37 cases;
stand. resid. +0.5). Only fiction shows more Mflags than expected (74 cases; stand.
resid. +6.9). In terms of percentages, conversation contributes only 7.1% to the
category of Mflags, whereas this is 52.5% for fiction. Whereas clear metaphors
were typically used in the academic and news registers, Mflags turn out to be a
typical feature of fiction. In comparison with the other registers, conversation
actually shows a significant absence of Mflags. We will return to the use of Mflags
in conversation in section 5.3.3.
One of the additions to MIP in MIPVU was the inclusion of other
expressions of metaphor besides indirect metaphor, namely direct and implicit
metaphor. Mflags are logically related to the group of direct metaphors (i.e. they
often signal similes), which is one reason to examine the distribution of lexical
units across the metaphor types: do Mflags and direct metaphor behave similarly?
The balance between number of direct metaphors and Mflags may point to a
pattern of extended or local use of direct metaphor. The more direct metaphor per
signal, the more extended a metaphorical expression may be. Another possibility is
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the use of other non-signalled manifestations of direct metaphor. The next analysis
therefore compares register and metaphor type.
For this analysis, all clear and unclear cases were collapsed as ‘metaphorrelated’ and the category of Mflags was included in the non-MRW category.
Moreover, although our interest lies mainly with how the metaphorical words are
distributed across metaphor types, the non-metaphorical lexical units remained part
of the analysis. This is necessary since the overall distribution of metaphor-related
words and non-metaphor-related words is uneven. As a consequence, the
proportion between metaphorical versus non-metaphorical word use may exert an
effect on preferences for the type of metaphor chosen. For instance, if a text has
80% non-metaphorical words, it has more space for the expression of metaphor
than if it has 95% non-metaphorical words; the increase in space might privilege
the use of explicit and extended metaphorical comparisons (direct metaphor)
whereas the reduction in space might boost the use of implicit metaphor. These are
just theoretical, basically numerical possibilities, but they motivate the inclusion of
non-metaphor-related words in the analysis.
Table 5.2 below presents the frequencies and percentages of the four main
types of metaphor expression (non-MRW, indirect MRW, direct MRW and
implicit MRW) across the four registers (academic, news, fiction and
conversation). A chi-square analysis resulted in a significant association, even
though the effect size is small: "2(9) = 3,045E3, p < 0.001; Cramer’s V = 0.07).
Overall, it can be observed that most metaphor-related words are indirectly
expressed; indirect metaphors make up 97.5% of all metaphors (and 13.3% of all
data). Direct and implicit metaphors fill up the remaining 2.5% of metaphor-related
words (and only constitute 0.2% of all data). In conversation, indirect metaphors
consist of fewer cases than expected with only 14.7% of all indirect metaphors
(stand. resid. -34.3). Fiction also contains relatively less indirect metaphors and
accounts for only 20.4% of all indirect metaphors (stand. resid. -11.2). Both news
and academic texts contain more indirect metaphors than expected with 28.8% and
36.1% of all cases (stand. resid. +15.4 and +29.7 respectively). Similar to the
distribution of clear metaphors, indirect metaphors are typical of academic and
news texts, and relatively absent in fiction and conversation. Since indirect
metaphors make up the bulk of metaphor-related words, this parallel cline is a
logical concomitant pattern.
Table 5.2 Lexical units in relation to metaphor expression type, divided by register
Non-MRW
Indirect
Direct
Implicit
Total
MRW
MRW
MRW
Acad. 40192 (81.5%) 8961 (18.2%)
40 (0.1%)
121 (0.2%)
49314 (100%)
News
37450 (83.6%) 7145 (16.0%)
112 (0.3%)
85 (0.2%)
44792 (100%)
Fict.
39355 (88.1%) 5074 (11.4%)
165 (0.4%)
54 (0.1%)
44648 (100%)
Conv. 44247 (92.3%)
3637 (7.6%)
19 (0.0%)
31 (0.1%)
47934 (100%)
Total 161244(86.4%) 24817(13.3%)
336 (0.2%)
291 (0.2%) 186688 (100%)
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The small group of direct metaphors (0.2%) also contributes to the
significant interaction between register and type of metaphor expression. The
pattern is, however, different from that of indirect metaphors. Once again,
conversation contains fewer direct metaphors than is expected, representing only
5.7% of the whole category (stand. resid. -7.2). Academic texts, with 11.9% of all
direct metaphors, also contain fewer direct metaphors than is expected (stand.
resid. -5.2). News texts contain more direct metaphors than expected (33.3%;
stand. resid. +3.5), and fiction concludes the cline with 49.1% (stand. resid. +9.4).
Conversation and academic texts show a relative absence of direct metaphors,
whereas news and fiction show a relative overuse of direct metaphors. The
distribution of direct metaphors across registers therefore almost completely
resembles that of Mflags in the previous analysis. In news, however, the use of
direct metaphors slightly deviates from the use of Mflags, which shows no
significant overuse. For a discussion of Mflags and direct metaphor in news, see
Krennmayr (2011). Dorst (2011: 218-221) reports on the possible variation in
length of direct metaphors in fiction. A closer look at the use of direct metaphor in
conversation will follow in section 5.3.3.
A final contribution to the significant interaction between register and
metaphor expression type comes from the small group of implicit metaphors. Here,
too, conversation shows fewer cases than expected and contains only 10.7% of all
implicit metaphors (stand. resid. -5.1). Both fiction and news behave according to
expectation and contain 18.6% (stand. resid. -1.9) and 29.2% (stand.resid. +1.8)
respectively. Only academic texts show more implicit metaphors than is expected
by chance and contain 41.6% of all cases (stand. resid. +5.0). Implicit metaphor is
therefore a typical feature of academic texts, whereas conversation shows an
absence of implicit metaphors. In terms of a pattern of metaphor use, implicit
metaphor therefore behaves more or less similarly to clear metaphor and indirect
metaphor with conversation at the lowest end of the scale and academic texts at the
highest end of the scale.
In sum, this section included two analyses that focused on the interaction
between register and metaphor manifestation in terms of relation to metaphor
relation (non-MRW, clear MRW, unclear MRW and Mflag) and metaphor type
(non-MRW, indirect MRW, direct MRW and implicit MRW). In total, 13.7% of all
data from the combined registers are related to metaphor, either as a clear
metaphor, unclear metaphor (WIDLII) or metaphor signal (Mflag). The bulk of
these MRWs (12.6%) are clear metaphors, which are not evenly distributed across
the four registers. Instead they are relatively absent in conversation and fiction, and
typically used in news and academic texts. Unclear cases of metaphor only make
up 1.0% of the data and are evenly distributed across registers. The small group of
Mflags (0.1%) show a different pattern and are typically used in fiction texts,
whereas conversation and academic texts show a relatively low number. The
combined clear and unclear metaphors mostly express metaphor indirectly (97.5%
of all metaphors). Not surprisingly, this category shows a similar distribution
across registers as the clear metaphors. This is also the case for implicit metaphors,
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which are typically frequent in academic texts and typically infrequent in
conversation. Similar to Mflags, direct metaphors deviate from this pattern in that
they are most common in fiction and least common in conversation, with academic
and news texts in between.
Conversation contains a total of 7.7% metaphor-related lexical units (6.8%
clear MRW, 0.9% unclear MRW). Metaphors are relatively underused in
conversation in all categories of metaphor relation and metaphor expression types.
Conversation contains fewer cases of clear metaphor, Mflag, indirect metaphor,
direct metaphor, and implicit metaphor than expected when compared to the other
registers. In terms of the ubiquity of metaphor, we rather seem to write than speak
by metaphors in everyday discourse. Relating this to Biber’s (1988) dimensions,
metaphor, for the most part, seems to follow the pattern of the Informational versus
Involved Dimension, with conversation and fiction containing the lowest
proportion of metaphor and news and academic texts containing the highest
proportion of metaphor. The distribution of Mflags and direct metaphor, however,
deviates from this pattern. One reason may be the narrative concerns that separate
fiction from the rest of the registers (Biber’s Dimension 2), especially since the
casual conversation in our data set typically includes conversation in action where
narrative is of lower concern (see also section 5.3.4). Before we speculate,
however, on possible interpretation, the data set needs to be analysed for the
possible influence of register-specific lexico-grammatical features on metaphor
use. This enables a more precise picture of the behaviour of metaphor in different
word classes.
5.2.2 The big picture (2): the interaction between register, metaphor and word
class
The previous analysis has shown how register interacts with main metaphor
relation and metaphor type. In general, metaphorical expressions are least frequent
in conversation and most frequent in the academic register. Fiction and news texts
are positioned in between. The feature of metaphor use therefore seems to fit
Biber’s (1988) Informational versus Involved dimension. At the same time, this
picture of metaphor distribution may be an oversimplification, since it does not
include lexico-grammatical behaviour as a possible influence. Verbs may behave
differently from nouns and each may have its own communicative purpose.
Another important question of this study is, therefore, whether the variation in the
distribution of metaphor across word classes per register is related to more
encompassing patterns of variation between word classes in these registers. Such a
relation may help interpret the importance of the findings for metaphor in specific
word classes in conversation.
At first glance, metaphors in conversation are typically verbs. But what
does this mean? This may be either the result of lexico-grammatical behaviour of
the register (verbs may be typical for language use in conversation and therefore
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also for metaphor use in conversation), or the result of typical metaphor behaviour
in general (verbs are typically metaphorical in all registers), or the result of typical
metaphor behaviour in conversation (verbs are typically metaphorical in
conversation). The interpretation of such a quantitative pattern is clearly less than
straightforward.
A more informed conclusion can be reached by investigating the three-way
interaction between register, metaphor and word class. This allows an investigation
of the possibility that conversation has a different distribution of metaphor-related
words across the eight word classes than the other registers. If such an interaction
proves to be significant, metaphor behaviour is not just dependent on general
register or word class considerations, but statistically varies as a result of the
lexico-grammatical behaviour that is typical of each register. The extensive
research conducted by Biber and colleagues (1988, 1989; Biber et al. 1999; Biber
& Conrad 2001) leaves no doubt of such an interaction between register and word
class: registers demonstrate typical linguistic features, which is influenced by their
communicative function.
In order to check for this possibility, a three-way frequency analysis was
performed to develop a log linear model of metaphor distribution across registers
and main word classes. To make sure all cells had an expected frequency above 5,
the marginal categories of unclear metaphor and Mflag were conflated in a binary
distinction between non-MRW and MRW. The interaction proved significant at the
highest order ("2(21) = 1,552.55, p < 0.001; likelihood ratio "2(0) = 0, p = 1), which
means that even though there are significant main effects of register and of word
class, these cannot be interpreted by themselves since there is an interaction
between register, word class and metaphor. In other words, word classes that are
common in a register affect the specific metaphorical (or non-metaphorical) usage
within that register, whilst registers, at the same time, affect the specific
metaphorical (or non-metaphorical) usage within a word class. As a result, separate
tests were required to break down the three-way analysis and to arrive at a more
precise picture of the relations between metaphor and word class within the distinct
registers. These will be described below.
Distribution of word class across registers
In order to account for a link between our analysis and the research conducted by
Biber (1988, 1989), it was first necessary to establish whether our registers behave
similarly to the main registers identified in Biber et al. (1999). Recall that Biber
and colleagues have explicated communicative function in terms of six different
dimensions, of which ‘Informational versus Involved’ is most important,
accounting for a large proportion of linguistic variation between registers (Biber
and Conrad 2001: 85). Characteristic of involved production are private verbs,
present-tense verbs, first and second person pronouns, questions, discourse
particles, and contractions. Involved texts typically do not display nouns,
prepositions and adjectives. Informational texts show the direct mirror image. The
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involved linguistic features are mostly used to convey emotions and thoughts in an
online ‘here and now’ setting, and indicate involvement, shared knowledge and
interaction between speakers. The informational features, on the other hand, are
more characteristic of “densely informational and precise text” which is “nearly
impossible to produce without time for planning and revision” (2001: 186). The
four main registers identified by Biber et al. (1999) are positioned along this
dimension as follows: conversation is in the highest regions of the involved side of
the dimension, fiction centres around the middle of the dimension and academic
prose and news are in the highest regions of the informational end. It is expected
that our discourse data show a similar pattern and can be seen as three points on
one continuum.
Besides Dimension 1 (Informational versus Involved), conversation also
scores moderately high on the situation-dependent side of Dimension 3 (Explicit
versus Situation-dependent Reference). It is therefore expected that the lexicogrammatical patterns in our conversation data are also influenced by the
occurrence of place and time adverbials and a relative absence of wh-relative
clauses, phrasal coordination and nominalizations. This should be similar for
fiction texts. Academic prose and news tend to be more explicit (1988: 143) and
are expected to show the opposite pattern. Moreover, conversation is described as
typically non-abstract in terms of Dimension 5 (Abstract versus Non-Abstract
Information), based on a relative absence of passives. Because our analysis,
however, only includes main word categories, this feature is difficult to test.
According to Biber, the scores on Dimensions 1, 3 and 5 reflect a typical
distinction between the on-line and spoken production of typical oral registers (i.e.
conversation) versus the transactional, revised and written production of typical
literate registers (i.e. academic prose). Fiction finds itself relatively often nearer to
conversation than the other written registers, because it contains dialogue as well
as narrator text including descriptions of situations, characters, and so on.
The above predictions can subsequently be translated to the main word
categories identified within our word class variable: adjective, adverb, conjunction,
determiner, noun, preposition, verb, and remainder. The informational registers,
academic and news texts, should display a marked use of nouns, prepositions, and
adjectives, whereas the involved register, conversation, should display a marked
use of verbs and the remainder category (including existential there, number
words, pronouns, and so on). Fiction is expected to be in between these extremes
for all of these word classes. The influence of Dimension 3 is expected to reveal a
marked use of adverbs in conversation and fiction and a marked use of
conjunctions in news and academic texts.
A two-way frequency table was constructed crossing the variables of
register (academic, fiction, news and conversation) with word class (adjectives,
adverbs, conjunctions, determiners, nouns, prepositions, verbs and remainder) for
all lexical units. The results can be found in Table 5.3. A chi-square analysis shows
that there is a significant interaction between the two variables, although the effect
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size is small: "2(21) = 1,821E4, p < 0.001; Cramer’s V = 0.18. This means that the
registers differ significantly in their distribution of the eight major word classes.
Table 5.3 Frequencies and percentages per register divided by word class
Academic
News
Fiction
Adjective
4659 (9.4%)
3760 (8.4%)
2969 (6.6%)
Adverb
2503 (5.1%)
2183 (4.9%)
2839 (6.4%)
Conjunction
3028 (6.1%)
2437 (5.4%)
2498 (5.6%)
Determiner
6743 (13.7%)
5700 (12.7%)
4961 (11.1%)
Noun
13342 (27.1%) 12930 (28.9%)
9648 (21.6%)
Preposition
6463 (13.1%)
5135 (11.5%)
4228 (9.5%)
Verb
8147 (16.5%)
7869 (17.6%)
9788 (21.9%)
Remainder
4429 (9.0%)
4778 (10.7%)
7717 (17.3%)
Total
49314 (100%)
44792 (100%)
44648 (100%)

Conversation
1750 (3.7%)
4290 (8.9%)
2401 (5.0%)
4195 (8.8%)
5582 (11.6%)
2479 (5.2%)
12158 (24.4%)
15079 (31.5%)
47934 (100%)

The standardized residuals of the word classes in the conversation register show a
significant interaction for all cells, which means that all categories contribute to the
interaction between word class and register. The following word classes appear
more frequently than expected in conversation. The biggest word class is the
remainder category (31.5%), which is largely composed of personal pronouns, a
feature that is highly typical of spoken language. Not surprisingly, they are
overused5 in conversation (stand. resid. +46.3) in comparison with the other
registers. Fiction (17.3%) is neutral (stand. resid. +1.4), possibly because of the use
of personal pronouns in narratives and dialogues, whereas both news (10.7%) and
academic (9.0%) texts show a clear underuse (stand. resid. -20.0 and -27.9
respectively).
The second overused word class in conversation is verbs (24.4%). They are
overused in conversation (stand. resid. +24.4) and fiction (21.9%; stand. resid.
+7.4) and underused in news (17.6%; -13.0) and academic texts (16.5%; -18.8).
This finding agrees with Biber’s corpus findings for lexical verbs, which are most
common in fiction and conversation and less so in news and academic texts. Biber
argues that this is because “conversational partners talk a lot about actions and
events, and these topics are readily expressed through frequent, short clauses.
Often, each clause expresses a single main idea; and most of these clauses contain
a lexical verb. […] Second, conversation commonly uses lexical verbs to frame the
personal stance of the speaker” (Biber et al. 1999: 360). The opposite is true for
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Rate-of-use is generally used in studies that statistically compare corpora. The
terms ‘overuse’ and ‘underuse’ refer to statistically significant deviations in
frequency compared to other corpora, in this case the other registers. The terms
overuse and underuse are not ideal, since they imply evaluation according to a
norm, i.e. as if metaphorical expressions should be used more often or less often.
For lack of a more neutral description, these terms are adopted in this chapter but
should not be interpreted as indicating a judgment.
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news and academic texts. Fiction, again, seems to move towards conversational
behaviour.
The final overused word class in conversation is adverbs (8.9% in
conversation). Although the class of adverbs is almost the smallest within the data
set (it amounts to 6.3% of the entire data set; conjunctions are 5.6%), it contributes
to the interaction between register and word class: adverbs are overused in
conversation (+22.8) and underused in academic (5.1%; -11.1) and news texts
(4.9%; -12.2). Once again, fiction (6.4%) remains neutral (stand. resid. +0.3). This
finding agrees with Biber’s (1988) finding that speech participants make use of
adverbials to refer to place and time. A quick look at the most frequent adverbials
in conversation indeed shows that besides stance adverbials, the four most frequent
lemmas are there (209 cases), then (190 cases), now (141 cases) and here (105
cases).
So far the word classes and registers agree with the patterns proposed by
Biber for involved communication (with a typical use of pronouns and verbs) as
well as for situation-dependent reference (the use of adverbs). At the same time,
conversation also manifests a pattern of underuse for certain word classes in
comparison to the other registers. To begin with, nouns are fewer than expected.
Conversation contains only 11.6% nouns (stand. resid. -49.2), whereas academic
(27.1%) and news texts (28.9%) show a clear overuse (stand. resid. +22.7 and
+29.8 respectively). Fiction again scores in between with 21.6% (stand. resid. 2.8). The same pattern applies to determiners, which are underused in conversation
(8.8%; stand. resid. -18.1), clearly overused in academic (13.7%) and news texts
(12.7%) (stand. resid. +13.7 and +7.2 respectively) and just underused in fiction
(11.1%; stand. resid. -2.8). This agrees with Biber’s findings that in the involved
setting of conversation, participants are more inclined to use pronouns than nouns.
In the informational setting of news and academic prose, however, nouns are much
more often used than pronouns. Moreover, nouns are often accompanied by articles
(a(n), the), which were included in the class of determiners and explain its similar
pattern.
In a similar vein, prepositions are underused in conversation (5.2%; stand.
resid. -32.4), whereas academic (13.1%) and news texts (11.5%) show a clear
overuse (stand. resid. +23.4 and +11.2 respectively), and fiction behaves according
to chance (9.5%; stand. resid. -2.3). Moreover, adjectives are underused in
conversation (3.7%; stand. resid. -27.9), whereas academic (9.4%) and news texts
(8.4%) show a clear overuse (stand. resid. +20.2 and +10.8 respectively). Fiction is
positioned in the middle with a slight underuse (6.6%; stand. resid. -3.1). Biber
also identified these word classes as belonging to a more informational
communication style. Attributive adjectives modify nominal expressions and are
most often used as descriptors of evaluation, size, colour, and so on in fiction.
News and academic texts also contain various classifying adjectives that convey
the topic of the noun phrase (e.g. social status, public policy, natural law) or are
relational (e.g. general method, basic processes) (Biber et al. 1999: 506-515).
Prepositions generally link noun phrases to other structures. If this happens often,
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the information in a text is likely to be relatively dense, as is the case in
informational texts (Biber 1988: 104). Once again, therefore, the word classes and
register behave in agreement with Biber’s predictions with academic and news
texts at the informational end, conversation at the involved end and fiction in the
middle.
A final word class is the group of conjunctions, which is underused in
conversation (5.0%; stand. resid. -5.0), behaves according to expectation in fiction
(5.6%) and news texts (5.4%) (stand.resid. +0.4 and -1.0 respectively) and is
overused in academic texts (6.1%; stand.resid. +5.5). Similar to adverbs, this
pattern may be attributed to Biber’s dimension of Explicit versus Situationdependent Reference: academic texts are typically more complex and may
therefore exhibit more coordinating conjunctions.
In sum, most patterns correspond to or are compatible with those identified
by Biber et al. (1999):
- Conversation has a lower number of nouns, prepositions, adjectives,
determiners and conjunctions, and a high number of verbs, adverbs and
lexical units in the remainder category;
- Fiction is in between academic and news texts on the one hand and
conversation on the other, most probably because of the mix of narrative
(resembling news) and dialogue (resembling conversation); it is roughly
characterized by a high number of verbs and a low number of adjectives;
- News texts have a high number of nouns, prepositions, adjectives, and
determiners, and a low number of verbs, adverbs, and remainder;
- Academic texts also have a high number of nouns, prepositions, adjectives,
determiners and conjunctions, and a low number of verbs, adverbs, and
remainder.
The patterns of lexico-grammatical features generally follow that of the
Informational versus Involved dimension with academic and news on the
informational end, conversation on the involved end, and fiction in between. Our
data are therefore representative of Biber’s (1988) description of the four main
registers.
This interaction functions as the background against which patterns of
metaphor use in each register are analysed. The next step is therefore to further
dismantle the three-way analysis with an examination of the interaction between
register and word class for each metaphor category (non-MRW or MRW), in other
words, to compare the distribution of metaphor and non-metaphor-related words.
Because this distribution is influenced by two variables, this step needs to be
broken up in two parts: (1) the analysis of the interaction between metaphor and
word class for each separate register, and (2) the analysis of the interaction
between metaphor and register for each separate word class. The first analysis
shows whether the distribution of lexical units across the metaphor categories
shows any interesting patterns for conversation (e.g., are metaphors in conversation
indeed relatively more often expressed through verbs than through other word
classes compared to the distribution of the non-metaphor-related words?) and
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whether these lexico-grammatical distribution patterns are shared by other registers
(e.g., are metaphors generally relatively more often expressed through verbs
compared to the distribution of the non-metaphor-related words?). Subsequently,
the second analysis investigates whether the distribution of lexical units across the
metaphor categories shows any interesting patterns for each word class (e.g. are
verbs equally often used metaphorically in conversation as in the other registers
compared to the distribution of the non-metaphor-related words?). We will first
consider the interaction pattern for part 1 of the analysis, the interaction between
metaphor and word class for each separate register.
Distribution of metaphor within register per word class
In order to explore the distribution pattern of metaphor across word classes in
conversation and whether the conversational register shows patterns similar to the
other registers, four chi-square analyses were conducted that tested the interaction
between metaphor and word class for conversation, fiction, news and academic
texts. All returned significant results with medium effect sizes, indicating that there
is indeed an interaction effect of metaphor and word class within each register
(conversation: "2(7) = 4,179E3 p < 0.001; Cramer’s V = 0.30; fiction: "2(7) =
3,474E3 p < 0.001; Cramer’s V = 0.28; news: "2(7) = 4,252E3 p < 0.001; Cramer’s
V = 0.31; academic texts: "2(7) = 4,879E3 p < 0.001; Cramer’s V = 0.32). Table 5.4
below shows the frequencies and percentages of each word class per metaphor
category for each different register.
Table 5.4 Distribution of metaphor per word class, divided by register
5.4a Distribution in conversation
Non-MRW
MRW
Adjective
1517 (3.4%)
233 (6.3%)
Adverb
3969 (9.0%)
321 (8.7%)
Conjunction
2366 (5.3%)
35 (0.9%)
Determiner
3541 (8.0%)
654 (17.7%)
Noun
5121 (11.6%)
461 (12.5%)
Preposition
1641 (3.7%)
838 (22.7%)
Verb
11048 (25.0%)
1110 (30.1%)
Remainder
15044 (34.0%)
35 (0.9%)
Total
44247 (100%)
3687 (100%)
5.4b Distribution in fiction
Non-MRW
MRW
Adjective
2394 (6.1%)
575 (10.9%)
Adverb
2575 (6.5%)
264 (5.0%)
Conjunction
2473 (6.3%)
25 (0.5%)
Determiner
4583 (11.6%)
378 (7.6%)
Noun
8632 (21.9%)
1016 (19.2%)
Preposition
2817 (7.2%)
1411 (26.7%)
Verb
8233 (20.9%)
1555 (29.4%)
Remainder
7648 (19.4%)
69 (1.3%)
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Total
1750 (3.7%)
4290 (8.9%)
2401 (5.0%)
4195 (8.8%)
5582 (11.6%)
2479 (5.2%)
12158 (25.4%)
15079 (31.5%)
47934 (100%)
Total
2969 (6.6%)
2839 (6.4%)
2498 (5.6%)
4961 (11.1%)
9648 (21.6%)
4228 (9.5%)
9788 (21.9%)
7717 (17.3%)

Total
5.4c Distribution in news

39355 (100%)

5293 (100%)

44648 (100%)

Non-MRW
Adjective
2969 (7.9%)
Adverb
1942 (5.2%)
Conjunction
2415 (6.4%)
Determiner
5361 (14.3%)
Noun
11229 (30.0%)
Preposition
3177 (8.5%)
Verb
5697 (15.2%)
Remainder
4660 (12.4%)
Total
37450 (100%)
5.4d Distribution in academic texts
Non-MRW
Adjective
3841 (9.6%)
Adverb
2251 (5.6%)
Conjunction
2987 (7.4%)
Determiner
6199 (15.4%)
Noun
10997 (27.4%)
Preposition
3713 (9.2%)
Verb
5892 (14.7%)
Remainder
4312 (10.7%)
Total
40192 (100%)

MRW
791 (10.8%)
241 (3.3%)
22 (0.3%)
339 (4.6%)
1701 (23.2%)
1958 (26.7%)
2172 (29.6%)
118 (1.6%)
7342 (100%)

Total
3760 (8.4%)
2183 (4.9%)
2437 (5.4%)
5700 (12.7%)
12930 (28.9%)
5135 (11.5%)
7869 (17.6%)
4778 (10.7%)
44792 (100%)

MRW
818 (9.0%)
252 (2.8%)
41 (0.4%)
544 (6.0%)
2345 (25.7%)
2750 (30.1%)
2255 (24.7%)
117 (1.3%)
9122 (100%)

Total
4659 (9.4%)
2503 (5.1%)
3028 (6.1%)
6743 (13.7%)
13342 (27.1%)
6463 (13.1%)
8147 (16.5%)
4429 (9.0%)
49314 (100%)

In conversation, most metaphors are expressed through verbs (30.1%),
followed by prepositions (22.7%), determiners (17.7%), nouns (12.5%), adverbs
(8.7%), adjectives (6.3%), the remainder category (0.9%) and conjunctions (0.9%).
By comparison, most non-metaphorical lexical units are lexical units from the
remainder category (34%), verbs (25.0%), nouns (11.6%), adverbs (9.0%),
determiners (8.0%), conjunctions (5.3%), prepositions (3.7%) and adjectives
(3.4%). It is therefore clear that MRWs and non-MRWs are not equally distributed
across word classes in the conversation register. Verbs score relatively high in both
categories (30.1% versus 25.0%), nouns show a moderate percentage in both
categories (12.5% versus 11.6%), as do adverbs (8.7% versus 9.0%). In this case
MRWs and non-MRWs share a similar distribution. However, the largest group of
non-metaphor-related words is formed by the remainder category, which with 34%
clearly outbalances its metaphorical counterpart: only 0.9% of the remainder
category contains a metaphorically used word. This is to a lesser extent the case for
conjunctions, which contribute 5.3% to the non-metaphorical category, but only
0.9% to the metaphorical one. The reverse imbalance can be established for
prepositions, which contribute only 3.7% to the non-MRW category and 22.7% to
the MRWs, for determiners, which contribute only 8.0% to the non-MRW category
and 17.7% to the MRWs, and to a lesser extent for adjectives, which contribute
only 3.4% to the entire group of non-MRWs and 6.3% to the MRWs. The
proportions therefore suggest a relative overuse of metaphorical prepositions,
determiners and adjectives, and a relative underuse of metaphorical lexical units
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for conjunctions and in the remainder category. Verbs, nouns, and adverbs seem to
be equally distributed across the MRW and non-MRW category. This picture is
generally supported by the standardized residuals in the chi-square analysis.
Similar to conversation (with 30.1%), the written registers also exhibit a
frequent use of verbs for the expression of metaphor. Verbs form the main
metaphorical word class for news (29.6%) and fiction (29.4%) and the second
highest metaphorical word class for academic texts (24.7%). Moreover, in all
written registers, the class of verbs contributes much less to the non-MRW
category (news 15.2%; fiction: 20.9%; academic: 14.7%). The chi-square analysis
confirms that MRW verbs are overused in each of the written registers (stand.
resid. news: +24.6; academic: +19.3; fiction: +11.6). Unlike conversation,
however, the written registers also show a significant underuse of non-MRW verbs
(stand. resid. news -10.9; stand. resid. academic -9.2; stand. resid. fiction -4.2).
Verbs therefore follow a similar pattern across the four registers: they are overused
as metaphors. This pattern is, however, least extreme for conversation, which
shows a more equal distribution between the use of verbs for metaphorical and
non-metaphorical expressions.
The written registers show similar results for the use of prepositions to
express metaphor (22.7% in conversation). It is the main metaphorical word class
in academic texts (30.1%) and the second highest metaphorical word class in news
(26.7%) and fiction (26.7%). In each written register, the class of prepositions also
contributes proportionally more to the MRW than to the non-MRW category
(academic: 9.2%; news: 8.5%; fiction: 7.2%). The overuse of metaphorical
prepositions in the written registers is confirmed by the chi-square analysis (stand.
resid. academic texts: +45.0; fiction texts +40.6; news texts +38.5). This is
paralleled by an underuse of non-MRW prepositions in each register (stand. resid.
academic texts -21.4; fiction texts -14.9; news texts -17.0). Prepositions therefore
follow a similar pattern across registers: they are overused as metaphors and
underused as non-MRWs.
The third highest word class to express metaphor in conversation,
determiners (17.7%), scores proportionally lower in the written registers: in each of
the written register it is the fifth highest metaphorical word class with the largest
proportion in fiction (7.6%), followed by academic texts (6.0%) and news texts
(4.6%). In each written register, the class of determiners contributes proportionally
more to the non-MRW category (fiction: 11.6%; academic texts: 15.4%; news
texts: 14.3%). This pattern contributes to the interaction between metaphor, word
class and register. The chi-square analysis shows an underuse of MRW
determiners in each of the written registers (stand. resid. academic texts: -19.9;
news:. -19.5; fiction: -8.7) and an overuse of non-MRW determiners (stand. resid.
+9.4, +8.6 and +3.2 respectively). The written registers and the conversation
register therefore show a contrastive use: in conversation, determiners are overused
as metaphors and underused as non-MRWs; in the written registers they are
underused as metaphors but overused as non-MRWs. It therefore appears that the
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use of determiners in their metaphorical sense is typical of the conversation
register and atypical of the written registers.
The fourth highest word class to express metaphor in conversation, nouns
(12.5%), scores proportionally higher in the written registers. It is the second
highest metaphorical word class in academic texts, and the third highest
metaphorical word class in fiction and news texts. In conversation, nouns
contribute equally to the MRW and non-MRW category. This is similar in
academic texts, in which nouns make up 25.7% of the MRW category and 27.4%
of the non-MRW category (stand. resid. -2.5 and +1.2 respectively). In fiction
texts, nouns make up 19.2% of the MRW category and 21.9% of the non-MRW
category, which means an underuse of metaphorical nouns (stand. resid. -3.8 and
+1.4 respectively). In news, nouns make up 23.3% of the MRW category and 30%
of the non-MRW category, which means an underuse of metaphorical nouns and
an overuse of non-metaphorical nouns (stand. resid. -9.1 and +4.0 respectively).
This suggests that compared to the other word classes, nouns are relatively less
often metaphorically used in fiction and news texts; this pattern is even more
extreme for news, since it overuses nouns that are non-MRW. Most importantly, in
each of the registers nouns are generally less often metaphorically used than the
other word classes.
The fifth highest word class to express metaphor in conversation, adverbs
(8.7%), scores proportionally lower in the written registers. MRW adverbs come in
sixth position in fiction (5.0%), news (3.3%) and academic texts (2.8%). In
conversation, adverbs contribute equally to the MRW and non-MRW category. By
contrast, in each written register, adverbs are underused as an expression of
metaphor. In academic texts, adverbs make up 2.8% of the MRW category and
5.6% of the non-MRW category, which means an underuse of metaphorical
adverbs and an overuse of non-metaphorical adverbs (stand. resid. -9.8 and +4.7).
In news texts, adverbs make up 3.3% of the MRW category and 5.2% of the nonMRW category, which means an underuse of metaphorical adverbs and an overuse
of non-metaphorical adverbs (stand. resid. -6.2 and +2.7 respectively). In fiction,
adverbs make up 5.0% of the MRW category and 6.5% of the non-MRW category,
which means an underuse of metaphorical adverbs (stand. resid. -4.0 and +1.5
respectively). In sum, adverbs are relatively less often metaphorically used in
fiction, news and academic texts. This pattern is even more extreme for news and
academic texts, which both show a relative overuse of adverbs as non-MRW. In
general, the written registers show a relative dispreference for using adverbs
metaphorically, whereas conversation shows a more equal distribution between
metaphorical and non-metaphorical use.
The sixth highest word class to express metaphor in conversation,
adjectives (6.3%), scores proportionally higher in the written registers: fiction
(10.9%), news (10.8%) and academic texts (9.0%). In conversation, adjectives are
slightly overused as MRW. Similarly, adjectives are overused as an expression of
metaphor in fiction and news texts. In fiction, adjectives make up 10.9% of the
MRW category and 6.1% of the non-MRW category, which means an overuse of
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metaphorical adjectives and an underuse of non-metaphorical adjectives (stand.
resid. +11.9 and -4.4). In news texts, adjectives make up 10.8% of the MRW
category and 7.9% of the non-MRW category, which means an overuse of
metaphorical adjectives and an underuse of non-metaphorical adjectives (stand.
resid. +7.0 and -3.1 respectively). By contrast, in academic texts adjectives
contribute equally to the MRW (9.0%) and non-MRW category (9.6%) (stand.
resid. -1.5 and +0.7 respectively). Adjectives are therefore relatively often used as
metaphors in conversation, fiction and news texts. In fiction and news texts,
adjectives are also underused as non-MRW. Speakers may therefore relatively
often use adjectives metaphorically, but this overuse is less extreme than in fiction
and news texts.
Throughout the registers, the two lowest contributors to the MRW category
are the word classes remainder and conjunctions. The remainder category
consistently contributes more to the class of non-MRWs than to the class of MRWs
(fiction: 19.4% versus 1.3%; news: 12.4% versus 1.6%; academic texts: 10.7%
versus 1.3%). This is borne out by the chi-square analysis in terms of overuse of
non-MRW (fiction: +10.3; news: +10.5; academic +11.7) and underuse of MRW
(fiction: -28.0; news: -23.8; academic: -24.5). This parallels the pattern found in
conversation. Conjunctions show a similar distribution (fiction: 6.3% versus 0.5%;
news: 6.4% versus 0.3%; academic: 7.4% versus 0.4%), which is born out by the
chi-square analysis as an underuse of conjunctions as MRWs (fiction: -15.8; news:
-18.9; academic: -21.9) and an overuse of conjunctions as non-MRWs (fiction:
+5.8; news: +8.4; academic: +10.4). This pattern also parallels the behaviour of
conjunctions in conversation. Conjunctions and lexical units in the remainder
category are therefore typically not metaphorically used in all registers. In other
words, conversation acts in the same way as the three written registers.
When the distribution of conversation is compared to the other registers, it
appears that all registers relatively often use prepositions and verbs metaphorically
and that conjunctions and metaphorical lexical units from the remainder category
are rarely metaphorically used. Adjectives are relatively overused as metaphor in
conversation, fiction and news texts (the latter two actually underuse adjectives as
non-metaphor). Adverbs are relatively less often used as metaphor in the written
registers (of which news and academic texts actually overuse adverbs as nonMRW). Nouns are relatively underused as metaphor in fiction and news texts (the
latter of which overuses nouns as non-MRW). Finally, conversation is the only
register for which determiners are relatively often metaphorically used.
The distribution of metaphor across word classes per register provides
insight into word classes that are generally more often metaphorically used (i.e.
prepositions and verbs) or non-metaphorically used (conjunctions and lexical units
from the remainder category) and those that show register-specific behaviour (i.e.
adjectives, adverbs, nouns and determiners). It seems that Cameron’s (2008a)
conclusion, based on conversational material alone, that in English we put
metaphor in the verb and in prepositions is supported by a cross-register
comparison. Further analysis is, however, needed to compare the distribution of
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metaphor across registers per word class to see whether such a distribution actually
contributes to the interaction between metaphor and register. Prepositions may be
typically metaphorically used in all registers, but because of the difference in total
number of metaphors per register, it is possible that prepositions are proportionally
more often metaphorically used in academic texts than in conversation and are
therefore most typical of academic texts. A consideration of the distribution of
metaphor across registers per word class should, therefore, lead to a subtler
description and can show whether the distribution pattern within a register actually
contributes to the interaction between register and metaphor. In order to see how
the findings relate to the distribution of metaphor across registers per word class, a
second analysis was conducted.
Distribution of metaphor within word class per register
In order to explore the distribution pattern of metaphor across registers per word
class and to see whether the conversational register shows patterns similar to the
other registers from this perspective, eight chi-square analyses were conducted that
tested the interaction between metaphor and register for adjectives, adverbs,
conjunctions, determiners, nouns, prepositions, verbs and the remainder category.
Almost all, except for conjunctions, returned significant results, although with
small effect sizes, indicating that there is an interaction effect within each word
class (adjectives: "2(3) = 51.62, p < 0.001; Cramer’s V = 0.06; adverbs: "2(3) =
26.40, p < 0.001; Cramer’s V = 0.05; conjunctions: "2(3) = 4.64 p = 0.2;
determiners: "2(3) = 309.68, p < 0.001; Cramer’s V = 0.12; nouns: : "2(3) = 398.79,
p < 0.001; Cramer’s V = 0.10; prepositions: : "2(3) =113.77, p < 0.001; Cramer’s V
= 008; verbs: "2(3) = 1,626.80, p < 0.001; Cramer’s V = 0.21; remainder: : "2(3) =
296.95, p < 0.001; Cramer’s V = 0.10). Table 5.5 shows the frequencies and
percentages of each register per metaphor category for each different word class.
Table 5.5 Distribution of metaphor per register, divided by word class
5.5a Distribution of adjectives
Non-MRW
MRW
Conversation
1517 (86.7%)
233 (13.3%)
Fiction
2394 (80.6%)
575 (19.4%)
News
2969 (79.0%)
791 (21.0%)
Academic
3841 (82.4%)
818 (17.6%)
5.5b Distribution of adverbs
Non-MRW
MRW
Conversation
3969 (92.5%)
321 (7.5%)
Fiction
2575 (90.7%)
264 (9.3%)
News
1942 (89.0%)
241 (11.0%)
Academic
2251 (89.9%)
252 (10.1%)

!

Total
1750 (100%)
3760 (100%)
3760 (100%)
4659 (100%)
Total
4290 (100%)
2839 (100%)
2183 (100%)
2503 (100%)
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5.5c Distribution of conjunctions
Non-MRW
Conversation
2366 (98.5%)
Fiction
2473 (99.0%)
News
2415 (99.1%)
Academic
2987 (98.6%)
5.5d Distribution of determiners
Non-MRW
Conversation
3541 (84.4%)
Fiction
4583 (92.4%)
News
5361 (94.1%)
Academic
6199 (91.9%)
5.5e Distribution of nouns
Non-MRW
Conversation
5121 (91.7%)
Fiction
8632 (89.5%)
News
11229 (86.8%)
Academic
10997 (82.4%)
5.5f Distribution of prepositions
Non-MRW
Conversation
1641 (66.2%)
Fiction
2817 (66.6%)
News
3177 (61.9%)
Academic
3713 (57.5%)
5.5g Distribution of verbs
Non-MRW
Conversation
11048 (90.9%)
Fiction
8233 (84.1%)
News
5697 (72.4%)
Academic
5892 (72.3%)
5.5h Distribution of remainder
Non-MRW
Conversation
15044 (99.8%)
Fiction
7648 (99.1%)
News
4660 (97.5%)
Academic
4312 (97.4%)

MRW
35 (1.5%)
25 (1.0%)
22 (0.9%)
41 (1.4%)

Total
2401 (100%)
2498 (100%)
2437 (100%)
3028 (100%)

MRW
654 (15.6%)
378 (7.6%)
339 (5.9%)
544 (8.1%)

Total
4195 (100%)
4961 (100%)
5700 (100%)
6743 (100%)

MRW
461 (8.3%)
1016 (10.5%)
1701 (13.2%)
2345 (17.6%)

Total
5582 (100%)
9648 (100%)
9648 (100%)
133 42 (100%)

MRW
838 (33.8%)
1411 (33.4%)
1958 (38.1%)
2750 (42.5%)

Total
2479 (100%)
4228 (100%)
5135 (100%)
6463 (100%)

MRW
1110 (9.1%)
1555 (15.9%)
2172 (27.6%)
2255 (27.7%)

Total
12158 (100%)
9788 (100%)
7869 (100%)
8147 (100%)

MRW
35 (0.2%)
69 (0.9%)
118 (2.5%)
117 (2.6%)

Total
15079 (100%)
7717 (100%)
4778 (100%)
4429 (100%)

In conversation, the highest proportion of metaphors within a word class is found
in prepositions (33.8%), followed by determiners (15.6%), adjectives (13.3%),
verbs (9.1%), nouns (8.3%) adverbs (7.5%), conjunctions (1.5%) and remainder
(0.2%). When the usage of prepositions in conversation is compared to the other
registers, academic and news texts show higher proportions of metaphorical
prepositions than conversation, whereas the proportion within fiction is similar.
With 33.8% of the prepositions metaphorically used, conversation shows an
underuse of metaphorical prepositions and an overuse of non-MRW prepositions
(stand. resid. -3.4 and +2.7 respectively). By contrast, academic texts (42.5%)
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show an overuse of metaphorical prepositions and an underuse of nonmetaphorical prepositions (stand. resid. +5.9 and -4.6 respectively). News texts
(38.1%) behave according to chance (stand. resid +0.1 and -0.1). Finally, fiction
texts (33.4%) show an underuse of metaphorical prepositions and an overuse of
non-metaphorical prepositions (stand. resid. -4.9 and +3.8 respectively). In other
words, although prepositions are typically overused as metaphor and underused as
non-MRW, conversation (together with fiction) uses them least often to express
metaphor compared to other registers.
The class of determiners is most interesting for conversation because the
previous analysis revealed that conversation is the only register that typically
expresses metaphor through determiners. Not surprisingly, between registers,
conversation also scores the highest proportion of MRW determiners, followed by
academic texts, fiction and news. With 15.6% of the determiners metaphorically
used, conversation shows a relative overuse of metaphorical determiners and a
relative underuse of non-metaphorical determiners (stand. resid. +14.6 and -4.6
respectively). With 8.1%, academic texts behave according to chance (stand. resid.
-2.2 and +0.7). By contrast, fiction texts (7.6%) show a relative underuse of
metaphorical determiners (stand. resid. -2.9 and -0.9). This is similar for news texts
(5.9%) (stand. resid. -7.4 and +2.3). Metaphorically used determiners are therefore
clearly typical of conversations and least typical of news and fiction.
Considering adjectives, the division between non-MRW and MRW lexical
units shows conversation at the lowest end of the scale in terms of metaphor use
(13.3%), followed by academic texts (17.6%), fiction (19.4%) and news texts
(21.0%). The previous analysis showed a relative overuse of adjectives to express
metaphor in conversation, fiction and news texts compared to other word classes.
Compared to the other registers, however, conversation shows an underuse of
MRW adjectives (stand. resid. -5.0). News, on the other hand, shows an overuse of
MRW adjectives (stand. resid. +3.8). The other registers and metaphor categories
behave according to chance. MRW adjectives are therefore less typical of
conversation and most characteristic of news texts. The fact that academic texts
surpass conversation with a higher proportion of metaphorical adjectives, but do
not show a preference for MRW adjectives within the distribution of metaphor in
academic texts (which conversation does), is possible because academic texts
generally contain a larger proportion of metaphor-related words than conversation.
In terms of verbs, the previous analysis showed that all registers had a
relative preference for metaphorical verbs compared to other word classes. When
the behaviour of verbs is compared between registers, it shows that conversation
contains the smallest proportion of MRW verbs (9.1%), followed by fiction
(15.9%), news texts (27.6%) and academic texts (27.7%). Compared to the other
registers, conversation clearly underuses MRW verbs and prefers to use them nonmetaphorically (stand. resid. -24.4 and +11.7 respectively). This is similar for
fiction texts (stand. resid. -6.4 and +3.1 respectively). By contrast, academic texts
overuse MRW verbs and underuse non-MRW verbs (stand. resid. +18.8 and -9.0
respectively). This is similar for news texts (stand. resid. +18.3 and -8.8
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respectively). Although each register typically uses verbs metaphorically, this
preference is most typical of academic and news texts. Fiction and conversation
show a relative absence, with conversation having the lowest proportion of
metaphor-related verbs of all four registers.
The previous analysis showed that nouns behaved according to chance in
conversation (i.e. their metaphorical and non-metaphorical uses were equally
distributed compared to the other word classes in conversation). By contrast, nouns
were overused as non-MRW and underused as MRW in news. The underuse of
metaphorical nouns also applied to fiction texts. Compared between registers,
conversation contains the smallest proportion of MRW nouns (8.3%), followed by
fiction (10.5%), news texts (13.2%) and academic texts (17.6%). Conversation
shows an underuse of metaphorical nouns and an overuse of non-metaphorical
nouns in conversation (stand. resid. -10.3 and +4.1 respectively). This is similar in
fiction (stand. resid. -7.5 and +2.9 respectively). Academic texts show an overuse
of metaphorical nouns paired with a relative underuse of non-metaphorical nouns
(stand. resid. +13.5 and -5.3). The metaphor categories behave according to chance
in news texts (stand. resid. non-MRW: +0.2; MRW: -0.5). MRW nouns are
therefore typical of academic texts, while non-MRW nouns are typical for fiction
and conversation. The fact that academic texts surpass news with a higher
proportion of metaphorical nouns, but do not show a preference for MRW nouns
within the distribution of metaphor in academic texts (which news does), is
possible because academic texts generally contain a larger proportion of metaphorrelated words than news texts.
The proportion of MRW adverbs again shows conversation at the lowest
end of the scale (7.5%) and news texts at the highest end of the scale (11.0%). This
is equally reflected by the standardized residuals of each cell: MRW adverbs are
underused in conversation (stand. resid. -3.6) and overused in news (+3.0). The
other cells behave according to chance. We can therefore conclude that compared
to other registers, MRW adverbs are typical of news and relatively underused in
conversation.
Both the remainder category and conjunctions were generally less
frequently metaphorically used in all registers. When these separate word classes
are compared between registers, it shows that academic texts contain the largest
proportion of MRW remainder (2.6%), closely followed by news texts (2.5%), then
fiction (0.9%) and then conversation (0.2%). Standardized residuals show that
these proportions contribute to the interaction between metaphor and register:
academic texts and news texts have an overuse of MRW remainder (stand. resid.
+10.2 and +9.5 respectively), whereas the non-MRWs behave according to chance
(stand. resid. -1.1 and -1.0 respectively); fiction texts behave according to chance
(stand. resid. MRW: -1.4; non-MRW: +0.1); conversation has an underuse of
MRW remainder (stand. resid. -9.9), whereas the non-MRWs behave according to
chance (stand. resid. +1.0). Although in general, the lexical units from the
remainder category are typically not metaphorically used, their metaphorical usage
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is most common in academic texts and least common in conversation.
Conjunctions did not show a significant interaction between metaphor and register.
Conclusion: Interaction between register, word class and metaphor
The above analyses have focused on the interaction between register and word
class, metaphor and word class and metaphor and register. Together, they enable a
more subtle interpretation of the patterns identified in each separate analysis and
allow an interpretation of the three-way interaction between register, word class
and metaphor. The results from the two-way analyses that were conducted to break
up the significant three-way interaction between register, word class and register
will be summarized here.
Analysis of lexico-grammatical features has shown that conversation
contains relatively many verbs compared to the other registers. Within
conversation, verbs are relatively often metaphorically used, which is a pattern
paralleled by the written registers. Compared between registers, MRW verbs occur
relatively more often in academic and news texts, whereas they are underused in
conversation. The opposite pattern holds for non-MRW verbs. Metaphor is
therefore relatively often placed in the verb, a conclusion which agrees with
Cameron’s (2008a) findings. However, metaphorical verbs are most typical of
academic and news texts and least typical of fiction and conversation.
Conversations also contain relatively many adverbs. These adverbs do not
show any preference for metaphorical or non-metaphorical use compared to the
other word classes within conversation. This is different in the written registers,
where adverbs are underused as MRW. News and academic texts even show a
relative overuse of adverbs as non-MRW. Compared between registers, MRW
adverbs are underused in conversation and overused in news and behave according
to chance in fiction and academic texts. Adverbs therefore show a general underuse
as metaphor, especially in the more metaphorical written registers, but, if
metaphorically used, appear most typical of news and least typical of conversation.
Another overused word class in conversations is the remainder category.
Within conversation, these lexical units are typically used as non-MRW rather than
MRW compared to the other word classes, which is a pattern that equally emerges
in each of the written registers. Compared between registers, MRW remainder is
overused in academic and news texts and underused in conversation; fiction
behaves according to chance, as do all non-MRWs. The lexical units from the
remainder category are therefore generally non-metaphorically used, but, as
metaphor, appear most typical of academic and news texts and least typical of
conversation.
Analysis of lexico-grammatical features has also shown that conversation
contains relatively few nouns compared to other registers. These nouns do not
show any preference for metaphorical or non-metaphorical use compared to the
other word classes within conversation. However, nouns are relatively underused
as MRW in both fiction and news texts, whereas news shows an overuse of non-
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MRW nouns. Compared between registers, MRW nouns are overused in academic
texts, and underused in fiction and conversation. The reverse pattern shows for the
non-MRWs. News behaves according to chance. Nouns therefore generally do not
show a preference for metaphorical or non-metaphorical use within registers,
except for a slight underuse of MRWs in fiction and news texts (and an overuse of
non-MRW in news). Their use as metaphor, however, appears most typical of
academic texts and least typical of fiction and conversation.
Conversations also contain relatively few prepositions. These prepositions
are relatively more often MRW and relatively less often non-MRW than other
word classes within conversation, which is a pattern duplicated by all registers.
Once more, this agrees with Cameron’s (2008a) finding that metaphor is often
placed in prepositions. Compared between registers, prepositions in conversation
are actually underused as MRW, whereas they are relatively more often MRW in
academic texts. Prepositions are therefore generally overused as MRW, but their
metaphorical use is most typical of academic texts and least typical of
conversation.
Another underused word class in conversations are the adjectives. These
adjectives are slightly more often metaphorically used than the other word classes
within conversation, which is a pattern paralleled by fiction and news texts (the
latter two also show an underuse of non-MRW adjectives). Compared between
registers, adjectives in conversation are actually underused as MRW, whereas they
are relatively overused as MRW in news. Adjectives are therefore generally
overused as metaphor (except in academic texts) within registers compared to other
word classes, but appear to be least typical of conversation and most typical of
news texts.
Conversations also contain relatively few determiners. These determiners
are relatively often metaphorically used compared to the other word classes within
conversation, a pattern that is the complete opposite for the written registers.
Compared between registers, determiners in conversation are overused as MRW
and underused as non-MRW. News and fiction show a relative underuse of MRW
determiners, whereas the rest behaves according to chance. MRW determiners
therefore appear to be most typical of conversation compared to the other registers.
Finally, conversation contains relatively few conjunctions. Within
conversations, conjunctions are typically non-metaphorically used rather than
metaphorically used, which is a pattern that equally characterises the written
registers. Conjunctions did not show a significant interaction between metaphor
and register.
Connecting this to Biber’s (1988) dimensions, a comparison between
registers reveals a pattern of metaphor use that often puts conversation at one end
of the scale (with low metaphor use in most word classes) and news and academic
texts at the other end of the scale (with high metaphor use in most word classes).
This pattern still fits the distinction between conversation and fiction as more
involved registers and academic and news texts as more informational registers,
which distribution was followed by clear, indirect and implicit metaphors (section
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5.1). Metaphor may therefore indeed be argued to be characteristic of an
informational style and less so of an involved style. Some word classes, however,
show a slightly or even completely different pattern. News, for example, shows a
relative overuse of MRW adjectives and adverbs, which may be due to a more
rhetorical function of metaphor in discourse. The metaphorical use of determiners
in conversation as opposed to news and fiction may be related to the on-line nature
of the spoken register. Moreover, the distribution of Mflags and direct metaphor as
typical for fiction and news texts clearly behaves differently (section 5.1).
In section 5.2 the resemblance between our discourse data and the lexicogrammatical patterns of Biber’s main registers was explored. Subsequently, the
distribution of metaphorical lexical units and metaphor reference types was
analysed across registers. Finally, the interaction between register, metaphor and
word class was considered. Thus far, the results have been discussed in
quantitative terms, without going beyond the general categories that were
identified for each variable. However, register-specific tendencies may also be
explored within each variable category, adding to the understanding of larger
patterns by means of a qualitative description. Such a detailed look is able to point
out, for example, how much variation each of the word classes display within
conversation. Verbs may generally be overused as metaphor within each register,
but does each register use the same verbal metaphors, or are they different? The
following section will provide an analysis of each variable category ‘through the
looking glass’.
5.3 Metaphor in conversation: analysis through the looking glass
The analyses of the interaction between relation to metaphor (clear, unclear and
Mflag) and register, the interaction between metaphor type (indirect, direct,
implicit) and register, and the interaction between register, word class and
metaphor presented above have only focused on the quantitative patterns in our
data set. In order to discuss the above findings in their register-specific context and
clearly point out differences and resemblances in metaphor behaviour, it is
therefore informative to see how each specific category behaves within
conversation, compared to the other registers. This section will zoom in on each
word class, main metaphor relation, and metaphor expression type. Clear and
indirect metaphors make up 97.5% of all metaphors and are represented in the
discussion of the different word classes and their metaphor behaviour. Unclear
metaphor, Mflags and direct metaphor will be discussed separately. Moreover,
implicit metaphor will be included in the discussion of the remainder category,
where it emerges as one of the key contributors to its metaphorical use. A final
subsection will be devoted to the distribution of metaphor across the 24 texts that
make up the conversation register.
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5.3.1 Metaphor and word class
The word class categories will be discussed according to their importance in terms
of metaphor in conversation. This means that first those word classes that showed
both an overuse of metaphor in conversation across word classes and between
registers will be described (determiners). This is followed by those word classes
that showed an overuse of metaphor in conversation across word classes, but an
underuse compared to the other registers (adjectives, prepositions and verbs). We
will then continue with those word classes that behaved according to chance in
conversation but were underused compared to the other registers (adverbs and
nouns) and, finally, those word classes that showed both an underuse of metaphor
compared to the other word classes and compared between registers (the remainder
category and conjunctions). For each word class, the type/token ratio will be
reported and the important lemmas discussed to see how much variation the word
class contains. This will be compared to its behaviour in the other registers.
MRW determiners in conversation
The analysis in section 5.2 showed a relative underuse of determiners in
conversation, which fits with the involved rather than informational nature of this
register. Metaphorical determiners, however, were overused in conversation (and
underused as non-MRW). This distribution was not paralleled by the written
registers. Compared between registers, MRW determiners indeed appear to be
most typical of conversation. In terms of distribution, 15.6% of all determiners in
conversation are metaphorically used, compared to 8.1% in academic texts, 7.6%
in fiction texts and 5.9% in news.
The ten most popular determiners in conversation are articles the and a(n),
demonstrative determiners and demonstrative pronouns that, this, and these,
quantifiers some, all, and any, and wh-word what; these make up about 90% of all
determiners. Since determiners form a closed word class, the type/token ratio is,
not surprisingly, very low (0.01): a relatively small, distinct group of determiners
(42 types) are present, each of which has many instances in the texts (4195 tokens).
These findings are not very different for the other registers (see Table 5.6).
In all written registers, the top 10 determiners make up around 90% of the whole
group. The top 10 is almost similar for each register, although what in conversation
is exchanged for which in the written registers, and any for such (in academic
texts) or no (in fiction and news texts). These differences may be linked to the
“more conservative, academic associations” (Biber et al. 1999: 2616) connected to
which, which is more often used in formal writing rather than informal speech.
What, on the other hand, is often used at the beginning of interrogative clauses,
which are typical of conversations and dialogues (ibid.: 203). The use of such in
academic texts may be due to the precise nature of these texts (ibid.: 282), whereas
any is more arbitrary (ibid.: 276). The use of no in news and fiction may be related
to the preference for no-negation in the written registers, because it is historically
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the older form, but a preference for not-negation (usually contraction n’t) in
conversation (ibid.: 173). The low type/token ratio in conversation is also
paralleled in the written registers (0.01 for each), with types ranging between 36 in
news and 40 in academic texts. In terms of tokens, academic texts show the largest
number of lexical units (6743 cases), followed by news (5700 cases) and fiction
(4961 cases).
Table 5.6 The ten most frequent determiners per register
Lemma
the
a
that
what
all
this
some
an
any
these
Total

Conversation
Freq. (% of
4195)
1217 (29.0%)
895 (21.3%)
694 (16.5%)
374 (8.9%)
192 (4.6%)
171 (4.1%)
107 (2.6%)
53 (1.3%)
43 (1.0%)
43 (1.0%)
3789 (90.3%)

Lemma
the
a
that
what
this
an
which
all
no
some
Total

Fiction
Freq. (% of
4961)
2485 (50.1%)
1038 (20.9%)
221 (4,5%)
160 (3.2%)
145 (2.9%)
140 (2.8%)
112 (2.3%)
107 (2.2%)
84 (1.7%)
63 (1.3%)
4555 (91.8%)

Lemma
the
a
which
an
this
all
that
what
no
some
Total

News
Freq. (% of
5700)
3012 (52.8%)
1180 (20.7%)
193 (3.4%)
186 (3.3%)
169 (3.0%)
106 (1.9%)
102 (1.8%)
90 (1.6%)
62 (1.1%)
59 (1.0%)
5159 (90.5%)

Academic
LemFreq. (% of
ma
6743)
the
3631 (53.8%)
a
1061 (15.7%)
this
314 (4.7%)
which
257 (3.8%)
an
206 (3.1%)
some
146 (2.2%)
these
119 (1.8%)
all
116 (1.7%)
that
96 (1.4%)
such
87 (1.3%)
Total 6033 (89.5%)

In terms of frequency and percentages of each determiner type, the written
registers show a much higher presence of definite article the than conversation (on
average 52.2% versus 29%). Biber et al. (1999: 268) relate this to a much lower
frequency of nouns in conversation. By contrast, conversation contains a higher
percentage of that (16.5% versus, on average, 4.2%), which Biber et al. (1999:
270) relate to a preference for more situational references in terms of proximity in
conversation, because both speech participants are present. Moreover, language
use in conversation is generally more schematic, or vague, because its context
often does not require speakers to be more specific. Demonstrative pronouns
“characteristically reduce the noun phrase [or complete utterances] to a simple
monosyllable” (1999: 1044). Note that conversation and fiction more often use that
than this, whereas the opposite situation pertains to news and academic texts.
Overall, the differences in determiner use are small, but seem to fit the
informational, formal nature of written registers and the involved, situated nature
of conversation.
When we look at the MRW determiners, all four registers show that most
metaphorical determiners are found in that/this and those/these (see Table 5.7).
The type/token ratio of all metaphorical determiners differs slightly between
registers (0.01 for conversation, 0.02 for fiction and academic texts, 0.04 for news
texts), but is still low across all registers. This means that there is little variation:
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few types of MRW determiners are used by relatively many tokens. In contrast
with the pattern for all determiners, conversation contains the largest number of
MRW determiners (654 cases), followed by academic texts (544 cases), fiction
texts (378 cases) and news (339 cases).
Table 5.7 The ten most frequent MRW determiners per register
Lemma
that
this
these
those
half
all
few

Total

Conversation
Freq. (% of
654)
494 (75.5%)
97 (14.8%)
33 (5.0%)
23 (3.5%)
5 (0.8%)
1 (0.2%)
1 (0.2%)

Lemma
that
this
those
these
half
little

Fiction
Freq. (% of
378)
193 (51.1%)
128 (33.9%)
25 (6.6%)
23 (6.1%)
8 (2.1%)
1 (0.3%)

654 (100%)

Total

378 (100%)

Lemma
this
that
these
those
half
same
all
both
enough
every
Total

News
Freq. (% of
339)
164 (48.4%)
86 (25.4%)
46 (13.6%)
31 (9.1%)
2 (0.6%)
2 (0.6%)
1 (0.3%)
1 (0.3%)
1 (0.3%)
1 (0.3%)
335 (98.8%)

Academic
Lem- Freq. (% of
ma
544)
this
312 (57.4%)
these
114 (21.0%)
that
64 (11.8%)
those
44 (8.1%)
half
5 (0.9%)
any
1 (0.2%)
each
1 (0.2%)
little
1 (0.2%)
same
1 (0.2%)
the
1 (0.2%)
Total
544 (100%)

Within conversation, metaphorical that is most popular, making up 75.5%
of all metaphorical determiners. It is generally anaphorically used as the head of an
utterance (as a demonstrative pronoun) to refer back to a previous comment (cf.
Halliday & Hasan 1976: 60). For example, speakers use it to provide their opinion
about what was said (e.g. KBH-04: “Yes, that's fine” and KBC-13: “That’s
terrible!”), or to elaborate on a former proposition (KBW-11: “Suppose we should
do something, yea”, “Well that's what I was thinking, perhaps we could go with
somebody somewhere”). It is also used for back channelling purposes (KB7-10: “If
ever you’re poorly then it's in your welfare isn't it?”, “That's right, yeah”). In sum,
that is able to summarize previous information, which is either the “preceding
clause or sentence, or more vaguely […] the preceding text” (Biber et al. 1999:
347) and allows the speaker to comment and elaborate on it using minimal means.
That is therefore used to refer to a relatively ‘distant’ utterance, coming from
someone else earlier on in the conversation. This is one of the ways in which
“[l]anguage also adapts in consistent ways to the self-referential task of talking
about speech” (Hopper 1996: 226).
At the same time, MRW that is also often used within one speech turn.
While creating cohesion, it also separates information into smaller chunks that
allow speech participants to quickly focus on new elements of information. An
example is the following sentence: “And then in the first place you're getting
enough money you can you can bash it away and that'll pay for your furniture”
(KCF-14). The information in the beginning of the utterance becomes part of the
common ground between speaker and listener, and is immediately approached
from a more distal perspective: it is ‘out there’ for people to ‘point at’ and
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comment on. Conversation, however, prefers that, which is “usually fairly vague
and fits in with the use of other vague expressions in conversation” (Biber et al.
1999: 350). The resulting chunks or information units allow for a restriction of
information to whatever is relevant at that moment and easy to process. Chafe
describes this as a result of the “restlessness [of consciousness]” that “forces us to
keep sampling in small chunks the information available to us” (1994: 67). These
small chunks are reflected in intonation units that focus on topics such as states and
events. Such states, Chafe argues, are often ‘reverbalized’ by repeating the same
idea in different words, or ‘nominalized’, for example through the word that. This
process “allows [the events or states] to persist and appear as participants in other
events and states” (1994: 69). The use of that in conversation is therefore also used
to refer to previous information within a speaker’s utterance, i.e. as a cohesive
device, and fits the fleeting nature of the conversation register.
In conversation, the MRW determiner this comes in second place and
follows at quite some distance with 14.8% of all metaphorical determiners. It is
often used as a modifier to temporal nouns, indicating either the near future or near
past e.g. “this afternoon when grandma comes we'll spare the time for her as well”
(KBW-42) and “And Ve—(…) Vera phoned this morning” (KB7-31). In these
examples, the concrete basic sense ‘the one that is here’ (MM3) is mapped onto the
contextual sense that is ‘used for referring to the present time’ (MM4). Another use
of this that seems characteristic of spoken language is within narratives to
introduce ‘a particular person or thing’ (MM9), also called “introductory this”
(Biber et al. 1999: 274), such as: “And this man came to the door […]” (KBW-17).
Moreover, it refers back to topics that have just been mentioned (MM1) in, for
example, “Erm Where is this Sugar House?” (KBD-21). At the head of a sentence,
this is used to summarize a present situation in the speaker’s shared environment.
This happens, for example, in KBC-13, where Audrey and Gordon are trying to
recall past events:
Audrey:
Gordon:
Audrey:
Gordon:

Do you remember?
Yeah. Blimey! Do you mean, must be about twenty years ago [then?
[Yes.
Yeah about twenty.
<pause dur="6"/>
This is why you know, I, I think you should keep di—I keep diaries from
years ago because (…) I know you don’t like nostalgia, and I don’t, but
it’s [interesting

In sum, it can be argued that this refers metaphorically to abstract items that are
near to the speaker, either in time or in discourse. The use of ‘introductory this’ is
used to introduce a story and, basically, bring the story nearer to the listener.
Compared to the other registers, conversation shares the use of that as most
popular MRW determiner with fiction. However, metaphorical determiners in
fiction generally consist of that (51.1%) and this (33.9%), which means that the
differences in distribution between that and this are slightly less extreme than in
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conversation. The use of that in fiction shows some similarities with conversation,
because of its attempt to simulate real dialogue. It is often anaphorically used when
characters comment on events described in the narrative or in each other’s speech.
An example is the utterance “That’s alright”. Another example is the following
exchange from FAJ-17, in which one person says “They know I killed him on
purpose because he took my best animal”, and another responds by “If you say that
at your trial, they will kill you”. Moreover, fiction uses that anaphorically to
structure streams of consciousness, such as “Muldoon shook his head. No it wasn’t
that. It was the strike at Merseyside. That was the last straw as far as Nate was
concerned”. Similar to the use of that within an utterance in conversation, that is
applied to link chunks of thought and conveys the steps of associative thinking. Of
course, in the off-line production of fiction, this chunking is carried out more
deliberately. Unlike casual conversation, fiction also uses that to refer to time, such
as “By the time Mark reached home that evening, the pains in his head were
excruciating.” This sets the stage for the narrative; narration is relatively absent in
our data set of casual conversation.
The use of MRW this in fiction also resembles its use in conversation in
terms of fictional dialogue, which refers to the here-and-now of situations just as
normal conversation is situated. An example is an utterance such as “But at least I
wasn’t trying to stand completely outside this life with my little notebook. I can’t
leave this district with one man hanged and another killed and somehow because of
me” (FAJ-17). Similar to that, this is moreover used to structure inner thoughts
(e.g. CDB-02: “Beryl meant that Adam had been among the previous owners of
Wyvis Hall, while her husband had not, but she knew better than to point this
out”). Interestingly, this is sometimes part of a ‘historical present’ narrative mode
to make a narrative more situated and acute as if the reader (and writer) finds
himself in the middle of the described events. This happens for example in the
following sentence: “Trepilit watches as the district officer performs a brief hokeycokey before falling face down. This drives the spear almost completely through
his body” (FAJ-17). In such cases, this contributes to the real-time experience of
the description. In a similar vein, this is used in sequences that describe the
environment or setting of a story and feel as though the writer offers a guided tour
through the scenery, such as “This edge of the park is planted with large pine-trees,
whose trunks and branches are red-ochre, the foliage green, gloomed over by an
admixture of black. These high trees stand out against an evening sky with violet
stripes on a yellow ground […]” (FET-01). Fiction therefore resembles
conversation in its uses of that and this either to simulate real dialogue or to evoke
the sense of streams of consciousness and creates cohesion between utterances and
thoughts. It differs in its application of this for reasons of narrative style.
In contrast to conversation and fiction, news and academic texts prefer the
use of this over that. In news texts this represents 48.4% of all MRW determiners,
whereas that represents 25.4%. In academic texts, this represents 57.4% of all
MRW determiners, whereas that is very small with only 4.7%. In academic texts,
plural form these is the second most frequent MRW determiner with 21.0%. MRW
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determiners in these written registers are generally used to refer anaphorically to
the immediately preceding text (cf. Biber et al. 1999: 274). An example is the
following sentence from academic texts: “The individual criminal is born so; and
this is usually put down to faulty chromosome patterns, or, more vaguely, to
hereditary traits” (B17-02). This use applies similarly to these in academic texts,
such as “These data are morbidity rather than mortality data” (B1G-02). An
example from news texts is: “That last sentence has more to do with Kinnock than
with Major” (AHF-63).
The preference for that in conversation and fiction and this (and these) in
news and academic texts may be related to the notion of proximity. According to
Halliday and Hasan (1976) and Biber et al. (1999), the use of the demonstrative
determiners this and that depends on the way the intended concept that is being
referred to relates to the speaker, this being relatively close to the speaker and that
being relatively removed from the speaker. It “is essentially a form of verbal
pointing. The speaker identifies the referent by locating it on a scale of proximity”
(Halliday & Hasan 1976: 57). Although Biber et al. (1999) argue that there is a
“lack of a consistent pattern of proximate v. distant forms” for all demonstratives,
their metaphorical use within the registers may be explained as follows. In
conversation, distant that is preferred to refer to and comment on previous
utterances, because speakers are already relatively close to each other and need to
create distance to structure information. In news and especially academic texts,
proximate this and these is used to refer to and comment on previous text, because
writers try to bridge the gap between author and reader and create a sense of
nearness. This is similar for the use of this in fiction, which provides an immediate
or ‘real’ feel to described situations. Moreover, written text is typically speakeractivated (Gundel et al. 1988), which is why proximate this is preferred; the
information comes only from the part of the author and is close to the author’s
perspective. Thompson (2001) argues that in academic texts, authors try to bring
about a ‘reader-in-the-text’ who is guided through the content of the text. In other
words, that creates distance between proximate language users in spoken texts; this
creates nearness between distant language users in written texts.
A final difference between the use of determiners in conversation and in
the written registers is their distribution across the MRW and non-MRW
categories. In conversation, this and that are on average metaphorically used in
63.9% of the cases. This proportion is much higher in fiction (87.9%), news
(90.7%) and academic texts (83.0%). The concrete, situated nature of conversation
typically allows for instances of ‘exophoric’ reference (Halliday and Hasan 1976)
to a concrete location in the present situation outside the text, which is why MRW
and non-MRW demonstratives constantly mix. An example is the following taken
from KCU-02; Shelly and Gary are trying to calm down 4-year-old Sammy, by
pointing out a specific doll he could play with:
Sammy:
Shelly:

!

<crying>
Play with the other one!
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Sammy:
Shelly:
Gary:

<crying>
Look! Play with that one!
That one's nice over by there cos it's got the long hair

Obviously, this exophoric usage highlights the situated and online nature of
conversation in which speech partners often discuss their immediate environment.
In writing, there is only text and demonstratives can only refer ‘endophorically’
(within the text). When used, they are likely to be MRW.
In sum, even though conversation contains a relatively low number of
determiners, these determiners show a clear preference for metaphorical use, which
is typical only for conversation. This is caused by a relatively high number of
demonstratives in conversation, which form the typical case of metaphorical
determiners. By comparison, the other registers make more use of definite article
the. Although the distribution between MRW and non-MRW demonstratives is
relatively less extreme in conversation, which also uses demonstratives nonmetaphorically through exophoric reference, the number of MRW determiners is
still enough to bring about an overuse of MRW in conversation in comparison with
the other registers. This overuse may be ascribed to the on-line interactive nature
of conversation. It requires speech partners to comment and elaborate on what was
previously said and mostly invites them to talk about their immediate context, both
in space and time. By using demonstrative pronoun that, speakers are able to
quickly summarize a previous sentence or longer stretches of text as one ‘tangible’
topic and may easily indicate thoughts and feelings about this topic. This indicates
a recent event or near future and emphasizes immediately relevant topics (e.g.
introductory this). Fiction shows similar usage, but applies demonstratives in such
a way that they contribute to a particular ‘situated’ narrative mode. News and
academic texts mostly use demonstrative this to refer to previous text.
Conversation therefore shows its own typical metaphorical use of demonstratives.
MRW adjectives in conversation
The analysis in section 5.2 showed a general underuse of adjectives in
conversation, which also fits with the involved rather than informational nature of
this register. Within conversation, adjectives were generally overused as MRW
compared to the other word classes, which distribution was paralleled by fiction
and news texts (which also showed an underuse of non-MRW adjectives).
Compared between registers, however, conversation showed an underuse of MRW
adjectives, which contributed to the interaction between metaphor and register.
News texts showed an overuse of MRW adjectives. In terms of distribution, 13.3%
of all adjectives in conversation are metaphorically used, compared to 17.6% in
academic texts, 19.4% in fiction texts and 21.0% in news. MRW adjectives
therefore seem typical of news and least typical of conversation.
The ten most popular adjectives in conversation are all very common and
include evaluative adjectives (good, nice, right, alright, bad), adjectives of size
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(little, big), an adjective of age (old), a descriptive adjective (bloody) and a
relational adjective (other). These reflect the tendency of conversation identified
by Biber et al. (1999: 513) to convey size, time or personal evaluation and to be
simple and short (mono-syllabic). They make up 31.1% of all adjectives. This
seems very low compared to the 90.1% made up by the 10 most popular
determiners. However, since adjectives form an open word class, its type/token
ratio is somewhat higher than that of determiners (0.24): a relatively larger group
of adjectives (424 types) are present, each of which has relatively few instances in
the texts (1750 tokens). These findings are even more different in the other
registers (see Table 5.8). In all written registers, the top 10 adjectives make up
around no more than 10% of the whole group, which suggests that each of the
registers contains more variation in adjective use than conversation. This is
supported by their type/token ratios, which is 0.31 for academic texts (with 1458
types and 4659 tokens), 0.43 for fiction texts (with 1280 types and 2969 tokens)
and, also, 0.43 for news texts (with 1607 types and 3760 tokens). Conversation
thus contains the lowest number of adjectives and exhibits least variation in their
use.
Comparing the top 10 adjectives between registers, good is the most
popular adjective in conversation (6.2%), fiction (2.4%) and news texts (1.5%),
whereas it does not enter the top 10 of academic texts. This may reflect the more
involved nature of conversation texts and the more objective nature of academic
texts. Conversation, fiction and news texts also share an almost equal use of the
adjective old (1.9%, 1.3% and 0.9% respectively), which is not present among the
most often used adjectives in academic texts. New is shared by all registers except
conversation. The relational adjective other, on the other hand, is relatively
similarly present in all registers (2.5%, 1.0%. 1.1% and 1.8%). Fiction texts are
characterized by a preference for descriptive adjectives (Biber et al. 1999: 511),
which is reflected by adjectives such as small and long, old, young and new, and
white and black. Moreover, sure is known to be used in fiction to express a
character’s emotion of agreement (ibid.: 518). News is characterized by a
preference for a mix of descriptive and classifying adjectives (ibid.: 509), which is
supported by adjectives such as great and small, and topical classifiers such as
local, national, Labour and British. Academic texts are characterized by
classifying adjectives, which are represented by social, criminal, urban, inner,
political and possible. The adjectives in the latter two registers seem much less
common than the ones found in fiction and conversation and are highly registerspecific in terms of topic. The more informal adjectives alright, nice and bloody
seem typical of conversation (ibid.: 512 and 516).
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Table 5.8 The ten most frequent adjectives per register
Lem-ma
good
nice
right
little
alright
other
old
bad
big
bloody
Total

Conversation
Freq. (% of
1750)
108 (6.2%)
91 (5.2%)
68 (3.9%)
59 (3.4%)
46 (2.6%)
44 (2.5%)
34 (1.9%)
33 (1.9%)
32 (1.8%)
30 (1.7%)
545 (31.1%)

Lemma
good
small
long
old
young
white
black
other
sure
new
Total

Fiction
Freq. (% of
2969)
71 (2.4%)
46 (1.5%)
43 (1.4%)
39 (1.3%)
32 (1.1%)
31 (1.0%)
30 (1.0%)
29 (1.0%)
28 (0.9%)
27 (0.9%)
376 (12.7%)

Lemma
good
new
other
local
old
national
Labour
British
great
small
Total

News
Freq. (%
of 3760)
57 (1.5%)
57 (1.5%)
41 (1.1%)
34 (0.9%)
34 (0.9%)
33 (0.9%)
32 (0.9%)
31 (0.8%)
28 (0.7%)
27 (0.7%)
374 (9.9%)

Lemma
other
social
large
criminal
new
urban
inner
high
political
possible
Total

Academic
Freq. (% of
4659)
86 (1.8%)
70 (1.5%)
55 (1.2%)
47 (1.0%)
46 (1.0%)
44 (0.9%)
36 (0.8%)
35 (0.8%)
35 (0.8%)
35 (0.8%)
489 (10.5%)

When we look at the MRW adjectives, we see that the type/token ratios
differ between registers, which is lowest for conversation (0.39), followed by
academic texts (0.43), news texts (0.57) and fiction (0.59). In terms of
metaphorical use of adjectives, fiction therefore shows most variation, whereas
conversation shows least. Most of the spatial descriptive adjectives that were part
of the most popular adjectives are found in the list of MRW adjectives. Logically,
the spatial categories of size (big, great, high, little, long, small, wide) are often
metaphorically used (see Table 5.9). In general, some relational (other) and
descriptive adjectives (nice, right, alright, bad) that were less prone to
metaphorical use in conversation have made way for other MRW adjectives that
are based in physical qualities and appearances (fair, fine, full, hard). The MRW
adjective top 10 in fiction, which includes the adjectives great, hard, high and
clear, golden and pale, also reflects this pattern. News and academic texts have
traded their topical (e.g. local, national, criminal, and urban) and relational
adjectives (other) for adjectives denoting spatial descriptions and physical qualities
and appearances (big, clear, fine, full, great, high, long, powerful, strong, wide).
The conversational MRW adjectives are discussed below.
Within conversation, metaphorical bloody is most popular, making up
12.0% of all metaphorical adjectives. It is almost never used non-metaphorically
(in only 2 out of 30 occurrences). The fact that the most popular metaphor in
conversation contributes 12% to the group of MRW adjectives, whereas the
highest score in the written registers is 4.3% (large in academic texts) also shows
there is less variation in conversation. A brief exploration of bloody across the 24
texts that are part of the casual conversation data reveals that the pattern cannot be
attributed to the behaviour of one speaker or a topic within one text: it occurs in 8
of the 24 texts. It always occurs in front of a noun, as in the following examples:
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Table 5.9 The ten most frequent MRW adjectives per register
Lem-ma
bloody
little
long
fine
old
fair
full
big
hard
odd
Total

KBC-13:
KB7-31:
KB7-48:
KBD-07:

Conversation
Freq. (% of
1750)
28 (12.0%)
18 (7.7%)
12 (5.2%)
9 (3.9%)
9 (3.9%)
8 (3.4%)
8 (3.4%)
6 (2.6%)
5 (2.1%)
5 (2.1%)
108 (46.4%)

Fiction
LemFreq. (%
ma
of 2969)
long
17 (3.0%)
hard
11 (1.9%)
golden
9 (1.6%)
high
9 (1.6%)
great
8 (1.4%)
pale
8 (1.4%)
whole
8 (1.4%)
clear
7 (1.2%)
small
7 (1.2%)
big
6 (1.0%)
Total
90 (15.7%)

Lemma
high
great
full
free
long
strong
big
clear
powerful
fine
Total

News
Freq. (%
of 3760)
22 (2.8%)
19 (2.4%)
15 (1.9%)
13 (1.6%)
11 (1.4%)
10 (1.3%)
9 (1.1%)
9 (1.1%)
9 (1.1%)
8 (1.0%)
125 (15.8%)

Lemma
large
high
serious
great
wide
clear
current
full
new
strong
Total

Academic
Freq. (% of
4659)
35 (4.3%)
27 (3.3%)
25(3.1%)
22 (2.7%)
21 (2.6%)
19 (2.3%)
13 (1.6%)
13 (1.6%)
11 (1.3%)
10 (1.2%)
196 (24.0%)

When I was young I co—I don’t remember talking all the time about
bloody (…) health and (…) what you should do and what you shouldn’t
do.
Well one day you’ll be about eighty, dear and you’ll be the one sat there
and someone saying bloody hell <laughing> look at that old codger
behind the wheel <laughing/>!”).
he stood there, he said, it’s not working, and he paid the bloody bill
I mean, we (…) we opened originally, first year, every night of the
bloody week and it was pointless, absolutely pointless.

In each example, MRW bloody is clearly used for evaluative purposes and conveys
irritation, annoyance or disagreement. The contextual sense that is ‘used for
emphasizing that you are angry or annoyed about something’ (MM1) is compared
to the basic sense ‘covered in blood’ (MM2). In conversation, bloody is often
paired with hell in fixed expression ‘bloody hell!’. MRW bloody cannot be found
in either news or academic texts. By comparison, the fiction register does include 6
cases, 5 in the dialogue and 1 in direct thought by a character. The former is
illustrated below:
AC2-06:

Mark's expression was one of faked incredulity. His gut feelings had
been right. ‘You've got to be joking!’ he scoffed. ‘I know that's what
Mueller's always wanted, but Nate and the Executive Committee would
never fall for that bloody empire-building game! […]’

In fiction, authors try to simulate real conversation to make their dialogues more
conversation-like and thought more human.
The second MRW adjective in conversation is little, which makes up 7.7%
of all MRW adjectives. The adjective little is metaphorically used in 18 out of 59
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cases, spread over 12 texts. The metaphorical sense of little in conversation
typically has evaluative connotations of either ‘like or dislike’ (LM2). An example
of positive evaluation can be found in KBW-17:“And it’ll be really rather dolly,
we’ll have a little holiday you see (…) together”. Here, the holiday is described as
a rather ‘cosy’ event. An example of negative evaluation is the following utterance
taken from KBD-21: “Obnoxious little man isn’t he? He's like a ferret!” Here, the
man is described as an unimpressive person. Other semantic uses of metaphorical
little include time (LM4; e.g. KBH-01: “Have you had enough grub for a little
while?”) and importance (LM7; e.g. KBD-21: “so that's that little job sorted out”).
By comparison, the adjective little is never metaphorically used in
academic texts and only twice in both news and fiction. With fiction, this occurs in
one text describing a sound as a “funny little squeak” or “a little shriek” (BPA-14)
emphasizing the degree of loudness. With news, little occurs in a quote from a
poem by T.S. Eliot: “a nice little white little missionary stew” (AL0-06), which is
an entirely different register altogether. Similar to bloody, the metaphorical sense
of little is therefore highly characteristic of spoken language. The use of little,
however, is both non-metaphorical and metaphorical in conversation, whereas
bloody is predominantly metaphorically used.
The spatial adjectives long and big belong to the popular MRWs in fiction
(3.0% and 1.0%), news texts (1.4% and 1.1%) and conversation (5.2% and 2.6%).
In conversation, 12 out of 26 cases are MRW; like little, long is therefore relatively
equally divided between metaphorical and non-metaphorical senses. In news, long
is most often used as MRW (11 out of 14 cases), fiction resembles the distribution
in conversation (17 out of 43 cases) and academic texts mostly use long in its nonmetaphorical sense (5 out of 27 cases). The latter is mostly due to a text that
describes the length of ancient plants or dinosaurs (AMM-02). The metaphorical
sense typically refers to time (KB7-10: “well it’s a long time since you had the
accident”), which meaning is shared by all registers. MRW big is similarly used
across conversation (6 out of 32), news (9 out of 12), and fiction (6 out of 14)
texts, whereas academic texts only contain 5 cases of big of which 4 are MRW. It
either describes something or someone as important, e.g. KCU-02: “Well they ain't
gonna stay there long! We got all the big blokes to come yet!”, or highlights a
specific quality of something or someone as most important or typical, e.g. “Where
are you going Monday? Going to Sue's house. Oh right the big housewife!”. This
use is similar in fiction and news texts.
Some of the top 10 MRW adjectives in conversation share a basic meaning
that describes the domain of physical qualities, such as fine, fair, full and hard. Of
these, fine is most often metaphorically used and has a tendency towards
metaphorical meaning (9 out of 12 times). Whereas MRW fine in written texts
premodifies the noun (e.g. fine art and fine houses), this is generally not the case in
conversation. It is used as a postmodification to show acceptance or agreement of a
situation or to express a positive evaluation. An example would be: “I think that's
about it that price range. Fine. Thank you very much indeed.” The combination of
fine with thank you occurs more often in conversation. In fiction, fine is only
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metaphorically used in dialogue, reflecting a similar metaphorical usage. Another
adjective that is always metaphorically used in conversation (8 out of 8 times) is
fair. It shows the same pattern of pre- and post-modification as fine in comparison
with other registers and is often used as a sign of acceptance or concession in
interactions such as: “If you 'd have let me in I could have washed your back for
you”, “No I can manage on my own thank you”, “Fair enough. Fair enough”
(KB7-10). These are fixed constructions, which are often found at the end of an
interaction, marking topic shifts. They seem similar to the idiomatic expressions
that mark topic shifts identified by Drew and Holt (1998).
In sum, even though conversation contains a relatively low number of
adjectives, these adjectives show a tendency towards being metaphorically used
compared to the other word classes in conversation. Compared to the other
registers, however, adjectives are relatively underused as MRW. On closer
inspection, conversation shows the lowest variation in MRW adjective use.
Variation is highest in fiction. The most frequent metaphorical adjectives in
conversation are to a certain extent shared by other registers, such as the use of
long and big, but are at times typical of conversation. They include impolite,
informal adjectives (bloody), evaluative adjectives, such as diminutive little, but
also fine and fair, which indicate acceptance or agreement. They mostly occur in
constructions that are highly typical of conversation because of their colloquial
nature (e.g. ‘Bloody hell, ‘Fine, thank you’ and ‘Fair enough’). With their affective
and interpersonal nature, they contribute to the involved and situated nature

of the conversation register.
MRW prepositions in conversation
The analysis in section 5.2 showed an underuse of prepositions in conversation,
which fits with the involved rather than informational nature of this register.
According to Biber et al. (1999: 74) prepositions tend to connect noun phrases with
other structures and are therefore mostly used in dense and complex expository
writing; prepositional phrases are therefore relatively absent in conversation and
fiction (ibid.: 635). Within conversation, prepositions were generally overused as
MRW compared to the other word classes, and underused as non-MRW, a
distribution that was paralleled by all written registers. Metaphorical usage
therefore seems characteristic of prepositions in general. Compared between
registers, however, conversation, together with fiction, showed an underuse of
MRW prepositions and an overuse of non-MRW prepositions. Academic texts
showed an overuse of MRW and an underuse of non-MRW. In terms of
distribution, 33.8% of all prepositions in conversation are metaphorically used,
compared to 33.4% in fiction texts, 38.1% in news and 42.5% in academic texts.
MRW prepositions therefore seem typical of academic texts and least typical of
fiction and conversation.
Since prepositions form a closed word class, the type/token ratio for all
registers is very low (between 0.02 and 0.03): only a relatively small, distinct
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group of prepositions (74 types on conversation) are present within each register,
each of which has many tokens (2479). The distribution is 97 types and 4228
tokens for fiction, 105 types and 5135 tokens for news texts and 106 types and
6463 tokens for academic texts. In all registers, the ten most popular prepositions
on average represent 83.6% of all prepositions (see Table 5.10 below).
Because prepositions are typically based in spatial relations, this is also the
case for the most popular prepositions within conversation: in, of, for, to, on, with,
at, about, from. This is similar in the other registers. Exceptions are prepositions as
(in news and academic texts) and like (in conversation), which do not have a
concrete basic sense. Differences between registers are only found when the entire
list of prepositions is explored. Conversation, and to a lesser extent fiction,
contains the more informal ‘till, which the other registers pair with formal until.
Academic and news texts make more use of complex prepositions, such as in
conjunction with and in addition to. In other words, registers do not seem to differ
that much in the kinds of prepositions used, but the minor differences correspond
to an informal, involved style versus a formal, informational style.
Table 5.10 The ten most frequent prepositions per register
Lemma
in
of
for
to
on
with
at
like
about
from
Total

Conversation
Freq. (% of
2479)
404 (16.3%)
350 (14.1%)
270 (10.9%)
252 (10.2%)
241 (9.7%)
178 (7.2%)
162 (6.5%)
91 (3.7%)
85 (3.4%)
53 (2.1%)
2086 (84.1%)

Lemma
of
in
to
with
for
at
on
from
by
into
Total

Fiction
Freq. (% of
4228)
920 (21.8%)
564 (13.3%)
388 (9.2%)
362 (8.6%)
298 (7.0%)
244 (5.8%)
228 (5.4%)
165 (3.9%)
133 (3.1%)
96 (2.3%)
3398 (80.4%)

News
LemFreq. (% of
ma
5135)
of
1377 (26.8%)
in
793 (15.4%)
for
412 (8.0%)
to
386 (7.5%)
with
297 (5.8%)
by
296 (5.8%)
on
280 (5.5%)
at
214 (4.2%)
from
206 (4.0%)
as
68 (1.3%)
Total 4329 (84.3%)

Lemma
of
in
to
for
with
by
on
from
at
as
Total

Academic
Freq. (% of
6463)
2149 (33.3%)
1071 (16.6%)
427 (6.6%)
404 (6.3%)
340 (5.3%)
304 (4.7%)
292 (4.5%)
223 (3.5%)
167 (2.6%)
158 (2.4%)
5535 (85.6%)

When we look at the MRW prepositions, the type/token ratios naturally
remain low, ranging between 0.02 for academic texts and 0.04 for conversation.
Again, all four registers show a similar preference for the type of MRW
prepositions, with on, in, to and with being most popular (see Table 5.11).
Remember that the prepositions of and for were treated as non-metaphorical on the
basis of the argument that they were delexicalized prepositions exhibiting a
problematic distinction between basic and other senses. For each register, the top
10 MRW prepositions makes up most of the MRW prepositions (on average 88%).
Even though prepositional metaphors do not seem highly characteristic of
conversation alone and all registers share similar MRW prepositions, we will still
consider the use of the two most popular MRW prepositions in conversation, on
and in: similar distribution does not necessarily imply similar usage.
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Table 5.11 The ten most frequent MRW prepositions per register
Lemma
on
in
to
with
about
at
after
from
by
into
Total

Conversation
Freq. (% of
838)
164 (19.6%)
143 (17.1%)
116 (13.8%)
86 (10.3%)
85 (10.1%)
81 (9.7%)
25 (3.0%)
19 (2.3%)
14 (1.7%)
14 (1.7%)
747 (89.1%)

Lem-ma
in
with
to
at
on
about
from
after
into
without
Total

Fiction
Freq. (% of
1411)
303 (21.5%)
220 (15.6%)
216 (15.3%)
126 (8.9%)
113 (8.0%)
81 (5.7%)
78 (5.5%)
39 (2.8%)
38 (2.7%)
36 (2.6%)
1250 (88.6%)

News
LemFreq. (% of
ma
1958)
in
538 (27.5%)
to
288 (14.7%)
with
228 (11.6%)
on
206 (10.5%)
from
127 (6.5%)
at
117 (6.0%)
about
56 (2.9%)
into
53 (2.7%)
after
38 (1.9%)
against
30 (1.5%)
Total 1681 (85.9%)

Academic
Freq. (% of
2750)
in
902 (32.8%)
to
388 (14.1%)
with
293 (10.7%)
on
255 (9.3%)
from
189 (6.9%)
at
130 (4.7%)
about
83 (3.0%)
into
74 (2.7%)
between
69 (2.5%)
through
47 (1.7%)
Total
2430 (88.4%)
Lem-ma

The use of the preposition on in conversation shows a semantic preference
for expressions of time, ‘used for saying the day or date when something happens’
(MM2). Often found combinations are ‘on holiday’ or ‘on Wednesday’ that
describes when a particular event is going to happen or took place. By contrast, on
in academic texts is mostly used in its sense of ‘concerning a particular subject’
(MM10) describing argumentations/ reports/perspectives /debates that are
focused/based/with an emphasis/concentrating/centred on a particular topic. In
these instances the use of on is more abstract and compares and contrasts specific
thought and physical ‘pointing’. News and fiction find themselves in between.
Compared between registers, on is used metaphorically in 87.3% of all its
occurrences in academic texts. This is 73.5% for news texts, 68% for conversation
and 49.6% for fiction texts. That fiction shows a more even distribution between
MRW and non-MRW use of on may be ascribed to its narrative style, in which
places, locations and situations are often literally described. Such use of
prepositions may be less necessary in conversation texts where places and
locations are visible for all speech participants and do not require description. The
on-sense of ‘time’ that is dominant in conversation, and to a lesser extent fiction,
reflects the situation-dependent nature of these registers (dimension 3 in Biber’s
taxonomy), which is characterized by reference to “the physical and temporal
situation of discourse production” (Biber 1988: 147). The on-sense of ‘topic’ that
is dominant in academic texts, and to a lesser extent news texts, reflects the textual
nature of these registers, which is characterized by “highly explicit and elaborated,
endophoric reference” (Biber 1988: 142) within the text.
The MRW preposition in is less often metaphorically than nonmetaphorically used in conversation (143 out of 404 cases = 35.4%), which reflects
the concrete and situated nature of the register. By contrast, fiction texts use in as
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MRW in 53.7% (303 of 564 cases), followed by news with 67.8% (538 out of 793
cases) and academic with 84.2% (902 out of 1071 cases). When used as MRW in
conversation, the preposition in combines with expressions of time (e.g. in a
minute, in the afternoon, in the evening) and manner (e.g. in a big way, in some
way, in a way). These uses are shared by the other registers, but are realized in
more specific ways. To begin with, news and academic texts include more specific
time references to introduce events in the past (e.g. In 1992). These fit the
informative nature of factual reports. In terms of manner, fiction texts are
characterized by more specific descriptions of manner and appearance, for which
in is often used. Examples are manner of voice and facial expression, such as the
following:
CCW-04:
FPB-01:
BMW-09:
AB9-03:

‘A lighthouse?’ he asked in a voice which suggested that a prudent man
avoided such things.
Buzz saw nothing but then she gasped in horror.
[…] Paula was aware of the hostility in her gaze
Morgan was sounding diffident but resolute and as Morgan opened his
mouth to protest in exasperation, the doorbell rang

Whereas conversation mostly describes manner in vague terms, fiction texts are
more specific in order to fulfil the needs of a narrative style.
The more informational and abstract focus of news and especially
academic texts is also reflected by uses of in that are less often used in
conversation and fiction texts. Striking patterns include in in combination with ing-clauses, and as part of relative clauses, which creates dense and complex
sentences to depict events or circumstances as contexts for other events. An
example of in +-ing from academic texts is the following: “In discussing the
boundaries of murder, we are concerned with classification, not exculpation.”
Another example from news texts is, “Agents report difficulties at the moment in
attracting enough serious bidders”. An example of in as part of a relative clause is
the following: “It certainly does not manage to produce a situation in which
children are politically indistinguishable from adults”. In such cases, in + the –ing
complement clause sets the theme for the main clause, whereas the relative clause
specifies the previous noun. The abstract nature of academic texts also manifests
itself in the endophoric use of MRW in to refer to other passages in a text (e.g. In
Chapter One, In section 3.11, and so on).
In sum, conversation contains a relatively low number of prepositions,
which show a tendency towards being metaphorically used compared to the other
word classes in conversation. Compared to the other registers, however,
prepositions are relatively underused as MRW. All registers generally share the
same non-MRW prepositions as well as MRW prepositions. Their metaphorical
behaviour can mostly be described as adaptive to the different informational,
narrative and involved contexts in which they are used. In conversation, the
popular prepositions on and in are both non-metaphorically and metaphorically
used and often employed to refer to time and manner (e.g. ‘on Wednesday’ and ‘in
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a big way’), which reflects the situated nature of this register. Especially in news
and academic texts, these prepositions are generally metaphorically used to refer to
topics within the text, which reflects the more abstract nature of written text. When
these written registers do refer to time, the reference is highly specific to past times
(in 1992), whereas time reference in conversation concerns the present time (e.g. in
the afternoon). Within news and academic texts, preposition in moreover
contributes to the elaborate and explicit style of the registers (e.g. in +-ing). Fiction
behaves more like conversation, but distinguishes itself in the use of in for more
specific descriptions of appearance and manner. These are elements that are
conveyed through the immediate context and the expression through other modes
in conversation, but need to be made more explicit in fiction that tries to create a
similar environment. In general then, these characteristics reflect Biber’s third
dimension with conversation on the situation-dependent end of the scale and news
and academic texts on the explicit end of the scale.
MRW verbs in conversation
The analysis in section 5.2 showed a general overuse of verbs in conversation,
which fits with the involved nature of this register. Within conversation, verbs
were generally overused as MRW compared to the other word classes, which
distribution was paralleled by the written registers (and actually showed an
underuse of non-MRW verbs). Verbs are therefore generally overused as MRW
across registers. Compared between registers, however, conversation, as well as
fiction, showed an underuse of MRW verbs and an overuse of non-MRW verbs.
This was the opposite for news and academic texts. In terms of distribution, 9.1%
of all verbs in conversation are metaphorically used, compared to 15.9% in fiction
texts, 27.6% in news texts and 27.7% in academic texts. MRW verbs therefore
seem most typical of academic and news texts and least of conversation.
A closer look at the behaviour of verbs in each register reveals the
following patterns. The type/token ratio for verbs is lowest for conversation (0.05;
636 types and 12158 tokens), followed by academic texts (0.13; 1087 types and
8147 tokens), fiction texts (0.13; 129 types and 9788 tokens) and news texts (0.16;
1286 types and 7869 tokens). Within conversation, a relatively small, distinct
group of verbs is therefore present, which are used many times, whereas variation
is largest in news texts. This is also reflected in the total proportion of verbs that
can be found in the top ten list (see Table 5.12). In conversation, these make up
63.7% of all verbs, whereas with percentages around 43% the proportion is much
lower in the written registers.
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Table 5.12 The ten most frequent verbs per register
Lemma
be
do
have
get
go
know
will
say
can
think
Total

Conversation
Freq. (% of
12158)
2942 (24.2%)
1188 (9.8%)
945 (7.8%)
529 (4.4%)
452 (3.7%)
415 (3.4%)
390 (3.2%)
355 (2.9%)
284 (2.3%)
249 (2.0%)
7749 (63.7%)

Fiction
LemFreq. (% of
ma
9788)
be
1939 (19.8%)
have
808 (8.3%)
do
369 (3.8%)
say
253 (2.6%)
would
188 (1.9%)
will
160 (1.6%)
know
146 (1.5%)
go
142 (1.5%)
see
129 (1.3%)
could
126 (1.3%)
Total 4260 (43.5%)

News
LemFreq. (% of
ma
7869)
be
1810 (23.0%)
have
543 (6.9%)
do
204 (2.6%)
will
167 (2.1%)
would
164 (2.1%)
say
161 (2.0%)
can
118 (1.5%)
make
79 (1.0%)
give
75 (1.0%)
could
72 (0.9%)
Total 3393 (43.1%)

Lem-ma
be
have
can
do
would
make
may
will
should
take
Total

Academic
Freq. (% of
8147)
2245 (27.5%)
461 (5.7%)
150 (1.8%)
144 (1.8%)
130 (1.6%)
103 (1.3%)
89 (1.1%)
87 (1.1%)
83 (1.0%)
76 (0.9%)
3568 (43.8%)

Considering the top ten verbs used in conversation, we find primary verbs
(be, have, do), activity/copular verbs (get, go), mental verbs (know, think), modal
verbs (will, can) and the communication verb say. Similar to prepositions, many of
these verbs are most popular in all registers. Not surprisingly, the use of the
primary verb be (used as a main verb or copula) is popular in all registers, as is the
use of the primary verb have. With 9.8% conversation shows a relative overuse of
primary verb do compared to fiction (3.8%), news (2.6%) and academic texts
(1.8%). This is supported by findings from Biber et al. (1999: 430-435), who report
that conversation makes most use of do as a pro-verb, to implicitly refer to actions,
and as dummy-do with negation, e.g. “Don't you think it's horrible round here?”
(KCU-02). Activity/copular verb get only shows up in the top ten of conversation
(4.4%), which can be explained by Biber’s findings that get “is relatively rare in
most written registers, because many of its uses have strong casual overtones
which are avoided by more careful writers of informational prose” (Biber et al.
1999: 376). Activity/copular verb go is popular in conversation (3.7%) and fiction
texts (1.5%). Fiction and conversation share a use of activity verbs to talk about or
describe what people have done (ibid.: 371) and a use of copular verb go to express
changes experienced by people (ibid.: 444-5). Mental verbs know (e.g. “I don’t
know”) and think (e.g. “I don’t think”) show a relative preference in conversation
(know: 3.4% in conversation against 1.5% in fiction; think occurs amongst the
most popular verbs in conversation alone with 2.0%), which reflects the involved
interest of conversations in terms of what people think or feel. Again, fiction and
conversation share such an interest, which may explain the popularity of know in
fiction texts (ibid.: 371).
Modal verbs will and can are popular in all registers; would, could, may
and should are popular in the written registers. This may be because academic texts
are generally tentative in the claims that they make (and use may instead of more
‘convinced’ verbs); it can also be related to the fact that would, could and should
are able to refer to past time, which is more common in the written registers than in
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situated conversation (Biber et al. 1999: 485). Communication verb say is
represented in conversation, fiction and news texts. According to Biber et al.
(1999: 365), communication verbs are commonly used across registers. The
absence of say in the list of most popular verbs in academic texts may be brought
about by its endophoric nature (Biber 1988: 142), In academic texts,
communication verbs that seem less related to active on-line speech, such as argue
and write, are often preferred. In general, it can be concluded that those verbs
particular to conversation seem to reflect the implicit, informal, situated and
interactive nature of a register in which people communicate their thoughts and
feelings.
When we look at the MRW verbs, the type/token ratios differ between
registers: the ratio is low for conversation (0.19; 209 types and 1110 tokens), and
much higher for academic texts (0.27; 611 types and 2255 tokens), news texts
(0.33; 714 types and 2172 tokens) and fiction (0.36; 553 types and 1555 tokens).
The most popular MRW verbs in conversation make up 54.5% of all MRW verbs,
a percentage which ranges between 20% and 30% for the written registers (see
Table 5.13). In terms of metaphor, fiction therefore shows most variation, whereas
conversation shows least; this difference in distribution is similar to the MRW
behaviour of adjectives. Considering the most popular metaphor-related verbs, all
registers show MRW use of highly common verbs, such as the delexicalized
activity verbs have, make, take and give. The delexicalized verbs get and go are
represented in all but the academic register, but are most typical of conversation.
The mental verbs see and feel are shared by the other registers with a preference
for feel in news texts and a preference for see in academic texts. Typical of
conversation are the MRW uses of the phrasal verb come on and the delexicalized
verb do. MRW catch is typical for fiction, MRW put for news and MRW show,
produce and follow for academic texts. Those verbs important to conversation will
be discussed below.
A concordance of the phrasal verb come on shows that its 33 occurrences
are almost always metaphorically used (93.9%). The combination of verb and
particle have become conventionalized and the verb’s meaning has extended from
a spatial or locative meaning towards a more abstract one (Hopper 1996), although
a more basic meaning is still retained. An example is “Why don’t we share it, come
on”, “No thanks” (KCV-42) where movement is mapped onto the typically spoken
sense of ‘encouraging someone to do something such as make a greater effort or
stop being sad’ (MM6), in this case to finish a piece of cake or a cookie that is
offered. By contrast, come on is used only once in fiction texts as part of a
dialogue: “Come on Jennifer, or are you with Michael?” (AB9-03). It is also used
once and in a metaphorical sense in news texts in the sense of ‘affecting’ someone !
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Table 5.13 The ten most frequent MRW verbs per register
Lemma
have
get
go
see
take
make
come
on
feel
give
do
Total

Conversation
Freq. (% of
1110)
150 (13.5%)
142 (12.8%)
63 (5.7%)
58 (5.2%)
38 (3.4%)
37 (3.3%)
31 (2.8%)

Lemma
have
make
take
get
give
feel
come

Fiction
Freq. (% of
1555)
116 (7.5%)
72 (4.6%)
65 (4.2%)
56 (3.6%)
40 (2.6%)
37 (2.4%)
32 (2.1%)

31 (2.8%)
31 (2.8%)
24 (2.2%)
605 (54.5%)

go
see
catch
Total

31 (2.0%)
31 (2.0%)
18 (2.1%)
498 (32.0%)

Lemma
have
make
give
come
take
find
get
go
feel
put
Total

News
Freq. (% of
2172)
125 (5.8%)
69 (3.2%)
66 (3.0%)
50 (2.3%)
46 (2.1%)
32 (1.5%)
32 (1.5%)

Lemma
have
make
take
see
give
find
show

Academic
Freq. (% of
2255)
120 (5.3%)
98 (4.3%)
73 (3.2%)
48 (2.1%)
40 (1.8%)
39 (1.7%)
34 (1.5%)

30 (1.4%)
24 (1.1%)
22 (1.0%)
496 (22.9%)

produce
follow
come
Total

26 (1.2%)
25 (1.1%)
22 (1.0%)
525 (23.2%)

(MM5): “When the pressure comes on, players revert to bad habits” (A1N-09).
Come on is never used in academic texts, both in its non-MRW and MRW sense.
The use of MRW come on is therefore typical of conversation.
A quick exploration of the use of all phrasal verbs in each register shows
that conversation contains the largest number of phrasal verbs (484 cases),
followed by fiction (273 cases), news texts (211 cases) and academic texts (139).
These are relatively often metaphorically used in academic texts (61.9%) and news
texts (50.2%), and relatively less so in conversation (32.6%) and fiction texts
(30.4%). Phrasal verbs are therefore typically both non-metaphorically and
metaphorically used in conversation and fiction. The general overuse of phrasal
verbs in conversation may be due to their strong spatial basis, including both
concrete action (verb) and location (adverb). This can be opposed to the behaviour
of phrasal verbs in academic texts, which contains the lowest number of phrasal
verbs and may prefer more abstract, Latinate verbs that circumvent the use of place
adverbials. The use of phrasal verbs therefore seems to contribute to a more
situated and involved style as opposed to a more distant informational style. Biber
et al. suggest that especially intransitive phrasal verbs, such as come on, are
common in conversation and fiction, because they are “colloquial in tone” and
“often occur as imperatives” (1999: 409). Conversation indeed also shows MRW
use of go on and hang on that are often used as imperatives and are never nonmetaphorically used. These phrasal verbs rarely occur in the written registers.
Moving on to the delexicalized verbs, a concordance of MRW have shows
that all registers contain have in combination with abstract notions (e.g. KCV-42:
“I really would if I had a choice I would stay here”), and more concrete notions
that are nevertheless metaphorically used (e.g. KCU-02: “[…] a friend of mine had
a baby”). In these cases abstract ideas or events are compared to concrete
‘possessions’ (MM3). This is also true for the last example, in which ‘giving birth’
is expressed as if a person (baby) is turned into a concrete possession. Make is used
in a similar fashion across registers, and compares abstract ideas or actions to
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concrete creations (MM1) (e.g. KBC-13: “They all make promises, but they don’t
carry them all out”). It is often used in constructions that express causation, where
a desired situation is compared to a concrete creation (e.g. KB7-48: “I can’t make
the machine go any bloody quicker”). Take also turns abstract thoughts into
concrete notions (e.g. KBD-21: “[…] For licensing they don’t take that particularly
into consideration”) and is more specifically used to refer to duration (e.g. KBW04: “Well, it’s always takes a long time”). Give, finally, turns abstract notions into
concrete objects that can be passed on from hand to hand (MM1) (e.g. KBW-04:
“Like, I had to give her some top priorities yesterday”). In fiction it is more
typically used in past tense and to describe a character’s behaviour (e.g. C8T-01:
“Theresa gave him a brief, pitying smile”). Academic and news texts typically use
give in its passive form (e.g. A8M-02: “[…] the sort of man-hating bitterness that
has given feminism such a bad name”).
In its use of delexicalized verbs, conversation stands out amongst the other
registers in that it often combines have and give with an indefinite article and a
nominalized action, e.g. have a look, have a little wander, have a go, have a laugh,
have a ride, have a drink, have a bath, give a wash/rinse, give a ring, give a call,
give a visit and so on. In these constructions an action is captured as a static event,
or rather a static possession. Such nominalization of a verb, in which, for example
the action of looking becomes a ‘thing’, a look, is described as ‘grammatical
metaphor’ by Halliday (1985). Processes referred to through verbs, Halliday (1993:
111) argues, are “endowed with a kind of ‘thinginess’”. A similar use of have in
conversation is to describe whole situations or experiences as if they are
possessions, e.g. “If I have the heat up very high”. The situation of ‘the heat being
up very high’ is here referred to as a ‘thing’ to be had. Chafe (1994) describes
verbs like have, make, take, and give as low content verbs which may easily
convert ideas into concrete ‘states’ that are possessed or created. The verb have, for
example, in phrases such as ‘have a backache’
[l]ike other derivational elements […] contributes a meaning of its own, in this
case one of possession in a broad sense. But that meaning is more predictable, and
thus less informative, then [sic] the meaning of verbs that contribute truly new
information (as perhaps in ignore his backache).
(Chafe 1994: 111)

These low content verbs are highly popular in conversation, according to Chafe,
because of their schematic, easy-to-process nature; they follow Chafe’s One New
Idea Constraint (1994: 109), which proposes that within one intonation unit we
almost never find more than one newly activated idea. Low content words leave
room for new information to be presented and easily processed. This specific type
of metaphroical use of the delexicalized verbs therefore fits the on-line, involved
nature of conversation.
Besides its use of delexicalized verb + nominalized verb, conversation
stands out amongst the other registers in that it almost always contains the lowest
proportion of metaphor per lemma. Unlike come on, which is almost always
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metaphorically used, have is metaphorically used in 15.9% of its occurrences in
conversation compared to 23.0% in news texts and 26.0% in academic texts.
Fiction behaves similarly to conversation with 14.4%. Make is metaphorically used
in 62.7% of its occurrences in conversation, compared to 84.7% in fiction, 87.3%
in news and 95.1% in academic texts. Take is metaphorically used in 48.7% of its
occurrences in conversation, compared to 65.7% in fiction, 88.5% in news and
96.1% in academic texts. The verb give, finally, is metaphorically used in 26.8% of
its occurrences in conversation, 51.3% in fiction, 59.0% in academic texts and
62.7% in news texts. This distribution fits the general distribution of metaphor with
news and academic texts at the highest end of the scale and fiction and
conversation at the lowest end. It seems logical that the most common primary and
lexical verbs can both be used in its non-MRW and MRW sense in situated,
concrete contexts, but can often only be employed in an MRW sense in the abstract
context of the written registers.
A concordance of metaphorical get, go and do produces the following
results. The verb get includes perfect tense (have) got, and therefore some of the
metaphorical get-units should actually be included under the verb have, e.g. KB748: “Yeah, we got five minutes” and KB7-31: “I haven’t got the strength”. A true
instance of get in conversation is KB7-45: “We might not get them done” and
KBH-04: “I got my dad to cover a day” in which a situation is metaphorically
compared to a physically received property (LM1). Another is in the sense of
arranging or obtaining something (LM2), “He couldn’t get a buyer, actually”
(KB7-10) and “get a dirty story” (KBD-07). These uses are shared by the written
registers, although get does not belong to the most popular MRWs in academic
texts. MRW get is relatively more important to the group of MRWs in
conversation (12.8%) than the MRWs in the other registers (3.6% in fiction and
1.5% in news). In relation to the overall occurrence of get in a register, it shows the
lowest proportion of MRW occurrences (26.5% versus 51.3% in fiction, 62.7% in
news and 59.0% in academic texts). When get is used in conversation, it is
therefore not typically metaphorically used, whereas this is the case for the written
registers.
MRW go is amongst the most popular MRWs in conversation, fiction and
news, and not included amongst the most popular MRW verbs in academic texts.
Its uses include the description of sound (MM14; e.g. KBH-02: “Did it [the
refrigerator] go bonk?”), speech (MM17; e.g. KBH-01: “He went, ‘What do you
mean? Milk?’”) and actions (MM4/18; e.g. KBJ-17: “So like, you go one, two,
three, four, five, six, six times” in an explanation of a mathematical sum; KBD-07:
“How did the bar go?” in a question informing how a bar tender looks back on an
evening’s work; KB7-48: “You’re going on a sponsored slim” in a description of
future plans). Fixed expressions such as there we go (to refer to expected
situations) and go for something (to refer to a choice) are also used in conversation.
Such uses are also part of fiction texts in dialogue (e.g. AC2-06: “How did the
Planning meeting go?”). MRW go is relatively most important to the group of
MRWs in conversation (5.7% versus 2.0% in fiction and 1.4% in news). In relation
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to the overall occurrences of go in a register, conversation is again on the low end
of the scale with 13.9%, together with fiction (21.8%). When news and academic
texts use go it is therefore typically metaphorically used (47.6% and 70%
respectively); when conversation and fiction use go it is not typically
metaphorically used.
MRW do is most popular in conversation (2.2%) and either involves the
personification of an inanimate or group subject (e.g. KBW-04: “They [the bulbs]
do it [make new bulbs every year]” and KBH-03: “It’s a German group that hasn’t
done a song for ages”) or a more fixed use in utterances such as KCV-42: “A
fortnight in Bromley would do me splendidly” and KBW-09: “Nothing to do with
biscuits”. In these examples, flower bulbs, a complete music band and specific or
general situations are compared to a person performing an action, activity or job
(MM4), which turns its use metaphorical. Such uses are also found in the written
registers, although do is never used as MRW in more than 10.3% of its occurrences
(10.3% in news texts, 4.9% in academic texts, 3.5% in fiction and 2.8% in
conversation).
As pointed out, get, do and go are much less prominent as MRWs in the
written registers with an absence of all three verbs in the list of most popular MRW
verbs in academic texts. This may be related to the colloquial nature of these
common verbs (as Biber et al., 1999, pointed out for get), but also to the low
content of these verbs, as is discussed by Chafe (1994). Especially academic texts,
with the highest score on the informational dimension, likely prefer more specific
verbs. This is reflected by the MRW verbs that are most popular in academic texts,
such as find, show, produce and follow.
Together with see, the noun feel is an example of a perception verb. In
both cases, a mental state of being can be compared to a physical sensation such as
noticing ‘someone or something using your eyes’ (MM1) or a ‘particular physical
feeling, especially when you touch or hold something’ (LM3). Feel is most
common in the conversation (2.8%), fiction (2.4%) and news (1.1%) registers. It
does not occur among the most popular MRW verbs in academic texts. In
conversation it mostly occurs in the present tense to describe a speaker’s current
feelings and emotions, e.g. “I feel terrible about it” (KBW-17) and “If you don’t
feel like walking round the town tomorrow” (KB7-31). This is paralleled by fiction
in character descriptions and direct expressions of emotion in dialogue. Feel is
typically metaphorically used in all registers (ranging from 74% in fiction texts to
100% in academic texts), since it most commonly refers to an emotion. That fiction
uses non-MRW feel more often than the other registers may be attributed to the
description of concrete qualities in fiction narratives, whereas academic texts is
concerned with abstract topics. !
The verb see can be found in the top ten MRWs of conversation, fiction
and academic texts, though its application seems different. Speech partners mostly
use it in the present tense form to finish a proposition, inviting support or feedback
from the listener, e.g. “I don’t eat that much bread you see” (KBC-13), or to begin
a proposition, preparing the listener for information to come, e.g. “I don't know I,
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you see […] I had to come here so I left before Bob Monkhouse and everything”
(KBD-07). In both cases, see demands involvement from the listeners by asking
them to pay attention or rather ‘understand’ what the speaker is offering (MM4).
See is also often used in conversation in the sense of ‘find out’ (MM7) to indicate
future events, e.g. “Well, leave it up to me, I'll see what I can get I'll get for the
party” (KBW-11). !
In academic texts, MRW see is mostly used in the passive voice, e.g.
“[…] the social causes argument cannot be seen separately from the broader
debate” (AS6-02) and in combination with ‘as’, e.g. “A successful policy for
tackling the roots of social disorder was seen as one which sought to involve all the
community” (AS6-02). In these cases, see evokes the act of considering ‘someone
or something in a particular way’ (MM5). In fiction MRW see and past tense saw
are often followed by a description of an abstract situation (G0L-01: “When they
saw that the war could not be won”) and occur in excerpts of dialogue resembling
conversation (AC2-06: “Is there more? Now let me see. Ah, yes Andrew's coming
home for the weekend so I thought it would be nice to have a drinks party”). Of all
occurrences within a register, see is least often metaphorically used in fiction
(24.0%) and conversation (30.9%), and most often in news (56.4%) and academic
texts (65.7%). This similarly reflects the concrete narrative nature of fiction texts
and the situated nature of conversation versus the abstract informative nature of
news and academic texts. !
In sum, conversation contains a relatively large number of verbs, which
show a tendency towards being metaphorically used compared to the other word
classes in conversation. Compared to the other registers, however, verbs are
relatively underused as MRWs in conversation (as well as fiction). Verbs are
therefore more typically used as MRWs than other word classes, but are most
typical for news and academic texts. Verbs show least variation in conversation,
whereas their use is most varied in fiction texts. The most popular non-MRW and
MRW verbs in conversation are shared by most registers. These are delexicalized
verbs have, make, take, and give, which all compare abstract notions such as ideas,
events, time, causation and behaviour to common concrete items such as a
possession, a creation, or an object, and sensory verbs feel and see, which compare
emotions and thoughts to concrete objects that are tangible or visible. Differences
in use of metaphor-related verbs between the registers can generally be related to
the situated and concrete nature of conversation and fiction texts, and the nonsituated and abstract nature of news and academic texts, as well as to the
differences in involved versus informational style and narrative versus nonnarrative concerns that separate these registers. In line with its on-line nature,
conversation shows metaphorical uses of low-content verbs, at times in
combination with nominalization (Chafe 1994). In line with its involved nature,
conversation shows metaphorical uses of sensory verb feel and more colloquial
uses of come on, go, and get. In line with its situated nature, all popular metaphorrelated verbs are typically non-metaphorically used in conversation. By contrast,
the more informational and abstract (or desituated) a register becomes, the more a
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verb is only used in its metaphorical sense. In a situated context, those verbs that
often function as MRW can also be used in their more basic sense. The exceptions
are come on and feel, which are commonly used in their abstract sense, both in
situated and desituated contexts. The academic register proves more informational
and abstract in its preference for metaphorical uses of higher content verbs than
common verbs do and go and its dispreference for emotional verb feel. In
agreement with their general use of verbs, both news and academic texts use
metaphorical verbs in the passive form. The fiction register shows a narrative focus
in its use of metaphor-related verbs in the past tense and typically for character
descriptions.
MRW adverbs in conversation
The analyses in section 5.2 showed a general overuse of adverbs in conversation,
which fits with the situated rather than abstract, informational nature of the
register. Within conversation, adverbs behaved according to chance in terms of
MRW and non-MRW use, whereas the written registers showed an underuse of
MRW adverbs. Compared between registers, conversation shows an underuse of
MRW adverbs, whereas they are overused in news texts. In terms of distribution,
7.5% of all adverbs in conversation are metaphorically used, followed by fiction
(9.3%), academic texts (10.0%) and news texts (11.0%). It may be concluded that
adverbs are typically not metaphorically used, but if they are, they are most typical
in news texts and least typical in conversation.
The ten most popular adverbs in conversation are stance adverbials (well,
so, really, right), adverbials of degree (very, really), and circumstance adverbials
indicating place, time and manner (there, then, now, here) (see Table 5.14). These
instances make up 45.4% of all adverbs used in conversation. The type/token ratio
for adverbs is low for conversation (0.06; 242 types and 4295 tokens). By contrast,
the most popular adverbs in the written registers make up around 24% of all
adverbs and variation is higher: the type/token ration is 0.18 for fiction (522 types
and 2842 tokens), 0.18 for academic texts (459 types and 2502 tokens) and 0.21 for
news texts (457 types and 2183 tokens). Many of the adverbs in conversation also
occur in the other registers and are flexibly used according to register needs. In
conversation, the adverb well is typically employed as a discourse marker, e.g.
“Well, I don't think he could get a buyer actually” (KB7-10), whereas the written
informational registers adopt its common adverbial use. The adverb so typically
acts as a linking adverbial in conversation, e.g. “So, we might get the carpets in as
well” (KB7-10), whereas the written informational registers typically use it as a
cohesive device to anaphorically or cataphorically refer to information in the text
(e.g. “[…] every child whose parent so wished was entitled to a preschool place of
some sort”). The adverb just features in fixed expressions typical for spoken
language like just as well, just think, just in case and it’s just that. In news texts,
just is, for example, used in phrases such as “I think those 10th- and 11th-century
sculptors were motivated not just by piety but also by a certain competitive spirit”
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(AHC-61). The adverbs right and really are highly typical of conversation and
used in evaluative expressions such as ‘That’s right yeah’ and ‘Did you really?’
These adverbials of degree, together with adverbials of stance and location,
perfectly fit the involved and situated nature of spoken conversation; most of them,
however, cannot be used as a MRW, because they simply do not have a more basic
sense.
Table 5.14 The ten most frequent adverbs per register
Conversation
LemFreq. (% of
ma
4290)
well
459 (10.7%)
so
243 (5.7%)
just
241 (5.6%)
there
209 (4.9%)
then
190 (4.4%)
now
141 (3.3%)
very
135 (3.1%)
really
116 (2.7%)
right
108 (2.5%)
here
105 (2.4%)
Total
1947 (45.4%)

Lemma
then
so
now
just
very
how
still
only
well
never
Total

Fiction
Freq. (% of
2839)
104 (3.7%)
95 (3.3%)
84 (3.0%)
67 (2.4%)
60 (2.1%)
58 (2.0%)
58 (2.0%)
57 (2.0%)
56 (2.0%)
53 (1.9%)
692 (24.4%)

Lemma
so
only
more
now
also
then
just
most
too
even
Total

News
Freq. (% of
2183)
70 (3.2%)
64 (2.9%)
63 (2.9%)
63 (2.9%)
56 (2.6%)
45 (2.1%)
42 (1.9%)
39 (1.8%)
36 (1.6%)
33 (1.5%)
511 (23.4%)

Academic
Lem- Freq. (% of
ma
2503)
more
106 (4.2%)
also
82 (3.3%)
how
69 (2.8%)
so
63 (2.5%)
only
62 (2.5%)
most
55 (2.2%)
then
50 (2.0%)
however
47 (1.9%)
very
43 (1.7%)
both
41 (1.6%)
Total
618 (24.7%)

Given that most of the ten frequent adverbs do not have a more basic
sense, it is not surprising that the list of most popular MRW adverbs is very
different from the general list of popular adverbs (see Table 5.15). MRW adverbs
generally occur in the spatially oriented groups of place adverbials and directional
and locative adverbials. The type/token ratio for MRW adverbs is lowest for
conversation with 0.13 (43 types and 326 tokens), followed by fiction with 0.35
(95 types and 268 tokens), academic texts with 0.35 (89 types and 252 tokens) and
news texts with 0.41 (98 types and 241 tokens). The most popular MRW adverbs
make up 74.5% in conversation, 51.5% in fiction, 48.4% in academic texts and
41.9% in news texts. In other words, similar to non-MRW adverbs, variation in
MRW adverb use is lowest in conversation and highest in news texts. The adverbs
about, down, up, back and there are popular in all registers except academic texts.
Before only occurs in the list of conversation and fiction texts, whereas on and that
are most typical of conversation. The conversational MRW adverbs will be
discussed below.
The MRW adverb about is relatively most popular in conversation (15.0%)
compared to news (8.3%), fiction (5.3%) and academic texts (2.8%). In all
registers adverb about is typically MRW used and thus shows few nonmetaphorical uses. MRW about generally indicates an estimation of quantity, age,
weight, and time (e.g. “About a week ago”) and thereby becomes a degree
adverbial.
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Table 5.15 The ten most frequent MRW adverbs per register
Lemma
about
down
up
on
back
there
then
that
before
over
Total

Conversation
Freq. (% of
321)
48 (15.0%)
39 (12.1%)
31 (9.7%)
29 (9.0%)

Lemma
back
up
about
down

Fiction
Freq. (% of
264)
42 (15.9%)
17 (6.4%)
14 (5.3%)
14 (5.3%)

24 (7.5%)
18 (5.6%)
16 (5.0%)
15 (4.7%)
10 (3.1%)
9 (2.8%)
239 (74.5%)

far
before
over
there
in
off
Total

13 (4.9%)
9 (3.4%)
8 (3.0%)
7 (2.7%)
6 (2.3%)
6 (2.3%)
136 (51.5%)

Lemma
about
far
up
over

News
Freq. (% of
241)
20 (8.3%)
16 (6.6%)
12 (5.0%)
9 (3.7%)

around
8 (3.3%)
back
8 (3.3%)
down
7 (2.9%)
here
7 (2.9%)
there
7 (2.9%)
together
7 (2.9%)
Total
101 (41.9%)

Lemma
here
far
where
further/
far
above
over
then
under
about
directly
Total

Academic
Freq. (% of
252)
23 (9.1%)
18 (7.1%)
18 (7.1%)
14 (5.6%)
9 (3.6%)
9 (3.6%)
9 (3.6%)
8 (3.2%)
7 (2.8%)
7 (2.8%)
122 (48.4%)

With 12.1%, MRW down is also most popular in conversation compared to
fiction (5.3%) and news texts (2.9%). Similarly, MRW up is relatively more
popular in conversation (9.7%) than in fiction texts (6.4%) and news texts (5.0%).
Metaphorical senses of down and up have similar uses, referring to a place that is
further along a road or path (e.g. “cos you’d go down by the Jolly Farmer” and
“It’s getting up there as well”). Here verticality is used to indicate direction and
distance, even though change in height is not necessarily present. Such use of
MRW down and up is shared by all registers. Down is most often nonmetaphorically used in fiction (in 31 out of 45 cases) where descriptions of spatial
situations are less ambiguous. Besides direction, up is also used to indicate
measurement (MM6), for example quantities of people (KBD-07: “I mean last
week there was a hundred sixty [customers] (…) in (…) and that was actually up
on the previous couple of weeks”), degree of heat (KB7-10: “If I have the heat up
very high in the bedroom”) or sound (KCU-02: “Why have you got the sound up
on the telly?”); quantity, degree of heat and loudness are thus described according
to the metaphor MORE = UP. Another metaphorical use of up is in the sense of
being awake or out of bed in the morning (MM7; KBW-11: “Perhaps we could
ring tomorrow afternoon when the children are up?). Most of these uses of up are
characteristic of conversations, which deal with such concrete situations.
In a similar fashion, the MRW adverb on is typically used in conversation.
It refers to the functioning of daily equipment, such as the TV, a tape or a button:
these can be on. Moreover, people can be on when they are at work (KBD-07: “I
don’t think they’ve got a lot of staff on) and events can be on when they take place
(KBD-07: “The Labour Party conference is on so I can’t go”). A final metaphorical
use of on relates to the semantic domain of time, describing a later stage e.g. “see
you later on” (KB7-48). Again, all these uses of on refer to concrete situations that
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are typically the topic of situated conversations. Adverb on is both metaphorically
(29 cases) and non-metaphorically (13 cases) used in conversation.
The adverb back occurs in fiction texts (15.9%), conversation (7.5%) and
news texts (3.3%) and is typically metaphorically used in all registers. It is mostly
used in combination with the primary verb be or activity verbs such as walk, bring,
go, wind, bend, pull, wander to indicate a concrete return to a previous position
(e.g. KCC-02: “So we were back in here by half past eleven”). In these cases ‘the
place or position where someone or something was before’ (LM1) is compared to a
place in ‘the opposite direction from which you are facing’ (LM4). The adverb
back is also used in more abstract senses of previous situation (LM2), such as “She
never got her use back” (KBC-13), and time (LM7), such as “I’ve got no diaries
dating back that long (KBC-13). The use of the adverb before in conversation
(3.1%) and fiction (3.4%) also always refers to time (e.g. KB7-48: “I’ve never
heard that before”).
The MRW adverb over is relatively equally popular in conversation
(2.8%), fiction (3.0%), news (3.7%) and academic texts (3.6%). It is both
metaphorically and non-metaphorically used in conversation (5 non-MRW and 9
MRW cases) and fiction texts (12 non-MRW and 8 MRW cases), whereas it is
typically metaphorically used in the informational written registers (news: 1 nonMRW and 9 MRW cases; academic: 9 MRW cases). MRW over always refers to
either quantities or time (e.g. KB7-31: “We’re actually going a bit over thir[ty]”;
KBP-09: “I’ve only been living here, ooh, just over 12 months”).
Finally, the MRW adverbs here, there and that are all based in deictic
pointing. There is most popular in conversation (5.6%) and is mostly used in fixed
phrases typical for spoken language, such as ‘There we are’ and ‘There you go’
which is ‘used when a situation is not satisfactory but there is nothing that you can
do to make it better’ (MM). In general, however, adverb there is non-MRW used in
conversation as well as in fiction. MRW that (4.7%) is only popular in
conversation and is used as degree adverb in 15 out of 19 cases, such as “Ten
month it took me to lose six stone. You don’t want to lose that much do you?” This
use seems to correspond with the preference for demonstrative that in conversation
to refer to previous parts of utterances. MRW here is most popular in academic
texts (23 MRW and 3 non-MRW cases) and refers to the current argument in the
text (MM3), such as “I am not here referring only to Mill-type consequences of
harm by unwise decisions” (ECV-05). In conversation and fiction, here is mostly
non-metaphorically used.
In sum, conversation contains a relatively large number of adverbs.
Adverbs are generally not metaphorically used, but when they are, this is most
typically so in news texts and least in conversation. Moreover, both non-MRW and
MRW adverbs show least variation in conversation and most in academic and
news texts. An analysis of the most popular MRW adverbs in conversation shows
similar usage across registers of spatial adverbs such as about, down, up, on, over
and back. These uses are relatively more popular in conversation, with the
exception of back, which is relatively more popular in fiction. These adverbs refer
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to quantity, direction, degree and time through spatial notions. In conversation,
MRW adverbs are also used to refer to more concrete situations such as being
awake (being up), being at work (on), daily equipment (the TV, tape recorder is
on), and events that take place (the conference is on). The use of MRW adverb that
as a degree adverb is typical for conversation. Some adverbs have an MRW sense
that is thus conventionalized that they are generally MRW used (about, back,
before, that). Others are both metaphorically and non-metaphorically used across
registers. In these cases, they are more often metaphorically used in the written
registers than in conversation and fiction. As such, MRW adverbs in conversation
are used to refer to notions that are still highly situated, which blend in with a nonmetaphorical use of the same adverbs. This fits the situated nature of conversation.
MRW nouns in conversation
The analyses in section 5.2 showed a general underuse of nouns in conversation,
which fits the involved rather than informational nature of the register. Within
conversation, these nouns behaved according to chance in terms of MRW and nonMRW use, whereas fiction and news showed an underuse of MRW nouns and
news even an overuse of non-MRW nouns. Compared across registers,
conversation shows an underuse of MRW nouns, whereas they are overused in
news texts. In terms of distribution, 8.3% of the nouns in conversation are
metaphorically used, followed by 10.5% in fiction, 13.2% in news texts and 17.6%
in academic texts. Nouns are therefore generally underused as MRW, but their
metaphorical use is most typical of news texts and least typical of conversation.
In terms of type/token ratios, academic texts show least variation with 0.23
(3113 types of 13342 tokens), followed by conversation with 0.26 (1446 types and
5582 tokens), fiction with 0.31 (3037 types and 9648 tokens) and news texts with
0.34 (4361 types and 12930 tokens). The low type/token ratio for academic texts,
however, is due to the large number of nouns in this register; in absolute numbers,
academic texts contain more different noun types than conversation and fiction.
The relatively high variation in all registers is also visible in the percentage of
nouns made up by the top ten in each register: this ranges from 11.9% in
conversation to 4.4% in news texts (see Table 5.16). Conversation thus contains
the lowest number of nouns and least variation.
The most popular nouns in conversation are those indicating time (time,
week, day, night, year), general categories (thing, people), nouns indicating
specific people’s interpersonal relation (mum), and basic everyday elements
(house, way). All appear to describe the direct context, both temporal and physical,
in which speech takes place. The written registers share some of these uses. Fiction
and news texts also refer to time, with time, day, year, and week. Fiction also
includes general noun thing and everyday noun house. News texts also include
general noun people and everyday way. The registers differ in that fiction texts use
gender-specific nouns to refer to people (man, woman), as well as proper nouns
(Adam and Paula) and reveal a preoccupation with outward appearances (face,
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hand, eye, head). These features suit the descriptive nature of fiction narrative.
News texts focus on specific topics and people, which is evident from nouns such
as Mr, government and system. The most popular nouns in academic texts are
similarly focused on specific topics, such as science, law, history, murder and work
and mention issues such as problems, life and cases. This fits the informational
nature of news and academic texts. Both gender-specific nouns and nouns
describing specific abstract topics are less suitable for the involved and simple
style of casual conversation.
Table 5.16 The ten most frequent nouns per register
Lemma
time
thing
week
day
night

Conversation
Freq. (% of
5582)
107 (1.9%)
78 (1.4%)
73 (1.3%)
71 (1.3%)
69 (1.2%)

Lemma
man
time
Adam
Paula
house

people
mum
way
year
house
Total

67 (1.2%)
58 (1.0%)
52 (0.9%)
50 (0.9%)
47 (0.8%)
672 (11.9%)

thing
day
woman
face
hand
Total

Fiction
Freq. (%
of 9648)
98 (1.0%)
87 (0.9%)
81 (0.8%)
75 (0.8%)
60 (0.6%)
60 (0.6%)
53 (0.5%)
52 (0.5%)
51 (0.5%)
48 (0.5%)
665 (6.7%)

News
LemFreq. (%
ma
of 12930)
year
116 (0.9%)
Mr
69 (0.5%)
people
69 (0.5%)
time
61 (0.5%)
govern54 (0.5%)
ment
system
45 (0.4%)
day
45 (0.4%)
way
45 (0.3%)
house
42 (0.3%)
week
40 (0.3%)
Total
586 (4.4%)

Lemma
child
science
problem
law
history

Academic
Freq. (% of
13342)
167 (1.3%)
99 (0.7%)
88 (0.7%)
83 (0.6%)
68 (0.5%)

murder
girl
life
case
work
Total

65 (0.5%)
60 (0.4%)
59 (0.4%)
58 (0.4%)
57 (0.4%)
804 (5.9%)

When we look at the MRW nouns, the type/token ratios differ between
registers: academic texts show the lowest ratio (0.29; 689 types and 2345 tokens),
followed by conversation (0.36; 166 types and 461 tokens), news texts (0.47; 802
types and 1701 tokens) and fiction (0.56; 574 types and 1016 tokens). Once again,
the low ratio for the academic register is due to the many MRW nouns it contains;
in absolute numbers, academic texts contain more different noun types than
conversation and fiction texts. The variation in MRW nouns is also evident from
the cumulative percentage that the most popular nouns account for in each register:
the top ten MRW nouns in conversation make up 45.0%, those in fiction texts
17.0%, those in academic texts 13.8% and those in news texts 13.2% (see Table
5.17). Thus, similar to the behaviour of all nouns, conversation also contains the
lowest number of MRW nouns and least variation.
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Table 5.17 The ten most frequent MRW nouns per register
Lemma
thing
way
lot
bit
line
hell
load
point
end
stuff
Total

Conversation
Freq. (% of
461)
51 (11.1%)
34 (7.4%)
30 (6.5%)
25 (5.4%)
17 (3.7%)
16 (3.5%)
9 (2.0%)
9 (2.0%)
8 (1.7%)
8 (1.7%)
207 (45.0%)

Fiction
Lemm
Freq. (%
a
of 1016)
thing
45 (4.4%)
way
32 (3.1%)
model
18 (1.7%)
point
14 (1.4%)
plan
13 (1.3%)
world
12 (1.2%)
end
11 (1.1%)
hell
10 (1.0%)
back
9 (0.9%)
bastard
9 (0.9%)
Total 173 (17.0%)

Lemma
way
member
thing
point
system
plant
power
market
part
centre
Total

News
Freq. (%
of 1701)
42 (2.5%)
26 (1.5%)
25 (1.5%)
23 (1.4%)
21 (1.2%)
20 (1.2%)
20 (1.2%)
17 (1.0%)
16 (0.9%)
14 (0.8%)
224 (13.2%)

Lemma
way
field
form
force
part
level
point
model
section
stage
Total

Academic
Freq. (% of
2345)
51 (2.2%)
42 (1.8%)
41 (1.7%)
34 (1.4%)
33 (1.4%)
26 (1.1%)
26 (1.1%)
24 (1.0%)
24 (1.0%)
24 (1.0%)
325 (13.8%)

The most popular MRW nouns contain three nouns that are generally
shared as MRW by the registers: way, point and thing. The noun way is relatively
most important to conversation (7.4%), followed by fiction (3.1%), news (2.5%)
and academic texts (2.2%). It is used to refer to a general manner or method (LM1)
in terms of a ‘road, path, direction etc. that you take in order to get to a particular
place’ (LM3). In both conversation and fiction texts way is both metaphorically
and non-metaphorically used (18 non-MRWs and 34 MRWs in conversation; 14
non-MRWs and 32 MRWs in fiction), whereas it is almost always MRW in the
informational written registers. The use of way is most varied in conversation,
where it appears in its manner sense, such as “That’s the way I feel, am I not
allowed?” (KB7-48), but also in more fixed phrases, such as “I thought no way”
(KCU-02), “I mean I come a long way” (KB7-8), and “He swings the other way”
(KBH-04). MRW way is also used in phrases at the end of utterances to indicate
how a statement relates to previous utterances or to express the manner in which a
described action or event should be interpreted. Examples are “I’ve got the keys,
by the way” (KBP-09), “Oh yes, I don’t feel she’s despised in any way” (KBW17), “[It’s an] extension really of Manchester, in a way” (KBP-09), and “He was
certainly into canals in a big way” (KBW-04). These expressions seem to either
mitigate or emphasize the content of the speaker’s utterance. By contrast, the
written registers simply employ the straightforward manner sense of MRW way,
such as in academic texts, to explain a point of view (CRS-01: “This chapter is an
account of the way they perceived attempts to develop integrated provision for
under-fives”) and in fiction texts, to describe character behaviour (CDB-04:
“Sometimes he felt that he […] acted the way he did because of their effects”).
The noun point is most often used in academic texts (26 cases), followed
by news (23 cases), fiction (14 cases) and conversation (9 cases). In all of the
written registers, point is generally metaphorically used. Conversation shows both
metaphorical and non-metaphorical usage (9 MRWs out of a total of 16 cases).
MRW point generally refers to an idea, opinion or reason (MM1) whereas its basic
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meaning is established as ‘the sharp end of something’ (MM7). Examples are from
news, “This, of course is a key point” (A1U-04), academic texts, “The point is that
birds themselves are warm-blooded like mammals” (AMM-02) and conversation,
“`What’s the point of carrying on like that?” (KBH-04). This use is most varied in
the informational written registers. News includes phrases such as “Major makes a
point of not being grand”, and “More to the point, it was Bagehot who said: […]”
(AHF-63). Other uses include reference to a particular moment in time (MM3),
such as in news, “There was one point when the hair on the back of my head began
to lift” (A7S-03) and fiction “Adam did not want, at this point, to speculate”
(CDB-04), and reference to an opinion, such as in academic texts, “looked at from
the medical point of view” (B17-02). It seems that its metaphorical sense of
referring to opinions makes point most typical in the written informational
registers.
The general noun thing is most often metaphorically used in conversation
(51 cases), followed by fiction (45 cases), news (25 cases) and academic texts (16
cases). Thing is generally used as MRW, although conversation shows relatively
most non-metaphorical uses (51 MRW cases versus 27 non-MRW cases). Halliday
and Hasan (1976) describe thing (as well as stuff) as an inanimate concrete count
noun, which is often used to bring about lexical cohesion (similar to determiners)
and refer to an earlier concept by summarizing an event according to a “general
principle whereby a superordinate item operates anaphorically as a kind of
synonym” (1976: 275). The use of a general noun offers the opportunity to add “an
interpersonal element into the meaning, which is absent in the case of the
pronouns” (ibid.). This happens in conversation in sentences such as “That's
terrible! It's an awful thing”, “But I mean these are, these are major things” and
“No, you can't understand how these things happen” (KBC-13). In these cases a
description of an event is summarized as a concrete, tangible object on which an
affective judgment (in this case of contempt or importance) is passed by the
speaker (this agrees with MM4: used for referring to a particular aspect of a
situation that you are making a comment about). In other words, a rather empty
general noun is used metaphorically as a vehicle for affect.
Note that these lexical cohesive uses of MRW thing are generally
accompanied by MRW demonstrative pronouns that refer back to the same
referent, creating an unmistakable link between referent and judgment. This kind
of summation through MRW thing is used in the other registers as well, although,
for example, academic texts generally do not show attitudinal modifiers before the
general noun, but rather degree modifiers or quantifiers, e.g. “That is the first thing
which anyone surveying the literature would notice” (ECV-05) and “Can we do the
same thing for the magnetic quantities” (FEF-03). In these examples, the adjectives
rather structure the argument than convey affective information, which is in line
with the supposedly ‘objective’ nature of academic texts. In other words, in
informational written registers, the empty MRW noun thing is used as a structuring
vehicle.
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Specific to conversation alone is the construction of the definite article the
plus the general noun thing plus third-person is. This is a pattern typically used ‘for
introducing an answer, comment, or explanation related to something that was just
mentioned’ (Macmillan), e.g. “You've only got to have them cleaned! But the thing
is erm with that, unless they're living there they might […]” (KCF-14) and its
variant “No, I didn't say anything. I think that's the thing” (KBW-11). Again,
speakers create lexical cohesion by using a referentially vague noun (cf. Biber et
al. 1999: 450). As in the modified examples, the meaning of thing is relatively
empty and dependent on the context for its interpretation. A variation on
metaphorical the thing is, is when thing is followed by an actual verb, e.g. “So the
thing, the thing to do is to sort of dot around in the conversation”. Instead of
simply describing the action, e.g. ‘You should dot around in the conversation’, the
action is first presented as an object and placed in focal position after which a
description of the proposed action follows. This seems to agree with the use of
low-content verbs (Chafe 1994) that turn states and actions into metaphorical static
possessions. In other words, by using the general noun speakers are able to offer an
abstract action, event, or topic up for discussion in the shape of a concrete vehicle,
to which the definite article the seems to lend importance.
Another use of thing in conversation is to signal an awareness of a bigger
picture by the speaker, such as one thing and another (KBW-17: “I hate being sick
and one thing [and] another”), that kind of thing (KB7-31: “Sunday lunch six quid
you know that kind of thing”), and the simple addition and things (KBW-11: “Well
what is it tomorrow morning and evening and things”). In these cases, thing refers
to other elements the speaker does not wish to or is not able to elaborate on or find
the words for (cf. Jucker et al. 2003). In a similar vein, thing is used when speakers
show uncertainty of a particular word or idea, e.g. “So all the hygiene things on
food apply to alcohol” (KBD-21) and “And we’re gonna do it, fo, for a
mammogram thing for the hospital” (KB7-48). These expressions do not occur in
news and academic texts, which need to be specific and cannot temporarily settle
for a general noun caused by lack of a better word or lack of time to elaborate.
Fiction texts contain such uses to describe a character’s thoughts or in actual
dialogue. These examples show yet another function of thing as replacing a more
specific reference.
In short, the three popular MRW nouns shared by the registers show
similar meanings, but differ in their use. Point is most common in the
informational written registers to refer to a thought or idea. Way and thing refer to
manner and situation in all registers, but seem most varied in their application in
conversation. Whereas the informational written registers use way and thing to
structure content, conversation uses them to convey affect, introduce opinions, and
avoid elaboration. These different uses are in line with the more dense,
informational style of news and academic texts, and the relatively vague on-line
style of conversation. Fiction finds itself in between these styles, borrowing from
both.
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The third most popular metaphorical noun, lot (30 cases), fits together with
bit (25 cases) and load (9 cases) in a group of quantifying expressions. Both lot
and bit are typically used in conversation and are typically metaphorically used.
Examples of their metaphorical usage are “There’s a lot of banging and crashing
on this tape” (KBH-02) and “It was a bit of a rough area” (KBD-21). In these
cases, quantities are referred to in terms of concrete notions. In the case of lot this
is either ‘an area of land used for building on or for another purpose’ (LM4) or ‘a
group of people or things considered together’ (LM1), depending on which of the
two an analyst decides is the basic sense. In the case of bit the basic sense is ‘a
small piece of something’ (LM1). Fiction, once again, contains some instances of
MRW lot (9 cases) and bit (8 cases), which typically occur in the dialogue
passages. Biber and colleagues attribute the relative absence of these quantifying
expressions in informational written registers to “their relative novelty, in historical
terms” and argue that “when they do occur, they are most typically found in
conversation, or carry a strong overtone of casual speech” (1999: 277). At the same
time, academic texts rather prefer some and many as quantifying expressions
because these texts rather express “guarded generalizations” (ibid.). In this respect,
the occurrence of load of (9 cases) in conversation underlines the supposedly less
guarded nature of this register. In expressions such as “I’ve got loads of money
somewhere” (KBW-09), loads refers to a large quantity in terms of a concrete
‘large quantity of something that is carried by a vehicle, person etc.’(LM1). MRW
load seems an extreme or hyperbolic version of lot.
The noun line, with 17 occurrences, also belongs to the most popular
metaphorical nouns in conversation, although it occurs mainly within one text. It
basically functions within conversation as a ‘shape metaphor’, comparing a
concrete item to ‘a piece of string, rope, or wire used for a particular purpose’
(MM11). One example is “Why is […] all them been on that trussing line?” (KB745), where an employee is describing the work of herself and her colleagues at a
conveyor belt trussing chickens and other food. The conveyor belt is of the same
shape as a piece of string or wire. Another example is “But just one line of things”
(KBC-13), where someone describes the use of a diary to recall events by writing
down some key words about what happened during a day. In this case, notes
written down resemble the shape of a three-dimensional line. In all of these cases,
concrete/physical situations are brought back to more simplified, schematic
concrete forms. Conversation does not show more abstract metaphorical uses of
line. By comparison, news and academic texts include occurrences such as “That is
a question of drawing the line between murder and manslaughter” (ACJ-01) and
“He is right to pursue this line” (A7W-01).
One more interesting group is headed by the noun hell, which is
metaphorically used 16 times and never occurs in a non-figurative sense. Similar
lexical units are rubbish (5 cases), bastard (3 cases), crap (3 cases), sod (2 cases),
drinky-poo (1 cases) and shit (1 case). These belong to a group of taboo or
swearwords typical of informal spoken conversation. Hell was already discussed in
the group of MRW adjectives, since it often occurs in fixed combination with
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adjective bloody, e.g. “you 'll be about eighty, dear and you'll be the one sat there
and someone saying, bloody hell look at that old codger behind the wheel!” (KB731). Hell is here ‘used for showing that you are extremely annoyed’ (Macmillan).
Another use is in the construction hell of a followed by a noun, e.g. “Must be hell
of a shock” (KBC-13) and “Hell of a lot of difference really” (KB7-10), which is
used ‘for emphasizing what you are saying’ (Macmillan). In both these cases, what
is transferred from the basic sense, ‘the place where bad people are sent to suffer
for ever when they die’ (MM1), to the target sense is a generalized sense of
negativity. MRW hell also features in fiction texts, where it is typically used in
dialogue.
Rubbish and crap are similarly used as a form of interjection (KB7-31:
“Absolute rubbish!” and KCU-02: “Crap! It wasn’t me last night, that’s crap!”)
and in combination with ‘load of’ (KB7-31: “Erm it 's a load of rubbish anyway!”
and KBD-21: “I mean, you think about all this I mean a load of crap when they
have larders and all that!”). Both words derive from a similar semantic source
domain and contain the basic senses ‘things that you thro away because they are no
longer useful’ (MM1) and ‘solid waste that has left your body’ (MM3). Again,
what seems to be transferred is a generalized sense of negativity, i.e. something
that you can easily do without. We find this in a more hyperbolic idiomatic
expression for ‘shit’ in “They were punching shit out of each other”. By contrast,
the word poo in the example “Have a little drinky-poos” (KB7-31) has abstracted
even further away from basic sense ‘solid waste from the body’ towards a more
general diminutive, evoking a positive rather than negative connotation. In a
similar vein, whereas bastard, with its basic sense ‘someone whose parents are not
married to each other’ (MM4), is used to negatively describe people (e.g. “Must be
some narky bastards in the rugby club”), sod seems closer to a term of endearment
in combination with adjective ‘little’ in e.g. “Crafty little sod she is” (KBJ-17) and
“gently, you little sod” (KCU-02). Again, what seems to be transferred from the
basic sense, ‘a piece of earth that has grass and roots growing in it’, is a
negative/positive connotation. All of these examples are highly conventionalized
words of affect used to comment on a situation, rather than more informatively
oriented phrases, and which fit the involved nature of conversation.
In sum, conversation contains a relatively low number of nouns. Nouns are
generally not metaphorically used, but when they are, this is most typically so in
academic texts and least in conversation. Moreover, both non-MRW and MRW
nouns show least variation in conversation and academic texts. In terms of
metaphor, fiction shows most variation. An analysis of the most popular MRW
nouns in conversation shows a shared use across registers of thing, way and point.
The first two are relatively more popular in conversation. These nouns generally
refer to situations and manner. In conversation, their MRW use is typically used to
introduce propositions, to mitigate or emphasize the content of a proposition
offered by the speaker and to convey affect. Thing is also used to circumvent
elaboration or more specific reference. As such, these uses are highly typical of the
on-line production of speech and the involved nature of conversation. Other nouns
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that manifest an involved, colloquial style are quantifying expressions lot, bit and
hyperbolic load, swearwords such as hell, rubbish and crap, and terms of
endearment, such as sod. The noun line in its metaphorical sense still refers to
concrete objects (such as a conveyor belt or a line on a page) and functions as a
shape metaphor. The noun point is used to refer to ideas, but is most often used in
the more abstract informational registers. In general, MRW nouns in conversation
therefore behave according to the situated, involved nature of the register.
MRW use of conjunctions and remainder category
The analyses in section 5.2, not surprisingly, showed that without exception, the
rest and conjunction categories contained the lowest number of metaphor in
comparison to other word classes in all registers. Compared between registers,
conjunctions did not show an interaction between metaphor and register. The
remainder category, however, was relatively overused as metaphor in academic
texts. In terms of distribution, only 0.2% of the remainder category was MRW
used in conversation, only 0.9% in fiction, 2.5% in news and 2.6% in academic
texts. Conjunctions and lexical units from the remainder category are therefore
almost never metaphorically used, and if they are, this occurs most often in
academic texts. A brief look at the remainder category puts this into perspective.
Almost all of the most popular rest lemmas in conversation are indeed
never used metaphorically (which agrees with the finding for metaphor
distribution). These include personal pronouns I, you, he, we, she, negative particle
not, interjections such as yeah, oh, yes, mm, erm, infinitive to, and numerals such
as two, three, six and so on. These candidates are relatively similar in the written
registers and cannot be candidates for metaphorical use because they do not have a
contextual meaning that can be contrasted with a more basic meaning. They are
either grammatical words, or words used to literally point to other people taking
part in the conversation or being discussed.
For conversation, 35 cases (0.2%) of the rest category were metaphorically
used. This is mostly brought about by ordinal numeral next and personal pronoun
it. These are metaphorically used for two different reasons: genuine indirect
metaphorical use and anaphoric reference to a metaphorically used lexical unit. All
cases of metaphorical next are based on a contrast between spatial location and
chronology in time. In its basic sense, next refers to ‘the place that is closest to
where you are’ (MM2). In its metaphorical sense it refers to ‘the time that comes
after this one or after another one’ (MM1). An example is from KBD-07: “I hope
she [comes back] for it next week”. Metaphorical next is also often used in news
(22 cases) and fiction (12 cases) and less so in the academic register (4 cases).
All cases of metaphorical it are cohesively used and refer back to a
metaphorically used noun. An example is from KB7-45: “[…] if there’s any weak
stuff then I said I’ll work it [stuff] out”. Such MRW lexical units are part of the
implicit metaphor type, which was shown in section 5.2 to be underused in
conversation. By comparison, the written registers show a higher implicit use of it
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(49 cases in academic texts, 42 in news and 22 in fiction) and they (37 in academic
texts, 30 in news texts and 22 in fiction). Academic texts showed an overuse of
implicit metaphor in the analyses in section 5.2. The distribution of implicit
metaphor paralleled that of clear metaphor: in academic texts, cohesive pronouns
more often relate to metaphors, since academic texts in general contain more
MRW lexical units. The overuse of MRW lexical units in the remainder category
in academic texts therefore appears to be due to the more common use of implicit
metaphor in this register.
In sum, conversation contains a relatively high number of lexical units
from the remainder category, which are generally not metaphorically used. When
they are metaphorically used, this occurs to convey notions of time or to refer back
to previous metaphorical lexical units through the cohesive use of pronouns. For
this reason, metaphorical usage of lexical units from the remainder category is
most typical of the academic register, which is highly metaphorical and known for
its use of cohesive pronouns for information elaboration (Biber 1988).
Conjunctions are almost never metaphorically used.
Table 5.18 The ten most frequent MRW remainder words per register
Lemma
next
it
they

Conversation
Freq. (%
of 35)
14 (40.0%)
13 (37.1%)
4 (11.4%)

lots
one
there

2 (5.7%)
1 (2.9%)
1 (2.9%)

Total

35 (100%)

Lemma
they
it
next
she
m
one
to
I
lots
thousand
Total

Fiction
Freq. (% of
69)
22 (31.9%)
15 (21.7%)
12 (17.4%)
9 (13.0%)
2 (2.9%)
2 (2.9%)
2 (2.9%)
1 (1.4%)
1 (1.4%)
1 (1.4%)
67 (96.9%)

Lemma
it
they
next
to
he
you
dozen
every
half-adozen
hundreds
Total

News
Freq. (% of
120)
42 (35.0%)
30 (25.0%)
22 (18.3%)
10 (8.3%)
2 (1.7%)
2 (1.7%)
1 (0.8%)
1 (0.8%)
1 (0.8%)
1 (0.8%)
112 (93.3%)

Lemma
it
they
underfives
to
we
next
one
naught
the
two
Total

Academic
Freq. (% of
118)
49 (41.5%)
37 (31.4%)
11 (9.3%)
5 (4.2%)
5 (4.2%)
4 (3.4%)
4 (3.4%)
1 (0.8%)
1 (0.8%)
1 (0.8%)
118 (100%)

Conclusion: metaphor and word class through the looking glass
The in-depth explorations of the use of metaphor in each word class in
conversation, and a comparison to the use of metaphor in each word class in the
written registers, have provided a more detailed picture of metaphor and its
functions in conversation. In general, many popular metaphors in conversation are
similarly popular in the written registers, but are mostly applied for different
purposes. Whereas verbs in conversation contribute to the involved and situated
nature of the register (e.g. come on and have), verbs are applied for more abstract
purposes in academic texts. Whereas nouns are used for more situated (e.g. lots,
loads) and affective purposes (e.g. hell, rubbish) and to deal with the pressure of
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on-line language production (thing, stuff, way) in conversation, nouns seem more
geared towards text structuring in the informational written texts. The cohesive
implicit use of pronouns to refer to metaphorical notions in academic and news
texts underlines this pattern. Prepositions are used in conversation to indicate
general present time and manner; in academic and news texts, prepositions refer to
specific past time and, once again, elaborate the argumentative structure. Fiction
texts use prepositions for more narrative purposes in explicit character
descriptions. Adverbs are mostly used in all registers to refer to quantity, direction,
degree and time, but conversation adds a more situated metaphorical use in
expressions, such as being up (‘awake’), being on (‘at work’), and so on.
Adjectives are generally used to refer to time or degree of, for example,
importance, but are specifically used by conversation to indicate affect or
evaluation (e.g. little, bloody, fine and fair). Finally, metaphorical determiners, in
the form of demonstratives, are most common as that in conversation, but as this in
academic and news texts. Overall, they are most often used in conversation, which
underlines the interactional and situated nature of conversational discourse or the
on-line informational elaboration style.
Two other patterns are typical of specific registers. To begin with, in the
case of the content words, fiction shows most variation in metaphor use, whereas
conversation almost always shows least variation. This means that conversation
more often includes the same metaphors, whereas fiction shows a more diverse
style. This applies for verbs, nouns, and adjectives. In the case of adverbs, news
and academic texts show most variation and conversation shows least. This
concurs with the general difference in diversity between conversation and the
expository registers observed by Biber et al. (1999). In fiction texts, variation in
nouns, verbs and adjectives can be attributed to a more enticing narrative style (not
every character and situation should be described in the same fashion). The variety
in adverbs in academic and news texts may be attributed to more creative text
structuring, although this should be explored in further study since the most
popular adverbs do not reflect such creativity.
A second pattern reveals that conversation, and to a lesser extent fiction,
shows a more equal distribution between non-metaphorical and metaphorical usage
for most of the metaphorical lexical units than news and academic texts. This is not
surprising, given the situated nature of conversation and the need for speech
partners to comment on their direct environment. However, it means that
metaphorical and non-metaphorical uses of words are much more ‘blurred’, a
phenomenon which Cameron refers to as “borderlands of metaphor, metonymy and
the literal” (2010: 351) in a discussion of so-called ‘physical-and-speech action
expressions’ such as sit down and talk. In this example, Cameron argues, sit down
is used as a bridge term (Kittay 1987: 166) between a literal and more symbolic
metaphorical domain: “domains constructed in the talk are bridged by words or
phrases that take the language user from one to the other and back again, playing
with the mind’s tendency to understand through metaphor and through metonymy”
(Cameron 2010: 339). Such ‘blurring’ of domains is also visible in the use of
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metaphorical language that refers to concrete targets in conversation (such as being
up, to refer to being awake and on, to refer to being scheduled for work, or the use
of delexicalized verb have + experience or event to describe this experience, such
as have a walk, and have a go). Whereas authors of written texts may be able to
take a distance from the text and insert less concrete language (such as being
awake or being scheduled, and more latinate or verbal expressions for actions, such
as walk or attempt), this may be less straightforward in the on-line production of
situated speech. It is for this reason that authors of academic articles have often
been referred to as “disembodied researcher[s]” (Ellingson 2006: 300). This
argumentation can indeed be related to embodied theories of language that argue
that in language understanding “people use their embodied experience to ‘softassemble’ meaning, rather than merely activate pre-existing abstract, conceptual
representations” (Gibbs 2006a: 201). This may similarly be concluded for language
production given the role supposedly played by gesture in lexical access, especially
for words with spatial content (Butterworth & Hadar 1989) and in planning and
conceptualizing messages (Ojemann 1994; see Gibbs 2006a, Chapter 6 for an
overview of embodiment in language and communication). This assumption,
however, needs further investigation, which unfortunately goes beyond the aims of
the present thesis.
Thus, the observed variation in metaphor use may generally be explained
by differences in register in terms of involved versus informational characteristics,
situated versus abstract style, and narrative versus non-narrative concerns.
Especially MRW determiners, the word class most specific to conversation, goes
against the nature of metaphor as more informational and abstract: metaphorical
demonstratives are typical of on-line text elaboration.
5.3.2 Metaphor type: direct metaphor
Most lexical units discussed in the previous section were examples of clear MRW,
since these make up 92.8% of all metaphor-related words. Unclear MRWs only
make up 7.2% of all metaphor-related words. In other words, unclear metaphors
are rare in our data set. These unclear metaphors appear evenly distributed across
all registers, which means that they are no more an issue for the written texts than
they are for conversation. The overview of difficult cases for MIPVU analysis in
Chapter 4 (section 4.3.2) already provided examples of the type of lexical units that
are prone to become borderline cases in conversation. Because unclear MRWs are
not typical of any of the registers, they will not be further discussed here.
In addition to the clear and unclear metaphors, one other category is
relevant to the main metaphor relation variable: Mflags. Although these make up
only 0.1% (141 cases) of the complete data set, the analysis in section 5.2 showed
that their distribution contributes to the interaction between main metaphor relation
and register. Conversation showed an underuse of Mflags with only 10 instances,
as did academic texts with 20 instances. News behaved according to chance, with
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37 instances, and fiction shows an overuse, with 74 instances. This use of Mflags
can be paired with the use of direct metaphor, which are typically signalled by
Mflags (cf. Goatly 1997). These make up a similarly small group of the complete
data set (0.2%), but its distribution contributes to the interaction between metaphor
reference type and register. Conversation here, too, shows an underuse of direct
metaphor with 19 instances, as did academic texts with 40 instances. News shows
an overuse with 112 instances, as does fiction with 165 instances. The distribution
of Mflags and direct metaphors across registers therefore generally follow the same
pattern.
Two hypotheses can be formulated about the use of Mflags and direct
metaphor. Firstly, it can be suggested that given the proportion of Mflags and
direct metaphor in each register, which is 1:2 in conversation, academic and fiction
texts and 1:3 in news texts, and given the link between Mflag and direct metaphor,
it might be that news texts use more elaborate direct metaphors or use direct
metaphor independently of metaphor signals (e.g. through direct opposition).
Secondly, the distribution of Mflags and direct metaphor with conversation and
academic texts at one end of the scale and news, and especially fiction at the other
end of the scale seemed to mark direct metaphor use as a feature that is typically
employed for narrative purposes. This also fits with a more deliberate usage of
metaphors of which direct metaphor flagged by metaphor signals, such as like, is
assumed to be the typical case (Steen 2008). Such deliberate use of metaphor was
discussed in Chapter 2, but will briefly be recalled here.
Steen (2008, 2011) argues that metaphor should be considered along three
different dimensions: language, thought and communication. This last dimension
was added to distinguish between more random and more deliberate metaphor use.
This should enable a study of metaphor as a more deliberate strategy adopted by
language users for particular rhetorical effects, for example to divert in news texts
or persuade in academic texts. Bowdle and Gentner (2005) provided evidence of
different processing strategies, such as comparison versus categorization, which
resulted from different grammatical forms of metaphor, in this case metaphor
versus simile. As such, Steen includes simile as one of the clearest examples of an
“overt nonliteral comparison” (2008: 225) that invites a reader or listener to
actually process via comparison. In this light, direct metaphor, especially
introduced by Mflags, may therefore perform a distinct communicative function
that differs from other metaphor use and is therefore typical of specific registers.
The diverging pattern of Mflags and direct metaphor shown in our previous
analysis seems to support such a specific communicative function. The hypotheses
described will be explored below by describing the use of Mflags and direct
metaphor for each register.
First, however, two clarifications are in order as to the method adopted to
code direct metaphor. In a quantitative account of linguistic metaphor use, it is
important to clearly specify which lexical units in a simile or other direct metaphor
are included as metaphor-related words, especially when the method, as MIPVU
does, codes on a word-by-word basis. In our annotation, only those words in direct
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metaphors that actually contribute semantic content (i.e. content words) to the
comparison were annotated as direct metaphor. This generally means that
grammatical words are not included. An example is a sentence taken from fiction:
He paused, reminding McLeish irresistibly of a Labrador wondering how best to approach
an acquaintance (AB9-03).

In this simile 6 lexical units are annotated as direct metaphor: Labrador,
wondering, how, best, approach and acquaintance. Moreover, analysts need to
decide where a simile or direct metaphor ends. In order to make this decision,
lexical units are analysed as belonging either to the source or target domain based
on semantic information as well as sentence structure. In the above example, the –
ing clause immediately follows the source domain and can be treated as the
behaviour of the dog, which is why it is considered as part of the source domain. A
more in-depth discussion of such annotation decisions can be found in Kaal and
Dorst (in press). The following paragraphs will discuss the number of direct
metaphors per register and the number of direct metaphors per sentence to
determine the length of stretches of direct metaphors in each register (i.e. whether
some registers contain longer similes than others). Moreover, possible extended
uses of direct metaphor are explored.
The conversations contain 19 occurrences of direct MRWs, which are
spread over 12 different utterances. In all of these utterances, stretches of direct
metaphor are no longer than three lexical units (not counting the articles). The
longest stretches of direct metaphor occur in two utterances that do not make use
of a metaphor signal. These are descriptions of a child’s behaviour by her mother,
who twice repeats that “She’s a poor old lady at the moment” (KBH-02). In this
case, the girl’s behaviour is directly identified with that of an old woman. The 10
remaining utterances contain the 10 Mflags that occur in conversation, which are
almost always typical metaphor signal like (7 instances), but also include as, call
and sort of. Examples of these are the following:
KB7-10:
KB7-10:
KB7-48:
KBC-13:
KBD-07:
KBD-21:
KBW-17:

It hadn’t got a separate kitchen. It was sort of like a kitchen diner.
When I walked into the well what I would call a cupboard but they
classed it as the bathroom […]
Yeah, and you feel like a bleeding rabbit.
It’s no use living like a cabbage.
Jean was in that horrible mustard and black striped contraption. Stuck out
like a sore.
Well as I say, you can see where it was. It’s that sort of diamond.
He just looks at me hard as nails.

These direct metaphors are used to describe the appearance of a house or pub
(KB7-10/KBD-21), the appearance of a friend (KBD-07), the feeling people have
when they are on a diet (KB7-48), the life of older people who have had a stroke
(KBC-13), and the behaviour of a relative (KBW-17). Many express an evaluation
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of a situation or simply comment on a shape. Following Cameron (2003), we
included any comparison that was not clearly non-metaphorical, such as the shape
metaphors in KB7-10 and KBD-21. These are here employed to describe situated
events, as is typical for conversation.
It should be noted that many of the small group of similes employed in
conversations are highly conventionalized. The reference to older people as
‘cabbages’ is included in the dictionary (MM2) as ‘an offensive word for someone
who is completely unable to move or speak because their brain is very badly
damaged’. The comparison of a shape to a ‘diamond’ resembles the sense
description of ‘a shape with four straight equal sides that stands on one of its
corners’ (MM2). Hard as nails is included as a fixed phrase in the dictionary
describing a person who is ‘not affected by emotions such as sadness or
sympathy’, as is stick/stand out like a sore thumb, which describes someone or
something as ‘very noticeable because of being different’. These phrases are
sometimes also referred to as ‘frozen similes’ (e.g. McCarthy 1998: 131).
Conversation is therefore characterized by a low number of rather
conventionalized and short direct comparisons, which are generally expressed as
similes. These are used to describe the environment, and comment on situations.
Academic texts contain 40 occurrences of direct metaphor spread across 17
sentences. None of the direct metaphors occur without an Mflag signal. These
include as (6 cases) and like (4 cases), but also so-called (3 cases), resemble, suffix
signals such as –shaped and –like and multiword signals such as what they term
and as if it were. This last Mflag was coded as two separate units by BNC; in
effect, academic texts actually contain 19 occurrences of Mflags instead of 20.
Most of the stretches of direct metaphor are no longer than 4 lexical units, although
2 sentences contain stretches of 6 and 8 lexical units. The largest stretch concerns a
description of a Frida Kahlo painting, which depicts, amongst other things, a
fluttering dress that signifies a more political message: “Dislocated from its
political context, it [the dress] hangs like a piata above the teeming streets of the
city; decorative yet potentially explosive” (A6U-02). Here, the comparison of a
dress with a piata (a doll filled with candy that is hit with a hammer or stick during
parties to get the candy out) is extended into the possible consequences of the
hanging piata and, thus, with the implications hidden in the image of the dress. The
direct metaphor containing 6 lexical units is also an example of an extended
metaphor. It describes the possibilities of computer-based emergency response
systems in the event of evacuations where there is no time to waste, as follows:
“This is the so-called Chinese postman problem, which provides a Hamiltonian
circuit through the arcs, as compared with the travelling salesman problem, which
is a minimum route through the network nodes” (B1G-02). The non-metaphorical
source domain is referred to twice through an opposition, by which the true
problem is explained.
Other examples of direct metaphor in academic texts include the
following:
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AMM-02:
AMM-02:
B17-02:

The second method tries to analyse the structure of the fossil almost as if
it were a piece of engineering.
Poplar leaves have an elegant outline resembling that of an arab minaret.
Thus were explained anatomically the enormous jaws, high cheek bones,
prominent superciliary arches, solitary lines on the palms, extreme size of
the orbits, what they term handle-shaped or sessile ears, found in
criminals, savages and apes […]

Academic texts clearly use direct metaphor for more informational purposes, such
as the explanation of a work of art, emergency response systems, the structure of
fossils, the outer appearance of plants and people. These uses are less evaluative,
and more objective. Moreover, these direct metaphors do not occur in fixed
phrases. The academic register is therefore characterized by a low number of rather
novel and sometimes longer direct comparisons, which are marked by like as
similes, but also through other metaphor signals. These are used to describe
difficult and complex topics.
News texts contain 112 direct metaphors, which are spread out over 32
sentences. These sentences contain relatively longer stretches of direct metaphor,
with 8 sentences containing 5 or more direct metaphors, the highest containing 14.
In 6 instances, direct metaphors occur without the occurrence of an Mflag. These
mostly seem to be deliberately employed to achieve an attractive and effective
argumentative style for readers. An example is the following:
IN SYSTEMS development nothing is more fundamental than assessing user
requirement. […] But many system developers are unable to assess requirements
properly. They seem to think that you can ask a businessman what his requirement
are and get an answer that amounts to a draft system specification. A doctor
doesn’t ask his patient what treatment to prescribe. The patient can explain only
what the problem is. It is the doctor that provides the remedy. […] A user may
have a deep knowledge of business problems, but knowing little about computers,
has no idea how they should be tackled. Yet, analysts are heard asking time and
time again, ‘Tell me what you want. […]’ But of course the users don’t know what
they want, so they end up getting another duff system. An effective analyst
provides the same service to the business as the doctor provides to the patient.
(A8R-02).

In this case the writer effectively compares system developers and businessmen in
the computer domain to doctors and patients in the medical domain in order to
make his case and explain the wrongs of the situation. The metaphor is extended
across many sentences and concluded by an explicit comparison through Mflag as.
Another example is from text A1G-27, which describes the return of the remains of
King Nicholas I to Montenegro and some of the king’s past actions:
Nicholas was the uncle of Europe for his success in marrying his beautiful but
penniless daughters into the grander royal houses of Russia, Serbia and Italy
(A1G-27)
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Here, Nicholas is directly compared to an uncle, which claim is further explained
in the rest of the sentence.
The rest of the sentences do contain an Mflag. These consist of like (11
cases), as (8 cases), the suffix signal –like (4 cases), the suffix signal –shaped (2),
as if (2 cases), and shows single occurrences of appearance, call, constitute,
reminiscent, shape, type and phrases such as know as and no more than. Here, the
last Mflag was coded as three separate lexical units in BNC. In effect, news texts
contain 35 Mflag occurrences instead of 37. Examples are:
A1K-02:
A2D-05:
A9J-01:
AHC-61:
AHE-03:

Don’t know about the music policy but the name sounds like the
ingredient of a takeaway from a less salubrious Chinese.
The effect is rather like an extended advertisement for Marlboro Lights.
The army never know which it will be. It is as if it is walking through a
minefield. The wave-like pattern of the Intifada, its pains and sufferings
are all reminiscent of the process of birth. (A9J-01)
To go to Poitou/Saintonge and not look at any of its churches would be
like going to an African game reserve and ignoring the animals.
The Wolds, in a five-million-a-year contract, likes to think of its prisoners
as customers.

These examples use direct metaphor for more argumentative, evaluative purposes
in editorial pieces, reviews, and reports. The A1K text reviews pubs, in this case
one called ‘Dog & Dumpling’, which the writer is not too sure about. The A2D
text reviews a TV series, the Western Young Riders, which seems rather boring in
the author’s opinion. The A9J text describes the Palestinian uprise against Israel
(Intifada) and vividly pictures the uncertain situation for the people involved.
Moreover, it uses the context of violence and armies as a source domain for the
topic of insecurity. This is what Kövecses refers to as the ‘pressure of coherence’
(Kövecses 2009: 18; see also Chapter 1): it makes sense to choose a source domain
that is close to the topic at hand. The AHC text describes a French region and the
sights that are not to be missed. Finally, AHE describes the HM prison Wolds in
Yorkshire. The news register is thus characterized by a relatively high number of
rather novel and sometimes extended direct comparisons, which are marked by like
as similes, but also through other metaphor signals. These are used for effective
writing and argumentative purposes.
The final register, fiction, contains 165 direct metaphors, which are spread
across 63 sentences. Similar to news texts, 8 sentences contain 5 or more lexical
units, the highest being 9. Direct metaphor occurs thrice without a signal, in
sentences such as “a jocular portrait by Gauguin of Madeleine: the pears her
breasts, the dense flowers her hair” (FET-01). Through juxtaposition, a comparison
is made. However, direct metaphors are mostly signalled by an Mflag. These
include like (35 cases), as (9 cases), as if (4 cases), suffix signal -ish (2 cases),
seem (2 cases), appearance, as though, physically, remind, suffix –shaped, -like,
symbolically and signal phrases, such as with the … of a(n)…(4 cases), mistake for
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some sort of and as … as. Some of these final phrases were coded as separate
lexical units by BNC, which brings the actual number of occurrences of Mflags in
fiction down to 65 cases. This is still a relatively large number compared to the
other registers. Typical examples are:
AB9-03:
BMW-09:
BPA-14:
C8T-01:
CB5-02:
CCW-03:
CDB-04:
FAJ-17:
FPB-01:

He paused, reminding McLeish irresistibly of a Labrador wondering how
best to approach an acquaintance
It made her feel strong, invincible, almost and just a tiny bit as if she had
drunk too much wine.
Forster felt the silence physically settle around him. He had never been
one to exercise an over-imagination, yet the conditions were like the
feeling of a tomb of an interment.
He surveyed their busyness unsmiling like a stout imperious Caesar.
They prepared chicken pies: the pastry as light as Ruth’s heart.
Robin-Anne attacked the sandwich and salad with the savagery of a
starving bear.
Here and there stunted trees squatted like old men in cloaks.
He strokes its side which is white and marked with round patches of
black like islands on a naively drawn map.
Miranda felt as if she were breathing the air of the gods. (FPB-01)

These examples show a tendency for fiction to use direct metaphor in descriptions
of character behaviour, feelings, and the environment. The fiction register is thus
characterized by a relatively high number of rather novel and relatively long
stretches of direct comparisons, which are typically marked by like as similes, but
also through other metaphor signals. These are used for narrative purposes, such as
character and environment description and enable a reader to imagine a world
depicted in words (for a more extensive discussion of metaphor in literature, see
Dorst 2011; Semino 2008).
The above analysis shows that the use of direct metaphor is typically
signalled in all registers. The written registers differ from conversation in that they
more often make use of longer comparisons and make more varied use of metaphor
signals. Moreover, direct metaphors in the written registers are more creative and
less conventionalized. They are mostly applied for conceptual purposes in
academic texts (to make a reader understand a difficult concept), for both
conceptual and persuasive or divertive purposes in news texts (to make a reader
understand a topic, but also to be persuaded by the argument, either because of
humorous or effective comparisons) and for descriptive and imaginative purposes
in the fiction texts (to create a tangible fictitious world). Conversation, by contrast,
uses direct metaphor to evaluate behaviour or describe appearances, generally
through highly conventionalized fixed expressions.
Direct metaphor and simile therefore seems typical of more creative,
narrative texts in which writers invite readers to make comparisons in order to
travel into a concrete text world. In terms of deliberate metaphor use, it seems
likely that such metaphors are indeed processed as metaphor. In the case of
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conversation, however, direct comparisons are often conventionalized or part of
fixed expressions that are produced as chunks of language. Whether or not such
direct comparisons are actually meant as an invitation to compare or be processed
as a comparison seems less straightforward. This is, however, hard to establish
from transcripts alone and a matter for psycholinguistic research.

5.3.3 Metaphor distribution across texts
Now that we have established the metaphorical use of different word classes, the
occurrence of borderline cases and the use of direct metaphor and Mflags in
conversation, one final issue is the extent to which the texts in the conversation
register differ in metaphor use. Chapter 2 discussed how Cameron (2008a: 199)
identifies a cline in metaphor use for different types of speech contexts.
Reconciliation talk contained a high density of metaphor (100 metaphors per 1,000
words), doctor-patient talk showed a density of 55 metaphors per 1,000 words and
classroom talk had the lowest metaphor density with, on average, 27 metaphors per
1,000 words. For the classroom talk, however, density ranged between 15 and 40
metaphors depending on the topic. Although our corpus generally consists of
casual face-to-face conversation, there may be slight differences in the kinds of
texts we are dealing with and, as a result, the amount and type of metaphor used.
As argued by Carter and McCarthy, “different types of talk produce different types
of language” (1997: 8). This may similarly hold for metaphorical language. One
final question for metaphor distribution within conversation is, therefore, whether
all texts behave the same and whether differences may be due to specific topics of
the text.
In order to see whether there is an interaction between texts and metaphor
(i.e. whether specific texts jump out as overusing or underusing metaphor), a chisquare analysis was conducted crossing the different texts (consisting of 24 texts)
with the main metaphor category (non-metaphor versus metaphor). The result was
significant, although the effect size is small ("2(23) = 1,859E2, p < 0.001; Cramer’s
V = 0.06). Five texts turned out to show a relative overuse of metaphor, whereas
another group of six texts showed a relative underuse. Within the group of texts
that showed a marked distribution of metaphor use, the lowest proportion of
metaphor was found in KBH-09 (2.7%; stand. resid. -4.8). The highest proportion
was found in KBH-04 (10.1%; stand. resid. +4.2). The following paragraphs will
consider these opposing texts by giving an outline of their contents and a brief
overview of the number and type of metaphors included in the spoken texts.
In KBH-09 we witness an interaction between Carole (36), her au pair
Joelle (18) and Carole’s daughter Charlotte (2). The extract starts when Carole and
Charlotte are almost ready to go out on a mission to buy some polo shirts. Carole is
looking for her keys, they say goodbye to Joelle and then they are off. While
walking outside Carole comments to her daughter on the chilly weather. Charlotte
asks her mother whether they can walk on a specific part of the road. Carole
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reminds her daughter of the fact that Charlotte’s grandparents will visit them later
that day. In between she responds to the way Charlotte is walking and the fact that
her daughter should hold her hand, especially when they are coming up to a very
busy road. At a certain stage the noise of the cars obviously interrupts their
communication. The extract stops when they have nearly reached their destination.
This extract consists of 693 lexical units and contains 19 metaphor-related
words (2.7%). It is a typical example of language-in-action, “an interaction where
the language is generated directly by the actions of the participants” (McCarthy
1998: 34). The topics discussed are directly related to the physical situation the two
speech partners are in. In such a concrete context, the use of metaphor is rare. Most
metaphors (7) are prepositions indicating communication (“Look at me when
you’re talking to me”), distance and time (We’re coming up to a busy road in a
minute”) and a specific event, namely the fact that Charlotte’s other grandfather is
“on holiday”. Other metaphorical uses include demonstrative pronouns (2 cases)
used by Clare to comment on her daughter’s utterances (“On holiday, that’s
right”). Two adjectives are employed, to describe the extent of an action (“Hold me
a little bit”) and to describe the upcoming road (“a busy road”). In the first
example, a small effort (MM5) or short time (MM3) is compared to a small size
(MM1). In the second example, the road can be said to be personified, as if it has
many things to do (MM1). Two verbs are used, to tell Charlotte to no longer do
something (“Alright, stop it then”) and to tell Joelle that it is possible to buy her
some polos as well (“I think we might be able to manage that”). In case of stop,
stopping an action (MM2) is compared to no longer moving (MM3). In case of
manage, succeeding (MM1) is compared to organizing and controlling the work of
a company (MM3). Finally, two nouns are used, namely bit, which compares an
action to a small piece of something (LM1), and pet, which is a term of
endearment, comparing Charlotte to a domestic animal (MM1). All of these
metaphors are highly common and serve the situated action or convey affection.
In KBH-04, the text with the highest proportion of metaphor-related
words, we once again meet Carole and her daughter Charlotte, this time in the
company of Carole’s husband Adam (36) and their friend Pauline (30+). In the
following paraphrase, some important metaphorically used words have been
included in italics. Their conversation starts with a comment on how well Charlotte
comes out on tape, because of her clear voice. Then they discuss music and records
by Conway Twitty, Elvis, Simon & Garfunkel, and the Everly Brothers. One of
these is labelled a wicked record. Adam then asks Pauline how things are down at
work; she owns a shop for which estimates have to be made for customers. One of
her employees, Terry, is not carrying out his job properly, a situation which
Pauline starts to describe. Her father, apparently part of the company, has had
enough of this employee, and is considering passing some big estimates onto
Brian, another employee, in order not to lose any customers. Terry has promised to
sort out the estimates and fetch the customers in. According to Pauline, the
customers are all ready to pursue their estimate. Contacting them is simply a
matter of some polishing touches. Pauline does not want Terry to throw money
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away. She appears to think that her father always forgets after a while how
annoying Terry can be, then swings the other way (here probably: changes his
opinion) and hires him again. But, Terry is just not pulling his weight. To make
matters worse, he randomly takes days off and asks others to cover for him. And
he’s got the gall to make sudden decisions. Adam wonders what the point is of
continuing like this. Pauline admits it is difficult to stop Terry unless someone puts
their foot down. Adam proposes that while her father is taking her side of things it
might be worth inquiring how far he will take it. Pauline continues to complain
that when she urged Terry to actually give a customer an estimate, that same
customer was in first thing the next morning. Adam does not understand why
Pauline is surprised by Terry’s behaviour. Then the conversation switches topics.
Pauline describes how she had people visiting her house and had to quickly clean
up by stuffing things other the stairs. Carole calls this an old trick. Finally,
Charlotte seems to be making a mess. Pauline refers to her as a rotten old pig.
This extract consists of 1649 lexical units and contains 186 metaphorrelated words (10.1%). It comes closer to what Carter and McCarthy (1998) term
‘conversational story-telling’ as well as ‘comment-elaboration’, in which people
comment on their daily lives. It features speech participants that, with some
interruptions, are mostly focused on the content of their interaction. These topics
are both related to the immediate situation (the music that is playing) as well as
more abstract topics (Pauline’s work). The main part of the conversation consists
of discussing a problem. As a result, there is more in-depth elaboration of the topic
and a back and forth between the speech partners concerning this topic. In this
context, metaphor use is more varied. In this text, instead of a grammatical word
class, such as prepositions, a class of content words is most often metaphorically
used: verbs (55 cases). These are mostly concerned with Pauline’s problem, are
often repeated and in some cases belong to the same semantic domain. Estimates
are described to be passed onto other people, they need to be sorted out, and put
out or given to people, otherwise customers cannot pursue them. In these cases,
estimates are metaphorically compared to concrete objects which can be physically
relocated and searched for. Customers should be fetched in, they are to be had, and
the company cannot afford to lose them. When a person becomes a customer, he or
she is therefore metaphorically referred to as a possession. Moreover, other people
are covering for Terry, while he takes a day off. More general uses of the
delexicalized verb have are also included, such as “we had that row” and
“wouldn’t they rather have Terry as a sort of permanent worker anyway”, where
events and situations are metaphorically referred to as possessions.
Besides verbs, prepositions are well represented (44 cases) in the
conversation. These typically indicate time within Pauline’s retelling of events
(“on Saturday”, “by tomorrow morning”), but in some cases also refer to topics
concerned (“He knew about that”) or indicate interactions (“if he says anything to
me”). Determiners, which mostly consist of demonstrative that, are often used (31
cases) throughout the text to refer to previous utterances, and at times to introduce
supposedly shared information, such as the following interaction:
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Adam:
Carole:
Adam:

Like [for instance] the, er, what do they call those two? Oh (…) the two
brothers.
Everley Brothers?
The Everley Brothers, that’s it. You know, Wake up Little Suzie?

Those refers cataphorically to the Everley Brothers, whose name the speaker is
unable to retrieve. That refers anaphorically to the given answer. Nouns are
metaphorically used on 26 occasions and are used in quantifying expressions, such
as a lot of and loads of. They also feature in the strikingly often used idiomatic
expressions, such as go into it in detail, polishing touches, I’ve had enough, he
swings the other way, Terry’s just not pulling his weight, he’s got the gall,
someone puts their foot down, taking your side of things, and she comes in first
thing in the morning. The fact that Pauline uses idiomatic expressions to describe
and evaluate an employee, as well as her father, who are both absent in the
conversation, is in line with Strassler’s (1982) point that idioms are more likely to
occur when a speaker refers to a third person outside a conversation, because they
are highly evaluative and therefore face-threatening (see also Chapter 2). Pauline
finally refers to Charlotte through a noun used as a term of endearment: you rotten
old pig. Pig is conventionally used for someone who behaves in an unpleasant
way, rotten (MM1: decayed) is used to make this more humorous (MM2) and old
is added ‘for showing you like someone’ (MM5). Adverbs (14 cases) are mainly
used to convey degree, as in “Tuesday morning about quarter past eight” or a point
in a process, “so far we were the cheapest”. Other adjectives (13 in total) than
those already mentioned are used in expressions of evaluation, such as “It’s not
being fair” and “that’s fine”.
All of these metaphors are highly common, but some of them, especially
the verbs, are more vividly used through relexicalization of the same semantic
domain, and repetition of the same linguistic metaphor (Cameron 2007b, 2008b).
Moreover, there are ample time references mostly to refer to the timeline of the
problem sketched. There is much more interaction between the speakers and much
more information within the utterances, which results in the need for the
demonstrative pronoun that to quickly refer to one’s own and each other’s
utterances. Finally, the frequent use of idiomatic expressions to evaluate as well as
understand the problem is striking. Metaphor use is therefore higher in this
involved account of a more abstract problem than in the example of language in
action.
The above texts are therefore rather different in their use of metaphor,
which can be related to the difference between language in action and the
discussion of more abstract topics. Such a pattern is repeated by other texts that
show high metaphor use, such as KBC-13 (9.6%), in which two speakers are at
home, listening to the radio and talking to each other about many abstract topics
such as politics and health care. There is a continuous back and forth between the
speech partners. Similarly, in KB7-48 (9.3%) people at work are discussing a wide
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range of topics, from buying furniture to losing weight. In KBP-09 (9.3%) a man is
visiting an estate agent’s, getting information on property, but also talking about
the reason for moving, family ties, the estate agent’s office and even Uri Geller. In
KBD-07 (9.1%) three men at work discuss the way their direct competition attracts
customers, the kind of music they should play in their nightclub, but also concerts,
the news, Labour party politics and their opinion. In all of these cases, many
different topics are discussed and interaction between the speech partners is high.
In the texts with low metaphor use, language is used for transactional purposes
during a visit to McDonalds with the whole family (KBW-09; 4.4%), or highly
concrete topics such as buying shirts (KCC-02; 4.5%), shopping and eating (KBH02; 5.2%), eating with the kids at the breakfast table (KBW-42; 5.5%) and
recalling a holiday (KCV-42; 6.1%). In addition to a difference in topic, the role of
the speech participants may influence their interaction. The texts that are low on
metaphor mostly involve adults and children talking, whereas those with relatively
many metaphors only feature adults.
In sum, the texts in our conversation corpus on average include 7.7%
metaphor-related words, but metaphor use ranges between 2.9% and 10.1%. This
can be explained by the different purposes of the conversations, some being more
focused on the action at hand, others involving more interactional and involved
purposes. As speech participants focus on and become involved in more abstract
and complex topics of discussion, metaphor use increases.
5.4 Conclusion
This chapter has provided an in-depth cross-register variation analysis of linguistic
metaphor and compared the casual conversation sample to the written registers in
the Metaphor in Discourse corpus. ‘Dry’ numbers have been combined with a
qualitative analysis of each variable included in the analysis, which were register,
word class, metaphor relation and metaphor type. These were interpreted against
the background of the communicative dimensions identified by Biber (1988). In
general, the registers in our data set reflect the lexico-grammatical patterns of the
main registers described by Biber and colleagues (1999; 2001). They can be placed
on the Informational versus Involved dimension, along which conversation is more
involved, fiction is placed in between and news and academic texts are more
informational. They can also be placed on the Explicit versus Situation-dependent
Reference dimension, along which conversation is more situation-dependent,
fiction is in between and news and academic texts are most explicit. This means
that conversation contains a lower number of nouns, prepositions, adjectives,
determiners and conjunctions, and a high number of verbs, adverbs and lexical
units in the remainder category.
Of a total of 186,688 lexical units in the combined registers, 13.7% are
related to metaphor, the bulk of which are clear, indirect metaphors that are
relatively underused in conversation and fiction, and typically overused in news
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and academic texts. A small group of implicit metaphors show a similar
distribution pattern across registers. Moreover, this pattern is paralleled by many of
the main word classes. A three-way interaction between metaphor, register and
word class was interpreted in detail in an analysis of the distribution of metaphor
across word classes in each register as well as an analysis of the distribution
metaphor across registers in each word class. The first analysis showed that
metaphors are generally often expressed through prepositions and verbs and almost
never expressed through conjunctions and metaphorical lexical units from the
remainder category. Registers differ in that adjectives are relatively overused as
metaphor in conversation, fiction and news texts. Metaphors are relatively less
often expressed as adverbs in the written registers (especially academic texts), and
as nouns in fiction and news texts. Finally, conversation is the only register for
which determiners are relatively often metaphorically used. The second analysis,
however, revealed that these differences in distribution hardly influence the
interaction between metaphor and register. In line with the general underuse of
metaphor, conversation shows a relative underuse of metaphorical verbs,
metaphorical adverbs, metaphorical remainder, metaphorical prepositions,
metaphorical adjectives and an overuse of non-metaphorical nouns. Most of these
word classes show an overuse of metaphor in either academic or news texts, with
fiction in between. Therefore metaphors may be argued to be typical of
informational and less typical of involved texts. Only determiners are specifically
metaphorically used in conversation and contribute positively to the interaction
between metaphor and register.
A more in-depth exploration of the use of metaphor in each word class
showed that, in general, most popular metaphors in conversation are similarly
popular in the written registers; they are simply applied in register-specific ways.
Only a few lemmas proved typical for conversation alone. In general, metaphors in
conversation are mainly used for interpersonal and affective purposes, or to
describe everyday situations including notions of degree and time, but also to
structure an interaction and to cope with the pressure of on-line language
production. Metaphors in news and academic texts also referred to time and
quantities and were used to structure text, but at the same time proved more
abstract and informational. This pattern was underlined by the cohesive implicit
use of pronouns to refer to metaphorical notions in academic and news texts.
Moreover, academic and news texts showed the most diverse use of metaphorical
adverbs, which may reflect a similar focus on text structuring. Fiction texts
resemble conversation in some of its evaluative and everyday uses of metaphor,
but use metaphor more specifically for narrative purposes. In a similar vein, fiction
showed most variation in metaphor use of content words (nouns, adjectives and
verbs), which fits this narrative style.
In-depth analysis also revealed that conversation, and to a lesser extent
fiction, uses many of the most popular metaphorical lexical units both in their
metaphorical and non-metaphorical sense throughout the register. This was related
to the situated nature of conversation and to the concomitant ‘blurring’ of
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metaphorical, metonymic and literal reference that characterizes the register. Thus,
the variation in metaphor use may generally be explained by differences in register
in terms of involved versus informational characteristics, situated versus abstract
style, and narrative versus non-narrative concerns. Only determiners, the word
class most specific to conversation, reveal a different communicative function of
its metaphors: metaphorical demonstratives seem typical of on-line text
elaboration.
A small group of Mflags and direct metaphors also deviated from the main
pattern in that they were typically used in fiction texts, whereas conversation and
academic texts had a relatively low frequency. More detailed analysis showed that
direct metaphors almost always occurred with a metaphor signal and that the use of
direct metaphors differs across registers in signal variation and length: the written
registers make more varied use of signals and contain longer direct metaphors.
Moreover, direct metaphors in conversation are more conventionalized. Their
function in conversation is mainly evaluative, whereas in academic texts it is
mainly conceptual. Direct metaphor is overused in news, which uses it both for
conceptual and persuasive or divertive purposes, and fiction, which uses it for
descriptive and imaginative purposes to create a tangible fictitious world. This
pattern concurs with Biber’s Narrative versus Non-Narrative dimension. The use of
direct metaphor and simile therefore seems typical of more creative, imaginative
writing that needs to deliberately invite its readers to make a comparison.
These findings put previous research into perspective and support as well as
question some of it. To begin with, the distribution of metaphor across word
classes in each register showed some word classes to be generally overused as
metaphors. It seems that Cameron’s (2008a) intuition that English speakers put
metaphor in the verb and in prepositions is supported by a cross-register
comparison. Moreover, direct metaphor is far from typical for conversation.
Carter’s (2004) intuition that similes are more frequent than metaphor in everyday
speech is therefore refuted by a clear underuse of direct metaphor as well as
Mflags in conversation. Spoken creativity therefore does not lie in the use of
similes. Similes are more typical of fiction and news texts. Finally, although the
presence of metaphor in conversation may seem widespread at first glance, a
comparison to the written registers shows it is underused. Conversations consist for
6.8% of clear metaphor, fiction for 10.9%, news for 15.3% and academic texts for
17.5%. In addition, metaphor use in conversation does not show much variation.
Of course, in this study only linguistic manifestations of metaphor are
monitored. The low number of metaphors found in the corpus, and especially in the
conversation register, may increase if we include aspects such as gestural metaphor
(e.g. Cienki & Müller 2008), and perhaps even metaphor in intonation (e.g.
Bolinger 1983; Veltman 2003). Moreover, all these findings are based on a very
specific type of conversation, casual everyday talk, which shows an increase in
metaphor use once conversational interaction becomes a central purpose. Many of
the 24 texts in the corpus, however, show sequences of language-in-action. The
picture of metaphor use may be different when context-governed spoken texts,
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such as job interviews, business meetings, after-dinner speeches, club meetings,
and so on, which are all part of the BNC, are used as source material. Only when
many different written, but also spoken text types are included can a truly well
informed conclusion be drawn about the behaviour of metaphor in spoken and
written discourse. The investigation of four main registers, however, provides a
first glimpse of such distinctions.
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CHAPTER 6

Metaphor from a conceptual point of view: Wmatrix
Inspired by conceptual metaphor theory, much metaphor research focuses on
metaphor in discourse at a conceptual level. Domain mappings may reveal
systematic patterns that offer a view of the way people think about abstract notions
such as life and life’s experiences (e.g. Gwyn 1999 on illness). Conceptual
metaphors have also been described as highlighting or hiding certain aspects of
domains in order to convey ideological bias or fulfil rhetorical purposes (e.g.
Charteris-Black 2004; Koller 2009; Lakoff 1991). Although such an approach
appeals in theory, researchers have become increasingly critical of the way domain
mappings are arrived at. The introduction of primary metaphors (Grady 1997) and
the illustration of the multiple source domains that can be attributed to a
metaphorical expression (Ritchie 2003) convincingly showed that conceptual
metaphors can be pitched at different levels of generality and interpretation. The
verb won in the expression I never won an argument with him might just as well be
related to the underlying mapping ARGUMENT IS A GAME, like BOXING or
CHESS, instead of Lakoff and Johnson’s (1980) ARGUMENT IS WAR. Which one
to pick is up to the analyst, making the labelling of conceptual metaphors a
somewhat ambiguous matter. In a similar vein, Semino et al. (2004) argued against
the tendency towards overgeneralization of partial mappings into full-blown
ontological correspondences. An example is the adjective dormant used to refer to
a stage of cancer. It can be interpreted as an expression of the conceptual mapping
CANCER IS A HIBERNATING ANIMAL or perhaps A VOLCANO. However,
Semino et al. point out, a less generalized mapping that remains closer to the
relevant linguistic expression is preferable, such as REMISSION PHASE OF
CANCER IS BEING DORMANT. Such specific mappings may eventually be
interpreted as part of more general mapping patterns, but this is a later stage of
metaphor interpretation. A final critique is that conceptual mappings identified by
Lakoff and Johnson are often used as the starting point for research instead of
being the end result. In so doing, researchers sometimes forget that consistency
with a mapping does not necessarily provide proof of a mapping (Low & Todd
2010). Such approaches therefore only confirm the critique that Conceptual
Metaphor Theory is based on circular logic (e.g. Murphy 1996). As Steen argues,
“[t]he difficulty of identifying conceptual domains, therefore, lies in the
conceptualization of its relationship with the identification of the linguistic forms
that are presumed to be manifestations of that domain” (2007: 199; cf. Deignan
2005).
In the preceding chapters we considered MIPVU and its application to
metaphor identification in casual conversation. Basically, the method functions as
a tool to find linguistic metaphor in language as symbolic structure and, based on a
comparison of sense descriptions in the dictionary, it addresses the question
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whether or not a mapping may be involved (i.e. whether the domains are distinct
enough but can also be compared to each other). One of the advantages of MIPVU
is that, although the method asks annotators to think about possible cross-domain
mappings, it does not require a specification of the precise cross-domain mapping.
Lexical units are coded as metaphor-related or non-metaphor-related words, but
identification stops at this binary yes/no distinction. This allows analysts to leave
the underlying conceptual domains unspecified, thereby avoiding inter-analyst
disagreement concerning the conceptual interpretation of metaphorical language.
Leaving conceptual domains alone enables reliable quantification of linguistic
metaphor use, which may then feed into a qualitative look at the data. Chapter 5
demonstrated how MIPVU annotation across registers enables a specific
description of metaphor in particular word classes, different metaphor types
(direct, indirect and implicit) and relations to metaphor (clear, unclear, Mflag) as
well as its varying uses in distinct register contexts, specifically conversation.
At the same time, however, by refraining from metaphor analysis at a
conceptual level, we may ignore other patterns that are able to contribute to a
thorough description of metaphor in casual conversation. To continue our in-depth
description of metaphor in conversation, this chapter therefore shifts the metaphor
analysis from a linguistic to a conceptual point of view. It does so by exploring a
new software tool for semantic domain tagging, Wmatrix (Rayson, 2003, 2008,
2009). Wmatrix automatically annotates all lexical units in a text or corpus with a
string of semantic domain tags that reflect their different conventionalized
polysemous meanings. These annotations can subsequently be used in frequency
comparisons between different corpora to establish which semantic domains are
key (Scott 2000) for a particular text or corpus. Semantic domains have a
summarizing function in that they compile all lexical units from a text or corpus
that express a specific domain. Although Wmatrix was not designed for metaphor
analysis, the tool seems valuable because semantic domains do not seem to be very
different from the conceptual domains identified by Lakoff and Johnson (1980,
1993; cf. e.g. Hardie et al. 2007). Semantic domains are automatically assigned and
analysts can dig into these domains to explore their metaphorical use on a larger
scale (Hardie et al. 2007; Koller et al. 2008; Semino et al. 2009) than when they
pre-select lexically circumscribed search strings (e.g. Charteris-Black 2004;
Deignan 2005). As a result, manual metaphor analysis may become less timeconsuming. Moreover, the semantic annotation tool relieves analysts of the
difficult task of labelling domains. Bigger patterns of metaphorical use of
particular domains may be revealed that are difficult to discern with a focus on
individual linguistic metaphors or on the metaphorical usage of grammatical
categories alone.
The application of Wmatrix to metaphor research starts from the
assumption that linguistic metaphors are, at least historically, an expression of a
mapping between a conceptual source and target domain (cf. Lakoff & Johnson
1980; Lakoff 1993) and takes large conceptual domains as a starting point for
analysis. One of the texts from our corpus was automatically annotated for
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semantic domains and each linguistic metaphor’s tag string checked for relevant
source and target domain tags. This provides a domain perspective on the linguistic
metaphor analysis conducted through MIPVU and discusses whether Wmatrix is a
useful alternative to the type of metaphor annotation conducted in the present
work. It shows whether sense descriptions that were judged to be distinct enough
in our manual annotation are also distinct for Wmatrix.
Moreover, it explores whether metaphor identification based on the
‘unexpectedness’ of Wmatrix domains is fruitful for metaphor identification in
conversation. Wmatrix tags according to conventionality of use. An analysis of a
tag string therefore provides an indication of the conventionality of linguistic
metaphors in conversation.
At the same time, the Wmatrix tool can be used to study complete domains
for their metaphorical and non-metaphorical manifestations. One of the key
domains in the casual conversation register, ‘Location and direction’, is inspected
for metaphor use and compared across registers in terms of number, variation and
type of linguistic metaphor in order to see whether the domain shows registerspecific behaviour. This adds a semantic domain perspective to Biber’s (1988)
lexico-grammatical approach to register variation and is based on the assumption
that different types of discourse manifest different types of metaphor use (e.g.
Semino 2008: 218). Results are expected to reflect the involved, situated and online nature identified in our previous findings.
The aim of the Wmatrix analyses is therefore threefold: to reflect on the
metaphorical domains used in casual conversation and their conventionality, to
contribute to the cross-register variation perspective on metaphor from a
conceptual point of view and to establish the use of Wmatrix for metaphor analysis
in conversation. These semantic analytical as well as methodological aims are
pursued in the following sections. Section 6.1 will now describe Wmatrix and its
applications for metaphor analysis.
6.1 Semantic domains and metaphor analysis: Wmatrix
In this section, the semantic annotation tool Wmatrix and its use for metaphor
analysis is explained and applied to casual conversation data from the Metaphor in
Discourse corpus. It considers the linguistic metaphors identified by MIPVU in
one text (KBH-04) from a domain perspective. It includes an exploration of
Wmatrix as a second opinion to MIPVU and takes its differences as a starting point
to comment on the types of metaphor captured by either method, the types of
metaphor found in conversation and the mappings resulting from Wmatrix tagging
for these linguistic metaphors (6.1.2). The section continues with an investigation
of the suitability of the type of Wmatrix analysis that has been developed by a
group of metaphor researchers at Lancaster University (reflected in papers by
Hardie et al. 2007, Koller et al. 2008, and Semino et al. 2009) for finding metaphor
in conversation. This analysis will briefly comment on the conventionality of the
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linguistic metaphors and the ease with which potential source domains can be
selected in a list of domains based on KBH-04 (6.1.3). Finally, Wmatrix will be
employed for a cross-register domain perspective. For this purpose, the complete
conversation corpus will be compared to a sample of written texts taken from the
BNC to point out its key domains by comparison. One of these domains, ‘Location
and direction’ is inspected for manifestations of metaphor in all four registers in
the Metaphor in Discourse corpus to explore possible register-specific uses of one
source domain (6.1.4).
6.1.1 The Wmatrix tool
The Wmatrix tool (Rayson 2003) is a web-based system that was developed at
UCREL (University Centre for Computer Corpus Research on Language in
Lancaster) to enable the automated annotation of lexical units in any kind of text or
corpus and to statistically compare the resulting frequencies of this annotation
either to larger reference corpora that are part of the BNC or to any other uploaded
corpus. Such corpus comparisons are able to reveal significant differences on a
lexical level, a grammatical level as well as a conceptual level. This means that
each lexical unit can be considered at the level of words, at the level of
grammatical word class and at the level of semantic domains. For these purposes
lexical units are tagged by an automated word-tagging system (CLAWS), a POStagging system (Part Of Speech) and a semantic analysis system (USAS). The first
two tagging systems are relatively straightforward and code lemmas and word
classes. The semantic tagging system includes 21 top-level semantic categories,
which are divided over more than 200 subdivisions; each category has its own code
(see Figure 6.1). For example, a lexical unit such as yesterday will be assigned to
the domain of ‘Time’ (T1), but within that category receives a more specific
description as ‘Time: General: Past’ (T1.1.1). Each lexical unit is assigned a string
of domain tags ordered from its most conventional use in the English language
system to its least conventional use. For example, a lexical unit such as way is
therefore first tagged as ‘Mental object: Means, method’, followed by ‘Location
and direction’, and then ‘Vehicles and transport on land / Areas around or near
houses’. The tag string first refers to its abstract use as ‘manner’, then to a more
general concrete use as a ‘direction’ to go into, and finally in its more specific
concrete sense as a ‘road near houses’. The tag string order depends on, amongst
other things, corpus-based dictionaries and the linguistic environment of a lexical
unit and recognizes collocations, idiomatic expressions, and fixed constructions.6
In principle, the first domain tag is used in the frequency counts and comparisons
made by Wmatrix.
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See Rayson (2003) and http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/usas/ for more detailed information on the
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Figure 6.1 Top-level semantic domains in the USAS tagset (Hardie et al. 2007)
A
General and
abstract terms
F
Food and
farming

B
The body and the
individual
G
Government and the
public domain

K
Entertainment,
sports and
games
O
Substances,
materials,
objects and
equipment
T
Time

L
Life and living things

M
Movement, location,
travel and transport

P
Education

Q
Language and
communication

W
The world and our
environment

C
Arts and crafts

E
Emotion

H
Architecture, buildings,
houses and the home

I
Money and
commerce in
industry
N
Numbers and
measurement

X
Psychological actions,
states and processes
Z
Names and grammatical words

S
Social actions,
states and
processes
Y
Science and
technology

After general tagging has been performed, Wmatrix produces a word list,
POS-list or semantic domain list with frequencies for each text or corpus that
enables a comparison to a similar list created for a corpus used as reference corpus.
The comparison results in a new list headed by the word, word class or semantic
domain that is by comparison most ‘indicative’ or ‘distinctive’ of a text or corpus.
These are also referred to as key words, key word classes or key semantic domains
that are able to indicate the ‘aboutness’ or content of a text (Scott 2000). Key
words are accompanied by log-likelihood statistics (LL) to indicate whether
differences between the corpora are actually significant. A log-likelihood value of
6.63 or higher is needed for a statistically significant result at p = 0.01. This
indicates that the significant result is expected to occur by chance only in 1% of the
hypothetical cases.
Rayson (2003) illustrates the value of a Wmatrix analysis with a
comparison of general election manifestos of the Labour and Liberal Democratic
parties in the 2001 UK election. In terms of words, for example, Wmatrix reveals
that the Labour manifesto does not refer to the Liberal Democrats, whereas the
Liberal Democrats do refer to the Labour party. In terms of word classes (or POS
tags), the Labour manifesto shows an overuse of cardinal numbers compared to the
Liberal Democrat one, which often refers to past and future times. In terms of
semantic domains, the Labour manifesto shows a focus on the semantic domain of
work and employment, and kin, whereas the Liberal Democrats are more focused
on vehicles and transport. Each semantic domain could be explored for a
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concordance of the lexical units contributing to these domains. Analysts may use
such findings to create hypotheses about general trends.
One of UCREL’s main aims was to provide an automated research tool
that could cater to a data-driven method for corpus comparison rather than a
hypothesis-driven comparison. Instead of investigating corpora for one specific
linguistic item that was settled in advance, Wmatrix allows researchers to first
distil the characterizing profile of a text before pinpointing which features need
special attention. Moreover, the possibility of a focus on semantic domains permits
the identification of larger patterns than would be laid bare by word lists only. As
Rayson argues, “[c]ollecting together words into their semantic fields allows us to
see trends that are invisible at word level” (Rayson 2003: 112). Importantly,
Wmatrix goes beyond the usual frequency lists by actually enabling statistical
comparisons between differently sized corpora. Its reliability or accuracy rates are
high, resulting in 96-97% for the POS-tags and 91-92% for the USAS tags (Rayson
et al. 2004). This means that almost all word classes and semantic domains are
correctly coded as such.
Although Wmatrix was not developed as a research tool for metaphor
analysis, a group of scholars at Lancaster University have applied and enhanced
Wmatrix for metaphor identification in larger corpora such as fiction texts,
business magazines, corporate mission statements and scientific texts (Hardie et al.
2007; Koller et al. 2008; Semino et al. 2009). Especially the semantic domain
option in Wmatrix was deemed practical for metaphor analysis, since the semantic
field tags roughly reflect the conceptual domains identified by Lakoff and Johnson
(1980, 1993). Computer-based explorations of domains were expected to enable a
more effective search for linguistic metaphors than analyses based on precircumscribed word strings that basically only find what one is looking for. In
order to test Wmatrix for this purpose, Hardie et al. (2007) set out to replicate
findings from previous manual annotations. Wmatrix was able to successfully
repeat a metaphor analysis of One flew over the cuckoo’s nest (Semino &
Swindlehurst 1996) by reaching similar conclusions regarding, for example, the
use of the conceptual metaphor PEOPLE ARE MACHINES. By comparing the
novel to a reference corpus of literature, its key domains were identified. Linguistic
metaphors were successfully singled out by examining the lexical units shared
under the key domain ‘Objects generally’. A similar Wmatrix analysis of a corpus
of business magazines (Koller 2004) actually produced a higher number of
linguistic metaphors than were found in the manual annotation. Previously
identified domains of WARFARE, MACHINES and LIVING ORGANISMS were
inspected through Wmatrix domains ‘War’, ‘Violent/aggressive’, ‘Objects’ and
‘Living organisms: animals / plants’, which revealed linguistic metaphors that were
not observed earlier.
In a follow-up study, Koller et al. (2008) explored the effect of the tag
string order on metaphor analysis. They checked the assumption that the tag string
of conventional metaphors would feature the target domain as first domain,
whereas more novel metaphors would feature the source domain as first domain in
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the tag string. An analysis of all words containing a G3 tag (‘warfare’) somewhere
in their tag string supported this assumption. The noun and verb campaign, for
example, both received X7 (‘wanting, planning, choosing’) as their first tag,
whereas the newer extension e-campaign received only the source domain tag
(2008: 146). Since the comparative key-domain function within Wmatrix always
treats lexical units based on their first domain tags, the order of the tag string will
have an effect on the ease with which some source domains or metaphors related to
a specific source domain can be found. Koller et al. therefore improved the USAS
tagger’s abilities by introducing the so-called domain push function. This function
makes sure that a pre-selected domain of interest, even though it is originally
located as a secondary tag in a tag string, is positioned as first in a new round of
tagging. The pushed domain is thereby included within a domain frequency count.
This enables the consideration of all possible lexical units that are related to a
specific domain. To give a concrete example: an analyst interested in the domain
of ‘warfare’ may instruct the tag wizard to push the G3 tag in each tag string to
first position. This means that an exploration of the G3 domain immediately
includes the newer extension e-campaign as well as the more conventionalized
noun and verb campaign. In a non-pushed setting, the noun and the verb campaign
would be included in the domain of ‘wanting, planning, choosing’. If necessary,
the analyst is still able to see which tag originally received first position, since the
two types of output can be compared by lemma.
In a final study, Semino et al. (2009) used Wmatrix to compare two
different data sets of scientific articles: a popular scientific and a more specialist
scientific genre. Domains that were by comparison key for each genre were
calculated and those domains selected that had a potential to act as a metaphorical
source domain. Each of these domains was analysed for metaphor, in terms of
lemmas, variation and concordances, in each data set. This allowed Semino et al. to
point out differences in the use of technical metaphors between the two genres. In
the popular scientific genre, metaphorical source domains were creatively
exploited through extension. For example, the word response was conventionally
used to refer to activity of the immune system in the specialist scientific texts (e.g.
“immune responses”), but deliberately exploited in the popular-scientific texts (e.g.
“their immune system had muzzled this response”). Semino et al. thus showed how
the study of the behaviour of domains across register may reveal genre-specific
differences.
In short, Wmatrix is a web-based tool developed to compare the general
linguistic and semantic domain behaviour of texts. It has been improved to
function as an automatic tagging system that speeds up the manual metaphor
annotation process and allows the comparison of different genres and registers for
their metaphor use. The domain-perspective enables analysts to see trends of
metaphor use that are invisible at word level. Moreover, since Wmatrix analysis is
data-driven, researchers can approach their data with an open attitude and conduct
analysis in a bottom-up fashion. The following sections show how different aspects
of a Wmatrix analysis may contribute to the description of metaphor use in casual
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conversation. At the same time, it is described how analysis with Wmatrix differs
from a MIPVU analysis and how some potential applications are less felicitous for
metaphor analysis in conversation.
6.1.2 Metaphor analysis via USAS domains
In order to establish whether a linguistic expression is metaphorically used or not,
MIPVU compares the contextual sense description of a word in the dictionary to a
more basic sense description in the dictionary. It is up to the analyst to decide
whether these sense descriptions belong to two distinct domains that can be
contrasted and compared. One way in which Wmatrix can potentially add to
MIPVU is by looking at the tag string of domain descriptions automatically
assigned for each lexical unit and see whether it contains two domains that can be
contrasted and compared. Wmatrix can thus function as a second opinion from a
domain perspective.
In order to compare the two methods, text KBH-04 was annotated by the
Wmatrix semantic tagger. The contents of the text were elaborately described in
Chapter 5. In a nutshell, the conversation concerns talk about music records, about
an unfortunate situation at work brought about by an employee not performing
properly, and about a visit paid by people interested in buying the speaker’s house.
During the conversation, comments are made about a two-year old who sometimes
distracts the speakers from their conversation. For each metaphor identified by
MIPVU, the domains in the Wmatrix tag string were observed and it was
determined whether they would lead to similar conclusions about metaphorical
usage. The findings gathered from the comparison of metaphor identification by
using the dictionary (MIP) and metaphor identification by using Wmatrix domains
are discussed below.
Although MIPVU and Wmatrix often agree, domain tags also revealed
some major differences between the two methods. Some instances no longer
contained grounds for a mapping, since a more basic source domain was absent. In
a few instances, those sense descriptions that were judged to reflect distinct source
and target domains based on MIPVU were conflated in one domain, thereby also
losing a basis for contrast. A discussion of the mappings that do maintain MIPVU
analysis shows that Wmatrix domains are often highly general and therefore
difficult to apply as labels for source and target domains in conceptual mappings.
Each of these issues will be illustrated below.
No source domain available. Many of the metaphorically used words in
KBH-04 are only assigned a target domain tag by the USAS tagging system. These
are mostly lexical units that have grammaticalized away from their spatial basis,
such as prepositions, determiner and pronoun that, and adverbs of degree. In an
utterance such as “I left a message for him on Saturday” MIPVU would code on as
metaphorically used on the basis of a contrast and comparison between a spatial
meaning (‘touching a surface or an object’) and a contextual meaning related to
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time (‘used for saying the day or date when something happens’). The same goes
for into in the utterance “I said yeah, then I get into trouble”. MIPVU would code
this as metaphorically used on the basis of a contrast and comparison between a
spatial meaning (‘used for showing movement’) and a contextual meaning
referring to involvement (‘starting to be involved in something’). By contrast,
Wmatrix codes both prepositions with one bulk tag, ‘Grammatical bin’. The same
happens to the determiner that in utterances such as “That’s an old trick” and “I
suppose you like that film”, where MIPVU compares the contextual sense (‘the
one that is known about’) to a spatial sense (‘the one that you are looking at’).
Again, Wmatrix codes these with ‘Grammatical bin’.
The demonstrative pronoun that (e.g. “He already knew about that”) is
treated with a similar comparison between spatial and contextual meaning by
MIPVU, but is only tagged by the domain ‘Pronouns’ in Wmatrix and is also
deprived of the basis for a cross-domain mapping. As an adverb of degree (e.g.
“He’s not being that much [in the mood]”) MIPVU compares the contextual sense
of that (‘to a very great degree’) to the spatial sense (‘when you use your hands to
show how big something is or how much of it there is’); Wmatrix only tags it with
more abstract domains of ‘Degree: Boosters’ and ‘Comparing: similar’ and offers
no grounds for comparison. Moreover, an adverb such as about in “She’s got a list
of about five things she wanted sorted out”, is assigned a more spatial basic
meaning by MIPVU, but is only coded by the label ‘Degree: approximators’ by
Wmatrix.
These examples illustrate the distinction Wmatrix makes between function
words and content words. As Rayson specifically reports, “[t]he semantic
annotation system is designed to apply to open-class or content words” (2003: 66).
In other words, function words generally do not take part in a semantic domain
analysis and cannot be considered for metaphorical usage. This agrees with some
metaphor researchers’ decision to leave aside grammaticalized function words for
metaphor analysis. Norrick (2001: 250), for example, loosely comments on
metaphor use in conversation as containing mostly similes instead of traditional
indirect metaphors “discounting, of course, all the dead, basic-level and
constitutive metaphors found everywhere else in language, as described by Lakoff
(1987), Lakoff and Johnson (1980) and others”. Because of their ubiquity in
language use, Cameron and Maslen (2010) mention the inclusion or exclusion of
prepositions as one of the important decisions to be made before starting the
identification of metaphors in discourse. The Wmatrix labelling is less convenient
for an analysis that attempts to describe the relation to metaphor of all lexical units
in discourse, which is the endeavour of the current thesis.
Source and target domain conflated. Besides excluding lexical units for
metaphor analysis by leaving out possible source domains for function words,
Wmatrix also shows tag strings in which source and target domains identified as
separate by MIPVU are conflated. This happens for a specific group of linguistic
metaphors that express ‘weaker’ mappings than those based on obvious domain
distinctions. An example is the phrasal verb come down in the expression “They’d
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come down from […] somewhere or other”. MIPVU makes a distinction between
the contextual sense, ‘to travel to a place that is further south or is smaller or less
important than the place you are leaving’, and a more basic sense, ‘to move down
to the ground or to a lower level’. Although both sense descriptions describe
movement, the source domain involves a downward movement, whereas the target
domain involves a movement towards another place. Covering a distance to get
somewhere is therefore compared to actually moving downwards from a higher
position. Whereas MIPVU separates these senses as two domains because they
have also been identified as distinct in corpus dictionaries, Wmatrix only provides
the domain tag of ‘Moving, coming and going’ that overarches both uses and
therefore provides no basis for a mapping between distinct domains.
Other examples of conflation are not found in KBH-04, but are taken from
a Wmatrix analysis of KB7-10 to illustrate the differences between Wmatrix and
MIPVU in more detail. These include examples of personification and hyperbole.
In the utterance ““It [the house] just stood there”, the verb stand is analysed as a
linguistic metaphor by MIPVU based on the opposition between a person having
his/her ‘body in an upright position supported by your feet’ and an ‘object or
building [that] stands somewhere […] in a particular position’. Wmatrix conflates
these senses in one semantic field, ‘Location and direction’, and therefore does not
recognize personification. Finally, consider the hyperbolic use of the verb boil in
“I’m always cold and he’s always boiling”. In this example MIPVU makes a
distinction between a ‘boiling liquid [that] has become so hot that there are bubbles
in it and it is becoming a gas’ and a person or the weather being ‘extremely hot’.
Wmatrix only allows for one domain tag, namely ‘Temperature: hot/on fire’ that
covers both uses and does not provide a basis for a mapping.
These examples show that Wmatrix domain tagging is less suitable for
bringing out subtler types of metaphors that are based in personification,
exaggeration within a semantic domain (hyperbole) and metaphorical extension
within a semantic domain. Its domains are pitched at a general content level that
does not always distinguish between human beings and non-animate actors or
types of movement. Metaphor analysis along the lines of MIPVU agrees with
Cameron’s suggestion to “include all but the most obviously non-metaphorical
comparisons as linguistic metaphor” (2003: 74) and does so on the basis of
independently established distinctions between senses as described in corpus-based
dictionaries for learners. Metaphor analysis along the lines of Wmatrix is
dependent on more general domains and will likely result in a lower number of
metaphors.
Source and target domains available. The remaining metaphorically used
words identified by MIPVU can generally be attributed both a source and target
domain from the Wmatrix tag string. In theory, these domains could be used to
label the cross-domain mappings underlying the linguistic expressions. For some
lexical units this actually seems to work. The adjective fair in “It is not being fair”
can be related to the source domain ‘Judgement of appearance: beautiful’ and the
target domain ‘Ethical’. The resulting mapping ETHICAL IS BEAUTIFUL stays
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close to the relevant linguistic expression (Semino et al. 2004) and provides a
successful comparison. Another example is the adverb back in the utterance “How
far back does this go”, which questions the time in which a record was made. This
can be related to the source domain ‘Location and direction’ and the target domain
‘Time: Past’. The resulting mapping could, for example, be PAST IS LOCATION
BEHIND. A final example is the noun pig in “Oh, you rotten old pig”, which can be
related to the source domain ‘Living creatures: animals, birds, etc.’ and the target
domain ‘Judgement of appearance / People’. The resulting mapping would be
PEOPLE ARE ANIMALS. In all these examples, the mapping seems fitting.
Most source and especially target domains, however, are so general that a
mapping based on their labels returns awkward comparisons. An example is the
verb cover in an utterance such as “Well my brother has covered practically all
week”. The remark refers to the fact that the speaker’s brother has taken care of
somebody else’s work. The verb can be related to the source domain of ‘Closed;
Hiding/Hidden’ and the target domain ‘Helping’. The resulting mapping would be
something along the lines of HELPING IS HIDING. Even though the source and
target domain descriptions reflect an action and thereby stay true to the verbal
nature of the linguistic metaphor, it seems that the target domain of ‘helping’ is too
general and rather represents a result of the act of ‘covering for somebody’ than the
act itself. Another example is the verb lose in “Well, you can’t afford to lose them
can you” in which the speaker refers to potentially missing out on customers. The
verb can best be related to the source domain of ‘Giving’ and to the target domain
of ‘Failure’. The resulting mapping would then become FAILURE IS GIVING,
which is only usable once analysts resort to more specific propositions such as NO
LONGER POSSESSING IS FAILING.
Another obstacle for the Wmatrix interpretation of cross-domain mappings
is the fact that some of the metaphorical lexical units receive a target domain that is
semantically empty. Especially the delexicalized verbs have and take consistently
receive the target domain ‘Grammatical bin’. In an utterance such as “Wouldn’t
they rather have Terry as a sort of permanent worker anyway?” the verb have can
be linked to ‘Getting and possession’ as a source domain. The resulting mapping is
then GRAMMATICAL BIN IS GETTING/POSSESSION, which is a nonsensical
comparison. Similar to function words, researchers often decide to leave out highly
grammaticalized delexicalized verbs from their analysis. Cameron and Maslen
(2010: 111), for example, suggest that research projects with little time do not look
at the type of metaphorical expressions evoked by highly common verbs. For allencompassing research projects, this Wmatrix annotation would make a focus on a
comparison of conceptual domains for metaphor identification less useful.
Even though the general level of the semantic domains assigned by
Wmatrix makes it difficult to realize sensible mappings, it may be worthwhile to
check the identified source domains of linguistic expressions for patterns of
metaphor use. In KBH-04, for example, the source domain of ‘Anatomy and
physiology’ is used three times to refer to situations of empowerment in an
argument or fight. One of the speakers reflects on an argument she is having with
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an employee who is not doing his job. She explains some of the events to her
speech partner who responds with suggestions for action. In the following extract
the metaphorically used words belonging to the source domain of ‘Anatomy and
physiology’ have been italicized:
Adam:
Pauline:
Adam:
Pauline:
PS000:
Adam:
Pauline:
Adam:

And it hasn’t been sorted yet?
Oh no. He’s got the gall to phone up on Tuesday and say Eileen can’t do
a day, we’re going to be short of Eileen.
So the answer is to just phone them.
I can’t do it.
I’m not doing it.
What’s the point of carrying on like that?
Well, he’s going to carry on like that isn’t he? Not unless someone puts
their foot down.
And if your father is currently taking your side of things worth sounding
him out as to how far he’ll take <unclear/>.

The first example is the utterance “He’s got the gall to phone up on Tuesday and
say Eileen can’t do a day”. The expression got the gall refers to an ‘attitude
towards other people that shows a lack of respect or care for their needs’. This is
used to describe an act of aggression from the side of the malfunctioning employee
towards Pauline. The second example is the utterance “not unless someone puts
their foot down”. This expression is used to ‘refuse very firmly to do or accept
something’ and describes a potential act of retribution by the employer or even
Pauline towards the employee. The third and final example is the utterance “if
your father is currently taking your side of things”. The expression take someone’s
side is used when people ‘support [someone] in an argument or fight’ and is used
to express the potential support Pauline might receive from her father in this
matter. Although analysts need to take care not to overanalyse their data, these
expressions follow each other in close succession and all describe the events
surrounding an argument in terms of physical characteristics or action. In other
words, a closer inspection of source domains may help to identify patterns of
metaphor use.
In sum, this section has explored whether the semantic domain tags
assigned to lexical units by Wmatrix can be used to identify metaphorical
expressions in a casual conversation text. It was concluded that Wmatrix differs
from MIPVU analysis on two accounts. To begin with, Wmatrix does not provide
source domains for common function words and thereby excludes prepositions,
demonstratives, and adverbs of degree from the analysis. Delexicalized verbs
receive a semantically empty target domain, which removes the basis for a
mapping for verbs such as have and take. Secondly, the more general content
domains offered by Wmatrix exclude relatively subtle mappings such as specific
extensions within domains, personification and hyperbole. These differences may
be of little avail to researchers who decide to exclude function words and ‘weak’
mappings in the first place. However, this is less felicitous in a study focusing on
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all metaphorical language use within a register. For such purposes, MIPVU applies
best. Finally, the general nature of most Wmatrix domains makes it difficult to use
them as a means to identify conceptual mappings. One potential value of Wmatrix
seems to lie in the possibility to group linguistic metaphors that share a similar
source domain. The potential relation of different source domains to metaphor use
will be further explored in sections 6.1.3 and 6.1.4.
6.1.3 Inspecting the unexpected: finding metaphor with Wmatrix?
In their application of the Wmatrix tool to metaphor analysis, the Lancaster group
have indeed shown it to be a valuable tool for exploring potential source domains
for possible metaphor use. As was described in section 6.1.1, analyses across
genres or registers were conducted by comparing two corpora and calculating their
key semantic domains. From the resulting list, those source domains were selected
that seem most eligible for metaphorical use. For which reasons domains were
singled out, however, is not always straightforward. In their analysis of One Flew
Over the Cuckoo’s Nest (Hardie et al. 2007), the Lancaster group chooses not to
inspect the domain of ‘Medicines and Medical Treatment’, because the domain
matches the topic of the novel, which is set in a hospital. The domain of ‘Objects’,
however, is inspected based on previously found mappings in the manual analysis
(PEOPLE ARE MACHINES). An inspection of business magazines similarly
includes domains that seem incongruous with the general topic (such as ‘Warfare’
and ‘Living creatures: animals’), but these are also selected on the basis of
previous findings in the manual analysis. The comparison between two types of
scientific writing (Semino et al. 2009) cannot rely on a previous manual annotation
and simply states that those categories were identified that were “likely to operate
as metaphoric source domains” (2009: 146). A look at the resulting list shows that
selected source domains mostly include concrete categories, categories related to
‘speech’ and ‘linguistic action’ and human characteristics (such as ‘greedy’ and
‘foolish’) that are less likely to operate non-metaphorically in serious academic
writing that is supposed to be abstract, informational and uninvolved. As Koller et
al. put it, the occurrence of metaphor may be indicated “by bringing up unexpected
semantic domains. For instance, the domain L1 (‘life and living things’) is much
less expected to be key in a collection of corporate texts than is the domain I1.1
(‘money and pay)” (2008:150, my italics). It therefore seems that semantic
incongruity (Cameron 2003; Charteris-Black 2004; Kittay 1987) with the
contextual domain is one of the driving forces in a Wmatrix analysis.
In order to predict whether such a Wmatrix analysis based on incongruity
would work for casual conversation, we return to the semantic tags assigned to the
lexical units in KBH-04. Similar to Koller et al. (2008), for each metaphorical
lexical unit in the text the tag string was inspected to see how Wmatrix assigns
domains. This time, special attention was paid to the location of source and target
domains within the tag string, because in a domain frequency list a lexical unit will
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be shared under the semantic domain indicated by its first tag. Incidentally, this
first tag also potentially provides information about the conventionality of a
metaphorical expression. The analysis resulted in two different categories: those
lexical units for which the source domain was mentioned first in the tag string (73
cases) and those lexical units for which the target domain was mentioned first in
the tag string (104 cases). Only a very small group of lexical units (13 cases) was
coded with a first domain that reflected neither source nor target domain. These
were cases where other domains were even more conventionalized. The two main
categories will be described below, feeding into a discussion of the nature of
metaphor in conversation and the use of Wmatrix for metaphor analysis in casual
conversation based on incongruity of domains.
Source domain first. Many of the metaphorically used words were labelled
with the source domain in first position of the tag string. This may point to less
conventionalized expressions of metaphor, or, in cases where the target domain is
not included, even novel ones. Koller et al. (2008) provide the example of the
novel use of e-campaign, which is first tagged by the source domain ‘warfare’.
From the domains in first position in the tag string, Semino et al. (2009) would
consider the more concrete, human and striking domains (such as ‘warfare’) as
potential source domains in scientific texts because of their relative
unexpectedness in more abstract, uninvolved discourse. The examples below will
show whether the same applies to metaphorical uses in conversation.
Delexicalized verbs are metaphorically used words with the source domain
mentioned first in the tag string. Recall that the metaphorical use of the
delexicalized verb have in an utterance such as “After we had that row about
Terry” is first tagged as ‘Getting and Possession’, followed by ‘Grammatical bin’
in the second tag. Similarly, the delexicalized verb give in an utterance such as
“We give them a provisional kind of price” is first tagged as ‘Giving’, followed by
‘General action / making’. Other common source domains in first position pertain
to movement, such as ‘Moving, coming, and going’ (e.g. “He passes them [i.e. the
responsibility over a customer] on to Brian”), ‘Location and direction’ (e.g. “If we
got Terry to do that we would be well away”), physical action, such as ‘Putting,
pulling, pushing, transporting’ (e.g. “And he can’t afford to throw money away”),
and concrete notions such as ‘Objects generally’ (e.g. “She was in first thing the
next morning”), ‘Measurement’ (“And they’re about two to three thousand
pounds”), ‘Size: big’ (“Well, in fact, two really big estimates”) and ‘Shape’ (e.g.
“It was only five lines [of writing]”). In each of these examples, both source and
target domain meanings are conventionalized. The source domain is simply
mentioned before the target domain, because it reflects a more common concrete
use. These are logically even more conventional than the target domain expressed
by the metaphorical lexical unit. In conversation, therefore, searching for
unexpected source domains does not seem to apply: metaphorically used words
with source domains in first position are still highly conventionalized and common
everyday domains do not stand out as striking.
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Moreover, concrete common source domains that appear in a domain
frequency list of conversation, such as ‘Location and direction’, ‘Objects
generally’ and ‘Getting and possession’, will not stand out as odd in the already
concrete conversational context. Whereas the appearance of more specific source
domains such as ‘Warfare’ and common concrete domains such as ‘Location and
direction’ are more conspicuous in abstract business texts, general concrete
domains are less surprising in an on-line situated conversational text. A brief
inspection of these source domains in KBH-04 supports this assumption and shows
that their lexical units are more often non-metaphorically used. The criterion of
incongruity domains for finding metaphor-related words based on concrete
domains will therefore be much harder to apply when looking for metaphorically
used domains in conversation texts than in abstract written texts, since
concreteness is an expected rather than unexpected feature. In effect, all concrete
domains would then have to be considered for potential metaphorical use, which
does not necessarily speed up the manual annotation process.
Target domain first/only. Most metaphorically used words were labelled
with the target domain in first position. This points to highly conventionalized
expressions of metaphor that generally involve more abstract domains. An example
from Koller et al. (2008) is the conventionalized metaphorical use of verb and
noun campaign, which is first tagged with the target domain ‘wanting, planning,
choosing’ instead of source domain ‘warfare’.
For conversation, this group includes those function words tagged as
‘Grammatical bin’ and ‘Degree: approximator’. Other instances are of fixed
expressions and metaphors referring to quantity and time. An example of quantity
is the noun loads in “They’re just doing a kind of tour of loads and loads of
houses”. This is only tagged for its target domain ‘Quantities: many/much’. ‘An
example of time is the adjective next in “She was in first thing the next morning”.
This is first tagged for its target domain ‘Time: Future’. These reflect productive
ontological metaphors and common mappings such as MORE IS UP and TIME IS
SPACE as identified by Lakoff and Johnson (1980).
The rest of the examples contribute to the involved style of conversation,
and often refer to emotions, evaluations, social and psychological states and
processes. Examples include preposition in, which as part of the expression in the
mood receives the target domain ‘Interested/excited/energetic’ as the first domain
tag. Its counterpart ‘Uninterested/bored/unenergetic’ functions as first tag to the
fixed expression had enough (e.g. “Me dad says he’s had enough”). Note that
Wmatrix provides lexical units that belong to idiomatic expressions with one and
the same domain tag. In this case, the preposition in is therefore not coded as
‘Grammatical bin’. The idiomatic expression pulling his weight (e.g. “Terry’s just
not pulling his weight”) receives ‘Trying hard’ as its first domain tag. The phrasal
verb make up (e.g. “I mean I could have made it up it was that easy”) receives as
first tag the domain ‘Evaluation: False’, whereas the lexical units belonging to the
fixed expression in fact are both tagged with ‘Evaluation: True’. ‘Evaluation:
Good’ is used as first domain tag for lexical unit fine (e.g. “That’s fine”). The
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idiomatic expression keen on is tagged as ‘Like’ and the verb upsetting receives the
first tag ‘Sad’. Finally, the lexical units within the idiomatic expression put their
foot down (e.g. “Not unless someone puts their foot down”) receive the tag ‘In
power’ as first domain. These examples include highly conventionalized
metaphors of time, degree, quantity and more involved topics such as emotions and
evaluations.
In terms of inspecting unexpected domains, if anything can be called
incongruous in the concrete setting of KBH-04, it is perhaps these more abstract
target domains. Since many metaphorical expressions in conversation are highly
conventional, they are often found under more abstract target domains in a
frequency list of domains. A search for metaphor based on incongruity may
therefore be more successful by starting out from the relatively unexpected abstract
target domains, such as the involved tags referring to emotions and evaluations
(e.g. ‘sad’, ‘like’, ‘interested’, and so on). Even though these domains are
congruent with the involved, situated nature of conversation, they stand out
because of their abstract nature. Such an approach highlights the use of metaphor
to help express emotion and affect (e.g. Cameron 2008a; Kovecses 2002). Of
course, this approach captures only part of the metaphorical expressions.
In short, the Wmatrix tool has been improved in order to help metaphor
annotation of larger corpora. Previous analyses have shown that the usefulness of
Wmatrix for metaphor analysis largely lies in juxtaposing domains and selecting
potential domains for metaphor use based on incongruity. Those domains that
match the topic of the text are not selected, but rather those domains that deviate.
In written texts dealing with abstract topics these unexpected domains are often the
more concrete and human domains. Metaphors that show source domains in first
position are less conventionalized ones. Such case studies therefore often single
out concrete and unexpected domains as potential source domains for metaphor
(e.g. ‘Objects’, ‘Living organisms: animals / plants’, ‘War’) . For conversation,
however, an analysis of the tags in first position generally shows that metaphors
are highly conventionalized. Target domains often appear as first in the tag string.
When they appear later on and the source domain is mentioned first, it concerns
highly common source domains, such as ‘Location and direction’, that are typically
used in their concrete sense. Consequently, an incongruity approach based on first
domains in the tag strings does not necessarily speed up the analysis of metaphor
in the casual conversation register, because of the register’s concrete nature. When
it comes to identifying unexpected domains, the source domains in first position
often converge with the concrete topic of the discourse and therefore do not stand
out as distinct or odd in context. Those domains that stand out most in conversation
are the more abstract target domains in first position. These generally agree with
the topic of the text and refer to abstract domains such as evaluation and emotion.
As a result, if analysts discard domains that match the topic of the conversation
(Hardie et al. 2007), many metaphors would be missed. Identifying metaphorical
domains based on incongruity therefore seems less straightforward in conversation
texts than in written texts that are abstract in nature. It may be argued that such a
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Wmatrix approach to casual conversation therefore does not necessarily speed up
the annotation process.
Although the application of Wmatrix to finding metaphorical expressions
seems less successful for conversation texts, Wmatrix does offer the option to
select particular source domains of interest and to focus on the linguistic
manifestation of metaphor in one specific domain. The domain push function
introduced in Koller et al. (2008) pulls together all lexical units that show a
specific domain tag at any position in their tag string and thereby collects all
possible manifestations of a source domain. A more detailed analysis of the
metaphorical usage of these lexical items provides information about the forms of
metaphor employed in conversation and the variation of the types of metaphors. A
comparison of metaphor use within a domain to that of the other registers is able to
show whether the distinctness of the domain for conversation also manifests itself
in terms of metaphor use. As such, the information gathered through a domainspecific Wmatrix analysis resembles that of Chapter 5, but instead of simply
looking at lemmas within word classes, analysts may consider the manifestation of
metaphor in complete domains and are able to add a semantic domain perspective
to the description of metaphor in discourse. The next section will describe such an
analysis for the domain of ‘Location and direction’.
6.1.4 Metaphors of ‘Location and direction’ across registers
Within the Metaphor in Discourse corpus the opposition between spoken and
written texts potentially leads to differences in metaphor use, since different
registers fulfil different communicative functions. The previous chapter showed
that metaphors in conversation are relatively underused and that only
metaphorically used determiners are specific to conversation.
Moreover,
metaphors in conversation are generally used for interpersonal and affective
purposes, to describe everyday situations, to structure an interaction, and to cope
with the pressure of on-line language production.
Whereas Chapter 5 addressed the use of metaphor across registers from a
lexico-grammatical point of view, this section explores how Wmatrix may add to
such a description of register variation by studying differences in metaphor use
from a domain perspective. In order to do so, the complete conversation corpus
was first compared to the BNC written sampler. This identified those domains that
are key for the conversation corpus compared to written texts. The resulting list of
domains was analysed to check the amount of metaphor use within conversation
compared to the written registers for each domain. From this list, the domain that
was most often metaphorically used in conversation was selected and subjected to
an in-depth analysis of its metaphor use across registers in terms of variation (i.e.
type-token ratios as well as specific uses). Such a detailed analysis was necessary,
because the fact that a domain proves characteristic of conversation does not imply
that it contains more metaphorical uses than written texts, nor does it say anything
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about the specific manifestation of these domains. As argued by Semino et al.,
“inspecting a key domain in both datasets is necessary to draw out the distinctions
between them in a meaningful way” (2009: 148). The results of this cross-register
domain analysis are presented below.
The comparison of the conversation data to the BNC written sampler
results in a list of key domains that is not surprising. Domains that are distinct for
the conversation corpus with a Log Likelihood of 6.63 or higher (p < 0.01) reflect
the involved, situated and online nature of conversation. Amongst them are, for
example, domains of ‘Evaluation’ (A5), ‘Degree’ (A13), and ‘Judgement of
Appearance: beautiful’ (O4.2+), which all convey a speaker’s attitude. Similarly,
‘Like’ (E2+) conveys attitude with words such as dear and love and ‘Likely’ (A7+)
with modal verbs such as can, would, could and might. Moreover, domains include
references to people in terms of ‘Pronouns’ (Z8), ‘Personality traits’ (S1.2), but
also in terms of ‘Kin’ (S4). The latter group contains lexical units such as mum,
dad, and granddad. Besides people, reference is made to daily elements such as
‘Food’ (F1), ‘Drinks and alcohol’ (F2), and ‘Telecommunications’ (Q1.3).
Activities are captured by the domains of ‘General actions’ (A1.1.1), with verbs
such as do and make, ‘Existing’ (A3+) with general verb be, ‘Getting and
Possession’ (A9+), with verbs such as get, have, take and keep, ‘Stationary’ (M8),
with verbs such as stay and sit, ‘Speech: communicative’, with verbs such as say,
tell and talk, and ‘Moving, coming and going’ (M1), with verbs such as go, come,
leave and walk. Many references are made to general, present and future ‘Time’
(T1) and specific time periods. Moreover, domains include the senses, such as
‘Mental actions’ (X2) with verbs such as think, feel, and know, and ‘Sensory:
sight’, with verbs such as see, watch and look at. Domains such as ‘Temperature:
cold’ (O4.6-), ‘Light’ (W2) and ‘Darkness’ (W2-) describe situations, whereas
‘Location and direction’ (M6) focuses on position. Finally, the ‘Discourse bin’
(Z4) and ‘Negative’ (Z6) domain contain typically conversational elements such as
filler words (erm, mm), interjections (oh, ah), short answers such as yeah and no,
fixed phrases such as you know, I mean and thank you, and negation (n’t and not).
The domains that are distinct for the conversation corpus and include
metaphorical usage are shown in Table 6.1. These 20 domains can be distinguished
into two categories, namely those domains that indicate the target domain of the
metaphor and those domains that indicate the source domain of the metaphor (see
previous section). Those domains that function as target domains to the
metaphorically used words are the ‘Discourse bin’ (Z4), ‘Evaluation: good’
(A5.1+), ‘Existing’ (A3+), ‘Knowledgeable’ (X2.2+), ‘Thought: belief’ (X2.1),
‘Degree: boosters’ (A13.3), ‘Degree: compromisers’ (A13.5), ‘Evaluation: bad’
(A5.1-), ‘Degree: minimizers’ (A13.7) and ‘Seem’ (A8). In terms of absolute
numbers, the target domain of ‘Thought: belief’ is most often metaphorically used,
with 38 instances. In this domain, people feel emotions and reckon or regard ideas.
The ‘Discourse bin’ is metaphorically used in 33 cases which are mostly
metaphorical cases of bloody that are informally used to convey irritation. The
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Table 6.1 Key domains that include MRW for all conversation texts compared to BNC
written sampler (frequency of MRW and % of all lexical units)
Conversation
Fiction
News
Academic
Domain
33 (0.9%)
7 (2.5%)
1 (1.0%)
0 (0.0%)
Discourse Bin
15 (2.3%)
14 (9.9%)
29 (21.8%)
38 (23.6%)
Evaluation: Good
2 (0.1%)
8 (0.6%)
6 (0.5%)
18 (1.0%)
Existing
350 (32.3%) 318 (39.3%) 411 (58.6%) 626 (62.9%)
Location and direction
346 (33.5%) 282 (52.4%) 258 (55.8%) 294 (53.5%)
Getting and possession
7 (1.9%)
13 (5.3%)
13 (9.8%)
18 (6.1%)
Knowledgeable
186 (21.3%) 202 (29.7%) 273 (58.8%) 196 (59.7%)
Moving, coming and going
4 (1.3%)
14 (9.3%)
14 (14.1%)
8 (10.7%)
Food
38 (11.7%)
64 (21.7%)
75 (42.1%) 204 (54.7%)
Thought, belief
22 (9.2%)
42 (17.2%)
25 (36.2%)
64 (45.7%)
Sensory: Sight
4 (5.0%)
8 (12.7%)
13 (50.0%)
4 (26.7%)
Stationary
14 (3.9%)
14 (6.1%)
15 (7.3%)
17 (4.5%)
Degree: Boosters
23 (4.9%)
25 (5.4%)
72 (21.9%) 113 (31.9%)
Speech: Communicative
Judgement of appearance:
1 (0.7%)
0 (0.0%)
0 (0.0%)
29 (38.7%)
Beautiful
2 (3.0%)
0 (0.0%)
0 (0.0%)
0 (0.0%)
Degree: Compromisers
2 (8.7%)
0 (0.0%)
1 (10.0%)
1 (6.3%)
Foolish
3 (5.7%)
0 (0.0%)
1 (9.1%)
1 (3.0%)
Evaluation: Bad
83 (12.2%) 170 (32.8%) 251 (42.8%) 216 (25.4%)
General actions / making
4 (10.3%)
0 (0.0%)
0 (0.0%)
0 (0.0%)
Degree: Minimizers
13 (13.4%)
21 (14.5%)
25 (26.3%)
25 (19.1%)
Seem
1153
1212
1486
1872
Total
(9.1%)
(19.2%)
(30.2%)
(26.7%)

domain of ‘Evaluation: good’ includes 15 metaphorically used words in
expressions such as ‘That’s fine’ or ‘great’. The ‘Seem’ domain generally includes
metaphorically used forms of the verb look that refer to ‘searching for something’
or ‘considering’ a topic. In this instance, the domain ‘Seem’, however, does not
appear to capture the contextual or source domain of look. The domains of
‘Degree’ involve lexical units that refer to degree of time (e.g. “so far”) or
distance, (e.g. “a little wander”).
The domain of ‘Existence’ is twice
metaphorically used to refer to abstract situations (e.g. “what’s your situation?”).
Within the ‘Knowledgeable’ domain the verb recall is used to refer to abstract
thoughts instead of using it ‘to officially tell someone to come back’. Finally, the
‘Evaluation: bad’ domain contains informal metaphorical usage in expressions
such as crap and sod. These examples all appear highly conventionalized and
appropriate to the interpersonal and involved nature of conversation.
Those domains that function as source domains to the metaphorically used
words are ‘Location and direction’ (M6), ‘Getting and possession’ (A9+),
‘Moving, coming and going’ (M1), ‘Food’ (F1), ‘Sensory: sight’ (X3.4),
‘Stationary’ (M8), ‘Judgement of appearance: beautiful’ (O4.2+), ‘Foolish’
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(S1.2.6-) and ‘General actions/making’ (A1.1.1). The domain of ‘Location and
direction’ is most often metaphorically used with 350 metaphorically used words.
Its metaphorical uses include adverbial particles that are part of phrasal verbs
(“Come on!”, “Go on!”) or pronouns referring to the discourse (“Don’t you find in
this sort of environment […]?”) and time (“Vera phoned this morning”). This is
followed by ‘Getting and Possession’ which is metaphorically used in 346
instances and includes verbs such as have, get, keep, take and collect (e.g. “I had a
choice of either”, “If you can’t get it done tomorrow” and “It will take me bleeding
years to reach my goal”). The domain of ‘Moving, coming and going’ contains 186
metaphorical uses and is used with verbs such as come and go (e.g. “How’s it
going?”), and follow (e.g. “Do you follow?”), to name a few. Many of these uses
have been described in the previous chapter.
In the ‘General actions/making’ domain, 83 cases are metaphorically used.
People typically make things such as appointments, or are able to make it in time.
In the ‘Sensory: sight’ domain 22 cases are metaphorically used. Here, verbs such
as see are used to refer to understanding (“you see?”) The ‘Food’ domain contains
4 metaphorically used words. A room is compared to a kitchen diner and people
are described as honey or cabbages. In the ‘Stationary’ domain people stay in a
particular situation (such as “stay for a week in silence”) or objects are described
as though they are people (e.g. “there's a front cover of the book sitting in the
catalogue smiling at her”). The ‘Foolish’ domain twice refers to situations as silly
or stupid (which is in its basic sense used to refer to people). The ‘Judgement of
appearance: beautiful’ domain is metaphorically used to describe a man’s worth as
a “pretty penny”. Finally, the domain of ‘Speech: communicative’ functions both
as a target and source domain and contains metaphorical uses that refer to pieces of
texts saying pieces of information (e.g. “[the card] said Happy Birthday”) or
people talking about the point of an argument (“What’s the point?”). In the first
case, the domain of communication is used as a source for personification; in the
second case the domain of communication is the target domain for the
metaphorical use of point (which is grounded in the domain of ‘Shape’, O4.4).
Similar to the group of metaphors for which the marked domains functioned as
target domains, those metaphors for which the marked domains function as source
domains also seem conventionalized.
An investigation of these domains in conversation alone, however, cannot
say much about the typical use of these metaphors for conversation. Metaphor use
in each of the domains was therefore also considered for the written registers in the
Metaphor in Discourse corpus. Table 6.1 therefore also provides the number of
linguistic metaphors per domain for each of the written registers and the
percentage these metaphors form of the total number of lexical units in a domain.
To begin with, the comparison reflects that written registers generally
surpass the use of metaphorical expressions in conversation, both in absolute and
relative numbers. This corresponds to the results presented in the previous chapter:
casual conversation is the register that makes least use of metaphorical
expressions. Most domains behave according to the situated involved versus
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abstract informational expectations. The only exceptions are ‘Degree:
Compromisers’, ‘Degree Minimizers’, ‘Foolish’, and ‘Evaluation: bad’, which are
only sporadically metaphorically used in all registers (the maximum count is 4
cases), but just once or twice more often in conversation. Its ‘overuse’ in
conversation is therefore negligible.
In addition, especially the informational written registers (news and
academic texts) use some domains more often metaphorically than nonmetaphorically, whereas conversation always shows more non-metaphorical cases.
These are the general and basic domains of ‘Location and direction’, ‘Getting and
possession’ and ‘Moving, coming, going’. The domain of ‘Getting and
possession’, for example, is metaphorically used in 282 of the 538 cases (52.4%) in
fiction, in 294 of 550 cases (53.5%) in academic texts and in 258 of 462 cases
(55.8%) in news texts, as opposed to 346 out of 1083 cases (33.5%) in
conversation. In absolute numbers, however, only the domain of ‘Getting and
possession’ has more metaphorical expressions for conversation than for the
written registers. This means that the domain is typical for conversation.
Moreover, in terms of register-specific uses of metaphors per domain, only
few domains contain metaphors specific to conversation. An example is the use of
informal bloody (‘Discourse bin’), which is also used in fiction texts to simulate
real dialogue (Dorst 2011; see Chapter 5). Other examples are from domains that
are used for evaluative purposes in conversation, such as ‘Evaluation: Good’ (e.g.
“That’s fine”). This domain is also metaphorically used in news and academic
texts, but for more objective purposes, such as to indicate degree (“the great
philosophers” and “Great War”).
In addition to a difference in the application of metaphors, the written
register domains also share many of the linguistic metaphors that are used in
conversation. The difference simply seems to lie in the level of variation: written
registers show more varied use of linguistic metaphor within domains. An example
is the domain of ‘Thought, belief’ which contains verbs such as assume, belief,
conceive, feel, find, reckon, regard, view, and nouns such as attitude, picture,
impression, and outlook for news and academic texts as opposed to the few
separate lemmas of feel, invent, reckon and regard in conversation. This
corresponds to Biber’s (1988) findings of a high type/token ratio for informational
texts, which reflects more specific use of words.
This brief comparison of all metaphorically used words in the key domains
of conversation therefore shows that even though the 20 domains in Table 6.1 are
distinct for conversation, this distinctness is not equalled by its metaphorical use.
Similar to the conclusions drawn in Chapter 5, metaphorical domains are relatively
scarcely metaphorically used in conversation in comparison to the other registers.
Moreover, the use of metaphor in the written registers seems more varied. Bearing
in mind that Wmatrix does not necessarily tag source domains in first position in
the tag string, it was decided to more carefully test the distinction in metaphor use
across registers for a domain that seemed important to conversation both in general
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as well as metaphorical terms, namely the domain of ‘Location and direction’
(M6).
To make sure that all lexical units that have the domain of ‘Location and
direction’ in their tag string and are thus potential candidates for metaphor use
were included in the comparison, the domain push function was applied, which
allows the inclusion of all lexical units that have received the M6 domain tag
somewhere in their tag string. Especially for such a specific, concrete domain as
‘Location and direction’, this function enables the summation of all lexical units
that are either non-metaphorically or metaphorically related to the concrete, spatial
domain. It captures those conventionalized metaphors that have already
grammaticalized towards a more abstract sense, as well as less conventionalized
metaphors and those lexical units that indicate a concrete referent.
The application of the domain push function resulted in an average
increase of 519 items across the four registers. For example, instead of 1083 items,
conversation now contained 1708 items in the ‘Location and direction’ domain.
Each item was checked for its appropriateness within the M6 domain. Some were
excluded because they did not belong in the M6 source domain. An example is the
word left, which WMatrix sometimes wrongly coded as if referring to the ‘lefthand side’ when it was actually used as past participle of the verb leave. On
average, some 75 lexical units per register were judged as not belonging to the
source domain of ‘Location and direction’. Moreover, the items that were
discarded for metaphor analysis (DFMA) during MIPVU annotation were also
excluded from the analysis (44 in conversation only). In effect, the conversation
register amounted to 1454 lexical units belonging to the M6 domain, fiction
amounted to 1359 lexical units, academic texts amounted to 1356 lexical units and
news texts amounted to 1126 lexical units. This division seems to reflect the more
concrete nature of conversation as opposed to the more abstract nature of written
texts.
After cleaning up the item sets, for each register the general variability of
lexical units within the ‘Location and direction’ domain was calculated (see Table
6.2). The tag-lemma ratio (the one domain tag divided by its different lemmas)
indicates the variation of the lexical realization in a domain (i.e. how many
different lemmas are used?). The lower the ratio within a range from 0 to 1, the
more variation a domain shows. For example, a register that contains 4 different
lemmas realizing a domain will receive a tag-lemma ratio of 0.25 (1/4). A register
that contains 10 different lemmas realizing a domain receives a tag-lemma ratio of
0.10 (1/10). The tag-lemma ratio for the second register is lower, because the
domain is expressed by a larger number of different lemmas.
By comparison, the lemma-token or type-token ratio (the lemmas divided
by the number of occurrences) indicates the frequency of use of these different
lemmas (see also Semino et al. 2009). In this case, the higher the ratio, the more
variation a domain shows. All registers show a similar tag-lemma ratio (0.01), with
the exception of fiction (0.00). This indicates that in general the domain of
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‘Location and direction’ is realized by many different lemmas, especially so in
fiction.
The lemma-token ratio shows that variation is lowest in conversation
(0.09), but this is also the register containing the highest number of tokens
realizing the domain. Variation is highest in news texts (0.18), and this is also the
register containing the lowest number of tokens realizing the domain. Thus,
conversation is the register that contains relatively least variation in the domain of
‘Location and direction’.
Table 6.2 Tag-lemma and lemma-token ratio for all lemmas in ‘Location and direction’
Register
Conversation
Fiction
Academic
News

Lexical units
1454
1359
1356
1126

Lemmas
131
202
183
199

Tag-lemma ratio
0.01
0.00
0.01
0.01

Type-token ratio
0.09
0.15
0.13
0.18

A closer look at the lemmas used shows that the difference between the
conversation register and the written registers is mostly due to additional, more
specific uses of the main word classes (adverbs, adjectives, verbs, nouns) in
fiction, news and academic texts. In other words, the written registers use the exact
same lemmas as conversation, but contain more variation. Examples of extra
lemmas in the written registers are verbs like aim, bear, direct, face, indicate,
locate, reverse, surround, nouns like backdrop, diversion, face, magistracy, setting
and surroundings, and adjectives like inaccessible, internal, outer, rear and
southern. Only 15 lemmas are specific to conversation only. These include more
colloquial expressions of location such as down below, over here, up there, next
door, whereabouts, and here, there, and everywhere.
Besides calculating the variability of all lexical units within the ‘Location
and direction’ domain, the tag-lemma and type-token ratios were specified for the
metaphorical lexical units in each register (see Table 6.3). The ‘Location and
direction’ domain shows tag-lemma ratios of 0.01 in the written registers and 0.02
in conversation. This indicates that in general the domain of ‘Location and
direction’ is realized by different metaphorical lemmas, especially in the written
registers. Moreover, the type-token ratios are relatively high for fiction and news
texts (0.16) and relatively low for conversation (0.11) and academic texts (0.12).
Variation is therefore lowest in conversation and highest in news texts. Judging
from those words in the domain of ‘Location and direction’, conversation and
academic texts feature relatively more often the same metaphorical lemmas in
comparison with fiction and news texts.
In terms of percentage of metaphor use, there is a clear division between
conversation and fiction on the one hand and academic and news texts on the other.
In conversation, 555 cases of 1454 lexical units are metaphorically used (38.2%),
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whereas in fiction 532 cases of 1359 lexical units are metaphorically used (39.1%).
In both registers, less than fifty per cent of the domain is metaphorically used. In
academic texts, 830 cases of 1356 lexical units are metaphorically used (61.2%)
and in news texts, 705 cases of 1126 lexical units are metaphorically used (62.6%).
In other words, more than half of the lexical units are metaphorically used. Thus,
the most popular metaphorical domain in conversation, ‘Location and direction’, is
relatively least often metaphorically used in conversation compared to the other
registers. Moreover, it shows least variability in metaphor use in the conversation
register.
Table 6.3 Tag-lemma and lemma-token ratio for MRW lemmas in ‘Location and direction’
Register
Lexical units
Lemmas
Tag-lemma ratio
Type-token ratio
Conversation
555
61
0.02
0.11
Fiction
532
84
0.01
0.16
Academic
830
100
0.01
0.12
News
705
116
0.01
0.16

A more detailed inventory of the differences between conversation and the
written register resulted in three types of metaphorically used words: (1) those that
were metaphorically used in the written registers, but never occurred in the
conversation register, (2) those that were metaphorically used in the written
registers, but only occurred non-metaphorically in the conversation register, and
(3) those that were metaphorically used in both the written registers and
conversation. The verbs aim, base, bear, direct and face never occur in the
conversation register. In fiction, news, and mostly in academic texts, however, the
verb aim is metaphorically used to describe the purpose behind a specific course of
action that is the topic of the text. The news and academic data feature sentences
such as “Alternatives aim to provide a substitute” and “This is a policy aimed at
soothing fears”. The noun aim is used in a similar fashion (e.g. “The aim of the
course is to educate”). In addition, the verb base is used in academic and news
texts to explain the rationale behind an abstract topic such as “The paradigm is
based on the joint supervisory aims” and “A screenplay based on Kahlo’s life”.
The verb direct is mostly used in academic texts and in a similar way to the verb
aim in sentences like “Education has been directed at the production of the
rational” and “Task forces were directed to tackle youth unemployment”.
Moreover, abstract concepts such as ‘choices’ (“which directed Kahlo’s choice”),
‘attention’ (“a phrase which directs the court’s attention to the circumstances of the
killing”), and a person’s ‘education’ (“the right to direct and manage their own
education”) are directed. The written texts use the verb face to refer to difficult
issues, such as “The police force face the impossible task of keeping the lid on the
explosive mixture”. The verb bear is used metaphorically in expressions such as
“she couldn’t bear the thought of being sucked back into the ebb tide of
loneliness”, “There are no points to bear in mind” and “Cardinal has not only the
cross of being a fervent Newcastle United supporter to bear”. Casual conversation
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seems to have no need for these specific verbs from the ‘Location and direction’
domain that perhaps more formally describe abstract actions that are common in
informational texts. Of course, this picture may change when other types of
conversations are considered, such as meetings and interviews, that do have a more
formal, informational nature.
The second group resulting from the comparison of the metaphorical use of
‘Location and direction’ between registers reveals that some lemmas do occur in
conversation but are only used non-metaphorically, as opposed to their
metaphorical as well as non-metaphorical use in the written registers. Examples are
nouns indicating a specific location, such as centre, corner, and front, nouns
indicating a path such as course and direction, and nouns indicating specific places
such as ground, heart and home. The lemmas are used as metaphors in the written
registers and refer to a help centre or business centre, the corner of one’s mouth,
the eastern or western front in war, a course of action or training course, the future
direction of history, decisions made on the ground(s) of specific reasons, the heart
of East Anglia and the home of the Financial Times. Direction, moreover, is often
used in expressions that include additional lexical units from the same domain,
such as “The different sources of evidence all point in the same direction” and “the
work of Fedra is a major step in the right direction”. The news register uses this
kind of fixed expression to pun in a piece on politics. The author writes: “He
warned that party leaders could not expect everybody to goose-step in the right
direction”. Heart also features in idiomatic expressions such as “neither made the
heart pound” (news) and “Ruth had no heart for it” (fiction), and in more literary
expressions such as “pastry as light as Ruth’s heart” and “the heart has gone out of
the day”. Corner, strikingly, is also used as part of more vivid images in news
texts. One text, for example, includes the passage:
It wasn’t the only programme last night to shine light in dirty corners. ‘Inside The
Brotherhood’ (Granada), produced by Claudia Milne and Martin Short, dug into
the most notorious area of Masonic influence, local government.

Here, the concrete image created by dirty corners in which light shines is
elaborated by another area a programme digs into, and creates a more persuasive
writing style. Another news text includes the sentence: “It will always be the case
that the holder of my office will need to fight the corner of the health service and
there will always, inevitably, be more than we can do”. In both these examples, the
concrete corner is surrounded by lexical units that refer to a similar source domain
and evoke the image of a rough neighbourhood. Most of these metaphorical uses
are highly conventionalized and simply do not seem to belong to the less
specialized topics of the conversations in our data set. At the same time, they also
show how everyday non-metaphorical concepts can be metaphorically extended in
written registers such as the more deliberate and creative examples in news and
fiction texts. The concepts we daily live by are metaphorically adopted to create a
vivid and recognizable image.
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A third category of lemmas that stands out when comparing the
conversation and written registers consists of those that are metaphorically and
literally used in all registers. This group mostly contains adverbs (about, ahead,
around, away, back, backwards, between, forward, halfway, here, in, off, out, over,
up, and there), the demonstrative pronoun this, and nouns (head, middle and way).
The metaphorical application of these lemmas in context is similar across the
registers, the differences being that some of these lemmas are more often nonmetaphorically than metaphorically used or have a fifty-fifty division in
conversation, whereas especially news and academic texts use them more often
metaphorically than non-metaphorically. An example is the adverb away:
conversation uses it metaphorically on 8 occasions and non-metaphorically on 12;
fiction, similarly, uses it metaphorically on 5 occasions and non-metaphorically on
20; the academic register, however, uses it metaphorically on 4 occasions and nonmetaphorically on 3; and, finally, news uses it metaphorically on 8 occasions and
non-metaphorically on 5. The division between metaphor and non-metaphor shifts
from non-metaphorical to metaphorical between registers.
Some metaphorical lemmas that are shared across registers differ in use.
When simply counting, these metaphors all end up as the ‘same’ metaphorical
lemma; in reality, they have acquired slightly different uses per register. Examples
are the verbs concentrate and lose. The verb concentrate is once metaphorically
used in conversation in the utterance “They reckon if you concentrate with him
you can do the same” (this passage concerns a book by Uri Geller in which he
claims to be able to teleport himself somewhere else by concentrating on that
specific place). Academic texts contain metaphorical concentrate twice: (1) “He
manages to make his point by concentrating solely on the rights” and (2) “Talks
concentrated on social and industrial applications of science”. There are two
metaphorical uses of concentrate in news, which resemble the second of the
academic examples. These examples show that across registers the metaphorical
use of concentrate has different applications that ranges from a physical human
activity, to a communicative human activity concerning a topic, to a
communicative activity brought about by an inanimate subject. The most concrete
application is used in conversation, whereas the more abstract varieties are used in
academic and news texts. Admittedly, this observation is based on a relatively
small number of instances.
In a similar vein, the verb lose shows different metaphorical uses across
registers. All four registers use it in the context of losing money (e.g. “They lost
over 40,000”). In conversation, lose is also used to refer to the loss of physical
weight (“Ten months it took me to lose six stone”). In all written registers, the verb
is paired with more abstract notions such as function, logic, principles, reputation,
information and sleep. In fiction, lose is dramatically combined with people (e.g.
“She did not want to lose Paula”). News, finally, adds the context of a football
match to the possible applications (e.g. “Losing was one thing, but to lose as
spinelessly as the Welsh….”). In all these examples, the written registers use the
metaphorical meaning of lose to express more abstract notions. Conversation only
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shows a more concrete use of metaphorical lose (i.e. losing weight). Both
concentrate and lose therefore suggest that the same metaphorical lexical units are
also subject to the cline of concrete to abstract contexts that distinguishes the four
registers in the Metaphor in Discourse data set.
Finally, metaphors that are only used in the conversation register are
conspicuously absent. No more than two metaphorically used lemmas, the
adjectival use of the noun backing and the adjectival use of the noun bottom, are
only applied in conversation. The first lemma appears once in the utterance “All
those appearances are PA, it’s all gonna be mimed and backing tapes” in a
discussion about the backing vocals in the TV Programme Top of the Pops. This
does not seem to be a highly characteristic conversational metaphor. The second
lemma that is only metaphorically used in conversation, bottom, appears twice to
refer to a spatial description (e.g. “They’ve got the bar in a far bottom corner”).
This may occur more often in a description of a space, but is not necessarily
specific to conversation. Amongst those metaphorical lemmas that are shared by
two or more of the four registers, two are clearly more often used in conversation,
namely the adverbs on and down. In conversation, on is used metaphorically 92
times and non-metaphorically 20 times. This is much less so in fiction (16 times
metaphorically used and 14 times non-metaphorically), academic texts (7 times,
only metaphorically) and news texts (16 times, only metaphorically). Conversation
contains many instances of phrasal verbs such as come on, go on and hang on.
Moreover, the adverb on is used separately as an indicator of temporal continuation
in expressions such as later on, do it that way on, post it on, and spread on. It is
also used to say that electrical equipment is on (“when [the heating] is on”) and
when someone is on duty (“have a lot of staff on”). In short, not many metaphors
in the domain of ‘Location and direction’ are typical of conversation.
With domain saliency as a starting point, an attempt has been made to
sketch the role of metaphorically used words within the semantic domains that are
typical of conversation and to compare this role to the one in written registers.
Instead of being typical to spoken casual conversation, most of these
metaphorically used words seem to be part of a more generally used language
system shared by both spoken and written texts. This tendency first became visible
in a brief analysis of those domains distinct for conversation. In general,
conversation shows a lower number of metaphors than the written registers, less
variation and few uses that are typical of the conversation domain. These findings
were supported by a more in-depth investigation of the most popular metaphorical
domain in conversation, ‘Location and direction’:
• Some of its metaphorical lemmas are only found in the written registers.
These are specific verbs that describe abstract actions that are common in
informational texts; there seems to be no need for them in the vague, online setting of conversation.
• Some of the metaphorical lemmas in the ‘Location and direction’ domain
are only non-metaphorically used in the conversation register, whereas the
written registers do use them metaphorically. Most of these metaphorical
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uses are highly conventionalized and simply do not seem necessary in the
less specialized context of the casual conversations in our data set. At the
same time, these everyday concepts are metaphorically extended in written
registers resulting in more deliberate and creative examples.
• Those metaphorical expressions that are used in all registers are more often
non-metaphorically than metaphorically used in conversation, whereas this
is the opposite in the two informational written registers.
• Moreover, the same metaphorical lexical units show more concrete uses in
conversation and more abstract uses in the written registers. More or less
none of the metaphorical lemmas are constricted to use in conversation
alone. Those few that do occur most often in conversation refer to time and
situated elements.
In sum, metaphors from the domain of ‘Location and direction’ occur least often in
conversation. The domain also shows least variation in conversation and is
relatively more often non-metaphorically than metaphorically used than in the
informational written registers. The written registers show more abstract, varied,
specific and creative use of metaphor. Such a conclusion agrees with Semino’s
(2008) argument that metaphor has different dominant functions in different genres
(2008: 218). It also fits Biber’s (1988) description of the different communicative
functions that registers fulfil. Similar to the previous chapter, metaphor seems to be
a feature of more informational texts.
The domain perspective offered by Wmatrix thus provides a similar picture
to the lexico-grammatical perspective adopted in the previous chapter. The
difference is that it does so from a broader perspective including all metaphorical
expressions belonging to one and the same domain. Future research may reveal
whether each and every domain behaves similarly to that of ‘Location and
direction’.
6.2 Wmatrix analyses: conclusion
MIPVU provides a reliable method for metaphor analysis at the level of linguistic
expressions. This chapter has considered the conversational data in the Metaphor
in Discourse corpus from a conceptual level by exploring the possible applications
of the semantic tagging function of the Wmatrix tool. One of its possible
contributions was to provide a method of metaphor analysis from a domain
perspective. For this reason, those metaphorical expressions identified by MIPVU
were subjected to an analysis via Wmatrix.
Section 6.1.2 checked whether sense descriptions that were considered as
belonging to two distinct but comparable domains in MIPVU analysis, also
received distinct but comparable domain tags in Wmatrix. The analysis showed
that metaphor identification based on Wmatrix domain tags would not include
common function words, such as prepositions, demonstratives, some adverbs and
delexicalized verbs. Moreover, Wmatrix domains provide no consistent ground for
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more subtle or weaker mappings, such as those based in personification, extension
and hyperbole. For a study focusing on all metaphorical language use within a
register the use of Wmatrix domains as a starting point for identification would
therefore be less successful. Moreover, the general nature of most Wmatrix
domains makes it difficult to use them as a means to identify conceptual mappings.
The additional value of Wmatrix generally seems to lie in the possibility to group
linguistic metaphors that share a similar source domain. Importantly, these source
domains are not derived from a presumed set of conceptual metaphors, but arise
from the discourse itself.
Two possible approaches were described, namely the identification of
incongruous source domains within a domain frequency list in order to more
effectively identify metaphor in discourse, and the in-depth analysis of one specific
source domains across registers. The first approach was based on the method of
metaphor analysis developed for Wmatrix by the Lancaster group. This method
selects potential domains for metaphor use from a list of key domains and
compares them across corpora. The domains are selected based on incongruity or
unexpectedness in the discourse context. Since the case studies offered consist of
written texts, unexpected domains tend to include concrete, human source domains
that stand out in an abstract, uninvolved and informational context.
An analysis of the domain tags assigned to a conversation text showed that
an incongruity approach is less effective in conversational texts that generally have
a highly concrete nature. Selecting particular source domains based on their
‘unexpectedness’ (Koller et al. 2008) is difficult since common general source
domains do not stand out as distinct amongst the concrete context of
conversational discourse. At the same time, discarding domains that match the
topic of the conversation (Hardie et al. 2007) would overlook many metaphors.
Incongruity is more easily found amongst key target domains since they refer to
abstract domains such as evaluation and emotion. Since metaphorical expressions
are highly conventional, a target domain perspective may be favoured. It seems,
however, that for a solid analysis of metaphor in conversation, all domains need to
be checked.
The second approach was to use the Wmatrix tool to study complete
domains for their metaphorical and non-metaphorical manifestations. An in-depth
analysis of the domain of ‘Location and direction’ across registers resulted in clear
differences in terms of number, variation and type of linguistic manifestations of
metaphor. Conversation contained the lowest number of metaphors and the least
variation in metaphorical lemmas. Moreover, the domain was more often nonmetaphorically than metaphorically used. The opposite was true for the
informational written registers. The written registers also showed more abstract
and creative use of metaphor. These results reflected the involved, situated and online nature of conversation identified in our previous findings and the
informational, abstract, off-line nature of written registers. Moreover, the narrative
concerns of fiction and news were highlighted. This final analysis thus approached
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metaphor in casual conversation from a semantic domain perspective, thereby
adding to Biber’s (1988) lexico-grammatical approach to register variation.
Such a perspective may prove fruitful for other in-depth studies of specific
domains. In view of theories of ‘embodiment’ an interesting domain for further
exploration would, for example, be that of ‘Anatomy and physiology’ or ‘Moving,
coming, and going’. The mental simulation view (e.g. Zwaan & Kaschak 2009),
for example, provides grounds for the view that “cognition is grounded in the
system of perception and action planning in one’s own body” (2009: 371). The
immediate link of gesture and speech in on-line conversation as opposed to off-line
communication may influence the type of metaphorical expressions that are found
here, especially in conversations that are more focused on a specific topic, instead
of the talk-in-action investigated here.
One of the downsides of the use of Wmatrix for metaphor analysis at a
conceptual level is that it filters out function words from the analysis as well as
weaker mappings. This exclusion seems especially unfortunate for metaphor
analysis in conversation, which has been characterized by its “blurring or
continuity of metaphor” (Cameron 2010: 336), a use of metaphor that often shifts
between the metaphorical and non-metaphorical and includes interaction with other
phenomena such as metonymy and hyperbole. Moreover, an important part of the
linguistic metaphors found in conversation are ignored, which is unacceptable to
research that aims at analysing all metaphorical expressions in language in order to
bring out what is specific for one register as opposed to others. Another downside
of the use of Wmatrix for conceptual metaphor analysis is that it yields highly
general domains that can hardly contribute to the interpretation of cross-domain
mappings. Problems for conceptual metaphor analysis, as indicated by Ritchie
(2003) and Semino et al. (2004), will not be solved by Wmatrix. A method that
stays closer to the discourse base and does not overgeneralize into impractical
domains may be more suitable. One method that may provide a solution is the fivestep method (Steen 1999, 2007), which explicates the move from metaphorical
expression to cross-domain mapping. Nevertheless, assigning domains remains a
difficult task that, especially in discourse contexts, requires a flexible approach.
As became clear from the introductory chapter in this thesis, metaphor in
the symbolic structure of discourse can be studied in a top-down fashion, taking
conceptual mappings as a starting point for which matching linguistic expressions
are automatically or manually retrieved in discourse (e.g. Koller 2003), or in a
bottom-up fashion, taking linguistic expressions of metaphor as a starting point
from which analysis towards conceptual domains evolves (e.g. Charteris-Black
2004). Wmatrix is an example of a tool that helps linguistic metaphor analysis in a
top-down fashion, starting out from domains. In order to capture all possible
linguistic metaphors and describe metaphor in its complete range of use in
conversation and the written registers, our research project is based on a bottom-up
approach. In both types of analysis, the key question remains how conceptual
domains and their mappings are matched with linguistic expressions. Wmatrix
provides one solution in that domains were automatically allocated by computer
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software. This takes the difficulty of labelling conceptual domains away from the
analyst.
With the treatment of metaphor in terms of conceptual domains, this
chapter has considered metaphor at the level of thought in symbolic structure. This
means that semantic domains should be regarded as tentative suggestions for the
way mappings may actually be realized in individual processing. However, no
claims are made as to whether people actually perform these mappings when they
produce or process language. In other words, conceptual structures are still
symbolic structures that, for their cognitive reality, should be researched in
psychological experiments that consider language processing in individual
subjects. This exemption from the psychological reality of mappings does not
imply that symbolic conceptual structures cannot contribute to hypotheses about
such processes. Both the study of natural products of processes (i.e. discourse) and
the study of results from manipulated experiments are considered valuable sources
to come to a more informed picture of metaphor use. They can contribute to
theories about, for example, embodiment (Gibbs 2006), activation (Müller 2008)
and deliberateness (Steen 2008, 2011).
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CHAPTER 7

Exploring the effect of tone of voice on metaphor processing
The previous chapters have considered metaphor in conversation from a linguistic,
conceptual and communicative perspective and described the forms and functions
of metaphorical expressions in the symbolic structure of utterances. Manifestations
of metaphor were compared across registers to determine which were typical of
conversation and which were part of a more general use. This has resulted in an indepth description of metaphor in casual conversation or ‘talk in action’. Chapter 5
described patterns of metaphor use in terms of word class, metaphor type and
relation to metaphor. Chapter 6 analysed metaphor in conversation from the
perspective of conceptual domains through Wmatrix. In both chapters, reference
was made to the communicative function of metaphor and the seemingly more
deliberate use of metaphorical expressions. In both cases, however, it was
specifically emphasized that neither dealt with actual processing, but studied the
manifestation of metaphor in symbolic structure. No claims were made about the
way speakers and listeners actually comprehend or understand a metaphorical
expression. Individual processing of metaphor is typically studied through
psychological experiments.
This chapter will leave the symbolic approach to metaphor analysis behind
and venture into the realm of behavioural studies to add a second approach to the
three layers of metaphor in language, thought and communication: the actual
processing and understanding of spoken metaphor. One of the reasons for studying
metaphor in discourse is that it is approached in its natural context. This natural
context may include various elements, such as co-text, immediate surroundings,
characteristics of discourse participants, genre expectations, but also gesture,
intonation, and so on. Many of these features have received treatment in
behavioural studies. Experiments such as those in Ortony et al. (1978) focused on
the effect of written context on metaphor comprehension. Others, such as Trick
and Katz (1986) considered differences in processing between students with high
analogical reasoning capacities and those with low analogical reasoning capacities.
Steen (1994) considered the differences in recognition, interpretation and
appreciation of metaphors in literary and news texts between professional and nonprofessional readers of literature.
Throughout this thesis, reference has been made to the absence of
paralinguistic contextual elements in the set of conversations that were analysed,
such as gestures and tone of voice. A similar absence is found in behavioural
studies concerning metaphor: experiments focusing on written metaphor
comprehension far exceed those focusing on metaphor comprehension in spoken
language. However, metaphor researchers focusing on the multimodality of many
types of discourse have stressed that there is more to metaphor in spoken language
than just the words (e.g. Müller & Cienki 2009). This chapter presents an
experiment that highlights the spoken nature of metaphor in conversation by
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exploring the effect of tone of voice on metaphor comprehension and
interpretation. Its purpose is to draw attention to the multimodal context of
metaphor in conversation that is almost absent from the transcripts of the BNC
Baby.
The chapter starts with a brief overview of behavioural research addressing
the interaction between prosody and processing (section 7.1). Subsequently, it
provides a description of those few studies that have focused on the processing of
metaphor in spoken contexts (section 7.2). Elements from both overviews combine
in section 7.3, which summarizes the main ingredients for the present experiment
exploring the effect of the interaction between conventionality, semantic valence
and voice valence on the processing of spoken metaphorical expressions. Section
7.4 provides the set-up and results of the experiment in terms of reaction times and
actual metaphor interpretation. The results and conclusions feed into further
suggestions for experimental research on metaphor in multimodal communication,
specifically related to prosodic elements of language production (section 7.5).
7.1 Prosody and language processing
This section provides a brief overview of observations from experimental studies
that focus on language production and processing and prosody. It describes how
studies of prosody focus on either its subordinate function to language—to
structure verbal information—or on the relation between emotion and vocal
expression. Moreover, it discusses how prosody was long regarded as unimportant
or even obstructive to the processing of linguistic expressions but has now gained
ground as a salient and inevitable part of spoken language processing. Recently,
experimental studies have started to concentrate on the effect of emotional tone of
voice on language processing, such as its ability to disambiguate lexical meaning
(Nygaard & Lunders 2002). The study by Nygaard and Lunders is one of the
important bases for the experiment presented in section 8.3. More extensive
overviews of the different areas of theoretical and behavioural research concerning
prosody can be found in Bolinger (1989), Brazil (1985), Hirschberg (2004), and
Ladd (1996).
Experimental studies of prosody (i.e. intonation, the use of stress and
rhythm, and vocal qualities) have traditionally focused on its subordinate role to
language and its ability to disambiguate the structure and meaning of linguistic
content. This includes resolving ambiguity on a syntactic level (e.g., Beach 1991;
Snedeker & Trueswell 2003), semantic level (e.g. Birch & Clifton 1995), and the
level of discursive function (e.g. Brown et al. 1983; Sag & Liberman 1975). For
example, prosodic features can resolve syntactic ambiguity by clarifying the
grammatical function of the components in a sentence. An example taken from
Hirschberg (2004: 9) is the following:
Anna frightened the woman with the gun.
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On the one hand, the prepositional phrase with the gun can be interpreted as
belonging to the verb (‘Anna frightened the woman | with the gun’), indicating that
Anna held the gun by which she frightened the woman. On the other hand, the
prepositional phrase can be interpreted as post-modifying the woman (‘Anna
frightened | the woman with the gun’) indicating that Anna frightened the woman,
but that the woman held the gun. In such utterances, patterns of pausing and
intonation may help identify which interpretation is intended (e.g. Beach 1991).
In addition to syntactic disambiguation, studies of semantic
disambiguation have uncovered the possible function of accentuation to shift the
focus within an utterance (e.g. Birch and Clifton 1995; Norris et al. 2006). Such a
shift illustrated by an example from Halliday (1967) taken from a sign in a railway
station:
Dogs must be carried.

The original sentence can either be read as ‘DOGS must be carried’, implying that
dogs have to be carried, instead of, for example, cats or handbags, or as ‘Dogs
must be CARRIED’, meaning that dogs have to be carried, instead of allowing
them to walk. Naturally, the first interpretation is rather odd, but both
interpretations are possible depending on the stress pattern.
Finally, experiments have focused on the influence of intonation on the
interpretation of discourse phenomena. These include the distinction between
intonation contours for given and new information, the use of intonation to convey
topic structure (e.g. Brown et al. 1980) and distinctive intonation contours for
different types of speech acts such as direct and indirect speech acts (e.g. Sag &
Liberman 1975).
The function of prosody to structure linguistic information has also been
referred to as fulfilling a ‘cognitive’ function (Arndt & Janney 1991). A more
recent line of research, however, acknowledges the expressive side to prosody and
points out that spoken language can do more than just structure propositional
content. Speakers may use prosodic features to convey interpersonal meaning or
affect, also referred to as fulfilling an ‘emotive’ function (Arndt and Janney 1991).
Experimental research in the area of emotive prosody has mostly considered
listeners’ ability to perceive and distinguish different types of affective tone of
voice. Analysis has concentrated on the effect of emotion and attitude on vocal
elements and on how listeners pair tone of voice with emotional states (e.g., Banse
& Scherer 1996; Bryant & Fox Tree 2002; Harrigan, Rosenthal, Scherer 2005;
Juslin & Laukka 2003; Rockwell 2000; Scherer, Ladd, & Silverman 1984). This
focus on emotion and affect has lead to a deeper exploration of the interaction
between emotion and tone of voice. Scherer (1984) put forward the ‘Component
Process Theory’ for emotion, which takes as a starting point the “temporary
synchronization of all major subsystems of organismic functioning represented by
five components (cognition, physiological regulation, motivation, motor
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expression, and monitoring-feeling) in response to the evaluation or appraisal of an
external or internal stimulus” (Banse & Scherer, 1996: 616). He assumed that
emotional responses have a direct effect on how we feel and act and similarly
translate into our vocal expression. This assumption resulted in a set of
empirically-based predictions about patterns of vocal expression belonging to
different types of emotion, such as hot anger, cold anger, panic fear, anxiety,
despair, sadness, elation, happiness, interest, boredom, shame, pride, disgust and
contempt. For example, emotions such as sadness and disgust/contempt are
typically characterized by slow speech, low to medium voice intensity, and a low
pitch.
Strikingly enough, the areas of cognitive and emotive prosody within
prosodic behavioural research have developed rather independently. Observations
about the disambiguation of propositional content and expression of affect have
produced relatively few experimental studies that combine the two features.
Nygaard and Lunders (2002) attribute this to the influence of traditional
assumptions about linguistic processing and prosody and argue that:
[p]roperties of the speech signal, such as emotional tone of voice, have been
viewed as a source of noise that the perceiver must strip away or normalize to
retrieve the abstract, canonical linguistic representations thought to underlie
subsequent stages of linguistic processing (Halle, 1985; Joos, 1948; Kuhl, 1991,
1992; Shankweiler, Strange, & Verbrugge, 1977). According to this view, nonlinguistic characteristics, such as tone of voice, should have little influence on
linguistic processing. Contextual cues, such as emotional tone of voice, should not
constrain lexical activation and selection.
(Nygaard & Lunders 2002: 583, my italics)

Rather than viewing prosody as an extra strand of information that is immediately
important to the content of an utterance, tone of voice has traditionally been
regarded as ‘noise’ that interferes with the actual message. As a result, messages
have been assumed to be processed in two steps; first linguistically, stripped of
contextual cues, then in terms of other properties, such as tone of voice.
By now, many theories and studies of spoken language processing have
argued against such a view. Janney (1999), for example, approaches words as
gestures, with both their linguistic content and their vocal framing being
interpreted at the same time. He asserts that
content does not precede style, words do not precede gestures, the what does not
precede the how, and speech acts do not precede acts of speech. […] The meanings
of utterances in context will continue to remain oddly opaque as long as we fail to
include the frame of reference provided by gestural uses of language in our analysis.
In any context, it is invariably some unique 'how' that particularizes the generic
'what' into an individually meaningful pragmatic performance.
(Janney 1999: 970)
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Recent experimental studies have indeed indicated the importance of the ‘how’ of
speech production. For example, listeners actually retain linguistic content
combined with variation in speech, intonation, speaking rate and vocal effort in
long-term memory (Bradlow et al., 1999; Church & Schacter, 1994; Nygaard, Burt
& Queen, 2000), pointing to a natural combination of linguistic and prosodic
content. In other words, we do not lexicalize linguistic information alone; we
couple it to characteristics of pronunciation.
Moreover, neuroscientific studies (Van Berkum et al. 2008; Hagoort et al.
2007) have shown evidence in favour of a ‘one-step model’ of language processing
over a more compositional approach that separates the linguistic message from all
other possible input. Van Berkum et al., for example, tested whether people
responded similarly to anomalies in linguistic semantic context and inconsistencies
between a speaker’s voice and message. They measured participants’ responses to
utterances such as ‘The earth revolves around the trouble in a year’, which is
anomalous on the conceptual level, and ‘If only I looked like Britney Spears in her
latest video’ spoken by a man, which is anomalous because the voice does not
typically match the content. Responses were measured by Event Related brain
Potential (ERP), an average measure of electroencephalogram (EEG) activity that
is associated with particular critical events. According to the two-step model, the
second utterance should result in different Event Related brain Potential
measurements than the first. Both anomalous conditions, however, resulted in
similar ERP responses. Similar results were obtained by Hagoort et al. (2007), who
conclude that
knowledge about the context and the world, concomitant information from other
modalities, and the speaker are brought to bear immediately, by the same fast-acting
brain system that combines the meanings of individual words into a message-level
representation. […] Language comprehension involves the rapid incorporation of
information in a ‘single unification space’, coming from a broader range of
cognitive domains than presupposed in the standard two-step model of
interpretation”.
(Hagoort et al. 2007: 801)

In effect, tone of voice appears to be an inevitable ingredient of spoken language
that is able to affect or steer on-line comprehension and interpretation equally well
and synchronically with sentential context. Besides ‘what’ is said, it is indeed
important ‘how’ it is said.
Recently, more and more experimental studies have started to look to the
interaction between linguistic expression and emotional tone of voice (e.g.,
Nygaard & Lunders (2002); Nygaard & Queen (2008); Schirmer & Kotz, 2003;
Wurm, Vakoch, Strasser, Calin-Jageman, and Ross, 2001). Nygaard and Lunders
(2002), for example, conducted an experiment that tested the effect of emotional
tone of voice on the processing of lexically ambiguous spoken words. Participants
were presented with homophones that contain one affective meaning and one
neutral meaning and for which both meanings contain distinctive spelling (e.g
die/dye). These were recorded in a happy, neutral or sad tone of voice, which
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resulted in either an emotion-congruent (die in a sad tone of voice), emotionincongruent (die in a happy tone of voice) or neutral condition (die in a neutral
tone of voice). Pronounced words were independently rated in order to check
whether they reliably represented the intended tone of voice. Subsequently,
listeners were asked to transcribe the words they heard (including filler words with
congruous, incongruous or neutral tone of voice) to test whether the emotion
affected the perception of word meaning. The results of the transcription
performance showed that participants provide more affective than neutral
transcriptions for the emotion-congruent stimuli. For incongruent tone of voice,
participants more often chose the neutral spelling. For example, the homophone
die/dye pronounced in a sad tone of voice more often resulted in the spelling die; in
the happy tone of voice it more often resulted in the spelling dye. These results
point to a constraining effect of tone of voice on lexical processing. In other words,
prosody is important to the interpretation of word meaning.
A follow-up study by Nygaard and Queen (2008) asked participants to name
the words they heard in order to measure whether tone of voice and linguistic
content are immediately integrated for comprehension and whether this affects the
time course of spoken word recognition. The results indeed suggested that
congruent pairs of tone of voice and linguistic content were processed faster than
incongruous ones, pointing to the influence of tone of voice on processing the
linguistic content of lexical items.
This section has provided a brief description of experimental studies
considering prosodic elements of spoken language. On the one hand, research has
focused on the structuring and linguistic function of intonation. On the other hand,
it has focused on the effect of emotion on prosodic features of speech and listeners’
ability to recognize that emotion. These two elements of prosody have mostly been
considered separately, because traditional views generally treated prosodic features
as noise that should be ignored to retrieve the proposition conveyed by linguistic
expression. This traditional view is being increasingly questioned and researchers
are now combining prosodic and linguistic elements to observe the effect of
emotional tone of voice on language processing. In view of the effect of context on
metaphor comprehension, the study by Nygaard & Lunders (2002) provides one
source of inspiration for the present experiment. Its relevance will be explained in
section 7.3. First, however, section 7.2 discusses those studies of metaphor that
have considered spoken language.
7.2 Spoken metaphor and behavioural research
Behavioural research into written metaphor comprehension far exceeds that of
metaphor comprehension in spoken language. When spoken language does form
part of the experiment, it is mostly not presented as a specific decision: for
example, studying the effect of familiarity and aptness on metaphor processing,
Blasko and Connine (1993) used spoken metaphorical expressions, but did not
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anywhere record this as an important feature. This section will briefly discuss two
fields of psychological research that specifically focus on the interaction between
metaphor and speech from which relevant questions for metaphor research are
emerging. Although these studies do not directly function as a basis for the
experiment reported in section 7.3, their contributions provide a glimpse of the
potential of studying the interaction between metaphor production and processing
and prosody, especially when we consider the fact that conversation is the most
common form of language use.
One approach within spoken language research that is connected to
metaphor studies focuses on speech production and is grounded in theories of
sensorimotor perception. Some psychologists stress the possibility of speech as a
so-called ‘analog acoustic expression’ (Shintel, Nusbaum & Okrent 2005; Shintel
& Nusbaum 2007; Perlman & Benitez 2008). This implies that spoken language
may also communicate referential or propositional information alongside the
verbal message, besides conveying information about the speaker’s emotion and
attitude, or structuring information. Similar to other non-linguistic forms of
expression (e.g. gesture), researchers argue that prosodic features of speech can
highlight the same or contribute additional propositional information to an
utterance. To test this assumption, Shintel et al. (2005) had participants watch a dot
moving up or down a screen and asked them to comment on its direction of
movement by saying ‘It is going up’ or ‘It is going down’. They combined this
‘animation condition’ with a sentence condition, in which participants did not
perceive a moving image, but simply had to pronounce the sentence ‘It is going
up’. For all utterances fundamental frequency (i.e. the vibration rate of the vocal
folds which influences the perception of pitch as high or low) was measured. It was
hypothesized that the mean fundamental frequency for ‘up’-sentences would be
higher than for ‘down’-sentences in both the animation and the sentence condition.
The experiment controlled for influence of local phonetic context on fundamental
frequency (e.g. the ending of ‘down’ in an ‘n’) and the possibility of a simple
contrast effect between up and down (by including ‘left’ and ‘right’ in both
conditions). This resulted in a significant effect of the direction on fundamental
frequency for both the visual motion condition as well as the sentence condition:
both the animation and the sentence condition rendered a higher F0 mean for up
than for down. The control sentences (including left and right) did not show a
significant difference in fundamental frequency. Therefore, Shintel and Nusbaum
conclude, “the F0 difference observed for up and down reflects the semantic
contrast between these lexical items, rather than just the contrastive nature of the
experimental paradigm” (2005: 170). In other words, the speech signal parallels the
propositional content.
A follow-up experiment tested whether speakers also include information
in their speech signal that is not present in the linguistic proposition, and whether
listeners are sensitive to this additional information. Participants were asked to
describe the direction of a moving dot that either went left or right; in each
instance, the dot was moving at a different speed. The result showed that speakers
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spontaneously produce relatively faster or slower utterances depending on the
speed of motion of the animation. Subsequently, a group of listeners was asked to
judge from the spoken descriptions at what speed the dot was moving (speech rate
was not specifically mentioned as an indicator of speed of motion). These listeners
proved significantly better than chance at guessing the actual speed of motion of
the described dots. In order to control for the potential effect of animation duration
on speech rate, a third experiment used continuously moving dots that were
presented to the speakers in either slow or quick speed of motion for a similar
amount of time. Once again, speakers’ spontaneous speech rate was influenced by
the speed of motion, which indicates that it is indeed the speed of motion, not the
duration of the dot’s movement, which influences speech rate.
Based on these experiments, Shintel and Nusbaum (2005) conclude that
“analog acoustic expression serves a communicative function by providing
listeners with a ‘channel’ of information over and above the propositionallinguistic content of the utterance. Furthermore, analog acoustic expression may
facilitate comprehension by setting up a non-arbitrary mapping between form and
meaning adding to the information provided by the arbitrary form-meaning
mapping in the linguistic channel.” As a result, “it appears to be a natural part of
speech communication that may be quite broad in use” (p.174). They speculate that
“[i]t is possible that speakers and listeners may exploit this communicative channel
in conveying more abstract information by metaphorically mapping non-spatial
properties onto the spatial domain”. This iconic use of speech, or “spoken gesture”
(Okrent 2002), is being explored by Johansson Falck et al. (2010), in studies that
seem to confirm the claim that during speech production people partly engage in
vocal simulation processes of the concrete basis of metaphorical events. Müller &
Cienki (2009; Cienki in prep.) report on the image-schematic nature of intonation
contours (e.g., a rising tone may sound like a ‘path’, a rising and falling tone
sounds like a ‘cycle’) and the possible effect of acoustic properties on
interpretations of utterances. Metaphor here plays a role in the way intonation is
perceived and interpreted.
Another field within behavioural research focuses on the reception of
metaphor and the interaction between metaphor and speech. One example is a
study by Stewart and Heredia (2002). Stewart and Heredia adapted earlier studies
by Gibbs (1990) and Onishy and Murphy (1993) to analyse how people process
reference metaphor (what we refer to as indirect metaphor; the default metaphor
type in everyday discourse) in spoken contexts. The work by Gibbs and Onishy
and Murphy had shown that in written contexts readers require more time to
understand reference metaphor than to understand comparable literal reference, in
spite of the presence of context. For example, at the end of a story about two
friends visiting a boxing match, participants took longer to understand “The
creampuff didn’t even show up” than to understand “The fighter didn’t even show
up”. Onishy and Murphy therefore suggested that indirect (or reference) metaphor
is different from direct metaphor (A is B). Ortony et al. (1978), for example, had
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previously shown that with enough context metaphor did not take participants
longer to comprehend.
Stewart & Heredia hypothesized that this difference in processing time
between indirect metaphorical expressions and non-metaphorical words would
decrease when more context is provided in the form of speech. They argued that
“the prevalence of figurative language in everyday conversation, coupled with the
richness of the speech signal itself, would combine to make comprehension of
spoken metaphorical reference a relatively effortless process” (2002: 36). Through
a naming version of the so-called cross-modal lexical priming paradigm (CMLP),
they measured responses to literal or figurative probe words (e.g. prime:
creampuff, literal probe: pastry, nonliteral probe: boxer) at the offset of reference
metaphors or somewhat earlier or later on in the spoken sentence. They concluded
that listeners are “quite adept at comprehending metaphorical reference” and that
“facilitatory priming of the figurative interpretation of the metaphorically referring
description was strongest at prime offset, suggesting a possible locus for activation
of metaphorical reference” (p.40). They therefore concluded that there is a
difference between the process of understanding written and spoken reference
metaphor.
One of the downsides to this study is the possible incomparability between
the two measurement tools of spoken and written language. Stewart and Heredia
used a cross modal lexical priming method that measured reaction times to visual
probe words as participants were listening to a complete story; two different
modalities were used at the same time. The reading comprehension studies,
however, asked participants to read sentences in a story one at a time and press a
designated key when they had understood the sentence; the probe words used to
test a literal or figurative bias could only be shown after the complete story was
read. Moreover, the argument that reference metaphor is easier to comprehend in a
spoken setting because it is specifically relevant to everyday conversation is feeble.
Our corpus analysis has clearly shown the relevance of indirect metaphor for all
types of registers, spoken and written, and conversation contains the lowest
number of metaphorical lexical units. Also, Stewart and Heredia admit that they
did not strictly test listener’s ability to comprehend metaphor with their CMLP
task, only to respond to probe words. Finally, the authors offer little information
regarding the recordings of the 80 story stimuli used. Although they briefly
mention the supposition that a “rich speech signal” should turn comprehension of
spoken metaphorical reference “into an effortless process” (p.36) and speculate
that “there can be little doubt that a speaker’s intonation of that boxer is a
creampuff will make subsequent comprehension a markedly different experience
than understanding the same phrase through reading” (p.35-6), they do not offer
information about the kind of intonation used by their male speaker other than that
it was “recorded […] at a normal speaking rate” (p. 37). Nevertheless, Stewart and
Heredia pose an interesting question for behavioural metaphor research concerning
the supposed ‘richness of the speech signal itself’ as another contextual feature that
may influence the comprehension speed of metaphors.
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In short, so far most studies on metaphor comprehension have focused on
written metaphor, both for direct and indirect metaphor. More recently, specific
features of on-line language production have gained the attention of researchers
looking for a more complete picture of language processing beyond the written
word. Studies of metaphor have begun to include tone of voice as a possible
influence on metaphor processing both from the point of view of production and
processing of metaphorical language. On the one hand, iconic use of speech is
being explored in relation to the source domain of metaphorical expressions. On
the other hand, the influence of intonation on metaphor comprehension is
beginning to be addressed. One question that follows from Stewart and Heredia’s
experiment is: “is there something about spoken metaphorical reference that makes
it easier to comprehend than written metaphorical reference?” (2002: 41). This
invites a more specific analysis of the influence of the speech signal on metaphor
comprehension. !
7.3 The experiment: metaphor comprehension and interpretation of spoken
metaphorical expressions
One of the defining features of conversation as opposed to written registers seems
to be its interpersonal nature. Biber (1988) arrived at this communicative function
on the basis of lexico-grammatical patterns. Patterns of metaphor use in casual
conversation that were described in the previous chapters generally underline the
involved style of the only spoken register in the larger project that this thesis is part
of. This involved and interpersonal nature also manifests itself in one of the
features that could scarcely be analysed in the casual conversation data set, but
which forms a key distinguishing feature of conversation as opposed to the written
registers: its prosodic elements. The previous two sections have provided a brief
overview of experimental research on the interaction between prosody and
language processing and discussed some experiments that have started to address
the interaction between metaphor and prosody. In general, both sections revealed
that in spoken language, it not only matters what is said, but also how it is said.
Among other effects, prosody was shown to influence the disambiguation of
lexical meaning (Nygaard & Lunders 2002; Nygaard & Queen 2008) by steering
interpretation through emotional tone of voice. In a similar vein, Stewart &
Heredia argue that the addition of prosodic features influences the speed with
which metaphor is understood. Pulled together, these studies construct the question
underlying the present experiment: does the addition of emotional tone of voice
make it easier to comprehend metaphor in spoken than in written language?
Emotional tone of voice is introduced as one more contextual feature that can
influence the processing of metaphor, along the lines of previous processing
studies concerning the effect of context on metaphor comprehension and
understanding (e.g. Ortony et al. 1978; Steen 1994; Trick and Katz 1986). This
section provides a description of the rationale underlying the reaction time and
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interpretation study investigating the influence of tone of voice on metaphor
processing. This specifically combines the Career of Metaphor Theory (Bowdle &
Gentner 2005; Gentner & Bowdle 2008) and the ability of tone of voice to
disambiguate semantic meaning (Nygaard & Lunders 2002; Nygaard & Queen
2008), which will be described below.
Many experimental studies have considered the cognitive processes
underlying the processing of metaphorical expressions. The most elaborate is The
Career of Metaphor Theory, described in Chapter 1, which proposes a framework
for metaphor processing that incorporates the process of conventionalization.
Basically, the ‘career’ of a metaphor is characterized by different degrees of
conventionality. From its first use,
a metaphor undergoes a process of gradual abstraction and conventionalization as
it evolves […] to becoming a conventional “stock” metaphor. This process results
in a shift of alignment. Novel metaphors are processed as comparisons, in which
the target concept is structurally aligned with the literal base concept. But each
such alignment makes the abstraction more salient, so if a given base is used
repeatedly in a parallel way, it accrues a metaphorical abstraction as a secondary
sense of the base term. When a base term reaches a level of conventionality such
that its associated abstract schema becomes sufficiently accessible, the term can
function as a category name [along the lines of the class-inclusion or interactive
property attribution model].
(Genter & Bowdle, 2008: 116; my additions)

The more a metaphor is used, Gentner & Bowdle argue, the faster it will be
processed. Moreover, as a metaphor becomes conventionalized it will become
processed through categorization instead of via comparison. “Novel metaphor
invites sense creation but conventional metaphors invite sense retrieval”.
For the present experiment, it was decided to combine the conclusions
drawn by Career of Metaphor Theory with the disambiguating potential of tone of
voice. Nygaard and Lunders (2002) described the disambiguating function of
emotional tone of voice for homophones. In our experiment, instead of using tone
of voice to distinguish between homophones (i.e. which word is meant?), it was
applied to steer metaphor comprehension and interpretation (i.e. which sense is
meant?) in order to test the influence of tone of voice on metaphor processing. In
general, it was expected that the addition of emotional tone of voice mostly
influences those metaphors that do not yet have an established categorized
meaning (novel or unfamiliar metaphor) instead of those metaphors that are
conventionalized or familiar. In other words, the disambiguating function of
emotional tone of voice works best when senses still need to be created. The
original hypothesis was that if the tone of voice of the speaker’s utterance
influenced the time course of metaphor processing and metaphor interpretation,
then additional affective information through emotional tone of voice would
provide one perspective on the possible difference between spoken and written
metaphor processing. Moreover, if the influence of tone of voice could not just be
found in reaction times, but also in a listeners’ interpretation of metaphorical
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comparisons, then prosody would not just affect speed of metaphor
comprehension, but also the cognitive representation of figurative expressions.
The experiment consisted of two parts. In the first part, we evaluated
whether changing the tone of voice (or voice valence) in which a sentence was
produced influenced the speed of comprehension and whether this influence
differed as a result of conventionality (high-familiar, medium-familiar and lowfamiliar) and affective connotation (or semantic valence; i.e. positive, negative or
ambiguous). In the second part of the experiment, participants were asked to write
down their interpretation of the metaphorical sentences. For this round, we
evaluated whether changing the tone of voice influenced the interpretation of a
metaphorical expression. In accordance with Nygaard & Lunders’s predictions for
homophones, it was expected that influence of emotional tone of voice was most
likely to be found in cases where metaphorical meaning was clearly ambiguous.
We decided to use metaphorical comparisons in simile form as stimuli.
This decision was far from straightforward given the low number of similes found
in our corpus research (e.g. ‘He is like a ferret’). However, concessions had to be
made in order to control as well as possible for item variance and to be able to
genuinely look at the influence of tone of voice on a specific mapping. An ‘A is
like B’ comparison is easier to manipulate than indirect metaphor hidden within a
sentence. Elements such as where to place emphasis, and which intonation contour
to use, are much easier to control in utterances that are completely similar in
structure. Moreover, the more information a sentence contains (e.g. The creampuff
didn’t even show up) the more possibilities there are to integrate tone of voice.
Although a deeper integration of language within the linguistic and prosodic
structure of a sentence is a more natural environment for metaphorical language,
this goes beyond the scope and would overshadow the focus of this experiment: the
metaphorical mapping.
The decision to include similes (A is like B) as opposed to nominal
metaphor (A is B) sentences was based on Bowdle and Gentner’s (2005) discussion
of the influence of metaphor form on processing. In an experiment investigating
the grammatical preference for metaphor and simile, they showed that people
prefer A is B constructions for conventional metaphorical expressions and A is like
B constructions for novel metaphorical expressions. Whereas novel base terms
could only be processed as comparisons (because the alignment still needs to be
made), conventional base terms could be processed both as comparisons and
categorizations. As Bowdle and Genter report, “[f]or conventional figurative[s],
both the simile form and the metaphor form are felicitous, as both are concordant
with a possible mode of alignment” (p. 201). In order to make our stimuli as
homogeneous as possible, it was therefore decided to use only simile sentences.
The experiment was inspired by the differences in mode of expression that
distinguish written and spoken registers. Comparing the process of writing and
speech, however, is a difficult endeavour because of the different processes that are
involved in the production and processing circumstances of each mode of
expression. The present experiment tried to approach the circumstances of
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metaphor processing in written text by taking neutral tone of voice (i.e. the tone of
voice that adds the least additional information) as a baseline that best reflects the
‘neutral’ circumstances, or absence, of tone of voice in writing. However,
Naturally, even listening to metaphorical expressions in neutral intonation may
already be very different from the act of reading metaphorical expressions.
Moreover, psychologists have proposed that even in silent reading, prosody is
employed for processing (e.g. Fodor 2002). These considerations should be borne
in mind when interpreting the results of the experiment.
As with all language processing, metaphor processing may involve different
stages and degrees of processing. Gibbs (1994: 115-7) advocated the essential
point of distinguishing between the processes and products of metaphor
understanding for behavioural research and provided a distinction between four
stages in the time course of metaphor processing:
1) Metaphor comprehension: “refers to the immediate moment-by-moment
process of creating meaning for utterances. These moment-by moment
processes are mostly unconscious and involve the analysis of various
linguistic information (e.g., phonology, lexical access, syntax), which, in
combination with context and real-world knowledge, allows
listeners/readers to figure out what an utterance means or a speaker/author
intends.”
2) Metaphor recognition: “refers to the conscious identification of the
products of comprehension as types. For example, the meaning understood
by a reader of a particular utterance may be consciously recognized as
metaphorical”. This is not an obligatory stage in understanding.
3) Metaphor interpretation: “refers to analysis of the early products of
comprehension as tokens. One can consciously create an understanding of
a particular type of text or utterance as having a particular content or
meaning. […] A rich set of entailments can be drawn from any metaphor.
Some of these entailments may be specifically intended by the speaker or
author of the metaphor. Other meanings might be unauthorized but still
understood as being reasonable. Interpretation refers to the various late
products of understanding that may or may not be intended by
speakers/authors.”
4) Metaphor appreciation: “refers to some aesthetic judgment given to a
product as either a type or a token. This, too, is not an obligatory part of
understanding linguistic meaning, because listeners/readers can easily
comprehend utterances or texts without automatically making an aesthetic
judgment about what has been understood”.
Whereas the stage of metaphor comprehension is inevitable (even though it may
not always lead to actual comprehension of metaphor), recognition, interpretation
and appreciation are not, since they are all part of a more conscious processing of
metaphorical comparisons. Steen (1994) has therefore proposed the term of
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‘understanding’ to cover the latter three stages. The four stages help position
experiments and the interpretation of their results. In using experimental evidence
to build theories of metaphor comprehension, researchers should always be careful
not to use the evidence to generalize over all stages of metaphor comprehension.
The present experiment takes the Career of Metaphor Theory and the
disambiguating function of emotional tone of voice as a starting point to explore
the influence of context, or features of metaphor in usage, on metaphor
comprehension and interpretation (leaving aside recognition and appreciation). As
Hagoort et al. (2008) and Van Berkum et al. (2008) have shown, tone of voice and
linguistic elements are both simultaneously incorporated in language processing
and together influence comprehension. In order to see how this affects the
comprehension of metaphor, the experiment below specifically combines metaphor
comprehension with one of the salient features of metaphor in conversation,
namely its spoken nature. The method, stimuli and results will be described in the
following section.
7.3.1 Experiment 1a: comprehension task
Method
Participants. The subjects were 46 participants taken from the pool of subjects
available to the Spatial Intelligence and Learning Center at the Psychology
Department of Northwestern University. They were paid for participation. All were
native speakers of English and gave their informed consent prior to participation.
Stimulus materials: simile forms. A list of 66 simile forms was constructed that
varied in terms of familiarity (high-familiar, medium-familiar, low-familiar) and
semantic valence (positive, ambiguous, negative). Experimental items were
selected on the basis of ratings collected from independent groups of subjects in
two norming studies. Ratings on familiarity and semantic valence were collected
from 11 judges who did not participate in the main experiment for a total of 158
randomly ordered similes selected from various previous studies on metaphor
processing (Blasko & Connine 1993; Coney & Lange, 2006; Gentner & Bowdle
2001; Gentner, Bowdle, Wolff, & Boronat 2001; Gentner & Wolff, 1997; Katz,
Paivio, Marschark, & Clark 1988). The judges were asked to rate each simile by
using two separate 5-point Likert scales for degree of familiarity (1 = not at all
familiar/highly novel, 3 = somewhat familiar, 5 = highly familiar/highly
conventional) and semantic valence (1 = expresses negative attitude, 3 = expresses
both positive AND negative attitude, 5 = expresses positive attitude).
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For the familiarity scale participants received the following instructions:
rate each expression based on how ‘new’ or how familiar it seems to you. By
‘familiarity’ we mean whether or not you have seen or heard this comparison
before, or conversely, whether it seems like a novel or unusual way to express that
idea. In other words, how familiar or conventional does the use of <concept B> to
describe <concept A> seem to you. An example of a familiar expression would be
Life is like a journey, in which life is described in terms of a road that one travels
toward some destination. Because this is a commonly-used way of talking about
the general concept of one’s life, it is likely to be rated as a ‘4’ or ‘5’ on the above
scale. An example of an unfamiliar expression might be Truth is like a firefly,
which seems to express the idea that truth is elusive, or possibly that truth is like a
flickering light in the darkness. Given that this seems to be a relatively novel way
to describe the concept of truth, this expression would likely be rated as a ‘1’ or
‘2’ on the scale.

For the semantic valence scale, participants received the following instructions:
judge whether you feel each comparison expresses a relatively positive attitude or
a relatively negative attitude toward the topic at hand. An example of a clearly
positive attitude would be Babies are like angels, in which babies are seen as
sweet, beautiful, innocent creatures. An example of a clearly negative metaphor
would be That girl is like a dog, in which a girl is described as being unattractive.
For many expressions, though, it is possible that you will be able to imagine both
a positive and a negative interpretation, depending on the context. An example of
an expression that could work both ways is His mind is like a computer. A
positive interpretation could be that his mind is quick and able to process many
things at the same time, while a negative interpretation could be that his mind is
very boring and uncreative. If both the positive and the negative interpretation
seem equally plausible to you, then you should give that expression a rating of ‘3’,
in the middle of the scale. If you think that both are somewhat possible but that
one might be more likely, then you should choose an intermediate value of ‘2’ or
‘4’. Finally, if neither a positive nor negative interpretation seems to apply (i.e.,
the expression is neutral with respect to any particular attitude), then you should
check the ‘not applicable’ (n/a) box (to be found after each expression). You
should carefully consider each expression in order to make the best judgment you
can.

Participants were encouraged to treat both rating scales independently, meaning
that a metaphor can score high on one scale and low on the other or high or low on
both scales.
From the results of the rating study, we selected 12 high-familiar/positive
similes (e.g. He is like a teddy bear), 12 high-familiar/negative similes (My
companion is like a pig), 12 low-familiar/positive similes (Innocence is like a
butterfly), and 12 low-familiar/negative similes (e.g., Indecision is like a
whirlpool). Each group was confirmed to be significantly distinct from the others.
Negative similes differed significantly for high-familiar versus low-familiar
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items—MinF’ (1.19) = 68.79, p<.001. This was similar for positive similes—
MinF’ (1,22) = 74.52, p<.001. High-familiar similes differed significantly for
negative versus positive items—MinF’ (1,31) = 158.70, p<.001. This was similar
for low-familiar similes—MinF’ (1,20) = 233.82, p<.001
Originally, we intended to also include high and low-familiar similes with
ambiguous semantic valence, but it turned out to be extremely difficult to find
highly familiar similes with an ambiguous valence. For such instances language
users will probably already have fixed positive or negative connotations stored in
their memory. We therefore decided not to include high-familiar and low-familiar
ambiguous items and instead identified 18 “medium-familiar/ambiguous” items
(Doubt is like a net). These items consisted of similes that participants rated as
moderately familiar but as allowing both positive and negative interpretations. This
in-between category does not contain positive or negative similes, but only
includes similes with semantic valence ratings that were intermediate between
fully positive and fully negative. This absence of clear valence may actually be a
cause of the in-between status of the similes, potentially making a metaphor less
apt (Blasko & Connine 1993).
In total, there were 66 experimental items. Table 7.1 shows the mean
ratings of familiarity and semantic valence for these similes. In addition to the
experimental similes, 48 filler items were constructed to ensure that participants
would pay close attention to the content of the similes. These fillers were
nonsensical sentences similar in form to the experimental items (e.g., The printer is
like a sunflower). The appendix to this chapter lists all 114 similes and filler items
used in the experiment.
Table 7.1 mean ratings of familiarity and semantic valence
Mean ratings
Familiarity
High-familiar/positive
4.37
High-familiar/negative
4.28
In-between/ambiguous
2.41
Low-familiar/positive
2.23
Low-familiar/negative
2.14

Semantic valence
4.09
1.55
2.91
4.28
1.45

Stimulus materials: tone of voice recordings. All 114 sentences were recorded in
three different tones of voice (positive, negative and neutral) by a male amateur
actor in a sound-attenuated recording booth. The actor was instructed to enunciate
clearly and not allow the meaning of the sentence to influence the tone of voice.
Similes were read in random order in one tone of voice at a time. As a starting
point for the qualities of negative, positive and neutral tone of voice, we used
Harrigan, Rosenthal & Scherer (2005)’s empirically-based predictions for 15 voice
cues and Justin & Laukka (2003)’s comparison of studies using emotion portrayal
versus natural or mood-induced vocal affect expressions. These cues are associated
with the most commonly investigated discrete emotions and include positive
emotions, such as happiness/joy, and negative emotions, such as sadness/grief and
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disgust/contempt. Basically, negative emotions (such as sadness and
disgust/contempt) are characterized by slower speech, low to medium voice
intensity, a low pitch, and a variability ranging from low (sad) to high (disgust).
Positive emotions (such as happiness/joy) are characterized by relatively quick
speech, high voice intensity, a high pitch, and high variability. Neutral tone of
voice is characterized by normal pace, a mid pitch, and low variability (cf. Rodway
et al. 2003). Note that this pattern actually coincides with suggestions for the
metaphorical use of intonation (Lakoff & Johnson 1980; Bolinger 1989): a happy
person is emotionally keyed up, which is mirrored by a high-pitched voice and
voice intensity; a sad person feels emotionally ‘down’, which is mirrored by a lowpitched voice and low voice intensity. Each stimulus item was edited into separate
files for the experiment using Audacity, a free and open source software for
recording and editing sounds (http://audacity.sourceforge.net/).
To confirm that the tone of voice manipulation was perceptually salient,
tone of voice judgments were collected for all the experimental stimuli. The
experimental stimuli ratings were collected from 32 judges from the Language and
Communication department at VU University Amsterdam. They were presented
with 66 stimulus items of which one third were in the positive, one third in the
negative and one third in the neutral tone of voice. Lists were counterbalanced and
randomized so that each simile rotated through each tone of voice condition. This
means that across listeners each simile was heard in all types of tone of voice.
Listeners were instructed to decide for each sentence whether it was rendered in a
negative (e.g. irritated, sad, appalled), neutral (neither negative nor positive) or
positive (e.g. excited, happy, delighted) tone of voice. This was done on a 5-point
Likert scale for voice valence (1 = negative, 3 = neutral, 5 = positive; 2 and 4 could
be used for marginal cases). Raters were asked to base their response on their
initial intuitions and particularly to judge the sound of the voice and not pay
attention to the content of the sentences. Responses were collected using E-prime
software.
The results of the rating study showed that the stimuli sentences were
significantly different and concurrent with the intended tone of voice. Average
ratings for items with negative voice valence was 1.99, average ratings for items
with neutral voice valence was 2.58 and average ratings for items with positive
voice valence was 4.34. Negative and neutral items were significantly different (X2
(2) = 4.06 p<.001) as were neutral and positive items (X2 = 15.99, p<.001).
Procedure. Each participant listened to a list of 114 items (66 similes and 48 filler
items). Emotional tone of voice was manipulated as a within-subject factor. Each
group was presented with one of the three counterbalanced lists of 114 items. The
order of the stimuli was randomized so that tone of voice and type of sentence
varied from trial to trial. One group would hear My companion is like a pig in a
negative tone of voice, a second group would hear the neutral tone of voice, and a
third group would listen to the positive tone of voice.
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The listeners were individually tested in an experimental lab. They were
instructed to carefully listen to sentences involving comparisons between two
concepts in an X is like Y format. These sentences were presented binaurally on a
Windows-based computer with DirectRT administration software through
headphones at a comfortable listening level. Participants were asked to treat each
sentence as if they were being said in a real conversation. As a cue for attention
each sentence was preceded by the words ‘get ready’ appearing on the computer
screen. At this point, the sentence would be presented through the headphones.
Listeners were aware that they would only hear the sentence once and that the
sentences would not be visually available.
Immediately after each sentence, a yellow star appeared on the computer
screen. At this cue, participants had to indicate whether they understood the
sentence or whether it did not make sense (similar to the ‘click of comprehension’
discussed by Gibbs 1994). If they thought the comparison made sense, they were to
press a green ‘Y’ key on the right hand side of their keyboard. If they did not
understand the comparison, they were to press a red ‘N’ on the left hand side of
their keyboard. Participants were encouraged to base their response on their initial
intuitions and reply as quickly and accurately as possible. They were also aware
that the items could consist of genuine nonsense sentences.
The listening task was preceded by three trial sentences in order for
participants to get used to the task. During the experiment, reaction times were
measured from the appearance of the yellow-star cue. This task lasted
approximately 30 minutes. Mean reaction times served as the dependent measure.
It was predicted that congruity and the biasing function of tone of voice as
well as conventionality would influence reaction times. For both high-familiar and
low-familiar similes, reaction times were expected to be faster for congruous tone
of voice than for incongruous or neutral tone of voice. In other words, participants
would more quickly comprehend metaphorical comparisons expressing a positive
attitude when they are combined with positive tone of voice than when they are
combined with negative or neutral tone of voice simply because tone of voice
facilitates the typical interpretation. For medium-familiar ambiguous similes,
reaction times were expected to be faster for a biased tone of voice (either positive
or negative) than for a neutral tone of voice because tone of voice steers meaning
to either of the possible valenced interpretations. Moreover, familiar similes were
generally expected to result in faster reaction times than unfamiliar similes. These
predictions are based on the fact that conventional metaphorical expressions can be
understood by accessing pre-stored, categorized concepts associated with the
figurative interpretation, while novel metaphorical expressions require online
construction of a mapping before a meaning can be derived. In accord with
Nygaard and Lunders’s predictions for homophones, it was expected that influence
of emotional tone of voice was most likely to be found in cases where
metaphorical meaning was clearly ambiguous.
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Results and discussion
It was decided to perform the analysis using a multilevel mixed model analysis of
the data. This is a form of regression analysis often used for experiments
containing several response measures and recommended in designs including
missing values. Basically, it is preferred over conducting separate univariate
analyses for each response measure because this increases the Type I error rate. In
the analysis, only those answers were included to which participants answered
positively (i.e., yes, it does make sense). Furthermore, outliers that were two
standard deviations away from the mean were deselected to erase possible
misbehaving subjects. Out of a total of 3234 cases, we continued with 2296 (which
is a little over 70% of the data set). The statistical model included effects of
familiarity (low-familiarity, medium-familiarity high-familiarity), semantic
valence (positive, neutral, negative) and voice valence (positive, negative, neutral).
Table 7.2 shows mean reaction times and SE for each category of
familiarity. The analysis revealed a significant main effect of familiarity (X2 (2) =
16.66, p<.001). High-familiar similes were understood significantly faster than
low-familiar similes (X2 (1) = 11.135, p<.001) as well as in-between similes (X2 (1)
= 10.874, p<.001). There was no significant difference in reaction times between
medium-familiar and low-familiar similes. This confirms the prediction that highfamiliar similes are understood faster than less familiar similes.
Table 7.2 RT means familiarity (scores are milliseconds, SE in parentheses)
Category of familiarity
High-familiar
Medium-familiar
Low-familiar

Reaction times
552.33 (47.91)
716.97 (60.95)
681.00 (59.81)

Table 7.3 shows mean reaction times and SE for each category of semantic
valence crossed with voice valence. Data analysis revealed a significant interaction
between semantic valence and voice valence (X2 (4) = 11.52, p<.05), which centred
on the similes with negative semantic valence: they were more quickly
comprehended when spoken in a negative tone of voice than in a positive tone of
voice (X2 (1) = 115.098, p<.001); they were also more quickly comprehended in a
neutral tone of voice than in a positive tone of voice (X2 (1) = 3.983, p<.05). There
was no significant difference between responses to negative or neutral tone of
voice. Similes with positive or ambiguous semantic valence did not show a
significant effect.
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Table 7.3 RT means Semantic valence * voice valence (scores are milliseconds, SE in
parentheses)
Voice valence
Semantic valence
Negative
Neutral
Positive
Negative
596.26 (53.07)
619.51 (53.90)
677.25 (54.04)
Ambiguous
731.58 (60.75)
732.54 (61.81)
686.77 (60.30)
Positive
580.77 (54.39)
627.16 (53.38)
626.03 (53.92)

This result partially agrees with our expectations since congruous tone of
voice is understood faster than incongruous tone of voice for one group of the
stimuli, namely similes with negative semantic valence. However, congruous tone
of voice does not result in faster reaction times than neutral tone of voice. The
effect therefore seems to be brought about by the incongruous condition:
participants take longer to comprehend negative metaphorical expressions that are
pronounced in an unexpected, positive tone of voice. Similes with negative
semantic valence and positive tone of voice form an exceptional case: only in this
scenario does tone of voice influence comprehension speed. This finding
contradicts our predictions for the items with ambiguous semantic valence.
Participants were expected to respond more quickly to similes in a biasing
(positive or negative) tone of voice than in a neutral tone of voice. The results did
not reveal such an effect of tone of voice.
Table 7.4 shows mean reaction times for each category of familiarity
crossed with semantic valence crossed with voice valence; ambiguous items were
excluded here, because they only combine with medium-familiar similes. Data
analysis did not reveal a significant interaction between familiarity type, semantic
valence and voice valence. However, there is a trend in the data (X2 (2) = 5.80
[significant at 5.99]), which, because of the rather ‘conservative’ analysis of a
mixed model, is worth a brief discussion. The marginal effect was significant for
high-familiar items (X2 (2) = 8.126, p<.025), and centred on high-familiar negative
similes (X2 (2) = 21.825, p<.001). Negative high-familiar similes were understood
significantly faster in a negative tone of voice than in a positive tone of voice (X2
(1) =20.196, p<.001). Moreover, negative high-familiar similes were understood
significantly faster in a negative tone of voice than in a neutral tone of voice (X2 (1)
= 9.134, p<.01). There was no significant difference between negative highfamiliar similes in either a neutral or a positive tone of voice. This marginal result
partially agrees with our expectations: for high-familiar negative items, congruous
tone of voice is understood faster than neutral and incongruous tone of voice.
However, the result does not apply to high-familiar positive items nor to lowfamiliar positive and negative items.
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Table 7.4 Mean RT familiarity * semantic valence * voice valence (scores are milliseconds,
SE in parentheses)
Voice valence
Familiarity*semantic
Negative
Neutral
Positive
valence
High-f/neg
496.32 (47.60)
602.45 (48.28)
652.67 (47.77)
High-f/pos
511.78 (48.16)
516.49 (47.73)
534.24 (47.93)
Low-f/neg
642.20 (58.55)
636.56 (59.51)
701.84 (60.32)
Low-f/pos
649.76 (60.63)
737.82 (59.93)
717.81 (59.90)

The analysis did not show a main effect of semantic valence, indicating
that people responded equally quickly to similes with negative, ambiguous or
positive semantic content. We indeed did not expect to find different response
times to similes with positive or negative connotations. Nor was there an
interaction effect between familiarity and semantic valence and familiarity and
voice valence. This means that response differences between negative and positive
similes were not greater for high-familiar than for low-familiar similes. Response
differences between similes spoken in a negative, neutral and positive tone of voice
were not greater for high-familiar than for low-familiar similes.
These results indicate that there is no evidence for a general effect of the
additional context of emotional tone of voice on listeners’ simile comprehension
(measured by reaction times). Listeners did respond more quickly to high-familiar
similes than to medium-familiar and low-familiar similes. This agrees with the
Career of Metaphor Theory (Bowdle & Gentner 2005), which argues that
unfamiliar or less conventionalized similes are understood via comparison instead
of categorization and therefore take longer to process. Influence of tone of voice on
speed of comprehension was only present for similes with negative semantic
valence: participants more quickly comprehended these in negative and neutral
tone of voice than in positive tone of voice. Moreover, they responded more
quickly to negative highly familiar similes spoken in a negative tone of voice than
in a neutral or positive tone of voice. These findings suggest that listeners’ speed of
comprehension is only influenced by emotional tone of voice in highly specific
circumstances: negative metaphorical expressions spoken in a positive tone of
voice, especially in high-familiar similes, form the marked case. In this situation,
participants need to deal with a mismatch between the (expected) combination of
voice and linguistic content and what is offered. Importantly, this mismatch only
affects comprehension when negative content is spoken in a positive tone of voice,
not the other way around. We will come back to this distinction in the general
discussion.
In order to see whether tone of voice also influences the interpretation of
similes, or the late products of understanding, we added the second part of the
experiment to our analysis.
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7.3.2 Experiment 1b: interpretation task
The second part of the experiment focused on the interpretations assigned to the
figurative expressions. We thereby moved from the relatively unconscious process
of metaphor comprehension to the more conscious act of interpretation to see
whether tone of voice would have a similar or different influence. Listeners were
asked to provide a brief interpretation of each simile. We evaluated whether the
tone of voice in which a simile was produced would influence the selection of a
particular metaphorical mapping. Would the interpretations differ depending on
whether the emotional tone of voice was neutral with respect to the emotional
meaning of each simile, congruent or incongruent (in the case of positive and
negative similes), or biasing (in the case of similes with an ambiguous attitude)?
Also, would the level of familiarity of these similes influence interpretation? In
other words, how big is the influence of tone of voice on interpretation and how
flexible can metaphorical interpretation be?
It was predicted that both the congruous and biasing tones of voice, in
combination with familiarity, would influence interpretation. For high-familiar
similes, interpretations would remain fixed to semantic valence for all types of tone
of voice since listeners would most easily access pre-stored, categorized
knowledge; incongruous tone of voice would be interpreted as a form of irony
rather than that pre-stored knowledge would be reconsidered in favour of a
different mapping. This prediction is based on the Career of Metaphor Theory,
which argues that unfamiliar metaphorical expressions should evoke a broader and
deeper activation of possible alignments than familiar metaphorical expressions.
For the high-familiar negative simile That desk is like a junkyard, for example, the
interpretation will remain true to the familiar categorized interpretation and will
not return to a broader and deeper activation of possible other alignments.
For low-familiar similes, interpretations were expected to remain similar to
its semantic valence when produced with a congruous or neutral tone of voice.
However, for incongruous tone of voice, interpretations may be either similar to
ironic meaning or shift in valence towards another interpretation. In other words,
low-familiar similes are more flexible in interpretation, because listeners generally
have not yet fixed on one interpretation. The low-familiar positive simile An
inventor is like a mother should more easily return to a broader and deeper
activation of possible alignments, since the interpretation is not as much carved in
usual language behaviour as it is for high-familiar similes. Following the same
argumentation, for ambiguous medium-familiar similes, interpretations would be
flexible and follow the path indicated by voice valence.
In short, semantic valence steers interpretation, which is why we expect
congruity between semantic valence and valence of the interpretation. However,
we also expect a general effect of voice valence, which adds another layer of
context to an utterance and therefore also steers interpretation towards either
negative, neutral or positive valence.
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Method
Participants. The same group of 49 participants continued the experiment with an
interpretation task.
Stimulus materials. Listeners were presented with the same list of simile forms as
they had heard in the comprehension task. This time, the nonsense similes were
removed from the list, resulting in a list of 66 similes for participants to interpret in
randomized order. Each simile would return in the same combination of semantic
valence and tone of voice as heard in the first part of the experiment.
Procedure. Participants were given the task to listen to some of the sentences they
had heard before and give a brief interpretation of the conveyed comparison by
paraphrasing as clearly as possible what they thought it meant. The task was
preceded by two examples (“For example: 'The old man is an encyclopaedia' could
be paraphrased as: 'The old man knows an impressive amount of facts and is
always ready to give an answer when you need it'”) and two trial sentences.
Participants were encouraged to capture their impression of the utterance as well as
possible, but to try to keep their responses clear and relatively brief.
After the experiment was completed, participants were asked what they
thought the experiment was about, and whether they experienced any difficulties
with the task. These questions were used to determine whether listeners were
aware of the manipulation of tone of voice and the aim of the experiment.
Ratings for the semantic valence of each interpretation were collected from
three independent judges. They were asked to consider each interpretation for each
simile and decide, per comparison, whether the interpretation had either a negative,
neutral (neither negative nor positive) or positive connotation. They indicated their
judgement on a 5-point Likert scale for semantic valence (1 = negative, 3 = neutral,
5 = positive) for all 3,036 simile interpretations. Similes were presented in a
randomized order. Judges indicated when participants had not provided an
interpretation (but instead replied with ‘duh?’, ‘n/a’, ‘none’, ‘nothing’, ‘doesn’t
make sense’) or when it seemed the participant had misheard the utterance. This
resulted in a cronbach’s alpha of 0.93, indicating a high correlation between
responses to the interpretations. In effect, ratings by our separate judges of the
interpretations provided by the participants were used to measure the emotional
valence of each interpretation. Mean ratings served as a dependent measure in the
analysis.
Results and discussion
As in the first part of the experiment, the analysis was conducted using a multilevel
mixed model analysis of the data. Answers for which participants had not provided
an interpretation or for which the judges indicated that the participants had clearly
misheard the simile (this was mostly so for the sentence Her debt is like a weight,
which was either understood as ‘Her dad is like a weight’ or ‘Her dead is like a
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weight’) were excluded from the analysis. This amounted to a total of 129 cases
(3.9%). The final data set contained 2927 interpretations.
No main effect was found for familiarity, which indicates that interpretations
did not differ in valence for high-familiar, medium-familiar and low-familiar
similes. A familiarity effect would have been unexpected, since we made sure each
familiarity category contained a similar number of similes with negative, neutral
(or ambiguous) and positive semantic valence, and a similar number of negative,
neutral and positive tone of voice.
Table 7.5 shows mean interpretation rates and SE for each category of
semantic valence. The analysis did reveal a main effect for semantic valence [F (2,
60.94) = 155.84, p<.001], indicating a significant difference between similes with
negative semantic valence and ambiguous semantic valence [t (60,99) = -9,915]
and between similes with positive and ambiguous semantic valence [t (60,94) =
6,316]. Overall, this means that listeners produced more negative interpretations
for the similes with negative semantic valence, more neutral interpretations for the
ambiguous similes and more positive interpretations for those similes with positive
valence. This agrees with our expectations since content steers interpretation. It
also means that the participants were indeed paying attention to the meanings of
the expressions.
Table 7.5 Mean interpretation for each semantic valence category (SE in parentheses)(1 is
negative, 5 is positive)
Semantic valence
Negative
1.63 (0.14)
Ambiguous
3.04 (0.12)
Positive
4.00 (0.14)

Table 7.6 shows interpretation means and SE for each category of voice
valence. The analysis also revealed a main effect for voice valence [F (2, 2807.85)
= 7.78, p<.001], indicating a significant difference between similes spoken in a
negative versus a neutral tone of voice [t (2808,30) = -3,259] but not between
similes spoken in a neutral versus a positive tone of voice. Overall, listeners
produced relatively negative interpretations of expressions in a negative tone of
voice, but did not differ in their interpretations of expressions in a neutral or
positive tone of voice. This partially agrees with the prediction that tone of voice
steers interpretation; however, the effect only seems to hold for negative tone of
voice. Positive and neutral tone of voice may be taken as the default form of
expression; negative tone of voice has the strongest effect.
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Table 7.6 Interpretation means for each voice valence category (SE in parentheses)
Voice valence
Negative
2.79 (0.14)
Neutral
2.90 (0.14)
Positive
2.90 (0.14)

No interaction effect was found between familiarity and semantic valence,
signifying that the difference between interpretation ratings for similes with
negative and positive semantic valence was similar for high-familiar and lowfamiliar similes. In other words, differences in interpretation between positive and
negative similes were not greater for high-familiar similes than for low-familiar
similes. Again, such an effect would have been odd, since we made sure that all
categories were significantly different from one another in terms of familiarity and
semantic valence.
Table 7.7 shows interpretation means and SE for each category of familiarity *
voice valence. The analysis did show a significant interaction effect between
familiarity and voice valence [F (4, 2807.99) = 2,47, p<.05), indicating a
significant difference between similes in negative and neutral tone of voice for
medium-familiar items as opposed to high-familiar items [t (2808.17) = 3.09,
p<.01). There is no significant difference between medium-familiar and lowfamiliar similes. This means that the emotional valence of the interpretation of
medium-familiar and low-familiar similes was influenced by emotional tone of
voice. This was not the case for high-familiar similes. More specifically, for
medium-familiar similes [F (2, 2808.56) = 8.87, p<.001; t (2808.23) = -4,041,
p<.001] and low-familiar similes [F (2, 2807.69) = 4.22, p<.05; t (2808.25) = 2,646, p<.01] negative tone of voice resulted in significantly more negative
interpretations than in neutral and positive tone of voice. For high-familiar items,
the valence of interpretation remains constant independent of voice valence. This
generally agrees with our expectations: (a) for high-familiar similes listeners are
less influenced by tone of voice since pre-stored knowledge is most salient;
however, (b) for low-familiar and medium-familiar similes, interpretations are
more flexible and follow the path indicated by voice valence. However, we also
expected a more positive interpretation for low-familiar and medium-familiar
similes in positive tone of voice. This effect could not be established. This, once
more, makes negative tone of voice the exceptional case.
Table 7.7 Interpretation means for each familiarity * voice valence category (SE in
parentheses)
Voice valence
Familiarity
Negative
Neutral
Positive
High-familiar
2.79 (0.14)
2.80 (0.14)
2.85 (0.14)
In-between
2.92 (0.12)
3.18 (0.12)
3.11 (0.12)
Low-familiar
2.73 (0.14)
2.87 (0.14)
2.85 (0.14)
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Finally, Table 7.8 shows interpretation means and SE for each category of
semantic valence * voice valence. An interaction effect was found between
semantic valence and voice valence [F(4, 2808.08) = 3,25, p<.05] indicating a
significant difference for negative and neutral tone of voice between items with
negative and ambiguous semantic valence [t (2808.50) = 3.141, p<.01]. There is no
such difference between items with ambiguous and positive semantic valence.
There was also a significant difference for neutral and positive tone of voice
between similes with negative semantic valence as opposed to similes with
ambiguous semantic valence [t (2808.12) = -2.20, p<.05]. Similes with ambiguous
and positive semantic valence did not differ from each other.
Table 7.8 Mean interpretation rate for each semantic valence * voice valence category (SE
in parentheses)
Voice valence
Negative
Neutral
Positive
Semantic valence
Negative
1.59 (0.14)
1.61 (0.14)
1.70 (0.14)
Ambiguous
2.92 (0.12)
3.18 (0.12)
3.11 (0.12)
Positive
3.93 (0.14)
4.07 (0.14)
4.00 (0.14)

This result indicates that participants provide a significantly more negative
interpretation of similes with ambiguous [F(2, 2808.56) = 8.87, p<.001; t
(2808.23) = -4.04, p<.001] or positive semantic valence [F(2, 2806.97) = 3.83,
p<.01; t (2807.31) = -2.77, p<.01] when these are spoken in a negative tone of
voice as opposed to a neutral tone of voice. Participants did not provide different
interpretations of similes with negative semantic valence spoken in negative or
neutral tone of voice. For this category, interpretation remains the same. It appears
that negative tone of voice only has an effect on interpretation when it is
incongruous to or biases semantic valence. In other words, when it agrees with
semantic valence, negative tone of voice does not lead to a double impact of
negativity and interpretations are similar to those of neutral tone of voice.
Moreover, the results indicate that participants provide a significantly more
positive interpretation of similes with negative semantic valence when these are
spoken in a positive tone of voice as opposed to a neutral tone of voice [F(2,
2808.58) = 3.15, p<.05; t (2808.51) = -2.22, p<.05]. Similar to negative tone of
voice, positive tone of voice only has an effect on interpretation when it is
incongruous to semantic valence. Unlike the case for negative tone of voice,
however, participants interpreted ambiguous similes in a positive tone of voice
similarly to those in a neutral tone of voice. Positive tone of voice therefore seems
to have a smaller effect on interpretation than negative tone of voice. Similes with
positive semantic valence that are spoken in a positive tone of voice do not receive
different interpretations from those spoken in a neutral tone of voice. Strikingly
enough, there is no difference in interpretation between positive similes that are
spoken in negative and positive tone of voice. In other words, interpretations of
positive similes are highly similar for negative, positive and neutral tone of voice;
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for positive semantic valence congruous tone of voice rather seems to have a
negative influence (although this is not a significant result).
The interpretation task did not reveal a significant three-way interaction
between familiarity type, semantic valence and voice valence. All of these results
together therefore indicate that when interpreting similes, listeners are mostly
influenced by negative tone of voice. In general, listeners produce more negative
interpretations for similes in negative tone of voice. This is most clearly the case
for in-between and low-familiar similes, which are more flexible in interpretation
than high-familiar similes for which none of the tones of voice make a difference.
This agrees with the Career of Metaphor Theory, which argues that high-familiar
figurative expressions are processed via categorization instead of comparison and
already have one fixed interpretation. In-between and low-familiar similes are less
fixed and therefore more flexible.
Moreover, tone of voice influences interpretation when it is incongruous to
the semantic valence of a simile. Similes with positive semantic valence show
significantly more negative interpretations with negative tone of voice; similes
with negative semantic valence show significantly more positive interpretations
with positive tone of voice. In addition, similes with ambiguous semantic valence
are more biased towards a negative interpretation with negative tone of voice.
However, the same bias does not hold for positive tone of voice. Finally, similes
with positive semantic valence seem the least influenced by tone of voice; instead
of creating a positive interpretation, positive tone of voice seems to bring similes
with positive semantic valence closer to a more negative interpretation.
7.4 General discussion
This study aimed to investigate the role of emotional tone of voice in
comprehension and interpretation of figurative language. An experiment was
conducted in which listeners were presented with similes in congruent, incongruent
or biasing, and neutral tone of voice with respect to their affective connotation.
Moreover, familiarity was added as an independent variable: the similes consisted
of high-familiar, medium-familiar and low-familiar items. The experiment was
divided into two parts: part 1 measured the effect of tone of voice on metaphor
comprehension by looking at reaction times to spoken similes, part 2 measured the
effect of tone of voice on metaphor interpretation by considering the semantic
valence of participants’ paraphrases.
Part 1 of the experiment did not show a convincing three-way interaction
between familiarity, semantic valence and voice valence. However, for similes
with negative semantic valence a rendition in positive tone of voice took
significantly longer to understand than in neutral or congruous negative tone of
voice. Also, a marginal three-way interaction showed significantly faster reaction
times for high-familiar negative similes in negative tone of voice as opposed to
neutral and positive tone of voice. The second part of the experiment, the
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interpretation study, resulted in more negative interpretations for in-between and
low-familiar similes with negative tone of voice, as opposed to neutral and positive
tone of voice. Moreover, tone of voice showed a contrastive effect: negative items
in positive tone of voice result in more positive interpretations than neutral and
negative tone of voice, and positive items in negative tone of voice result in more
negative interpretations than neutral tone of voice.
These results suggest that emotional tone of voice can subtly influence
speed of comprehension of figurative language and is indeed immediately
integrated during simile processing. Although congruous/biasing and neutral tone
of voice do not influence speed of comprehension in general, tone of voice slows
down comprehension speed when similes with negative semantic valence are
combined with positive, incongruous tone of voice. One reason why positive tone
of voice for similes with negative semantic valence slows down comprehension,
but not the other way around (negative tone of voice for positive semantic
valence), may be found in processing studies concerning ironic expressions.
Experiments on the comprehension and processing of irony conducted by, for
instance, Gibbs (Gibbs & O’Brien 1991; Gibbs, 1994, 2000), show that ironic tone
of voice does not necessarily take longer to process than literal expressions.
However, as reported by Attardo (2000: 817), the affective value of irony is
usually (though not always) of a negative nature. In other words, ironic statements
with a negative or critical connotation are instances of the default, more salient
type of irony. Ironic statements with a less negative, or even positive connotation
are encountered less frequently. A positive sentence like ‘Life is like a game’ with
negative tone of voice (or negative irony) is more easy to interpret than a negative
sentence like ‘That desk is like a junkyard’ with positive tone of voice (or positive
irony). The difference between the two types of irony is probably best
characterized by the difference between irony in the form of ‘sarcasm’ and irony in
the form of ‘jocularity’ as proposed by Gibbs (2000). Whereas sarcasm conveys
negative evaluation, jocularity uses irony as a form of friendly ‘teasing’. As
Attardo (2000) reports, “positive irony involves saying something negative that
one does not believe; this is obviously more dangerous than saying something
positive that one does not believe, since, if the intent of having one's insincere
utterance be recognized fails, one is taken as having said something negative”
(p.796). Positive irony is therefore most probably used in highly specific speech
contexts, such as talk amongst friends. Out of context, it would be more difficult to
interpret. In other words, unexpected positive tone of voice without any other
context to interpret the simile may lead to longer comprehension time. This
explanation can be related to findings by Van Berkum et al. (2008), which show
that listeners need more brain activity for unexpected combinations of text and
tone of voice: deviance from the norm demands more work from the listener.
The results also suggest that emotional tone of voice subtly influences
interpretation of figurative language. This influence on interpretation is more
apparent than the influence on comprehension speed. Whereas we did not find an
influence of biasing tone of voice on comprehension speed, it does influence
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conscious interpretation. In-between and low-familiar items seem more flexible in
interpretation than high-familiar similes and receive more negative interpretations
for negative tone of voice. This agrees with our predictions based on the career of
metaphor theory, although a similar effect for positive tone of voice is not
available. The asymmetric effect of tone of voice on interpretation (negative items
being interpreted as more positive with positive tone of voice and positive items
being interpreted as more negative with negative tone of voice) seems to agree
with the phenomena such as negative and positive irony discussed above. People
are able to adjust their interpretations in terms of valence.
This experiment was inspired by, among other studies, Stewart and
Heredia (2002), who argued that spoken indirect metaphor is more quickly
processed than written metaphor and by Nygaard and Lunders (2002), who showed
that emotional tone of voice is able to disambiguate meaning. The present study
concentrated on emotional tone of voice as one of the typical features that
distinguish spoken discourse from writing and a potential influence on the speed of
metaphor processing and the resulting interpretations. Although our study only
included spoken similes, neutral tone of voice was regarded as the baseline that
best reflects the ‘neutral’ circumstances of writing. Looking at the results with a
focus on this neutral versus emotional setting, it appears that emotional tone of
voice does not seem to have a direct effect on the speed of metaphor processing. Its
ability to disambiguate does not seem to affect the speed of processing as is found
in Stewart and Heredia. In terms of interpretation, however, negative emotional
tone of voice clearly steers the interpretation of in-between and low-familiar
similes. Emotional tone of voice therefore does seem to affect the cognitive
representation of metaphorical expressions.
In all of the above results, negative valence plays an important role. In
terms of comprehension speed, positive irony (negative semantic valence with
positive tone of voice) takes more time to understand than negative irony. In terms
of interpretations, tone of voice only fulfils a biasing function for negative voice
valence; interpretations of in-between items are not more positive for positive tone
of voice. In other words, negative valence seems to be the marked case and
listeners seem more drawn towards negative semantic and voice valence.
This effect may be explained by the so-called negativity bias, which argues
that people are generally biased towards negative information as opposed to
positive information. As indicated by Baumeister et al. (2001: 334) “[b]ad
emotions generally produce more cognitive processing and have other effects on
behaviour that are stronger than positive emotions.” According to this scenario,
and in line with our findings, listeners are more prone to be influenced by a
negative tone of voice than by a positive tone of voice and by negative semantic
valence than by positive semantic valence. Similarly, Nygaard and Lunders (2002:
589) report that in their experiment on tone of voice and homophones “in
particular, the listeners reliably chose the sad spelling of sad/neutral homophones
when produced in sad tone of voice. […] However, subjects did not provide more
happy than neutral spellings for happy homophones when a happy mood was
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induced.” An effect of negativity was also found by Halberstadt et al. (1995) in a
mood induction paradigm: people provided more sad than neutral spellings when a
sad mood was induced as opposed to a happy mood. The latter study worked with
an emotional context evoked within the participants themselves, whereas Nygaard
and Lunders (2002) and our own experiment provided emotional tone of voice as
an extra piece of contextual information uttered by the speaker. Moreover, our
study provided listeners with longer utterances and therefore more incentives to
influence interpretation. However, the fact that all three experiments show a
similar bias for negativity is striking.
Some limitations to this study could certainly have influenced the results
of this experiment. For one, most participants indicated that they did notice the
change in tone of voice and admitted that this might have affected their responses.
For example, participants indicated that some utterances sounded more serious,
which made it more likely to think the comparison was valid. However, none of
the participants seems to have been aware that tone of voice had been congruous,
incongruous or neutral to the semantic valence of the simile.
At the same time, if participants were indeed too much aware of a possibly
strategic answer, we would have probably ended up with a much more striking
effect of tone of voice. One related consideration is that the supposed ironic effect
of contrastive tone of voice may have caused some of the utterances to sound
incredible rather than ironic. Utterances were recorded in a contrastive tone of
voice as if they actually contained truly positive or negative content with the actor
ignoring the content of the simile as well as possible. Prosody for genuinely ironic
utterances may be a little more subtle and differ for each instance. Gibbs (2000), in
his study on irony in talk amongst friends, concludes that:
the speaker’s intonation is often seen as an important clue to ironic meaning. One
difficulty with this conclusion is that there appears not to be a single pattern of
prosodic cues when people speak ironically. Certain words are sometimes
stressed, and there often is an exaggerated emphasis, occasionally accompanied by
a slowing down of the speaking rate, for certain phrases, especially for sarcasm.
But the wide variety of prosodic cues noted by judges in this study suggests that
no single pattern accounts for all uses where people believed that an ironic
utterance was spoken in a special tone of voice.
(Gibbs 2000: 25).

A negative simile like ‘Some salesmen are like bulldozers’ is probably hard to
interpret ironically with a positive tone of voice and without any other context.
Finally, it should be noted that the experimental items used in this
research are only vaguely representative of metaphor found in ‘real’ contexts. This
study can only report findings concerning single sentences with no more context
besides tone of voice to guide interpretation. Real-time speech is, obviously, much
more rich and complicated. One of the aims for future research would be to include
real discourse data to, for example, analyse the role of tone of voice in
foregrounding a metaphorical meaning. This experiment, however, should be seen
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as a start towards more subtle investigations of the role of tone of voice on
metaphor comprehension and understanding.
In sum, although there is an asymmetry in the influence of tone of voice,
users did seem to use emotional tone of voice when this was most striking, i.e. in
negative and contrastive cases. The effect of tone of voice is small on simile
comprehension, but more apparent in the conscious process of simile
interpretation. This suggests that, in line with Hagoort et al. (2007), listeners do
incorporate all contextual information, both verbal and non-verbal, at the same
time to comprehend utterances. The result cannot be found in the immediate
comprehension stage, but is visible when participants are asked for a conscious
interpretation. Tone of voice therefore is one of the additional constraints on the
understanding of figurative language, which is highly specific for spoken language
as opposed to written discourse genres. However, it is difficult to compare this
experiment to Stewart & Heredia’s study of spoken reference metaphor, since the
stimuli materials were completely different. The next stage would be a similar
experiment in which the focus lies on the effect of emotional tone of voice on the
understanding of reference metaphor, as well as other types of metaphor.
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APPENDIX

Groups of similes varying for familiarity and semantic
valence
High-familiar positive
The scientific discovery was like a treasure
That man is like a magnet
Children are like sponges
Her brain is like a warehouse
Love is like a flower
He is like a teddy bear
A friend is like an anchor
Adventures are like roller-coasters
Her idea is like a gem
Life is like a game
The library is like a goldmine
Time is like a river

High-familiar negative
Some salesmen are like bulldozers
Her debt is like a weight
Anger is like a beast
Men are like wolves
Her relatives are like vultures
Alcohol is like a crutch
Her boyfriend is like a baby
My companion is like a pig
Schools are like zoos
Some dentists are like butchers
Some disagreements are like wars
That desk is like a junkyard

Low-familiar positive
A philanthropist is like a fountain
An inventor is like a mother
Beauty is like a passport
Happiness is like a well
His genius is like an eagle
Innocence is like a butterfly
My lawyer is like a lighthouse
Stories are like jewel boxes
That canary is like a violin
That woman is like a desert flower
The attic is like paradise
The girls are like lambs

Low-familiar negative
A dilemma is like a cactus
A lie is like a dagger
Criticism is like a branding iron
Despair is like a well
Greed is like a buzzard
Her tongue is like a bayonet
Indecision is like a whirlpool
Our date was like a horror movie
Some billboards are like warts
The divorce was like an earthquake
The stagecoach is like a dinosaur
Those critics are like raptors

Medium-familiar/ambiguous
Alcohol is like fuel
Ambition is like an opium
Doubt is like a net
Evolution is like a lottery
Giraffes are like skyscrapers
My credit card is like a lubricant
Some detectives are like ferrets
Some surgeons are like interior decorators
That girl is like the wind
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His lectures are like lullabies
Conscience is like a thorn
The girls are like lambs
Faith is like a fortress
His brain is like a boiling kettle
Our secretary is like a whirlwind
Succeses are like dominoes
That debate was like a race
The civil servant is like an ant

CHAPTER 8

Conclusion: metaphor in conversation
This thesis has addressed the use of metaphor in a corpus of authentic casual
conversations compared to three other registers (news, fiction and academic texts).
Its main aim has been to provide a comprehensive description of the manifestation
of metaphor in the symbolic structure of casual conversation from a linguistic,
conceptual and communicative perspective by focusing on the distribution, form,
variation and function of metaphorical expressions, and to relate these to the
register-specific characteristics of conversation. In addition, it has explored
metaphor in casual conversation from a behavioural perspective, studying the
influence of tone of voice on metaphor understanding and interpretation. Both the
symbolic and psychological approaches were guided by the presumed effect of
characteristic elements of the conversation register on the form, function and
interpretation of metaphor.
This final chapter summarizes and brings together the main findings
presented in this thesis. It describes its main contributions to the field of metaphor
research, namely (1) a register-variation perspective on metaphor along the lines of
Biber (1988, 1989) and (2) the explication of a reliable method for metaphor
identification in conversation, against the background of a three-dimensional
model (Steen 2011) that combines analyses at the level of language, thought and
communication considered from the perspectives of symbolic structure and
psychological processing. It sums up the main results of the linguistic and
conceptual analysis of the conversational data as well as the experimental study
and discusses its limitations. Finally, suggestions are made for further
development.
!
8.1 Results of the symbolic analysis
8.1.1 A cross-register variation approach to metaphor in discourse
!
The Introduction and Chapter 1 discussed the changes in the field of metaphor
research that have marked the development of metaphor theory over the past thirty
years. Whereas for a long time metaphor was viewed as a dispensable and deviant
feature that mostly belonged to artistic and rhetorical language use, the ‘cognitive
turn’ changed this perspective and metaphor came to be considered as a
fundamental feature of abstract thought, as outlined clearly in Lakoff and
Johnson’s (1980) Metaphors we live by. Conceptual Metaphor Theory proposed
that instead of just talking about one thing in terms of another, our ability to
perform cross-domain mappings governs our thoughts and actions. As a result,
metaphor theory moved from a preoccupation with novel and creative
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metaphorical language to a focus on the conventional patterns of metaphorical
language that were argued to reflect conceptual metaphors in people’s minds.
Cognitive and applied linguists have, on the one hand, embraced this cognitive
approach as a promising alternative to the restricted view of metaphor as a purely
linguistic phenomenon. At the same time, researchers from behavioural and
discourse analytical disciplines have criticized CMT on various grounds.
Psychologists question the cognitive reality of conceptual metaphors that is
implied by CMT and argue that only experimental and neurological studies of
individual language processing can reveal whether mappings actually take place
(Gibbs 1994, 1996, 1999, 2006; Keysar et al. 2000; Murphy 1996, 1997; Steen
1994, 2007; Tomasello 1999, 2003). Discourse analysts and applied linguists
object to the disregard of CMT for specific instances of metaphorical language in
social contexts in its attempt to generalize towards conceptual metaphors in a
complete language system. They rather advocate the in-depth analysis of the
stylistic forms, functions and patterns of metaphor usage in authentic and specific
usage contexts, such as discourse domains, in order to unravel the true nature of
metaphor in contextualized everyday discourse (see Cameron & Low 1999; Gibbs
2008; Low et al. 2010; Semino 2008; Zinken & Musolff 2009).
In response, discourse analysts and applied linguists have embarked on
precise descriptions of the linguistic forms, conceptual structures and
communicative functions of metaphor in everyday discourse, including
conversation (e.g. Cameron 2007a, 2008a, 2008b; Carter 2004). Previous studies of
metaphor in conversation have revealed both creative (Carter 2004) and
conventionalized (e.g., Cameron 2008a) uses of metaphor. They have shown how
the density of metaphor differs per conversational context, possibly as a result of
the topic and aim of a text (Cameron 2008a). In terms of metaphor form and type,
Cameron (2008a) reports on the tendency to place metaphor in the verb and to
express metaphors indirectly. Carter (2004), on the other hand, describes a
preference in conversation for the use of simile, an example of direct metaphor.
Moreover, metaphors may be accompanied by typical co-textual features referred
to as ‘tuning devices’. Such devices seem to alert listeners to the ‘unexpectedness’
of metaphorical comparisons and are therefore argued to mark a more ‘deliberate’
use of metaphor (Cameron 2008a; Cameron & Deignan 2003) or a ‘metalingual
awareness’ in the speaker (Carter 2004). In terms of communicative functions,
these studies report a broad range of ideational, affective and textual functions
including the alignment of ideas, softening or strengthening of a message, to add
humour, or to structure the discourse event. Finally, throughout a conversation,
metaphors may become re-deployed, developed and literalized (Cameron 2007a,
2008b).!
Although the above description provides a rich picture of metaphor use in
conversation, it also raises questions about the truly register-specific nature of
these features. Studies sometimes report contrary results. This may be due to the
different nature of the conversations that were studied. Cameron’s reconciliation
conversations (2007a), for example, have a much more specific nature than the
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range of transactional, professional and intimate conversations studied by Carter
(2004). More importantly, different annotation methods or even an absence of one
(Carter 2004) inhibits comparison; without comparison to other registers it is
difficult to establish whether particular metaphor usage is characteristic of
conversation, of metaphor use in general, or of register-specific language use.
Following Biber and Conrad (2001: 176), the basic rationale of this thesis
holds that only in comparison to other registers can we “understand the linguistic
characteristics of any individual register”. The goal of this thesis has been to
present a first account of metaphor in conversation that is based on a cross-register
perspective and to discuss metaphor use in conversation in terms of distribution,
lexico-grammar (word class and directness), and conceptual domains in
comparison to three written registers: fiction, news and academic texts. Its
innovative contribution is an analysis of a corpus of 190,000 words, of which
approximately 48,000 come from 24 casual conversation texts, that includes all
cases of metaphor in conversation, instead of focusing on qualitative analyses
alone, and that compares forms and functions across registers, instead of in one
specific type of discourse.
!
!
!
8.1.2 An explicit and reliable method for linguistic metaphor identification
in discourse
A crucial feature of the analyses in this thesis is the attention paid to an explicit,
reliable method for metaphor identification in the symbolic structure of texts,
which forms the basis for the systematic description of metaphor use in casual
conversation described above. Such a bottom-up, inductive method has been
absent from the few previous studies that have embarked on a comparative
approach to metaphor in discourse (Charteris-Black 2004; Goatly 1997; Kövecses
2005, 2009; Skorczynska & Deignan 2006). These studies either lack clear
methods for metaphor identification or rely on preselected items and generally
cannot account for the reliability of their analyses. Reliability, however, is
becoming increasingly important if corpus-linguistic research is to be regarded as
converging evidence across disciplines (cf. Deignan 2005). Moreover, these
studies have focused on the identification of conceptual metaphor, rather than
linguistic expressions of metaphor, which in itself presents a range of difficulties
because of its ambiguous nature (see Deignan 2005; Jackendoff & Aaron 1991;
Ritchie 2003, 2004; Semino et al. 2004; Steen 2007; Vervaeke & Kennedy 1996,
2004; Wallington 2010).
For the analysis of our data set, we used the Metaphor Identification
Procedure (MIP) developed by the Praggejaz Group (2007) as a starting point,
which focuses on the identification of indirect metaphor at a linguistic level and
has been positively tested for its reliability. MIP was developed into MIPVU to be
able to cater to discourse-specific issues encountered in our data set. Guidelines
concerning the demarcation of lexical units and the identification of basic and
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contextual senses were specified. This included the use of two corpus-based
dictionaries (Macmillan and Longman) to establish distinct basic and contextual
senses of lexical units. In addition to indirect metaphor, MIPVU also analysed
direct metaphor (such as similes) and implicit metaphor, and so-called Mflags,
words that signal metaphor (such as like). This enabled a more informed picture of
different types of metaphor use across registers. To mark the extension of the
category of metaphor to include non-metaphorically used language (such as simile
and direct metaphor), instances of different metaphor types were referred to as
‘metaphor-related word’ (MRW). Moreover, a separate category of borderline
cases (‘WIDLII’, When In Doubt Leave It In) was added for truly unclear cases
that could not be solved after group discussion. Chapter 3 presented the manual
containing the resulting instructions for metaphor identification.
Similar to MIP, MIPVU has consistently produced positive reliability
results through a range of reliability tests. It should, however, be noted that
metaphor identification proved hardest for casual conversation, due to the lack of
contextual features that were rendered in the transcripts. Challenges to MIPVU
were described in Chapter 4 and include difficulties in understanding the
contextual meaning of a lexical unit, as happens in the case of unclear or
unfinished utterances. Dependent on its context, MIPVU either codes these as
ambiguous cases (‘WIDLII’) or discards them for metaphor analysis (‘DFMA’).
Another problem is the difficulty in distinguishing between metaphor and
metonymy. Problematic cases that led to differences in analyst opinion were,
however, always resolved in a separate discussion round before the data were
finalized. Moreover, a round of troubleshooting checked the consistency of our
annotation and corrected the files where necessary. In practice, the DFMA code
was adopted for less than 1% of the lexical units in conversation. In the crossregister analysis, the WIDLII code did not prove to be specific to any of the
registers. As such, MIPVU provides an empirical basis for the corpus-linguistic
analysis at the heart of this thesis and may serve as an explicit and practical method
for metaphor identification in future studies.
8.1.3 A three-dimensional approach to metaphor: connecting symbolic and
behavioural research
The Introduction and Chapter 1 introduced Steen’s (2008, 2011) three-dimensional
model of metaphor in language, thought and communication as the background
against which this thesis was written. This model results from the interaction
between discourse-based studies of metaphor form and function and psychological
studies of metaphor processing. In response to CMT, an increasing amount of
psycholinguistic research has been devoted to the manner in which metaphor is
processed (Bowdle & Gentner 2005; Gentner & Bowdle 2008; Giora 2003, 2008).
The main conclusion from these studies is that metaphor is not by definition
processed as metaphor (via comparison), but rather through categorization or
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lexical disambiguation. More specifically, Bowdle and Gentner concluded in their
Career of Metaphor Theory that conventional metaphors were typically processed
through categorization, whereas novel metaphors were processed through
comparison. Moreover, similes were processed through comparison, whereas
metaphors were processed through categorization. The implication that metaphor
processing depends on conventionality and form is an interesting one in light of the
different forms of metaphor found in authentic discourse, since it offers some clues
about the effect of a metaphor’s manifestation on the cognitive reality of crossdomain mappings. Different discourse-based theories have started to connect
formal characteristics of metaphor in language to hypotheses about processing,
introducing notions of ‘deliberate’ metaphor (Cameron 2003; Semino 2008; Steen
2008, 2011) and ‘waking’ metaphor (Müller 2008). Steen (2008, 2011) specifically
has begun to explain this connection as dependent on the way a metaphor is
communicated, either deliberately as a cross-domain mapping or non-deliberately.
In addition to studying metaphor in terms of its formal features in language and its
potential cognitive representations in thought, the symbolic analysis of metaphor
should therefore pay attention to its communicative properties in order to be able to
connect findings to psycholinguistic research through hypotheses of metaphor
processing.
The distinction between three dimensions of metaphor analysis has
provided a practical structure for the analyses conducted in this thesis. Firstly, the
MIPVU procedure expressly focuses on the identification of metaphor in language,
collecting metaphor-related words without assuming specific underlying
conceptual structures. The linguistic data collected formed the basis for the
subsequent corpus-linguistic analysis, again without focusing on the possible
conceptual structures. A perspective of metaphor in thought was adopted by using
a domain perspective available in the semantic annotation tool Wmatrix. This tool
helped to find patterns of semantic organization based on the data itself, providing
one way of reaching potential conceptual structures from authentic instances of
metaphor. A perspective of metaphor in communication was adopted by focusing
on the communicative properties of metaphor that seem to point to deliberate use
of metaphor as a cross-domain mapping. This was most specifically relevant in the
analysis of types of metaphor, which included cases of direct metaphor. It should
be noted that none of the three dimensions involves claims about actual processing.
A processing study was conducted separately in a behavioural experiment.
Advances in the field of metaphor theory have resulted in the study of
many different dimensions of metaphor, approached from different disciplinary
perspectives (see Steen 2007, 2011). Along with the development of metaphor
theory has come an increased awareness of the need to first tease these dimensions
and disciplines apart before insights can be exchanged to build multidisciplinary
frameworks. In practice, such clear demarcations help determine the possible
implications and limitations of a study. The three-dimensional model has provided
a framework to study metaphor in conversation from a lexico-grammatical,
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conceptual as well as rhetorical point of view and has aimed to provide a
transparent structure.
8.1.4 Results of the linguistic analysis
The quantitative cross-register comparison between metaphor in conversation,
fiction, news and academic texts was guided by one main question: which
linguistic forms of metaphor (in terms of word class, relation to metaphor and
metaphor type) are used in which discourse situations and for which purpose in the
symbolic structure of conversational discourse, and are truly characteristic of
conversation in relation to other discourse registers? Their comparison resulted in
both general patterns of metaphor use as well as specific patterns of different
metaphor types for each separate register. Resulting scales of metaphor use were
related to Biber’s (1988) communicative dimensions, which guided the
identification of the overall function of metaphor types. Secondly, lexicogrammatical patterns of metaphor use were interpreted in terms of register-specific
uses of word class. As a result, metaphor-related language was added to the
linguistic features included in the approach to register variation advocated by Biber
(1988, 1989) and colleagues (Biber & Conrad 2001; Biber et al. 1999).
In general, results showed that 13.7% of all data from the combined
registers were metaphor-related. Most of these were indirect and clear metaphors.
Conversation contains a total of 7.7% metaphor-related lexical units (6.8% clear
MRW, 0.9% unclear MRW) and manifests the smallest use of metaphor-related
words. This finding repeats itself in the subcategories of metaphor type and
relation: conversation contains the lowest number of indirect metaphor, direct
metaphor, implicit metaphor and Mflags in comparison to the other registers. This
result suggests that we rather seem to write than speak by metaphors in everyday
discourse.
In terms of Biber’s (1988) communicative dimensions, metaphor appears
to be more characteristic of informational rather than involved registers. The
relative absence of metaphor converges with the situated nature of conversations:
much of its content concerns the immediate context. This is especially relevant to
the type of conversation studied in our data set, which typically involves instances
of talk in action, instead of discussions of more abstract topics (e.g., Cameron
2007a). The influence of topic on metaphor use can already be noticed in the texts
in our conversation corpus. Metaphor use ranges between 2.9% and 10.1% and
seems influenced by the fact that some are more focused on the action at hand
whereas others involve more interactional and involved purposes.
However, in-depth analysis showed that the picture is more complex when
specific word classes are considered. Within each register, metaphors are relatively
often expressed as verbs and prepositions. Some metaphorical uses of word classes
are, however, more typical of specific registers. An example is the metaphorical
use of determiners, which is the only word class that stands out as typically related
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to metaphor in conversation. Conversation requires speech partners to comment
and elaborate on what was previously said and mostly invites them to talk about
their immediate context, both in space and time. The metaphorical use of
demonstrative pronoun that allows speakers to quickly summarize a previous
sentence or longer stretches of text as one ‘tangible’ topic and to immediately
indicate thoughts and feelings about this topic (e.g. “That’s terrible!”). This pattern
may be ascribed to the on-line interactive nature of conversation.
Metaphorical use of the remaining word classes appeared more typical of
other registers. A close examination of the behaviour of metaphor in each word
class revealed examples of metaphor-related words that are typical of conversation
alone, but also showed that many of the metaphor-related words in conversation
are shared by the written registers; they simply are adapted to fit the informational,
narrative and involved concerns of each register. For example, adjectives include
impolite, informal adjectives and evaluative adjectives that mostly occur in
constructions that are highly typical of conversation because of their colloquial
nature (e.g. ‘Bloody hell, ‘Fine, thank you’ and ‘Fair enough’). With their affective
and interpersonal nature, they contribute to the involved and situated nature of the
conversation register. The metaphorical use of prepositions is generally used to
refer to time and manner (‘on Wednesday’ and ‘in a big way’) in conversation,
whereas the expository writing of news and academic texts includes the
introduction of topics (e.g. ‘In discussing the boundaries of murder…’).
Prepositions conform to situated concerns in conversation, but are also used to
structure text in the informational registers. Moreover, metaphor-related verbs
usually consist of low content verbs (such as delexicalized verbs have, make, take,
and give) in conversation, whereas they are more specific in the academic register.
This has been related to the constraint placed upon language users to produce
language in an on-line setting; low-content verbs are generally easy to process (cf.
Chafe 1994). These are just some examples provided in Chapter 5 of the way
specific metaphor-related words are used to function in line with the specific
communicative concerns of the four registers.
The close analysis of metaphor-related words in each word class revealed
two more general patterns that characterize metaphor in conversation. Firstly,
inspection of type-token ratios of content words generally showed least variation in
metaphor use in conversation, whereas fiction included most variation in metaphor
use. In other words, conversations more often include the same metaphors,
whereas fiction, news and academic texts show a more diverse style. This concurs
with the difference in diversity between conversation and the expository registers
observed by Biber et al. (1999). Secondly, conversation, and to a lesser extent
fiction, shows a more equal distribution between non-metaphorical and
metaphorical usage for most of the metaphorical lexical units than news and
academic texts metaphor, where metaphor-related words are more often found in
their metaphorical sense. In other words, lexical units that are related to metaphor
in conversation are also more often not related to metaphor in conversation. This
pattern seems due to the situated nature of conversation and the need for speech
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partners to comment on their direct environment. It, however, implies that
metaphorical and non-metaphorical uses of words frequently alternate in
conversation, a phenomenon that Cameron refers to as the “borderlands of
metaphor, metonymy and the literal” (2010: 351).
In addition to some of the word classes, distinct metaphor types also
manifested register-specific usage that seemed to move beyond the general
distinction of metaphor use in informational versus involved texts. Direct metaphor
and Mflags proved more typical for news and fiction texts than for academic texts
and conversation. A closer inspection revealed that the use of direct metaphor was
typically signalled in all registers. Conversation differs from the written registers in
that the direct comparisons are typically short and signalled by like. Moreover,
they are highly conventionalized. By contrast, the written registers make less
conventionalized use of direct metaphor. Signals are more varied and direct
metaphors are more elaborate or extended across utterances, especially in news and
conversation texts. Moreover, they seem to be applied for more rhetorical
purposes, such as to make a reader understand a topic (academic and news texts),
but also to be persuaded by an argument, either because of humorous or effective
comparisons (news texts) and for descriptive and imaginative purposes (fiction
texts). An example from conversation is the expression “He looked at me hard as
nails”. By contrast, an example from fiction is the sentence “He strokes its side
which is white and marked with round patches of black like islands on a naively
drawn map.” These results suggest that direct metaphor and simile are typical of
more creative, narrative texts in which writers invite readers to make comparisons
for several rhetorical purposes.
Within the framework of this thesis, the discussion of direct metaphor and
metaphor signalling has been related to notions of deliberateness and metaphor in
communication. The instances of metaphorical expressions that have been reported
in this work have generally concerned non-deliberate, conventional metaphors.
They are common expressions that are used without drawing particular attention to
their cross-domain mapping in the symbolic structure of the text and which differ
from more striking examples, such as those illustrated by Carter’s (2004) ‘demotic
creativity’ (e.g., the humorous extension of idiomatic expressions). On the one
hand, this is a logical, concomitant result of the quantitative corpus-linguistic
approach to our data set, which includes all instances of metaphorical
manifestations of metaphor (including, for example, prepositions, delexicalized
verbs, demonstratives) and focuses on the description of the most common and
typical instances of metaphor. At the same time, the qualitative analyses of the
conversational data in the linguistic and conceptual chapters, did not reveal many
patterns of creative application in conversation, whereas this was more often found
in news and fiction texts. The distribution of direct metaphor and metaphor signals
across registers provides the clearest example of this register difference. In terms
of deliberate metaphor use, it seems unlikely that metaphor in casual conversation
as studied here is processed as a cross-domain mapping. However, this is hard to
establish from transcripts alone and should be explored in experimental studies.
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The cross-register variation approach to metaphor analysis provides a new
method for analysing the manifestation and function of metaphor in different types
of discourse that puts previous research into perspective. The above results were
based on an exhaustive account of the characteristics of metaphor in conversation,
relative to three other registers and with a specific focus on word class and
metaphor type. Based on the present data set, it clearly shows that metaphor is least
often metaphorically used in casual conversation. In terms of lexico-grammatical
form, it supports Cameron’s (2008a) suggestion that English speakers put
metaphor in the verb in that in all registers verbs and prepositions are most often
related to metaphor. In terms of different manifestations of conceptual structure, it
questions Carter’s (2004) intuition that similes are more frequent than metaphor in
everyday speech, since most metaphor-related words are indirect and direct
metaphor is least typical of conversation. In terms of deliberateness, or metaphor in
communication, metaphor-related words are generally conventional, without
drawing attention to its cross-domain mapping in the language structure. It
therefore seems likely that metaphor-related words in conversation are not actually
processed as cross-domain mappings, although experimental studies should further
develop this hypothesis.
8.1.5 Results of the conceptual analysis
Much previous metaphor research in discourse has focused on metaphor at a
conceptual level. Domain mappings may reveal systematic patterns that offer a
view of the way people and communities approach abstract notions such as life and
life’s experiences (e.g. Gwyn 1999 on illness). Similar generalizations across
different texts from one and the same register may also lead to an understanding of
the systematic patterns underlying domains of discourse. However, establishing a
connection between metaphor-related words and their supposed conceptual
structures has become a notoriously problematic endeavour (see Deignan 2005;
Jackendoff & Aaron 1991; Ritchie 2003, 2004; Semino et al. 2004; Steen 2007;
Vervaeke & Kennedy 1996, 2004; Wallington 2010). One of the main challenges
is to get rid of the subjective nature of connecting metaphor in language to relevant
domains that make up a mapping. Some researchers have started to address this
problem through the development of explicit procedures, such as metaphor-led
discourse analysis (Cameron & Maslen 2010) and Steen’s five-step method (1999,
2007, 2009). One recent addition has been the semantic annotation tool Wmatrix
(Rayson 2008), which has been introduced to serve as a tool for the identification
of expressions of metaphor (Koller et al. 2007; Semino et al. 2009) on the basis of
a tagging system that automatically assigns relevant domains to lexical units.
Chapter 6 has explored its possible applications for the identification of metaphor
from a domain perspective, investigating its potential for a more automated
bottom-up approach to metaphor identification than MIPVU, as well as a more
automated top-down approach to metaphor identification than adopted in, for
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example, Koller (2004). Moreover, it described its additional value for a crossregister variation description of casual conversation. It has thus added a conceptual
level to the analyses conducted in this thesis.
A comparison of the identification of metaphor through MIPVU and
through Wmatrix concluded that Wmatrix was generally able to provide grounds
for cross-domain mappings of strong content words, but does not provide distinct
domains for common function words and delexicalized verbs. Moreover, the
generalizing nature of semantic domains sometimes lead to the conflation of
domains that are more subtly distinct, such as those based in personification,
extension and hyperbole. As such, the identification of metaphor through Wmatrix
is less appropriate for an exhaustive approach to metaphor in conversation.
Moreover, its possible aid in arriving at conceptual structures is limited, given the
general nature of the domains. Its potential for speeding up the process of
metaphor identification is therefore questionable. Nevertheless, the potential of the
semantic domain tagger for automated metaphor identification seems promising
with the right adjustments.
Previous studies (e.g. Semino et al. 2009) have demonstrated the merit of
Wmatrix for identifying metaphor-related words by comparing the semantic
domains emerging from a text or discourse to those of a reference corpus, resulting
in a list of key domains that determine a text or discourse type. These domains are
based on the first domain tag assigned to each lexical unit. From this list, potential
source domains for metaphor are selected on the basis of incongruity, after which
the words belonging to these domains are inspected for their relation to metaphor.
Typically incongruous are those domains that deviate from the topic of the text. In
informational written texts these are often more concrete and human. Such case
studies therefore often single out concrete and unexpected domains as potential
source domains for metaphor. The difficulty of such an approach to identifying
metaphor in conversation lies in the conventional nature of its metaphors, because
of which the target domain often ends up in first position. Because of the concrete
nature of most conversation topics, those concrete source domains that do end up
first will not stand out as unexpected or distinct. Such an approach is therefore not
as straightforward as it may seem and does not necessarily speed up the annotation
process.
Finally, domain saliency was used as a starting point to describe the role of
metaphor-related words within one semantic domain that is typical for
conversation in comparison to written registers, ‘Location and direction’.
Conversation clearly differed from the written registers in terms of number,
variation and type of metaphor-related words, repeating the results obtained in the
lexico-grammatical approach albeit from a broader domain perspective. In effect,
conversation contained the lowest number of metaphors and the least variation in
metaphorical lemmas. Moreover, the domain was more often non-metaphorically
than metaphorically used. The opposite was true for the informational written
registers. The written registers also showed more abstract and creative use of
metaphor. These results reflected the involved, situated and on-line nature of
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conversation identified in our previous findings and the informational, abstract,
off-line nature of written registers. Moreover, the narrative concerns of fiction and
news were highlighted. This final analysis thus approached metaphor in casual
conversation from a semantic domain perspective, thereby adding to Biber’s
(1988) lexico-grammatical approach to register variation.
The Wmatrix analyses conducted in this thesis have shown that the tool’s
merit for casual conversation mostly lies in its ability to collect words that share
the same underlying domain and to explore these for metaphor use across registers.
It provides one way of approaching the data set from a conceptual angle and of
dealing with the difficult task to link a metaphor-related word to its underlying
source domain.
8.2

Results of the behavioural research: the addition of multimodality in
an experiment on the effect of tone of voice on metaphor
understanding

Within the Metaphor in Discourse project, casual conversation is the only register
that originally consists of spoken data. In order to offer these materials as part of
the BNC corpus, the recorded conversations have been reduced to transcriptions
that (for obvious reasons) largely ignore paralinguistic elements such as gesture
and tone of voice. As a result, this thesis has presented a close examination of
expressions of metaphor in the linguistic component of a message. However, it was
observed throughout the thesis that linguistic components form only part of an
utterance, a fact which has made the reliable identification of metaphor slightly
more difficult in conversation than in the written registers. Conversation scores a
mean kappa of 0.78, whereas the written registers score an average of 0.87.
Chapter 1 reported on how experimental studies of metaphor processing
have focused on the influence of different characteristics of metaphor on metaphor
processing, such as conventionality, form and aptness (see Bowdle & Gentner
2005; Glucksberg 2003), cotext (Ortony et al. 1978) and characteristics of
individual language users (e.g. recipients’ level of expertise; Steen 1994). In line
with its multidimensional interdisciplinary framework, Chapter 7 of this thesis has
explored the effect of an additional characteristic, that of tone of voice, on
metaphor understanding. Different experimental studies have shown that in spoken
language, it not only matters what is said, but also how it is said. The experiment is
included to draw attention to the multimodal context of metaphor in conversation
that is almost absent from the transcripts of the BNC Baby that were used for the
text analyses.
The study combined previous insights on the effect of conventionality on
metaphor processing (Career of Metaphor Theory, Bowdle & Gentner 2005) with
the disambiguating potential of tone of voice established by Nygaard and Lunders
(2002). In effect, tone of voice was introduced to disambiguate or steer metaphor
comprehension and interpretation (i.e. which sense is meant?) in order to test the
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influence of tone of voice on metaphor processing. An experiment was conducted
in which listeners were presented with similes in congruent, incongruent or
biasing, and neutral tone of voice with respect to their affective connotation.
Moreover, familiarity was added as an independent variable: the similes consisted
of high-familiar, medium-familiar and low-familiar items. Subsequently, the effect
of tone of voice on metaphor comprehension was measured by observing reaction
times to spoken similes. Moreover, the effect of tone of voice on metaphor
interpretation was measured by considering the semantic valence of participants’
requested paraphrases.
The results suggest that emotional tone of voice can subtly influence speed
of comprehension of figurative language and is indeed immediately integrated
during simile processing. Tone of voice slows down comprehension speed when
similes with negative semantic valence (e.g. “That desk is like a junkyard”) are
combined with positive, incongruous tone of voice. This was related to studies of
irony (Attardo 2000), which argue that positive irony (as in the above example) is
much less common than negative irony (i.e. positive statements with negative tone
of voice). In this case, the unexpectedness of tone of voice led to an effect on
comprehension speed. However, there is a more apparent influence of tone of
voice on metaphor interpretation. In-between and low-familiar items seem more
flexible in interpretation than high-familiar similes since they receive more
negative interpretations when uttered in a negative tone of voice. This agrees with
predictions based on the Career of Metaphor Theory, which expects conventional
or familiar meanings to be more ingrained in people’s system than less familiar or
novel ones.
The study thus concluded that there was some influence of tone of voice
on metaphor comprehension and interpretation. The results imply that negative
valence seems to be the marked case and listeners seem more drawn towards both
negative semantic and voice valence. This effect was explained by the so-called
negativity bias, which argues that people are generally biased towards negative
information as opposed to positive information (Baumeister et al. 2001). Tone of
voice therefore is one of the additional constraints on the understanding of
figurative language, which is highly specific for spoken language as opposed to
written discourse genres.
8.3 Final remarks and suggestions
It is hoped that this thesis has illustrated that a quantitative, corpus-linguistic,
cross-register variation approach to metaphor is worthwhile, especially since the
annotation of large corpora in a reliable fashion requires a lot of time, effort and
cooperation between analysts. The result has been an exhaustive description of
examples of metaphor-related words in casual conversation that look much less
creative or humorous than the examples of ‘demotic creativity’ (Carter 2004) that
this thesis started out with. This can be explained as a result of our quantitative
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approach, which focuses on common uses of metaphor in conversation. Gripping
or funny examples arrived at through qualitative analysis apparently form the
exception, rather than the rule. Moreover, it is simply characteristic of the specific
data that were collected. Although the title of this thesis is ‘Metaphor in
conversation’, the data set in our corpus contained casual conversations that often
concerned themselves with specific actions (talk-in-action). The results in this
thesis obviously cannot be generalized beyond these selected texts. Based on the
different number of metaphors found in each of the 24 texts it was suggested that
the topic of conversations might influence the distribution and type of metaphors
used. For future research, it therefore seems worthwhile to include other types of
conversation and talk in similar studies of metaphor variation, such as, for
example, business meetings or interviews, which contain their own specific
communicative purposes. The present data set in the discourse project was
designed to match the main types of discourse discussed by Biber et al. (1999).
However, with three types of written registers and only one spoken, the latter mode
seems underrepresented.
Not everyone will agree with all of the annotation decisions adopted in this
thesis. As Chapter 1 has shown, metaphor research has become a field that
incorporates many different disciplines and dimensions and there are many ways to
approach metaphor in discourse and many stones left unturned. One disputable
feature of MIPVU, for example, is its decision not to move beyond word class
when establishing the basic and contextual sense of a metaphor-related word. As a
result, metaphorical derivations that move beyond word class, such as verbs like to
dog or to hound, are not included. This may influence the number of metaphors,
although such discrepancies have not occurred much in conversation. Moreover, it
may be argued that the use of Macmillan and Longman to establish the distinct
basic and contextual senses for each metaphor invariably suffers from the
structure, aims and concerns faced by its authors. Its counterargument would be
that any decision is subjective. Using corpus-based dictionaries is simply a means
to make it less so. Finally, this thesis has not presented analyses of the
development of metaphor in stretches of text, a type of analysis that is quite
common in conversation analysis. The reason for this is twofold. On the one hand,
the metaphor-related words found in the data are generally ‘local’ manifestations
of metaphor. At the same time, the extracts used are never complete conversations,
starting at different places in the conversation.
Although dealing with a multimodal form of communication, this study of
metaphor in conversation was limited to the analysis of linguistic material only. A
separate experiment was included to raise awareness of the possible effect of tone
of voice on metaphor processing. For reasons of time, the study included similes as
stimuli material. Our corpus has, however, clearly shown a relative absence of this
type of metaphor, especially in casual conversation. The annotated corpus that has
been the result of the quantitative analysis presented in this thesis may perhaps
form the basis of stimuli acquired from authentic examples in future experiments.
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Finally, the four types of discourse were compared on the basis of linguistic
expressions. In view of the growing evidence of metaphor in other modes of
expression, such as gesture (e.g. Müller & Cienki 2009), it may be argued that the
cross-register comparison presents an unfair picture. Ideally, an exhaustive analysis
of metaphor in conversation includes all metaphorical gestures, or gestures that
combine with language into metaphor. A similar case can be made for intonation,
although evidence of metaphor in this mode is still underdeveloped (but see
Johanssen Falck et al. 2010). At present, such a multimodal analysis goes beyond
the possible scope of this research. Methods for identification of (metaphorical)
gestures are under development (see the Togog project by Müller and colleagues,
Cienki 2010, and Korotkov 2011) and the study of metaphor in prosody has only
begun to scratch the surface. However, the absence of both modes in an account of
metaphor in conversation should be born in mind when conversation is argued to
contain the lowest number of metaphors. Clearly, this result is founded on verbal
analysis alone. In a similar vein, the identification of deliberate metaphor in
communication does not yield many likely candidates in the present data set.
However, it may well be that more potential cases of deliberate metaphor are found
in the interaction between metaphor-related words and, for example, intonation.
To conclude, it is hoped that this thesis inspires other corpus-based crossregister comparisons of metaphor use in different types of discourse and adds new
insights to the existing picture of the forms and functions of metaphor in casual
conversation. In terms of spoken discourse, the study of many other types of
conversation and talk, as well as modes of expression, will need to be addressed to
come to a complete picture of metaphor in conversation. Metaphor researchers are
up for an exciting journey.
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APPENDIX

Overview of annotated conversation files from BNC-Baby
File ID
KB7
KB7
KB7
KB7
KBC
KBD
KBD
KBH
KBH
KBH
KBH
KBH
KBH
KBJ
KBP
KBW
KBW
KBW
KBW
KBW
KCC
KCF
KCU
KCV
Total
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Total number of
words in file
103,997
Id
Id
Id
31,337
58,087
Id
47,995
Id
Id
Id
Id
Id
11,137
27,179
115,332
Id
Id
Id
Id
5,311
21,898
49,751
32,714
504,738

Total number of
divisions in file
60
Id
Id
Id
13
25
Id
63
Id
Id
Id
Id
Id
26
15
62
Id
Id
Id
Id
2
30
9
50
NA

ID number of file
divisions coded
10
31
45
48
13
7
21
1
2
3
4
9
41
17
9
4
9
11
17
42
02
14
02
42
NA

Number of
lexical units in
data
3,072
3,161
2,830
2,983
3,641
3,124
2,779
436
1,227
165
1,838
714
616
1,083
2,666
1,712
1,351
1,670
2,295
2,655
836
1,305
3,347
2,495
48,001
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SUMMARY IN DUTCH/
SAMENVATTING IN HET NEDERLANDS

Metaforen in Conversatie
Introductie
Wanneer mensen met elkaar praten, proberen ze via allerlei talige (en niet-talige)
elementen hun boodschap over te brengen. Het gebruik van metaforen is één van
die elementen. Hoewel metaforiek vaak wordt geassocieerd met tekstsoorten die
zich laten kenmerken door complex taalgebruik, creativiteit, diepgang en retorische
toepassingen—zoals literatuur, poëzie, toespraken of lezingen—, vormen
metaforen ook een vast element binnen ons dagelijkse taalgebruik en worden ze
breed toegepast in verschillende vormen en contexten. Het soort metafoor varieert
van uitvoerige analogieën tot een enkel woord, en van kersverse vergelijkingen tot
conventionele uitdrukkingen. Binnen de cognitieve linguïstiek heerst al tijden de
opvatting dat metaforen eerder een ‘gewoonte’ dan een ‘uitzondering’ vormen
binnen onze manier van denken (Lakoff & Johnson 1980). De manier waarop
metaforen daadwerkelijk worden toegepast en functioneren in teksten is echter een
vrij recente aanvulling op de onderzoeksagenda. De toegepaste taalkunde richt zich
in toenemende mate op het verzamelen van authentieke metaforen en hun functie
in context. Dit proefschrift biedt een kwantitatieve en empirische blik op de manier
waarop metaforen in spontane, dagelijkse, Engelse conversaties worden gebruikt
en hoe dit verschilt van het gebruik van metaforen in geschreven Engelse teksten.
De metaforen die gevonden zijn in de symbolische structuur (oftewel het
taalgebruik) van conversaties zijn geanalyseerd vanuit een taalkundig, conceptueel
en communicatief perspectief. Daarbij is gekeken naar de hoeveelheid, distributie,
vorm, variatie en communicatieve functie van metaforen in een corpus van
alledaagse conversaties en is een vergelijking gemaakt met academische teksten,
nieuwsteksten en fictie. Naast dit corpusonderzoek legt een experimenteel
onderzoek de nadruk op het multimodale karakter van conversaties, waarbij
intonatie een effect kan hebben op de manier waarop metaforen worden begrepen
en geïnterpreteerd. Het proefschrift laat zien hoe interdisciplinair, corpusgebaseerd
en comparatief metafooronderzoek kan leiden tot nieuwe, valide, registerspecifieke
inzichten. Daarnaast wordt in het proefschrift een duidelijk onderscheid gemaakt
tussen de verschillende niveaus waarop metaforen kunnen worden bestudeerd en
wordt de noodzaak benadrukt van een expliciete methodologie voor
metafooranalyse.
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Het vergelijken van metafoorgebruik in verschillende registers
In de Introductie en Hoofdstuk 1 worden de voornaamste ontwikkelingen van de
afgelopen dertig jaar in metafooronderzoek beschreven. Metaforen werden een
tijdlang beschouwd als overbodige en afwijkende taaluitingen die vooral artistieke
en persuasieve doeleinden dienden binnen de literatuur en de retorica. Dit
veranderde met de ‘cognitieve wending’ die vooral werd gemarkeerd door het boek
Metaphors we live by van Lakoff en Johnson (1980). Het beeld van metaforen
transformeerde van een uitzonderlijk, talig fenomeen naar een essentieel element
binnen ons denken en doen. De Conceptuele of Cognitieve Metafoor Theorie
(CMT) stelde dat metaforen onmisbaar zijn voor ons abstracte denken. In plaats
van te kijken naar opvallende metaforen binnen de taal, concentreerde het nieuwe
metaforenonderzoek zich op veel voorkomende metaforen die het resultaat zouden
zijn van conceptuele metaforen: zo zou ‘Ik heb nog een lange weg te gaan’ een
uitdrukking zijn van de conceptuele metafoor HET LEVEN IS EEN REIS. Veel
wetenschappers binnen de cognitieve en toegepaste linguïstiek zagen deze
verschuiving als een veelbelovend alternatief voor de beperkte definitie van
metaforiek als een louter talig fenomeen.
Desalniettemin hebben discoursanalisten en psycholinguïsten CMT op
verschillende punten bekritiseerd. Psychologen twijfelen of metaforen inderdaad
als vergelijkingen worden verwerkt in ons denken en betogen dat alleen
experimenteel en neurologisch onderzoek hier uitsluitsel over kan geven;
taaluitingen alleen leveren onvoldoende bewijs (Gibbs 1994, 1996, 1999, 2006;
Keysar et al. 2000; Murphy 1996, 1997; Steen 1994, 2007; Tomasello 1999, 2003).
Discoursanalisten en toegepast taalkundigen betreuren dat CMT metaforisch
taalgebruik voornamelijk generaliseert tot algemene conceptuele metaforen in
plaats van de aandacht te richten op gebruik in context. Daarnaast zijn de
conceptuele metaforen vaak gebaseerd op zelfverzonnen voorbeelden in plaats van
authentieke taaluitingen. Liever zouden deze onderzoekers de specifieke vormen,
functies en patronen van metafoorgebruik binnen verschillende sociale contexten
bestuderen om erachter te komen hoe metaforen daadwerkelijk functioneren (zie
Cameron & Low 1999; Gibbs 2008; Low et al. 2010; Semino 2008; Zinken &
Musolff 2009).
Inmiddels zijn discoursanalisten en toegepast taalkundigen begonnen aan
precieze beschrijvingen van de taalkundige vormen, conceptuele structuren en
communicatieve functies van metaforen in dagelijks taalgebruik, waaronder
conversaties (e.g. Cameron 2007a, 2008a, 2008b; Carter 2004). Van deze studies
wordt een kort overzicht geboden in Hoofdstuk 2. Tot dusver heeft toegepast
taalkundig onderzoek al heel wat opgeleverd als het gaat om vormen en functies
van metaforen. Men moet zich echter afvragen of de beschrijvingen daadwerkelijk
karakteristiek zijn voor conversaties. Verschillende studies rapporteren
tegenstrijdige resultaten. Dit kan wellicht worden verklaard door de verschillende
conversatietypes die werden bestudeerd. Nog belangrijker is echter dat het gebruik
van verschillende identificatiemethodes, of zelfs de afwezigheid van een expliciete
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methode (Carter 2004), het moeilijk maakt resultaten te interpreteren. Daarnaast is
het moeilijk te zeggen of het gevonden metafoorgebruik specifiek is voor
conversaties of voor metafoorgebruik in het algemeen wanneer men niet in staat is
resultaten te vergelijken met die van andere registers. Wat dan ook ontbreekt om
tot een goede beschrijving van metafoorgebruik in conversaties te komen is een
expliciete, betrouwbare methode voor metafooridentificatie en voldoende
vergelijkingsmateriaal.
Dit proefschrift is bedoeld als een eerste stap in de juiste richting om een
dergelijk gemis te corrigeren. Het gaat uit van de gedachte dat we alleen in
vergelijking met andere registers de taalkundige kenmerken van een register
kunnen ontdekken (Biber & Conrad 2001: 176). Het biedt een beschrijving van het
gebruik van metaforen in conversaties in termen van distributie, lexico-grammatica
(woordklasse en directheid van het taalgebruik) en conceptuele domeinen en
vergelijkt dit gebruik met dat van drie geschreven registers: fictie, nieuwsteksten,
en academische teksten. Deze geschreven registers zijn alle drie apart in een
proefschrift behandeld door collega-onderzoekers binnen het project ‘Metaphor in
Discourse’ (oftewel ‘Metaforen in dagelijks taalgebruik’) (zie Dorst 2011,
Krennmayr 2011 en Herrmann, in voorbereiding). Met de bestudering van een
corpus van 190,000 woorden, waarvan 48,000 woorden afkomstig zijn uit 24
spontane conversaties, levert het onderzoek een substantiële bijdrage aan bestaand
onderzoek. In plaats van een kwalitatieve analyse van slechts een paar metaforen,
biedt het een kwantitatieve benadering van alle metaforen in een relatief groot
corpus van conversaties waarbij vorm en functie worden vergeleken met die van
metaforen in andere registers.
Metafooranalyse vanuit talig en conceptueel perspectief
Essentieel voor de systematische beschrijving van metafoorgebruik in spontane
conversaties is een expliciete en betrouwbare methode voor het identificeren van
metaforen in de symbolische structuur (het taalgebruik) van teksten. Deze methode
wordt uitgebreid beschreven in Hoofdstuk 3 en Hoofdstuk 4. De weinige bestaande
comparatieve metafooranalyses van verschillende soorten taalgebruik (CharterisBlack 2004; Goatly 1997; Kövecses 2005, 2009; Skorczynska & Deignan 2006)
ontberen een dergelijke aanpak. Deze studies gebruiken veelal geen duidelijke
methode voor metafooranalyse of zijn gebaseerd op voorgeselecteerde items
waardoor de betrouwbaarheid van de analyses twijfelachtig is. Betrouwbaarheid is
echter steeds belangrijker als corpuslinguïstisch onderzoek een serieuze bijdrage
wil leveren aan interdisciplinair onderzoek (cf. Deignan 2005). Daarnaast richtten
eerdere studies zich voornamelijk op de analyse van conceptuele metaforen in
plaats van talige metaforen. Een dergelijke analyse brengt verschillende
moeilijkheden met zich mee, zoals het bepalen van het juiste bron-/doeldomein
(behoort de metaforische uitdrukking ‘Ik verdedig mijn standpunt’ bijvoorbeeld tot
ARGUMENTATIE IS OORLOG of ARGUMENTATIE IS EEN SPEL; zie Deignan
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2005; Jackendoff & Aaron 1991; Ritchie 2003, 2004; Semino et al. 2004; Steen
2007; Vervaeke & Kennedy 1996, 2004; Wallington 2010).
Voor de analyse van onze dataset zijn we uitgegaan van de Metafoor
Identificatie Procedure (MIP) die is ontwikkeld door de Pragglejaz Group (2007).
Deze methode analyseert metaforen op talig niveau (in plaats van conceptueel
niveau) en behaalde eerder positieve resultaten wat betreft betrouwbaarheid. We
ontwikkelden MIP verder tot MIPVU om tegemoet te komen aan de verschillende
discours-specifieke problemen die we in onze dataset tegenkwamen. Hierbij
werden richtlijnen ontwikkeld voor het afbakenen van lexicale eenheden en het
bepalen van de basisbetekenis van een woord en de betekenis van woorden in
context. Daarvoor werden twee corpusgebaseerde woordenboeken ingezet
(Macmillan en Longman). Omdat MIP ontwikkeld is voor de identificatie van
indirecte metaforen (dat wil zeggen, woorden die in hun indirecte, metaforische
betekenis gebruikt zijn, zoals verdedig in ‘ik verdedig mijn standpunt’), werd
MIPVU verrijkt met de analyse van directe metaforen (dat wil zeggen, metaforen
die in de taal worden uitgedrukt als niet-letterlijke vergelijkingen, zoals ‘hij eet als
een varken’). Daarnaast werden impliciete metaforen toegevoegd (dat zijn
metaforen die worden uitgedrukt via ellipsis of substitutie, zoals wanneer het
persoonlijk voornaamwoord ‘het’ verwijst naar een eerder gebruikte metaforische
referent). Ook werden zogenaamde ‘Mflags’ (oftewel woorden die metaforiek
signaleren, zoals als in ‘hij eet als een varken’) aan de annotatie toegevoegd. Dit
maakte het mogelijk om alle metafoortypes op te nemen in de analyse en een nog
beter beeld te krijgen van de verschillen in gebruik tussen de registers.
Omdat in MIPVU naast metaforisch gebruikte taal (indirecte metaforen)
ook niet-metaforische taal (directe metaforen en Mflags) was opgenomen als
mogelijke uitdrukking van onderliggende metaforische ideeën, werden de
verschillende metafoortypes aangeduid met de overkoepelende term ‘metaphorrelated word’ (MRW) oftewel ‘metafoorgerelateerde woord’. Daarnaast voegden
we een aparte categorie van grensgevallen toe (‘WIDLII’). Het resultaat was een
onderscheid tussen niet-metafoorgerelateerde, duidelijk metafoorgerelateerde en
mogelijk metafoor-gerelateerde woorden en een onderscheid tussen directe,
indirecte en impliciete talige metaforen en metafoor-signaalwoorden. De precieze
richtlijnen van MIPVU worden in Hoofdstuk 3 beschreven.
Net als MIP, heeft MIPVU steeds betrouwbare resultaten gescoord. Dit is
gemeten met een aantal betrouwbaarheidstoetsen die in Hoofdstuk 4 worden
gerapporteerd. Hoewel alle registers goed scoorden, is het wel zo dat de
metafooridentificatie het moeilijkst bleek voor spontane conversaties. Hoofdstuk 4
beschrijft de moeilijkheden voor MIPVU-analyse van conversaties, waaronder het
begrijpen van de betekenis van lexicale eenheden in context, bijvoorbeeld omdat
conversatiebeurten onduidelijk waren of onafgemaakt bleven. Ook bleek het lastig
om onderscheid te maken tussen metaforiek en metonymie. Probleemgevallen
werden altijd besproken met collegaonderzoekers in het omvattende project
voordat de annotaties definitief werden gemaakt. Daarnaast werd de consistentie
van de annotaties gecontroleerd
in een ronde van ‘troubleshooting’ of
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‘probleemoplossing’. MIPVU biedt daarmee een empirische basis voor de
corpuslinguïstische analyse die de kern vormt van dit proefschrift en kan dienen als
een expliciete en praktische methode voor metafooranalyse in toekomstige studies.
In plaats van het bestuderen van talige metaforen, concentreren veel
metaforenstudies zich op conceptuele metaforen. Terugkerende vergelijkingen
tussen domeinen kunnen systematische patronen onthullen die een mogelijke
afspiegeling zijn van de manier waarop mensen abstracte begrippen, zoals het
leven, ervaren. Een veel gebruikt voorbeeld is de conceptuele metafoor HET
LEVEN IS EEN REIS. We omschrijven ons leven en gebeurtenissen daarbinnen
bijvoorbeeld vaak alsof we een ‘pad’ bewandelen, met een specifiek doel of
bestemming en medereizigers. Het is echter niet eenvoudig om conceptuele
metaforen af te leiden van metafoor-gerelateerde woorden (zie Deignan 2005;
Jackendoff & Aaron 1991; Ritchie 2003, 2004; Semino et al. 2004; Steen 2007;
Vervaeke & Kennedy 1996, 2004; Wallington 2010). Een van de grootste
uitdagingen is om dit op een systematische en betrouwbare manier te doen.
Sommige taalkundigen zijn begonnen met het ontwerpen van expliciete methods,
zoals metafoorgeleide taalgebruiksanalyses (Cameron & Maslen 2010) en Steens
methode in ‘vijf stappen’ (1999, 2007, 2009). Een recente toevoeging is een
methode voor semantische annotatie, Wmatrix (Rayson 2008). De methode
voorziet woorden in een tekst automatisch van toepasselijke semantische domeinen
die de verschillende betekenissen van een woord aanduiden. Deze domeinen
komen mogelijk overeen met de bron- en doeldomeinen die gebruikt worden om te
bepalen of een woord metaforisch gebruikt is of niet (Koller et al. 2007; Semino et
al. 2009). Hoofdstuk 6 onderzoekt de mogelijkheden van Wmatrix als een
geautomatiseerd alternatief voor MIPVU, maar ook als een manier om metaforen
af te leiden uit conceptuele structuren: in plaats van eerst naar de taal te kijken, zijn
de semantische domeinen nu het uitgangspunt om metaforische taal te vinden
(Koller 2004). Verder wordt de waarde van metafooranalyse via Wmatrix
beschreven voor een vergelijking tussen registers.
Een driedimensionele benadering van metaforen: een mogelijke verbinding
tussen symbolisch en psycholinguïstisch onderzoek
In de Introductie en Hoofdstuk 1 wordt Steens (2008, 2011) driedimensionele
model voor metaforiek in taal, denken en communicatie geïntroduceerd als het
kader voor dit proefschrift. Steens model bouwt een brug tussen discoursgebaseerde metaforenstudies die vorm en functie bestuderen en psychologische
studies waarin het verwerken van metaforen centraal staat. In antwoord op de
Cognitieve Metafoor Theorie richt steeds meer psycholinguïstisch onderzoek zich
op de manier waarop metaforen worden verwerkt (Bowdle & Gentner 2005;
Gentner & Bowdle 2008; Giora 2003, 2008). Een belangrijke conclusie uit dit
onderzoek is dat metaforen niet per definitie als metaforen (dus via een
vergelijking), maar ook wel via categorisatie of lexicale desambiguering worden
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begrepen. Bowdle and Gentner stellen in hun ‘Career of Metaphor’ theorie dat dit
kan liggen aan de conventionaliteit van metaforen, maar ook aan hun vorm. Bij
nieuwe metaforen wordt de vergelijking tussen domeinen wel gerealiseerd, terwijl
dit bij conventionele metaforen, die inmiddels vaker gebruikt zijn, niet meer nodig
is. Hun betekenis is al gecategoriseerd. Daarnaast worden metaforen in de vorm
van een simile (A is als B) als een vergelijking verwerkt, terwijl traditionele
metaforen (A is B) eerder via categorisatie werken. In het eerste geval nodigt de
taal uit tot het maken van een vergelijking, terwijl dat in het tweede geval niet het
geval is. Gezien het feit dat in authentiek taalgebruik verschillende
metafoorvormen worden gevonden, is het interessant te constateren dat de manier
van metafoorverwerking afhangt van talige vorm en conceptuele conventionaliteit.
In steeds meer discours-studies wordt de connectie gemaakt tussen formele
karakteristieken
van
metaforisch
taalgebruik
en
hypothesen
over
metafoorverwerking. Daarbij worden relatief nieuwe termen geïntroduceerd zoals
‘deliberate’ of ‘opzettelijke’ metaforen (Cameron 2003; Semino 2008; Steen 2008,
2011) en ‘waking’ of ‘wakende’ metaforen (Müller 2008). Steen (2008, 2011) stelt
dat de connectie tussen vorm en verwerking afhangt van de manier waarop een
metafoor wordt gecommuniceerd, namelijk opzettelijk als een vergelijking tussen
twee domeinen (typisch directe metaforen) of onopzettelijk (typisch indirect
metaforen). Naast het bestuderen van metaforen in termen van formele
eigenschappen en de mogelijk resulterende cognitieve representaties, dient
symbolische metafooranalyse daarom ook aandacht te besteden aan de
communicatieve eigenschappen van een metaforische uitdrukking in context. Zo
kunnen resultaten van taalkundig onderzoek worden verbonden met
psycholinguïstisch onderzoek om te komen tot hypothesen over
metafoorverwerking in de context van dagelijks taalgebruik.
Het onderscheid tussen de drie dimensies waarop metaforen kunnen
worden geanalyseerd biedt een praktische structuur voor de analyses in dit
proefschrift. Ten eerste richt de MIPVU methode zich nadrukkelijk op de
identificatie van talige metaforen, wat betekent dat de methode metafoorgerelateerde woorden verzamelt zonder te speculeren over onderliggende
conceptuele structuren. De corpuslinguïstische analyse in Hoofdstuk 5 rapporteert
daarom bevindingen op een talig niveau. Metaforen in conversaties worden vanuit
een conceptueel perspectief bekeken in Hoofdstuk 6, waarin een semantisch
annotatie systeem, Wmatrix, de metaforen toekent aan conceptuele domeinen. Dit
systeem maakt het mogelijk om semantische patronen binnen de dataset te vinden
en biedt een manier om conceptuele structuren af te leiden uit authentieke
metaforische uitdrukkingen. Metaforen worden vanuit het perspectief van
communicatie bekeken door aandacht te besteden aan de communicatieve
kenmerken van metaforen die lijken te duiden op meer opzettelijk gebruik van
metaforen als een vergelijking tussen twee domeinen. Dit komt voornamelijk aan
de orde in de analyse van verschillende metafoortypen in Hoofdstuk 5, waar
directe metaforen worden besproken. Het is nadrukkelijk zo dat op geen van de
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drie dimensies uitspraken worden gedaan over het daadwerkelijk verwerken van
metaforen. Metafoorverwerking komt aan bod in het experiment in Hoofdstuk 7.
Ontwikkelingen binnen metafooronderzoek hebben geleid tot verschillende
disciplines die metaforiek op verschillende dimensies bestuderen (zie Steen 2007,
2011). Dit ging samen met een toenemend besef dat deze dimensies en disciplines
eerst moeten worden onderscheiden alvorens inzichten kunnen worden
uitgewisseld om multidisciplinaire kaders te bouwen. In de praktijk helpt dit
duidelijke onderscheid de mogelijke resultaten en tekortkomingen van een studie
beter te bepalen; zo ook in deze studie. Het driedimensionale model biedt een
transparant kader om metaforen in conversaties te bestuderen vanuit een lexicogrammaticaal, conceptueel en retorisch perspectief.
Talige kenmerken van metaforen in conversaties
Bij de kwantitatieve vergelijking van metaforen in conversaties, fictie,
nieuwsteksten en academische teksten stond één vraag centraal, namelijk: Welke
talige vormen van metaforen (in termen van woordklasse en metafoortype) worden
in welke taalgebruiksituaties en voor welke doeleinden toegepast en zijn
daadwerkelijk typerend voor een specifiek register, in dit geval conversaties? De
vergelijking leverde zowel algemene patronen van metafoorgebruik als
registerspecifieke patronen op. Bibers (1988) registerdimensies hielpen om deze
patronen te interpreteren en om de functie van verschillende metafoortypen te
duiden. Daarnaast werd gekeken hoe het metaforische gebruik van specifieke
woordklassen zich verhield tot de lexico-grammaticale patronen van elk register.
Op deze manier voegt het proefschrift metafoorgerelateerde taal toe aan de lijst van
talige elementen die Biber (1988, 1989) en zijn medeonderzoekers (Biber &
Conrad 2001; Biber et al. 1999) hebben gebruikt om registervariatie te typeren.
De kwantitatieve analyse in Hoofdstuk 5 laat zien dat 13.7% van alle
lexicale eenheden in het gehele corpus metafoorgerelateerd zijn. De meeste
metaforen (95.5%) zijn indirect en duidelijk metafoor-gerelateerd. Conversaties
bevatten de minste metaforen met in totaal 7.7% (6.8% duidelijk metafoorgerelateerd, 0.9% potentieel metafoor gerelateerd). Dat geldt ook voor de
verschillende metafoortypen: vergeleken met de geschreven registers bevat
conversatie het kleinste aantal indirecte metaforen, directe metaforen, impliciete
metaforen en Mflags.
In termen van Bibers (1988) registerdimensies lijkt metaforiek eerder
typerend voor informatieve (‘informational’) dan voor betrokken (‘involved’)
registers. Het relatief lage gebruik van metaforen in conversaties past bij de
gesitueerde inhoud van conversaties waarbij vooral de onmiddellijke context in
taal wordt gebruikt. Dit is nog sterker het geval bij het type conversaties dat is
gebruikt in dit corpusonderzoek, waarbij taal wordt gebruikt ‘in actie’ in plaats van
voor discussies over abstracte onderwerpen (zie ook Cameron 2007a). De invloed
van onderwerpen op metafoorgebruik komt ook naar voren in de verschillende
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teksten binnen het conversatiecorpus. Metafoorgebruik varieert tussen de 2.9% en
10.1% en lijkt te worden beïnvloed door het feit dat sommige teksten zich meer
richten op actie, terwijl andere meer betrokken interactie vertonen.
Het beeld wordt complexer wanneer de rol van woordklassen wordt
betrokken bij de analyse. Binnen ieder register worden metaforen vaak
geformuleerd als werkwoorden en voorzetsels. Sommige woordklassen zijn echter
typisch metaforisch in afzonderlijke registers. Metaforisch gebruik van
determinatoren (‘determiners’) is kenmerkend voor conversaties. Gesprekspartners
reageren constant op wat eerder gezegd is en becommentariëren de onmiddellijke
context, zowel in ruimte (wat dichtbij is) als tijd (wat net gebeurd is). Het
metaforische gebruik van aanwijzend voornaamwoorden, zoals that (dat), laat
sprekers eerdere uitspraken in één woord samenvatten als een ‘tastbaar’ onderwerp
om vervolgens gedachten en gevoelens over dit onderwerp te kunnen uiten (e.g.
‘That’s terrible!’, ‘Dat is verschrikkelijk’).
Het metaforische gebruik van de overige woordklassen is meer
kenmerkend voor de andere registers dan voor conversaties. Daarnaast komen veel
metafoorgerelateerde woorden in conversaties ook voor in de geschreven registers
en zijn op zichzelf dus niet per se typerend. Iedere metafoor wordt simpelweg
toegepast binnen het informatieve, vertellende of betrokken karakter van het
betreffende register. Zo worden bijvoeglijk naamwoorden in conversaties
bijvoorbeeld metaforisch gebruikt voor onbeleefde, informele en evaluerende
uitdrukkingen die kenmerkend zijn voor spreektaal (e.g. ‘Bloody hell’, ‘Fine, thank
you’ en ‘Fair enough’). Metaforische voorzetels worden in conversaties over het
algemeen gebruikt om tijd en manier van doen aan te duiden (‘on Wednesday’ en
‘in a big way’), terwijl ze in argumenterende nieuws en academische teksten
worden gebruikt om onderwerpen te introduceren (e.g. ‘In discussing the
boundaries of murder…’). In conversaties wordt verder vooral gebruik gemaakt
van eenvoudige metaforische werkwoorden (zoals gedelexicaliseerde
werkwoorden als have, make, take en give), terwijl in academische teksten
daarnaast ook specifiekere metaforische werkwoorden voorkomen. Dit zijn slechts
een paar voorbeelden van de specifieke duiding van metafoorgebruik in Hoofdstuk
5.
De analyse van metafoorgerelateerde woorden per woordklasse leverde
nog twee patronen op die kenmerkend zijn voor metafoorgebruik in conversaties.
Allereerst lieten de type/token-ratios (die het aantal verschillende lemma’s deelt
door het aantal voorkomende lemma’s) zien dat conversatie de minste variatie in
metafoorgebruik vertoont, terwijl fictie de meeste variatie laat zien. Dit komt
overeen met de verschillen in variatie tussen conversatie en meer informerende of
beschrijvende teksten geobserveerd door Biber et al. (1999). Daarnaast worden
lexicale eenheden die metaforisch gebruikt worden in conversaties (en tot op
zekere hoogte ook in fictie) zowel in hun metaforische als niet-metaforische
betekenis gebruikt, terwijl deze in academische en nieuwsteksten voornamelijk in
hun
metaforische
betekenis
voorkomen.
Met
andere
woorden,
metafoorgerelateerde woorden worden in conversaties ook vaak niet-metaforisch
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gebruikt. Dit lijkt te komen door de gesitueerde of concrete context van
conversaties waarin simpelweg vaker een beroep wordt gedaan op de letterlijke
betekenis van woorden doordat gesprekspartners commentaar leveren op of een
beschrijving geven van hun directe, concrete omgeving. Het betekent echter ook
dat metaforisch en niet-metaforisch gebruik van een woord elkaar vaak afwisselen
waardoor de grens tussen abstract en concreet vervaagd, een fenomeen dat
Cameron beschrijft als “de grensgebieden tussen metaforiek, metonymie, en
letterlijke betekenis (2010: 351, mijn vertaling).
Op het gebied van metafoortypen laat de talige analyse zien dat
conversatie, naast indirecte metaforen, ook het laagste percentage impliciete en
directe metaforen scoort. Impliciete metaforen volgen eenzelfde patroon als
indirecte metaforen: ze komen het vaakst voor in academische teksten, gevolgd
door nieuwsteksten en fictieteksten, en tot slot conversatie. Directe metaforen
volgen een ander patroon en zijn kenmerkend voor nieuws en fictieteksten. Over
het algemeen worden ze in alle registers vaak gesignaleerd door Mflags. De directe
metaforen in conversaties zijn meestal kort, erg conventioneel en worden
gesignaleerd door like. In de geschreven registers, daarentegen, zijn directe
metaforen langer, minder conventioneel, en wordt gebruikt gemaakt van
verschillende signaalwoorden. Ze lijken ook te worden toegepast voor meer
retorische doeleinden, zoals om een onderwerp uit te leggen (academische en
nieuwsteksten), maar ook om te overtuigen via humor (nieuwsteksten) of om
sprekende beschrijvingen te geven (fictie). Directe metaforen en similes lijken
daarom kenmerkend voor meer overtuigende of verhalende teksten, waarin
schrijvers hun lezers vanwege verschillende retorische redenen uitnodigen een
vergelijking te maken.
Binnen het raamwerk van dit proefschrift is het verschil tussen
gesignaleerde en niet-gesignaleerde metaforen gerelateerd aan de potentiële opzet
waarmee metaforen worden gecommuniceerd (metaforiek in communicatie) en
mogelijk ook worden verwerkt. Uitgaande van de relatieve afwezigheid van
gesignaleerde directe metaforen in spontane conversaties, lijkt het in dit register
meestal te gaan om onopzettelijk gebruikte conventionele uitdrukkingen die
toegepast worden zonder per se de aandacht te vestigen op de vergelijking tussen
domeinen. Het lijkt daarom minder waarschijnlijk dat metaforen in spontane
conversaties ook daadwerkelijk worden verwerkt als een vergelijking. Natuurlijk is
deze hypothese alleen gebaseerd op talige analyse en is het niet ondenkbaar dat
elementen als intonatie en gebaren dit perspectief kunnen veranderen. Dit is echter
moeilijk te bepalen op basis van de gebruikte transcripten. Daarnaast zou de
daadwerkelijke verwerking van metaforen verder moeten worden onderzocht in
experimenteel onderzoek.
De vergelijking van metaforen tussen verschillende registers biedt een
nieuwe manier om de functie en het gebruik van metaforen te analyseren en zet
eerdere resultaten in een breeder perspectief. Het laat duidelijk zien dat metaforen
(zowel direct, indirect als impliciet gebruikt) het minst vaak gebruikt worden in
conversaties. Ook zijn de metaforen in de conversaties weinig uniek, erg
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conventioneel en lijken ze relatief ‘onopzettelijk’. Dit hangt waarschijnlijk samen
met het concrete, gesitueerde, on-line karakter van conversaties ‘in actie’. Het
resultaat suggereert dat we in ons dagelijkse taalgebruik liever schrijven dan
spreken in metaforen.
Conversatie en multimodaliteit: het effect van intonatie op het begrijpen en
interpreteren van metaforen
Binnen het onderzoeksprogramma ‘Metaforiek in dagelijks taalgebruik’ vormt
conversatie het enige gesproken register. Het corpusmateriaal bestaat uit
transcripten waarin paralinguïstische elementen zoals gebaren en intonatie zijn
weggelaten. Als gevolg biedt dit proefschrift een kwantitatieve beschrijving van
metaforiek in de talige elementen van conversaties. De niet-talige elementen
moesten buiten beschouwing worden gelaten. Gezien het toenemend inzicht in de
interactie tussen metafoor en gebaren (e.g Cienki, Muller 2008) is het niet
ondenkbaar dat het beeld van metaforiek in conversatie hierdoor niet volledig is. In
Hoofdstuk 1 wordt beschreven hoe verschillende experimenten het effect van
conventionaliteit, vorm, geschiktheid (zie Bowdle & Gentner 2005; Glucksberg
2003), co-text (Ortony et al. 1978) en kenmerken van individuele taalgebruikers
(e.g. zoals expertise; Steen 1994) hebben getoetst. Om de multimodaliteit van
conversaties te benadrukken, onderzoekt Hoofdstuk 7 het effect van intonatie op
metafoorbegrip en –interpretatie.
Het experiment combineert effecten van conventionaliteit op
metafoorverwerking (Career of Metaphor Theory, Bowdle & Gentner 2005) met de
mogelijkheid om via intonatie begrip en interpretatie te sturen (Nygaard and
Lunders 2002). Bekende, semi-bekende en onbekende vergelijkingen (similes)
werden uitgesproken met verschillende soorten intonatie om te toetsen wat het
effect is van intonatie op metafoorverwerking. De similes werden uitgesproken met
een congruente, incongruente of neutrale intonatie ten opzichte van de inhoud van
de vergelijking (positief, negatief of neutraal) en reactietijden werden gemeten om
te bepalen hoe snel de metaforen werden begrepen. Het effect van intonatie op
metafoorinterpretatie werd gemeten door de luisteraars de betekenis van de
metaforen te laten parafraseren en vervolgens de semantische connotatie van deze
parafrases te bepalen.
De resultaten suggereren dat intonatie een subtiele invloed heeft op de
snelheid waarmee similes begrepen worden en daarom direct lijkt te worden
geïnterpreteerd tijdens metafoorverwerking. Dit is vooral het geval bij negatieve
intonatie en kan wellicht worden verklaard door de zogenaamde ‘negativity bias’
(Baumeister et al. 2001), oftewel een ‘voorkeur voor negativiteit’, die stelt dat
mensen over het algemeen eerder worden aangetrokken door negatieve dan
positieve informatie. Niet alleen talige vorm heeft dus invloed op metafoor
verwerking, maar ook paralinguïstische kenmerken.
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Eindconclusie en suggesties voor verder onderzoek
Dit proefschrift levert een unieke bijdrage aan de beschrijving van metaforen in
conversaties door metafooranalyse te baseren op een kwantitatieve, corpuslinguïstische vergelijking van metafoorgebruik tussen verschillende registers.
Daarbij zijn metaforen geïdentificeerd via een betrouwbare methode en is
metafoorgebruik beschreven op drie verschillende dimensies, namelijk vanuit een
talig, conceptueel en communicatief perspectief. Het resultaat is een gedetailleerde
beschrijving van een registerprofiel voor metafoorgebruik in conversatie. De
kwantitatieve talige analyses laten zien dat zowel indirecte (het meest
voorkomende metafoortype), impliciete en directe metaforen het minst gebruikt
worden in conversaties. Typerend voor conversaties zijn metaforische
‘determinatoren’ (determiners) en aanwijzende voornaamwoorden, zoals dit en dat,
waarmee gesprekspartners voornamelijk reageren op elkaars uitingen en eerdere
delen van het gesprek kunnen samenvatten. Over het algemeen zijn metaforen in
conversaties weinig uniek, erg conventioneel en is het metafoorgebruik weinig
variërend. Metaforische woorden worden vaak zowel in hun niet-metaforische als
metaforische betekenis gebruikt en lijken niet vaak ‘opzettelijk’ als metafoor te
worden toegepast. Met andere woorden, in spontane conversaties wordt metaforiek
weinig als metafoor in communicatie gebruikt. Dit profiel wordt onderschreven
door de analyses die zijn uitgevoerd vanuit conceptueel perspectief met Wmatrix.
Toekomstig onderzoek moet uitwijzen of dezelfde conclusies ook kunnen worden
getrokken voor andere typen conversaties, zoals werkoverleggen of interviews.
Resultaten uit het huidige corpus suggereren immers dat het onderwerp van
conversatie een effect heeft op de hoeveelheid metaforen die worden gebruikt.
De analyses omvatten alleen talige elementen binnen de conversaties. Een
experimenteel onderzoek naar de invloed van intonatie op metafoorverwerking was
bedoeld om de multimodaliteit van conversaties te benadrukken. Het laat zien dat
intonatie een subtiele invloed heeft op de verwerking van metaforen. Dit is vooral
te zien bij intonatie met een negatieve toon. Naast talige vorm kunnen niet-talige
elementen dus ook beïnvloeden hoe een metafoor wordt begrepen. Gezien de
toenemende inzichten in het gebruik van metaforen in niet-talige
uitdrukkingsvormen, zoals gebaren (e.g. Müller & Cienki 2009) is het niet
ondenkbaar dat dit onderzoek geen volledig beeld geeft van alle metaforen in
conversaties. Daarnaast lijkt de huidige dataset ook niet veel opzettelijk gebruikte
metaforen (metaforen in communicatie) te bevatten, maar ook dat beeld zou door
de aanvulling van paralinguïstische elementen kunnen veranderen. De ideale
beschrijving van alle metaforiek in conversaties omvat daarom ook metaforische
gebaren, of gebaren die samen met talige elementen een metafoor creëren.
Eenzelfde motivatie kan worden gegeven voor intonatie, waarvoor onderzoek naar
metaforiek nog in de kinderschoenen staat (e.g. Johanssen Falck et al. 2010).
Methodes voor de identificatie van (metaforische) gebaren worden momenteel
ontwikkeld (zoals binnen het Togog project van Müller, maar ook Cienki 2010).
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Tot besluit hoopt dit proefschrift te inspireren tot andere corpus-gebaseerde
vergelijkingen van metaforiek in verschillende registers die nieuwe inzichten
toevoegen aan het bestaande beeld van de vormen en functies van metaforen in
dagelijkse conversaties. Op het gebied van gesproken taal verdient de studie naar
andere conversatietypen en gesproken registers de aandacht om te komen tot een
volledige beschrijving van metaforen in conversatie. Op het gebied van conversatie
hebben metafooronderzoekers nog een wereld te winnen. !
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